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Abstract
This work examines what constituted 19th century American military science, why it was framed
within government policy and taught within the United States Military Academy, and how it
became the early American way of war. The work uses as evidence a wide array of documents
including biographical records of 2046 West Point graduates. It tracks the evolution of military
science from Enlightenment Europe to the United States during the American Revolution and its
relative obscurity until after the War of 1812. It then explains why a deliberate decision was made
to transplant a French Napoleonic version of military science to serve as the curriculum of the
military academy and to support the formulation of a national defense policy that called for
militarized coastal frontiers and an “expansible army.” The work then follows how and why
military science was modified during the period 1820-1860 in response to changes to the threats
to the United States, changes related to state and federal plans for “internal improvements,”
Indian wars, westward expansion, war with Mexico, and advances in military technology.
Specifically it tracks how the doctrine of military science evolved from the teaching of specific
Napoleonic applications to embrace subjects needed for war in North America. Inculcation in this
American military science eventually came to provide the army with an officer corps that shared
a common all-arms doctrine and common skill in using mathematics for military problemsolving. The majority of long-service graduates went on to spend years of their career fulfilling
general staff, engineering, or academy instructor functions. The proliferation of military science
through their work, and through published texts available to state volunteers, ensured that on the
eve of the Civil War there existed a distinctly American, and scientific, way of war. This work
challenges two late 20th century liberal arts revisionist schools, championed by Samuel
Huntington and Russell Weigley, that have unfairly reduced military science to near oblivion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the spring and summer of 1864 the Army of Northern Virginia, Robert E. Lee
commanding, and George Meade’s Army of the Potomac, with Ulysses Grant
accompanying, bit into each other savagely and pushed and tugged and “chewed and
choked” all the way from the Wilderness to Cold Harbor.1 These armies locked together
in near continuous contact and in frequent combat tried to destroy one another. Union
attempts were foiled because Lee’s army could not be severed from its base of supplies.
Lee’s attempts were frustrated each time Grant changed his base of operations to a new
supply point along the Chesapeake, preventing Lee from threatening the Union line of
communication. In June Lee’s fears deepened as he learned that Grant was switching once
more to a base upon the James River. “If he gets there,” Lee said, “it will become a siege
and then it will be a mere question of time.”2 Lee understood that a siege at RichmondPetersburg could trap his army and deny him equal opportunity to transfer his base of
operations from Richmond to either the Shenandoah Valley or further south. Defeat would
inevitably follow. General William T. Sherman also knew as much: “let Lee hold onto
Richmond, and we will destroy his country….Let him stick to his parapets and he will
perish.”3

1

See telegram President Lincoln to General Grant dated 17 August 1864: “I
have seen your despatch expressing your unwillingness to break your hold where you
are. Neither am I willing. Hold on with a bulldog grip, and chew and choke as much
as possible.” Accessed 10 July 2011 at: www.archives.gov/exhibits/americanoriginals/petersbg.html
2
Quotation from J. William Jones, Personal Reminiscences of General Robert E. Lee
(New York: D. Appleton, 1875), 40. The original is from an address by LieutenantGeneral Jubal Early to Washington and Lee University, 19 January 1872.
3
Telegram from Sherman to Secretary of War E.M. Stanton, dated 12 March 1865, in
W.T. Sherman, Memoirs of General William T. Sherman (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1957), 296.

After three years of war, these generals were now masters of the “military
science” they had initially been taught at the United States Military Academy during the
antebellum period. They had learned there that war was much more than the meeting of
armies in open battle, where the issue would be decided by guts, glory, and martial genius.
For the last three years they had been reminded of this as a decisive destruction of an
army in battle had eluded both the Union and Confederate forces. They discovered that so
long as an army was in contact with a secure base of operations it could not be completely
destroyed, and could be reconstituted to fight another day. They had come to appreciate
the lessons of their West Point professors, that war needed strategy, and that the basis of
strategy lay in science.
The Union Army’s faith in military science was affirmed in 1865 when
Confederate military might eroded during the siege of Petersburg, and in the collapse of
the Confederacy after Sherman’s army plowed a swath of destruction “…round by
Georgia and the Carolinas” denying the Confederates any secure base of operations in the
south.4 Lee later claimed that the collective talents of Confederate generalship were
insufficient to prevent the military resources of the Confederacy from being “…gradually
worn down by the combined agencies of numbers, steam-power, railroads, mechanism,
and all the resources of physical science…. these new adjuncts to the science of war.” 5
But to Sherman and Grant, and to the West Point graduates who made up the commanders
and staffs of the field armies, the military departments and the general staff in

4

W.T. Sherman, this phrase is from a letter written to his brother of December 1863, it
demonstrates his vision of his subsequent campaign twelve months before it
commenced. Quoted in Charles Royster, The Destructive War (New York: Vintage
Books, 1993), 322.
5
Quotation found in Jones, Personal Reminiscences, 43.
2

Washington, victory came not from numbers or technology, but from the proper
application of military science itself.
Military science had been transplanted from France to West Point, New York
during the American Revolution, twenty years before the United States Military Academy
was established there in 1802. Military science was deeply cultivated at the academy with
the military reforms that followed the War of 1812 and became military doctrine.6 Over
time, as more and more academy graduates filled the majority of officer line and staff
positions in posts throughout the expanding United States, military science became a
shared paradigm of war. During the Civil War this paradigm emerged as a scientific way
of war which subsequently profoundly shaped American military culture.7 However, in
the late twentieth century the roots of this scientific way of war were lost as powerful
historical revisions championed by Samuel Huntington and Russell Weigley, giants in
American military history and theory, heaped layers of criticism upon, and effectively
buried, the intellectual world of antebellum West Point. Chapter 2 will discuss these
revisionist interpretations. The remainder of this dissertation is an excavation designed to

The word “doctrine” s defined as simply that which is taught, and refers specifically to
those subjects taught at West Point; see Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Fifth
Edition, Volume 1 (Oxford: University Press), 727. Samuel Huntington claimed that
the teaching of this doctrine in the antebellum period created an “American Military
Enlightenment;” see The Soldier and the State: The Theory and Politics of CivilMilitary Relations (New York: Vintage Book, 1957), 217-220. It is attractive to use
this phrase to describing antebellum military science, however the author has steered
away from it in order to avoid confusion that might arise with such a term as
Enlightenment. For discussion of the Military Enlightenment see John A. Lynn,
Battle: A History of Combat and Culture (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2003), 190217; Azar Gat, A History of Military Thought from the Enlightenment to the Cold War
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 56-107, 141-191; and Armstrong Starky,
War in the Age of the Enlightenment, 1700-1789 (West Port, Connecticut: Praeger,
2003), 33-68.
7
For a discussion of ways of wars and paradigmal thinking see Footnotes 11-15 below.
3
6

uncover and explain what constituted nineteenth century American military science and
why American military and political leaders accepted it as the dominant paradigm of war
in the antebellum period.
West Point military science was a product of the European Enlightenment, a
phenomenon which touched military affairs as deeply as it did civil society. The genesis
of this science was in artillery and fortifications developments in Italy in the sixteenth
century. What distinguished these developments from all previous advancements was not
technology, as some have argued, but rather the application of modern mathematics.
Europeans came to anchor their knowledge of war upon an underlying assumption that the
answer to most military problems was to be found in the application of mathematics to
artillery and fortifications design, and to tactics employing firearms. Perhaps the most
well known practitioner of new military science in the seventeenth century is Louis XIV’s
chief engineer, Sebastien le Prestre de Vauban. Vauban was responsible for the near
perfection of three things: fortifications, siegecraft, and military frontiers. Under his
supervision France constructed dozens of fortifications using complex geometrical
designs that were emulated for two hundred years. He created a “method” of siege craft,
also geometric in design, which could guarantee the capture of any fortress. Finally,
Vauban created a system of integrated fortified military frontiers that protected the nation
from invasion and that served as bases of operations from which French troops could
invade neighbouring countries (a system he called ceinture de fer or “iron belt”). Each of
these things had significant impact upon subsequent European and American military
thought

4

Vauban knew that in constructing fortifications, in commanding sieges, and in
planning his ceinture de fer, he had to conform to topography. The variances of terrain on
each frontier and at each fortified location, with each siege trench, required constant
compensation when applying fortifications designs, or when calculating weapons
trajectories, ballistics, and the fall of shot. Only advanced mathematics could grant the
precision of calculations needed to allow for such compensations. For this reason
knowledge of analytical geometry, logarithms, and the decimal system was essential, and
in the eighteenth century these subjects came to form the foundation for studies in the
military academies that were established throughout Europe. Military science then
flourished in the last half of that century as officers and theorists began to apply
mathematics to the larger problems of mobilization and to the logistic requirements of
long offensive campaigns. A particular group of Enlightenment writers and thinkers
known as les Lumières, driven by a notion of the perfectibility of war, spent the last half
of eighteenth century trying to determine the invariable principles that would unlock the
secret of open warfare, much as Vauban had done for fortifications and siege craft. In this,
mathematics, especially geometry, became their principal tool, and les Lumières started
to refer to many aspects of military affairs as “sciences.”
This reliance upon mathematics, and the entire emergence of military science, did
not exist in isolation. It in fact reflected broad social trends, particularly the emergence of
an enduring and prevalent intellectual milieu named by French philosopher Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662) as l’esprit géométrique. During the early Enlightenment period, geometry
came to be regarded as the key to understanding the workings of the universe. God
himself was considered The Great “Geometer,” and geometric form dominated
5

architectural and artistic design. Pascal believed that geometry was the only reliable
means to explain the world. He divided human thought into two categories, the
mathematical mind and the intuitive mind, the mathematical being the only
understandable one.8 To him the mathematical mind viewed the world in terms of
mathematical riddles and solved problems using arithmetic and what was essentially an
early scientific method. The intuitive mind was very much innate and given to artistic
expression and a quality of mind known as genius. Pascal’s dichotomy might seem
simplistic today, but it expressed the duality with which subsequent Enlightenment
thinkers (and West Point professors) used to justify military study based upon geometry
and empirical reasoning over more intuitive talent or military genius honed through
individual experience alone. As one antebellum American thinker put it:
Geometry is the basis of the knowledge of most sublime sciences
known to the human mind….it is also a military science,
connected with the defense of the country [and] includes the
principles generally that lie at the basis of the art of war.9
However, such thinking was late arriving in North America. Not requiring
integrated militarized frontiers for the first 150 years of their existence, the development
of military science in the English colonies was slow. In lieu of a permanent regular army,
English colonists followed traditional practises of universal militia service, and this
preference for amateur citizen soldiers delayed the acquisition of knowledge of European
8

Blaise Pascal, Pensées and Scientific Treatises, trans. by R. Scofield in Hutchins, ed.,
Great Books of the Western World, Volume 33 (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica
Inc, 1952), 432-434. For the pervasiveness of such thinking in the military world see
Gat, A History of Military Thought, 37; and Henry Guerlac, “Vauban: The Impact of
Science on War” in Peter Paret, ed., Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to
the Nuclear Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 67-74.
9
D. McCurdy “An Essay on the Means and Importance of Introducing the Natural
Science into the Family Library and Diffusing the Elements of Geometry into the Plan
of the Popular Education” (Washington: Blair and Rives, Printers, 1842), 40-41.
6

military science until the American Revolution. During that conflict the American states
came to rely heavily upon French military expertise, and this would continue
intermittently for another hundred years. Chapter 3 will discuss this in detail.
Once independence was won, inherent anti-militarism in the United States
obstructed Nationalist and Federalist efforts to create military scientific capacity within
the fledgling “peacetime military establishment.” However, threat of European invasion in
the 1790s forced congress to agree to the formation of a corps of engineers and artillery
and to the construction of coastal fortifications. Eventually congress also agreed to
establish a military academy dedicated to the diffusion of the military knowledge needed
to construct these defensive works. With its establishment, the United States Military
Academy became a sanctuary for European military science. But the academy remained
small and isolated until the War of 1812. That conflict more than anything else convinced
the here-to-fore anti-militarist Republican Party of the need for a competent peacetime
army and for a rigorous programme of study at the military academy. Chapter 4 examines
how Republican Party military reforms were implemented under Presidents Madison and
Monroe, including the transplantation of a French Napoleonic version of military science
to become the doctrine taught at West Point. This military science also supported a new
national defense policy. This policy, later known as the Third System of defense, laid
down plans for the construction of permanent fortifications upon militarized coastal
frontiers.10 Together with a corollary effort of “Internal Improvements,” successive

10

The Third System was the name given to the ongoing coastal fortifications programme
that dominated United States defense policy from 1817 until 1870. Its name reflected
the fact that two previous attempts to construct coastal defensive systems had already
occurred. The official use of the term Third System came late, in Chief Engineer
Joseph Totten’s 1851 report to congress. Before that date the programme was called
7

administrations in Washington committed resources to the building of hundreds of land
and maritime fortifications and to the development of roads and waterways that could
facilitate the movement of mobilized militia forces from the interior to any threatened
point. The policy framed thinking in the war department regarding engineering and
fortifications, artillery practises, logistics, and strategy between 1820 and 1860. The
policy also substantiated the need for a small corps of regular professional army officers
under federal control in a union ever conscious of state and federal jurisdictions, and ever
suspicious of standing armies
During the initial period of reform (between 1817 and 1825), the military science
that had been transplanted from France crystallized into doctrine at the United States
Military Academy, and provided the foundational support for the emergence of military
professionalism. Chapter 5 examines how the disciplinary and pedagogical system
imposed at West Point after 1817 developed habits of thought and conduct that
subordinated notions of individual honor and glory, and state identification, to a sense of
federal duty. West Point regulars became distinguished from their amateur counterparts of
the state militias by the distinct nature of their military knowledge and by their sense of
service. This knowledge and discipline took years to acquire, and for much of the
antebellum era could only be learned at the military academy, the intellectual centre of the
United States Army.11

the coastal fortifications system, or the fortification system for the maritime frontier.
See Chapter Five for a discussion of this system. See also Mark Smith, “The Corps of
Engineers and National Defense in Antebellum America, 1815-1860” (PhD
Dissertation), University of Alabama, 2004, note on page 2.
11
The status of the academy as the intellectual centre of the army is irrefutable. While
other army institutions were established during the antebellum period to instruct
specific branch tactics, none lasted more than a few years before disappearing for lack
8

The West Point curriculum and pedagogy also reinforced a Jeffersonian ideal of
egalitarianism. Military science remained accessible to any youth who possessed intellect
and a determination to learn this “complete system” of military thought. Chapter 6
examines this system to show its distinctiveness and comprehensiveness. The curriculum
was unique in North America in that it dedicated two years of study to mathematics, and
two years to the study of physical science and engineering. It was equally unique in that it
required all cadets to become competent in all tactical branches, mastering the basics of
infantry, artillery, engineer, and, eventually, cavalry tactics. No branch affiliations were
granted until graduation. The curriculum also provided cadets with a distinct body of
knowledge regarding artillery and logistics applications, military engineering and
fortifications, and the science of military movements - strategy. Cadets were taught that
military decision making in any of these branches was not a matter of individual intuition
or experience, but rather dependent upon empiricism. Cadets learned that the empirical
basis for most problem-solving was mathematical, even in strategy. In this, the curriculum
challenged aristocratic notions that effective command in war was the exclusive domain
of officers from a privileged social group, who with experience could acquire skill at

of congressional support. The academy alone continued to instruct military art and
science throughout the era, and it was academy graduates (mostly faculty) who
produced the first American treatises on military affairs. All definitive texts agree on
this point: see Edward M. Coffman, The Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army
in Peacetime, 1784-1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986); James L.
Morrison, Jr., “The Best School”: West Point, 1833-1866 (Kent, Ohio: Kent State
University Press, 1998); William B. Skelton, An American Profession of Arms: The
Army Officer Corps, 1784-1861 (Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas,
1992) especially Chapter 13; Stephen E. Ambrose, Duty, Honor, Country: A History
of West Point (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1999); George S.
Pappas, To The Point: The United States Military Academy, 1802-1902 (Westport,
Connecticut: Praeger, 1993); and R. Ernest Dupuy, Where They Have Trod: The West
Point Tradition in American Life (New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1940).
9

military command. It also challenged ideas held in some quarters of the United States that
amateurs possessed of “natural” American martial talent could always be counted upon to
provide military leadership. Instead, the curriculum provided cadets with specific
technical knowledge and with common problem-solving skills that, when combined with
experience, might help develop good military commanders, but which also would produce
good general staff officers.
Expansion westward in the 1820s and 1830s forced the small United States Army
to augment its staff capacity, and reliance upon the West Point graduate to perform staff
functions increased as a third of the regular officer corps were routinely seconded to staff
branches. Expansion also produced modifications to the West Point curriculum. This
included more advanced civil engineering, designed to prepare officers attached in
temporary service to the engineer, topographical, ordnance or quartermaster staffs to
construct transportation infrastructure and garrisons in the west, and to handle ordnance
and logistics functions as the army increased its peacetime posts, depots, and foundries.
Chapter 7 explains this, and how further modifications came when the need arose to
survey and map newly acquired frontiers and to police them with cavalry and horse-drawn
artillery. Advances in steam technology, including steamboats and railways, also forced
modifications to the curriculum, as did advances in ordnance sciences.
All of these changes had an impact upon the way that the academy taught
military strategy. Originally transplanted from France as a science of strategic movement,
strategy considered how an army manouevred in a campaign to beat an enemy. The
prevailing concepts conveyed geometric patterns regarding how an army advanced upon
an enemy to achieve a position of advantage, threatening or cutting the opponent’s line of
10

communication to its base of supply before defeating that enemy in battle. The governing
principle in this science of movement was the achievement of mass upon a key strategic
point. From 1820 until the mid 1830s West Point professors taught elements of the
science based upon the writings of three Enlightenment theorists, Heinrich von Bulow,
Archduke Charles of Austria, and Baron Antoine de Jomini. Chapter 8 reveals how during
the 1830s however, Professor Dennis Hart Mahan, head of the engineering department
and the man charged with teaching strategy, did away with European texts and replaced
them with his own synthesis of strategic combinations.
During his 40 year tenure at West Point (1830-1871) Mahan continuously
reflected upon the American requirements of military science. He remained acutely aware
of the need to present his lessons within the framework of war department policy and
American military reality (reliant upon mobilized citizen armies). Through his courses in
civil and military engineering, permanent and field fortifications, and strategy, he
provided successive generations of West Point cadets with a simplified derivation of
European fortifications theory and the science of movements. In this he avoided the
complex contemporary European emphasis on lines of operation (specifically interior
lines of operation) and forced his students to consider strategic military problems in terms
of projections from military frontiers, outlining the need for an integral relationship
between a strategic objective point and the base of operations (alternately referred to as a
base of supplies) from which an offensive campaign is sustained. After all, North America
was not Europe, and reliance upon foraging would not do in wilderness terrain, making
bases of supply more important to American military forces. Mahan taught his students to
be flexible regarding lines and bases of operation, in order to increase their strategic
11

options and to provide their forces “celerity” of movement and the ability to concentrate
force upon an enemy’s line of communication and gain advantage before battle.
Mahan’s strategic combinations, and all other aspects of West Point military
science, were applied with success in the Mexican War, the subject of Chapter 9. After
that conflict American military science was refined and diffused into the United States
militia through a series of publications. Concurrently, thinking about strategy was
elevated within the regular army when West Point professors began to teach advanced
military studies to the academy instructors. In 1854, with the commencement of a five
year programme of study, cadets also received expanded instruction in strategy. Chapter
10 examines this and describes the reappraisals of West Point military science that
occurred with the 1856 Delafield Commission and the 1860 Davis Commission. Both of
these affirmed the efficacy of the academy’s instruction.
Chapter 11 attempts to show briefly how military science was applied throughout
the Civil War. It introduces an hypothesis that common instruction in military science,
combined with common mathematical problem-solving skills, produced effective
commanding generals and a wartime general staff of West Point graduates. This
hypothesis aims to excite further interest in investigation of America’s wars using
knowledge of military science.
My conclusions regarding antebellum military science are in part drawn from
data produced by a review of the biographical records of 2,046 graduates of the United
States Military Academy and employment records in annual Army Registers from 1820
until 1861. The results are set down in tabular form in Chapter 10 and provides telling
information regarding the extent to which West Point graduates were employed on
12

engineering and internal improvements tasks, and on general staff and instructional duties
during the antebellum period, and how these same graduates were subsequently employed
during the Civil War. The data serves to shatter the contention that West Point graduates
were incapable of thinking and exercising command above the company level.
This work deviates from a consensus interpretation in the literature that
antebellum military thought was entirely a throwback to the eighteenth century and that
the army was isolated from American society. It attempts to demonstrate the
contemporary relevance of military science and its political acceptability to the war
department and to congress. The chapters move beyond the cataloguing of separate ideas
regarding artillery, fortifications, logistics, and strategy and explain instead the coherency
of this “complete system” of thinking about war, placing the doctrine into the context of a
national military policy and a changing social environment. The work shows that
antebellum military science constituted a pervasive mindset which became manifest as
military doctrine but which also complemented evolving political and social trends.
The central focus of this work is the intellectual element of West Point teaching
that became what has been referred to as a way of war. Since it was first published in
1973, the enduring and pervasive influence of Russell Weigley’s The American Way of
War: A History of United States Military Strategy and Policy requires that all subsequent
usage of the term be explained carefully. Weigley proposed that a way of war was a
policy choice of one type of military strategy over another. He concluded that in war
Americans are predisposed to one particular type of strategic policy choice – annihilation
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– over another possible strategy - attrition.12 Military science, doctrine, and military
organizational culture had no place in Weigley’s dichotomy. This has provoked criticism,
most notably by historian Brian Linn, who has observed that Weigley’s idea about policy
choices existing independent of cultural trends is problematic. Linn suggests instead a
broader definition of this thing called a way of war, involving the peacetime preparation
of an army, including decades of consistent intellectual development, and inculcation in a
particular doctrine of war that is evident in the instruction and transmission of ideas.13
Such a notion has also been called the military mind by Samuel Huntington. In its
broadest sense it is a dominating military thought, the mentalitée referred to by historians
Lévy-Buhl and Marc Bloch.14 A way of war may also be considered as the paradigmal
thinking espoused by Thomas Kuhn in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.15 Whatever
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its name, this intellectual component of peacetime preparation for war, evident in the
continuity of military doctrine taught, is the centre point of this thesis.16
I attempt here to demonstrate that the doctrine of war inculcated at West Point in
the antebellum period, called military science, containing an enduring and coherent
military theory, was the foundation for broader American military thought, an American
way of war that only really became distinguishable in the Civil War. The West Point
doctrine and the military theory it presented were not derived from any particular strategy
or ideas of strategic choices, but from a prevailing – perhaps obsessive – intellectual
movement that sought mathematical explanation for the phenomenon of war. This
movement originated in the Enlightenment, and during the late Jeffersonian era was
embraced by officers such as Robert E. Lee and instructors such as Dennis Hart Mahan
who shared ideals regarding the role of science in all human affairs. It was maintained
thereafter by Jacksonian officers such as George McCellan, Pierre Beauregard, Joseph
Hooker, Ullyses Grant and William Sherman as a “comfortable vision” about war because
it met the requirements for national defense and internal improvements, and at the same
time satisfied an anti-militarist tradition in American politics. This intellectual
predisposition toward mathematics and science was in fact so well maintained at West
Point and in the regular army that it continued to function long after civil society in
America had displaced Enlightenment and Jeffersonian ideals with Jacksonian
Romanticism and late nineteenth century Realism.
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A work dedicated to examination of the prevailing ideas of another era must be
careful in defining words and concepts. The use of the phrase military science today
implies categories of military technology. In the early eighteenth century it described the
work of artificers, artillerists, and engineers, and used in plural form (military sciences) it
referred to branches of science (military architecture, chemistry, mineralogy, astronomy)
needed to construct weaponry and fortifications, roads and bridges, and to make maps. In
the mid eighteenth century knowledge regarding the raising and equipping of armies
(elements of what we now refer to as mobilization), quartermaster and ordnance functions,
the conduct of campaign marches, encampments and orders of battle – everything that
could be reduced to mathematical calculation and passed on by instruction – also came to
be known as military science. After 1800, military science included the science of
movements as well, or what was more commonly called strategy, or, as it was later
referred to at West Point, “the science of war.”17 For purposes of clarity, this work defines
military science as it was perceived in the antebellum military academy as including the
science of war (strategic movements) as well as three other specific branches - advanced
artillery applications (including ordnance functions), fortifications and engineering, and
the logistics of organizing, supplying and administrating armies.18
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Commanding-General Winfield Scott continued to use the term science of movements
well after West Point adopted the word strategy within their course on the science of
war: see Winfield Scott, Infantry Tactics or the Rules for the Exercise and Manoeuvre
of the United States Infantry (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1854), title page.
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West Point instructed tactics for every branch of the army, and advanced instruction in
these areas. Henry Halleck, Elements of Military Art and Science (New York: D.
Appleton & Company, 1862), 37. Henry Halleck named five elements of the art of
war - fortifications, tactics, strategy, logistics and what he called the polity of war. He
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Use of the word “science” in the eighteenth and nineteenth century does not
equate to a modern meaning of the word, which has the connotation as something in
opposition to “art.” Science in this era meant knowledge of a branch of learning
(astronomy for example), acquired by study and transmittable by reading and instruction.
A science therefore required a theoretical construct containing principles that organized
and explained empirical evidence in a manner which permitted consistent transfer of
knowledge. As such, sciences were empirical, and contrasted with learning acquired by
individual experience. Science was distinguishable from art as the latter was considered to
be a skill at doing or achieving something, which relied to some degree on experience
outside of formal instruction. To the Enlightenment mind, arts and sciences could be
complementary; they did not exist in separate spheres. Knowledge and practical
application of the science of fortifications would, for example, enhance a general’s ability
in the art of war.19
Military science therefore consisted of those branches of the art of war which
were grounded in theory and based upon evidence independent of individual experience,

in the Elements of the Art and Science of War for the Use of Cadets of the United
States Military Academy (New York: D. Van Norstrand, 1893), 8. The use of the word
logistics is from the French loger (to house, quarter), see Oxford English Dictionary;
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http://dictionary.oed.com, accessed 9 October, 2009. For contemporary definitions and
comprehensive treatment of science in the United States circa 1816, see Augustus
Brevoort Woodward, A System of Universal Science (Philadelphia: Edward Earle,
Harrison Hall, Moses Thomas, 1816), 10-11; for military science see 331-338. See
also Jacob Bigelow, Elements of Technology (Boston: Hillier, Cray, Little and
Wilkens 1831) 1. For discussion of the place of science in eighteenth century
schooling see Theodore Hornberger, Scientific Thought in the American Colleges,
1638-1800 (Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1945). Consideration of war as art
or science, or both, is a question that permeates all major works of military theory. For
a contemporary discussion of this see Halleck, Elements, 37-38.
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and which could be taught. The artillery, fortifications, engineering, and logistic branches
of military science relied upon empirical evidence – specifically mathematics and
mathematical models. The military science of strategic movement relied upon a mix of
military history and geometry and viewed analysis of past military campaigns as scientific
proof of governing geometric principles.
West Point cadets also learned the Vaubanian concept that all military problem
solving had to conform to topography. Fortifications, the use of artillery, and battle
formations had to be adapted to local conditions. Military movement and supply were
limited by foot and horse power and were affected by terrain features. A land’s capacity to
feed an army was also an important consideration in campaigning. Cadets were told that
military operations were “controlled by the topographical features of the seat of war.” 20
This appreciation for the topographical aspects of military problems allowed nineteenth
century military theorists and officers to distinguish between strategy and tactics, the
definitions of which also deserve consideration.
Strategy was a cognitive deliberation pertaining to the establishment of national
military frontiers and the identification of “theatres of war,” “objectives,” and “bases and
lines of operation.” Strategy involved the selection of important topographical points for
the construction of fortifications on land and coastal frontiers, and the designation of
strategic points for the mustering, organizing, and supplying of armies, and the planned
movement of these forces along strategic lines to concentrate them at selected
topographical points on or forward of the frontiers. The designation of a theatre of war
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and strategic points and lines came together in what was increasingly referred during the
Napoleonic era as a campaign plan, and strategy pertained to military movements made
during the campaign out of range of an enemy’s weapons.
Military tactics on the other hand was viewed as the artful employment of forces
- concentrated at a strategical point - within cannon range of the enemy.21 Tactics involved
the mathematical calculation of effects of weapons’ fire on specific types of terrain, the
determination of the best angle for soldiers to advance upon an enemy in parallel, oblique,
or perpendicular lines, and the manipulation of terrain by permanent or expedient
engineering works, in order to facilitate or impede movement or the effects of fire. This
application of mathematics to weapons fire was necessary to maximize the fire of muskets
and canon and led to the formulation of the linear tactics that characterized eighteenth and
nineteenth century warfare.
The strategic and tactical parts of military science were connected in that they
were governed by principles. The governing principles of tactics were many - some were
topographical, some geometric, and some mechanical. Of strategy one governing principle
remained immutable: the side which could best utilize natural and improved terrain to
establish strategic points in a theatre of war and concentrate upon one of these the greatest
mass of military force would prevail. This principle was described in 1805 as follows:
The grand object is then first to know the point upon which this
concentrated effort should be made: secondly, so to make it, as
that the adversary shall not be prepared to meet it by an effort
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This distinction between strategy and tactics was in Heinrich von Bulow, The Spirit of
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equally concentrated on that point. This may be said to be the
outline of military science.22
This principle was explanatory, giving nineteenth century military thinkers “a system
founded upon truth” to explain the successes of Frederick the Great and Napoleon
Bonaparte so that their victories might no longer be considered “the effects of magic.”23
The validity of the governing principle of strategy therefore balanced a contemporary
appreciation of martial genius.
In nearly all of the military treatises written by les Lumières and in subsequent
American works on military science the authors had to deal with, to some degree, the
question of military science in relation to the vague but indisputably important quality of
military genius. Most followed Pascal’s model and divided military knowledge into two
distinct parts, one scientific, and one intuitive (referred to by many as the “sublime” and
commonly called coup d’œil).24 The writers were distinguishable from each other in the
emphasis each placed upon one or the other of these parts. One school, led by English and
later Prussian commanders, advocated the overall importance of personal talent or genius
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to success in war. The other school, championed by French and some German thinkers,
and accepted by Americans in the antebellum period, held that talent and genius were
important to tactical applications of sound principles in war, but that strategic thinking and
campaign planning were reliant upon understanding of military science, learned through
nationally sponsored education and experience in service of the state.25 The emphasis
upon education also made military science of particular use to military staffs. Indeed,
military science elevated the role of the staff in military preparation and the conduct of
war to a point near equal to that of the commander.
During the first half of the eighteenth century military staffs consisted of a small
group of officers who personally assisted a single general. By 1800, military staffs had
evolved to include specialist bureaus that worked for ministers of war and that were
dedicated to preparing for and conducting large-scale national struggles. The French, as in
most things martial at the time, were the first in this regard. They had retained in
peacetime the national staff that had been created to conduct the Seven Years War and
started a staff college at Grenoble. By 1790 the French had developed national staff
doctrine and an adjutant general’s bureau that oversaw national military administration.
Minister of War Lazare Carnot created the bureau topogaphique in 1793 whereat overall
military strategy and logistics planning was conducted. Field staffs were established in
each French army, using a common doctrine which divided staff duties into four branches:
personnel (records and discipline), logistics and engineering, intelligence and operations,
and internal administration. A combination of traditional English practise and French
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military staff innovation served as an early model for American staff organization and
procedure. The language and thought of these staffs relied very much upon the common
appreciation of the various branches of military science, which became the military
doctrine by which most Napoleonic armies functioned, and as will be discussed in
Chapters 5 and 8, formed the basis for an American doctrine and led to the establishment
of a robust staff system within the United States Army.
West Point military science was not the only theory of war in existence in the
United States in the antebellum period. Multiple sources of education and training for both
regular and militia officers, sectionalism, the dispersion of the army across the continent,
and widely diverse experiences of individuals and units, precluded a coherent pan-army
understanding of war for both regular and volunteer alike. An alternative paradigm
included a reversion to total reliance upon state-controlled citizen militias for all aspects
of national defense, instituting an American equivalent to the French revolutionary levée
en mass. Alternately, some state and federal politicians favoured the wide scale adoption
by the regular army of an irregular style of warfare – la petite guerre – with its preference
for Native Indian over European military practises.26 Other Americans preferred reverting
to the English military system, with its larger professional standing army officered by men
appointed from the social elite, and its emphasis upon individual personality and
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experience over formal study.27 However, despite these alternatives, the staff in
Washington and the professors at West Point throughout the antebellum period studiously
ignored anything but their largely French-influenced scientific approach to war. Their
minds never changed and West Point maintained an impressive continuity of instructional
content for over fifty years. Professor Dennis Hart Mahan summarized the alternatives
and preferences in 1847 when he stated:
The system of tactics in use in our service are those of the
French;…In favor of the French; it may be said, that there is
really more affinity between the military aptitude of the
American and French soldier, than between the former and the
English; and that the French systems are the results of a broader
platform of experience, submitted to the careful analysis of a
body of officers, who, for science and skilled combined, stand
unrivalled; whereas the English owes more to individual than the
general talent; and therefore is more liable to the defects of
individual pride of opinion.28
The purpose of this work is to show that the doctrine of military science taught at
West Point was the dominant theory of war throughout the antebellum period, and
suggests that by the end of the Civil War it had become America’s way of war, accepted
as foundational in American military thought. I do not attempt a detailed assessment of
the impact of military science on the Civil War. This would be a monumental undertaking.
There is a lucrative field of research left open that could focus upon the limits of military
theory and doctrine in military planning and decision making, addressing how impersonal
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forces of culture – mentalitée – contribute and how much they give way to the
multifarious elements of contingency and chance. As interesting as is this line of inquiry,
this work ends with an indication of the broad diffusion of military science during the
Civil War by the hundreds of West Point graduates who became the commanders and the
defacto general staffs of both armies. These officers applied all elements of their military
science in support of their governments. The events of 1864-65, including Grant's
crossing of the James, the siege of Petersburg and Sherman's march through the
Confederate's interior bases of operations, demonstrated their effectiveness of application.
By merely demonstrating an affiliation between Civil War strategic plans and antebellum
military theory, this work encourages further research into specific examinations of each
of the many campaigns and battles using the lens of military science.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Introduction
This dissertation attempts to explain why and how throughout the antebellum
period the doctrine of military science continued to be taught at West Point and
appreciated within the War Department as the basis for a system of military preparedness
in the United States. As such, it falls outside of consensus interpretations. No published
work in American military historiography exposes the continuity of European military
theory within the United States Army, and none except Weigley’s examines the notion of
an antebellum American way of war. Even though the supporting evidence is
overwhelming, no other work defines the distinct elements of military science - artillery
applications, fortifications and engineering, logistics, and the science of military
movements (strategy) - as constituting a complete doctrine which was essential to the
military policy of the United States.
Consensus interpretations of the antebellum United States Army are dominated
by a late twentieth century liberal arts perspective that fails to appreciate the idea of a
Military Enlightenment corresponding to the Enlightenment in civil society, and that fails
to acknowledge the existence of a “complete system” of military thinking. 29 Instead there
is a near universal appreciation for the metaphysics of war put forth by the nineteenth
29
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century Prussian theorist Carl von Clausewitz, with its essential assumption that all war,
and strategy, is characterized by incessant tensions between reason and passion and is
governed by chance and expediency.30 Enlightenment ideas have faded away in the
consensus interpretation, favouring relativism. The most renowned military theorist of the
time, Swiss-French general and author Antoine Henri Jomini, whose works are exemplary
of Enlightenment clarity of reasoning, has been cast in the role of bête noire opposite
Clausewitz. Nineteenth century military thought has consequently become deprecated
under judgments that it was simply mechanistic, arcane, and restrictively “Jominian.”
Antebellum instruction at West Point has been labeled as anachronistic, or merely the
teaching of a low-level “technicism,” dedicated to narrow purposes that failed to provide a
true professional military education. This consensus interpretation of the antebellum
period is heavily influenced by dominant historical perspectives of the American Civil
War.
It is difficult for any historical topic concerning the antebellum period to shake
the yoke of what everyone knows will follow. Antebellum military thought, and military
policy and education, continue to be judged in relation to assessments of Civil War
generalship and strategy, and are often blamed for strategic failings. This is particularly
evident in histories that have a sentimental perspective of the war, and is certainly the case
in popular histories of that conflict, which are dominated by hagiography with romantic
appeal.31 Perhaps this phenomenon is best explained in Isaiah Berlin’s assertion that a
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modern affinity for Romanticism prevails over our appreciation of the past.32 Even within
serious studies of the Civil War, sentimentality is evident, and many historians read
backwards in presenting their interpretations of the antebellum period.
This dissertation attempts to break away from the yoke of consensus
interpretation and present a history of antebellum military thought that is unobstructed by
the Civil War, by Prussian military metaphysics, or by judgments about Enlightenment
thinking. 33 It argues that the antebellum officer corps was professional, and that Jomini
had but a supporting role in what was actually a powerful and enduring intellectual
movement that can be traced back to Louis XIV’s chief engineer Sebastien le Prestre de
Vauban.

“great men” independent of social structures or slow socio-economic forces.
According to this viewpoint, the pressure of war with all its contingent factors at play,
and the confusion and chaos that characterize violent confrontation, are overcome by
certain military commanders when they apply powerful force of personality,
individual will, and genius. Hagiographic interpretations of war encourage highly
differentiated historical analyses that concentrate upon the volatile immediacy that
was the experience of battle, and commander’s personality traits. Hagiography often
dismisses relevant impersonal forces that are not necessarily manifest in the
immediacy that characterizes decision-making in battle. Specifically, the hagiographic
approach often fails to acknowledge cultural forces that play upon the planning and
prolonged conduct of operations in war, or upon the organizing and sustainment of
armies in the field; forces such as doctrine or, more abstractly, a prevailing
mathematical inclination to problem solving in war. Perhaps the best example of
sophisticated hagiography related to this topic is Douglas Southall Freeman, R.E. Lee,
4 vols. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1934-35). The index for volumes 3 and 4
gives, under the heading “personality traits,” multiple references to Lee’s fifty positive
traits. The mathematical inclination of Lee, learned at West Point, is not given direct
consideration.
32
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Princeton University Press, 1978), 153-154.
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The Consensus Interpretations
Lack of appreciation for military science is a result of the stranglehold by two
revisionist schools upon interpretations of antebellum military thought. These together
comprise the consensus view. The first of these schools adheres to social scientist Samuel
Huntington’s opinion that antebellum military education prevented the growth of
professionalism and consequently adversely affected the performance of leaders in the
Civil War. The second school acknowledges antebellum professionalism, but argues that
it was anachronistic, narrowly “Jominian,” and limited to an eighteenth century view of
war that had an equally adverse affect upon the Civil War. Both schools believe that West
Point’s failure to teach liberal arts led to an inability amongst American officers to
understand what the contemporary Prussian Army had learned from the Napoleonic Wars
– that educated military genius, supported by a general staff system independent of the
political domain, was the surest means to success in war. This dissertation attempts to
show the spuriousness of this thinking, and to prove that the United States Army
maintained in their doctrine the lessons learned from Napoleonic era within a complete
system of thought about war, that this systematic approach was more important than
notions of genius, and that all related strategy had to be subordinated to political oversight
and civilian control.
The entire historiography of antebellum military affairs lies under “the long
shadow” of Samuel Huntington’s Soldier and the State, which has for decades provided
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the basis for discussions on the topic of professionalism.34 Published in 1957, The Soldier
and the State was written in response to the first-ever commitment by the United States to
a large peacetime standing army, and set out to establish parameters for military
professionalism. Huntington’s criteria distinguishing professionals (expertise, utility to
society, and corporate identity) are now widely utilized. His criteria for measuring the
degree of military professionalism are also much used (entry and promotion standards,
character of military education, quality of staff, and general morale and competence). In
an impressive historical analysis, Huntington concluded that the officer corps of the
United States Army in the antebellum era failed to attain professional status. He
maintained that this was because Jacksonian “popularism,” with its anti-professional bias,
prevented officers from being accepted as a distinct corporate group useful to society. He
also suggested that the education system of West Point was imbued with an antiquated
Jeffersonian “technicism” emphasizing general science and civil engineering
indistinguishable from science and engineering taught in civil society and without distinct
military purpose. The military academy, he claimed, failed to inculcate professionalism
because it “did not give its students a broad grounding in the liberal arts; neither did it
furnish them with the first essentials of military science.”35
Huntington believed these “first essentials” to be the subjects of Strategy, Grand
Tactics, Military History, and the Art of War. He meant by these essentials the
clausewitzian notions regarding dialectical reasoning about strategy, something quite
impossible for most antebellum officers to have known of or accepted. Huntington felt
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that West Point’s neglect of these subjects, in favour of a technical engineering
curriculum, was indicative of its real purpose – being an institute deliberately dedicated to
producing “scientists or engineers rather than army officers.”36 This dissertation will
refute this assertion.
The second revisionist school that dominates contemporary opinion of
antebellum military thought contends that Jominian ideas prevailed. This was introduced
in 1947, when in J.D. Hittle’s translation of Jomini’s Precis de l’Art de al Guerre, the
author made a brief but compellingly eloquent statement regarding the decisive impact of
Jomini upon the Civil War armies and generalship: “It has been said with good reason that
many a Civil War general went into battle with a sword in one hand and Jomini’s
Summary of the Art of War in the other.” Hittle’s unproven assertion of the profound
Jominian influence was reiterated by David Donald in his Lincoln Reconsidered in 1947
with the additional claim that Jomini was very widely read for decades before the
commencement of the war. This common and consistently restated assumption masks a
lack of understanding about what exactly was taught and read in the antebellum period.37
Russell Weigley’s Toward an American Army (1962) reiterated and lent the
greatest weight to Hittle’s claim. Weigley stated that the West Point academy, and its
senior professor (Dennis Hart Mahan) in particular, was the chief purveyor of Jomini in
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America.38 Weigley saw Mahan as the first military intellectual in the United States, and a
founder of American Army professionalism. However, Weigley also criticized Mahan and
his students for their adherence to Jomini and their lack of understanding of broader
currents of thought in contemporary Europe (by which he infers the thoughts of
Clausewitz and the rise of the Prussian general staff).39
Weigley gave further elaboration in his American Way of War (1973). Written
during a time when Americans were trying to explain their failure in Vietnam, Weigley
argued that it was West Point’s singular devotion to Jomini and to eighteenth century
mechanistic prescriptions that prevented generals of the Civil War from appreciating the
“art” of true strategy, which involved selection from clear strategic choices. Weigley’s
strategic choices were in fact an echo of those of the late nineteenth century German
military historian Hans Delbruck, involving the deliberate and conscious selection
between a strategy of “annihilation” and a strategy of “attrition.” While adamant that the
art of strategy involved choice, Weigley also asserted that strategies of annihilation are the
natural American “way of war.” Weigley criticized the United States Military Academy
for its inability to identify and teach the art of strategy and to appreciate a distinct
“American way.” He claimed that successful generalship in the Civil War only came
when General Grant broke from bookish adherence to eighteenth century methods and
discovered a more “naturally” American annihilation strategy. Weigley suggested that the
American soldier’s ignorance of Clausewitz (and blind faith in Jomini) prevented an
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understanding of their natural way of war, both in the Civil War and in Vietnam.40
Clearly the military academy at West Point must take much of the blame for this.
James L. Morrison in the 1970s and 1980s provided the strongest endorsement to
both the Huntington and Weigley theses in several published works which examined the
West Point curriculum. Morrison was emphatic that the instruction of military science at
the academy was really only limited to one nine hour sub-course entitled The Science of
War taught by Professor Mahan in the fourth year. The remainder of the academy courses
covered general science, akin to Huntington’s “technicism.”41 Of Mahan’s “capstone”
course Morrison stated: “it seems highly unlikely that one nine-hour period out of entire
four-year program would so impress a student that it would continue to govern his
thinking years later.” 42 This assertion is now so widely repeated it has become a big part
of the accepted interpretation that West Pointers were unprepared when they assumed high
command during the Civil War. 43 But, as this dissertation will show, antebellum military
science was much broader in scope than Morrison claimed, and there was a great deal
more instruction on strategy within the West Point curriculum than he acknowledged.
Morrison’s understanding of military science was restricted to the components of
40
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elements of strategy taught by Mahan, and does not include the elements of mathematics,
engineering, fortifications, logistics and tactics that make up most of the four year
curriculum in the academy.
Criticism of West Point was carried on inadvertently by T. Harry Williams in a
1984 article in The Dictionary of American Military Biography, wherein the author
claimed that consideration of antebellum military thought could easily be overstated:
to speak either of Mahan’s influence, or of Jomini’s through
Mahan and West Point, as conditioning Civil War generalship
can readily make American soldiers of the 1860s appear much
more bookish than they were, and far less the military
improvisers confronted with new conditions that they had to
be.44
Unfortunately, this singular statement by Williams has grown long legs, and is
repeated far too often considering its inaccuracy. This dissertation will suggest that
antebellum officers were far more bookish than has been previously appreciated. Another
assessment that same year (1984), by John D. Maxwell, added more to the Jominian
historiographical debate by stating another since-widespread inaccuracy that Jomini was
un-Napoleonic in that he was decidedly against battle – preferring instead victory by
manoeuvre:
Mahan endorsed a standard Jominian view of Napoleonic
campaigns. Had West Point cadets had access to Clausewitz’s
On War, they might have learned that in conflicts of nationalism,
such as the Napoleonic wars, only the annihilation of enemy
forces might be decisive.45
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The truth is that Jomini was very much in favour of battle; however, Maxwell’s
assertion is understandable in that he had accepted the Weigley thesis that Jominian
thinking obscured the “strategy of annihilation.” Equally enduring is the assertion that
Jomini advocated frontal attacks – widely spread by many who have failed to read his
work. This assertion probably stems from Jomini’s emphasis of a strategy of “the central
position.” The truth is that Jomini clearly stated his preference for tactical flank attacks
that could secure the enemy’s line of communication and defeat at least a portion of his
force.46 Equating Mahan with Jomini, and castigating both by comparing them to
Clausewitz, or misrepresenting them, appears to have been more reflective of the
contemporary need to explain Vietnam than of a desire to understand antebellum military
thought.
The trend of obscuring military science under the writings of Jomini, and
condemning it for its seemingly professional narrowness, endures but has become more
nuanced. In 1986, James Morrison, in his "Military Education and Strategic Thought,
1846-1861" determined that Professor Mahan and his protégé Henry Wagner Halleck
were not purely Jominian, and that in fact they had evolved their thoughts from Jomini in favour of direct study of Napoleon. This could be seen in their elevating the elements of
audacity, speed, manoeuvre, and fortifications as important in all phases of war.
Therefore, according to Morrison, "despite their substantial pro-French bias, [Mahan and
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Halleck] deserve recognition for pioneering in the effort to create a discrete body of
American strategic literature."47
But even with this acknowledgment Morrison was hesitant to give credit to the
West Point curriculum. Instead he stuck to his previous assertion that too little strategy
was taught at West Point to make any difference. His analysis of that curriculum failed to
see connections between the various subjects as components of a coherent doctrine all
related to strategy. Instead Morrison reiterated that Mahan’s instruction in his nine-period
course was of marginal influence: "It was therefore a rare genius indeed who obtained
from the course anything more than the shallowest perception of strategic principles."48 In
fact Morrison condemns West Point’s pedagogical method completely: "the disciplinary
system remained a hugely effective tool for securing instantaneous, unquestioning
obedience to a multitude of minutely detailed rules."49 According to Morrison West Point
cadets “were conditioned to think in an unimaginative, mechanistic way.”50 Morrison’s
inference here, once again, is that without liberal arts instruction critical thinking was
impossible.
Morrison concluded that West Point was too intellectually narrow in a
professional sense, and thus left the future Civil War generals unprepared for higher
formation command and strategy at the outbreak of the Civil War.51 Edward M. Coffman
agreed. His The Old Army: A Portrait of the American Army in Peacetime, 1784-1898
47
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(1986) resurrected Huntington’s idea that professionalization of the army was not
achieved until late 19th century, when the force found a purpose after being piecemealed
across America during Reconstruction and western expansion.
William B. Skelton’s definitive work An American Profession of Arms: the Army
Officer Corps, 1784-1861, should have been the final word on the Huntington
professionalism debate. Skelton’s magnificently researched work concluded that the
antebellum army was a professional force by the 1830s, (based on Morris Janowitz’s
criteria that a professional was a person who has made the military establishment his
chosen career).52 In 481 pages Skelton successfully toppled Huntington’s assertion that
the army developed in isolation, demonstrating instead that the army’s professionalization
in the antebellum era reflected trends in society to institutionalize and standardize
practices, to create specific associations, and to regulate types of work. But unfortunately,
while tackling Huntington, Skelton missed Weigley, and he carried on the assertion that
West Point teaching about war and strategy was narrowly technical and anachronistic.53
The contention that West Point’s “Jominian” teaching impeded professional
development has become common. Steven R. Jones’ The Right Hand of Command (2000)
maintains that West Point had no influence upon Civil War generalship and staffs. This is
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based upon his Morrisonian assessment of the narrowness of Mahan’s course on military
science:
Still, the amount of time Mahan devoted to strategy and tactics
was brief - only one week out of the one-year course. The rest of
the time he discussed civil engineering, architecture, and
building fortifications. In short, if any of the West Pointers who
would go on to command Civil War armies wanted to know midnineteenth century staff theory, they would have to learn it on
their own.54
Matthew Moten’s The Delafield Commission has been a valuable guide in my
own analysis. However, with a distinct bias toward Huntington, Moten has dismissed
military science as mere “Francophilia.” He states that antebellum military science was
limited to the teaching of artillery and engineering, and that too much emphasis upon civil
engineering squeezed out the possibility of studies in the humanities and that: “their
conceptual elevation of military engineering hampered a fuller understanding of warfare.”
In a wonderfully succinct statement Moten acknowledges two possible interpretations of
antebellum West Point curriculum when he states: “Either the art of war had expanded to
the point to include ‘the whole of civil engineering,’ or it had contracted to the point that
engineering defined military science.”55 Moten believes it was the latter, and that this
actually proscribed natural American innovative talent that would have otherwise taught
things that cadets might require for their role in western expansion, such as tactics for
fighting Native Indians, or civil-military relations:
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A broad education that includes the humanities is now
considered crucial to professional development in any
field….Throughout the antebellum era, cadets got little exposure
to history, ethics, government, and law – subjects that might
have been of great practical value to line officers handling
morally ambiguous problems in quasi-judicial, quasi-executive
roles on the frontier.56
Moten believes that liberal arts instruction might have moved the American
officer toward contemporary German military institutional practices. Lack of education in
the humanities led to the unfortunate circumstance that “when the profession needed men
to concentrate on high-level problems of military policy and strategy, few were equal to
the task.”57
Thomas J.Goss, in The War Within the Union High Command: Politics and
Generalship during the Civil War (2003) carries on the assault upon the West Point
curriculum, claiming that it failed to impart military knowledge above company level
tactics.58 Goss ignored the rest of the West Point curriculum while repeating Morrison’s
opinion that Mahan's nine hour course in the science of war was inadequate to impart
knowledge or lay a foundation of strategic thinking, that it was not reinforced with a
follow-up program, and did not inspire "intellectual growth." Goss also resurrects Jomini:
… it was this combination of Jomini, Mahan, and Halleck, all
under the shadow of the Great Napoleon, that greatly influenced
most West Pointers by imprinting Jominian language and
concepts on their view of the nature of war.59
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Goss argues that this led to a tendency toward strictly frontal attacks. As
inaccurate as is this assertion he goes further, suggesting that West Point really had a very
limited influence upon the war, as its teachings were too far removed (in time and
purpose) to have impact upon the war’s conduct. The underlying reason for Goss’s
assertion was Huntingtonian, maintaining that West Point failed to instill professionalism
in the antebellum army. He believed that generals in the Civil War consequently lacked
knowledge of strategy: “West Pointers were prepared only for the aspects of officership
that they had been performing as junior officers prior to the war….these officers were no
more prepared for maneuvering corps and divisions in battle than their volunteer peers.”60
Brian Holden Reid has delivered the most recent criticism of antebellum military
thought. His America’s Civil War: The Operational Battlefield 1861-1863 (2008) brings a
British interpretive lens and uses secondary sources and a modern military concept known
as “operational art.” Reid castigates completely the antebellum army and its system of
education and training. He claims that these were so poor that the generals of the Civil
60
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War had to find personal expedients to deal with the harsh realities of higher command,
and only the naturally talented – the men of genius – rose to such cognitive challenges.61
Reid’s was just the latest of the ongoing and overshadowing historiographical
revisions that obscure antebellum military science and the intellectual world of West
Point. Hagiography surrounding Civil War generalship, the simplistic contention that all
antebellum thinking was restrained by a Jominian headlock, and opposing views
concerning the professional status of the United States Army before the Civil War makes
it difficult to understand what intellectual or cultural influence West Point had upon the
officer corps. This is largely because the idea of antebellum military science remains
foreign to us today. Refusal by military historians to examine the worldview of military
theorists, professors, and officers who had faith in Enlightenment ideas, and to examine
these ideas for their own merit, has created the current circular debates about the role of
West Point’s curriculum.
Literature Pertaining to Military Science
Tackling antebellum military thought is made hard because there are no historical
examinations dedicated specifically to military science. There are only a few works
concerned with antebellum military thought and education, and none have military science
as the central topic.62 Sub-topical treatments are found in works on branches of the United
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States Army, and in works about political policy concerning defence. These were highly
instructive to this dissertation.
The works which best expose the importance of antebellum military science are
those dealing with early nineteenth century American defence policy. Much has been
gleaned from Roger Spiller’s “John C. Calhoun as Secretary of War 1817-1825,” which
examines the thinking behind the significant military reforms enacted after the War of
this inquiry needs to begin. The anthology edited by Walter Millis under the title
American Military Thought (New York: Bobbs-Merrial Company, Inc., 1966), is a
selection of political speeches and policy documents pertaining to military affairs with
only brief introductory commentary by Millis. Russell Weigley’s edited The American
Military: Readings in The History of Military in American Society (Reading, Mass:
Addison-Wesley Publishing, 1969) follows suit. Walter Millis’ Arms and Men: A
Study of Military History (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press,
1981) is a credible analysis of the role of the United States military in society, but
avoids intellectual currents. Marcus Cunliffe’s Soldiers and Civilians: The Martial
Spirit in America, 1775-1865, (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1968), is also a
social history regarding perception of military force amongst the people of America.
Another excellent social history is Arthur Ekirch’s The Civilian and the Military: A
History of the American Antimilitarist Tradition (Colorado Springs: Ralph Myles,
1972). But these are only contextual to our topic. Reginald Charles Stuart’s War in
American Thought From the Revolution to the Monroe Doctrine (Kent, Ohio: Kent
State University Press, 1982) focuses upon the idea of just war and the defensive
military posture of the young republic, but does not cover professional military
education or defence policy in the antebellum era. Likewise Stuart’s “Encounter with
Mars: Thomas Jefferson’s View of War” (PhD: University of Florida, 1974), narrowly
examines the thinking about war by the third president. Most other discussions about
military thought in the antebellum period occur within general surveys of American
military history or as subtopics in texts devoted to broader issues. The most balanced
of the general surveys is Allan Millett’s and Peter Maslowski’s For the Common
Defense: A Military History of the United States of America (New York: The Free
Press, 1994), but its rendering of our topic is short and not directed at military science.
As is often the case, when this dissertation was in its final draft the author was made
aware of two recent works that were very much related. Wayne Wei-Siang Hsieh’s
West Pointers and the Civil War: The Old Army in War and Peace (Chaphill Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2009), and Michael Andrew Bonura’s “French
Thought and the American Military Mind: The History of French Influence on the
American Way of Warfare from 1814 through 1841,” (PhD Dissertation), Florida
State University, 2008, look at the antebellum era from different perspectives –
professionalism and the use of something called “French Combat Method.” Both
parallel the ideas of this thesis but do have military science as their central focus.
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1812, from which emerged the defence policy in which military science flourished.63
Another influential treatise is Mathew Moten’s The Delafield Commission and the
American Military Profession which provides an excellent synthesis and analyses of
previous thinking about antebellum military thought and the West Point system. 64 Robert
Browning’s Two if by Sea: the Development of American Coastal Defense Policy, and
Jamie W. Moore’s “The Fortifications Board 1816-1828, and the Definition of National
Security,” are excellent for details concerning the importance of fortifications and artillery
to defence policy. But the singular most comprehensive examination of antebellum
defence policy is Mark Andrew Smith’s dissertation “The Corps of Engineers and
National Defense in Antebellum America, 1815-1860.”65
Histories of the United States Military Academy have also helped provide
necessary context for this dissertation; most notable are the texts of R. Ernest Dupuy,
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Sidney Forman, Stephen E. Ambrose and George Pappas.66 But with regard to West Point
teaching the most significant contribution to my work comes from the unpublished PhD
dissertation of Thomas Griess entitled “Dennis Hart Mahan, West Point Professor and
Advocate of Military Professionalism 1830-1871.”67 Griess’s thesis concerns the role
played by Professor Mahan in professionalizing the United States Army officer corps. It is
the singular complete treatment of Mahan in American historiography and is probably one
of the most cited unpublished works in American military history. It is a comprehensive
examination of Mahan’s teaching, and as such gives excellent exposure to West Point
thinking and practice. But Griess’s aim is to counter assertions that American officers of
the antebellum era were not professionals, and does not directly address the origins of, or
the role played by, American military science in the antebellum period.
Many elements of American military science are revealed in a careful reading of
histories of the Civil War. The most well covered element is that of strategy, and there are
numerous superb works which show the sophistication of strategic thinking throughout
the war. Here I commend the works of Archer Jones, Gary Gallagher, Joseph Harsh,
Joseph Glathaar, and Donald Stoker.68 Other works have helped shape this thesis by their
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unsentimental rendering of strategic and operational thought during the Civil War.
Richard Sommers has written the most well-researched and eloquent campaign study of
the war, and Joseph Glathaar has produced the most comprehensive and compelling study
of a field army.69 Both understand the importance of military science to their subjects, but
do not analyze it independently.
Edward Hagerman came close to exposing the role of military science in the
Civil War in his The American Civil War and the Origins of Modern Warfare.70 This work
is a watershed in that Hagerman’s subject is military theory, doctrine, and practice impersonal forces in the conduct of the war. He credits West Point Professor Mahan with
promoting some of the most influential changes in an antebellum army caught in the
transition between an age governed by “a mechanistic world view” and one promising a
more “systematic view” based upon history and technology. He claims that Mahan
personally influenced technical aspects of the Civil War, but that West Point was
anachronistic. Hagerman cannot help but say this because his central thesis is that the
Civil War was the first “modern” war, and this prevents admission that antebellum
thought could be anything but conservative. His focus upon technology and how it
produced change during the war obfuscates proper treatment of antebellum military
science.
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Paddy Griffith’s Battlefield Tactics of the Civil War errs in the other direction.
Despite his excellent description of military practice and innovation that was a result of
applied military science, Griffith is constrained by his assertion that the Civil War
represents the last Napoleonic war, and he fails then to see a continuity in military science
from the antebellum period until the First World War. His conclusion reinforces a notion
of anachronism in the antebellum era.71 This dissertation suggests that the Civil War
should instead be considered as an event within a continuum of evolving military doctrine
and practice.
The application of a key aspect of military science in the Civil War has more
recently received considerable attention in the remarkable works of Earl Hess on Civil
War field fortifications.72 These works set down comprehensively the ubiquitous - and
perhaps decisive - role of permanent and field fortifications throughout the war. Hess
acknowledges the role of antebellum military thought in the general diffusion of field
fortification’s theory. But he does not address the complete doctrine that was antebellum
military science, and falls into the trap of labeling antebellum military thought as
anachronistic. The same is true for treatment of military engineering during the Civil War.
Excellent histories are emerging, such as Shiman’s “Engineering Sherman’s March,” but
all view engineering in isolation of a larger military science.73
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Conclusion
None of the aforementioned works adequately address the origins of the various
aspects of military science in the era before the Civil War. None discuss strategic
thoughts and practices of the military staff in Washington during the antebellum era.
None describe the teaching and practices in artillery applications, engineering and
fortifications, logistics, and strategy at West Point. None consider that the Napoleonic
tactical mindset was a deliberate choice for antebellum military professionals, as were
their modifications emphasizing field fortifications, military reconnaissance and
communications. Therefore, this dissertation fills the gap with a work that appreciates the
consistent elements of a comprehensive system of thought called (by antebellum officers)
military science.
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Chapter 3
Introducing Military Science to the United States

Introduction
When military operations began in earnest during the American Revolution,
military and political leaders realized that the methods of la petite guerre were not
sufficient in and of themselves to beat the might of England. Therefore they began
efforts to acquire European engineering, artillery, ordnance and quartermaster skill and
knowledge. France supplied engineers, and individual Europeans were hired on private
contracts. These officers brought to the United States the latest technical skills and
thoughts and established libraries and schools of instruction in posts of the Continental
Army. However, attempts for formal acquisition of military science were arrested soon
after the hostilities ceased. The great Federalist debates that followed included the
subject of the proper military peacetime establishment needed in the United States.
Federalists argued for a standing army while state legislatures and state representatives in
congress desired a completely decentralized military system. The lack of clear threat and
the changing political and economic circumstances, together with an increasingly
accepted narrative of the military effectiveness of the militia, served to obfuscate the
need for standing forces or for national military doctrine. Military science stagnated.
This began to change with the renewed threats of war after 1790, when systems of
coastal fortifications were attempted. It was not until the establishment of the military
academy in 1802 that military science as doctrine found sanctuary in the United States
and began to influence thinking in the regular army and the states’ militias alike.
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Military Science in Colonial North America and the Revolution
The success of the minutemen at Lexington-Concord in April 1775 was achieved
without great military science. Want of scientific knowledge only became obvious
subsequently, at the siege of Boston. The militiamen around Boston Harbor in the summer
of 1775 suffered from a lack of artillery and military engineering expertise, from poor
regulation, and from want of a system of supply and administration. Upon assumption of
command of the army in Cambridge in July, General George Washington informed the
Continental Congress of the dire need to correct these deficiencies.74 In this Washington
came face to face with the long standing preference for amateurism and even antimilitarist, legacies of colonial America.
The first plantations at Jamestown and Plymouth were established before the
emergence of l’esprit géométrique in Europe, and before Vauban and les Lumières had
attempted to perfect state-run warfare through the application of mathematics. Indeed for
their first eighty years of existence, these colonies had little need or desire for a separate
military establishment or for military science. While seventeenth and eighteenth century
Europeans lived under constant threat of invasion from large standing armies that were
never more than a few marches away, external European threats to the English colonists
remained occasional and distant. And, while threat of invasion in Europe produced
sophisticated militarized frontiers and spurred the refinement of military science, the lack
of such threat in seventeenth century North America meant that there was no equivalent
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impetus for military science in the colonies. Nor did the real possibility of attack by
Native Indian tribes require stone fortifications or sophisticated militarized frontiers. The
Native Indian possessed no cannon and therefore wooden walls were adequate to match
that threat. This is not to suggest that colonists in the seventeenth century lived in a
peaceful environment, rather the threat – and therefore the measures taken to address the
threat – were different in the colonies than in Europe. It was not until the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries, with imperial wars, that European military science
emerged as a requirement in the colonies.
For much of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there was no sustained
English army presence in the colonies, and no corresponding demand for military schools.
The first European military academies had been created in Italy in the sixteenth century,
and had become havens for military science. The first permanent state-run officer’s school
- a national artillery school - was created by Louis XIV in Douai in 1697. In the
eighteenth century such schools flourished. By 1720 France maintained five national
artillery academies. The French École du Corps Royale du Genie at Mezieres (1748), and
the British equivalent, Royal Artillery Depot at Woolwich (1741), were for officers bound
for artillery or engineer service. The French École Militaire (1751) and the Austrian
Military Academy at Wiener-Neustadt (1751) taught aspects of military science to
infantry and cavalry officers.
During this same period military education for the colonial militia officer was very
limited. While they might train under a few militia captains who were veterans of wars in
the “Low Countries,” in the English Civil War, or in English military suppression of
rebellion in Ireland, militiamen received no common instruction of military texts. Later,
49

more militia officers (including George Washington) acquired knowledge from personal
military libraries and from service with British regulars. But most military books came
from England, where officers favoured the study of Greek and Roman military texts. 75
Two works by Englishmen became the standard throughout the colonies in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries: Richard Elton's The Complete Body of the Art
Military (1650), and William Barriffe, Military Discipline: Or the Young Artilleryman
(1635). These works these were drill books for musket and pike and formed the basis for
numoerous Laws that were published to govern the training of colonial militias until
1750.76 The next generation of works available to colonists that incorporated elements of
military science were Benjamin Robins’ New Principles of Gunnery (1742), Humphrey
Bland’s A Treaty of Military Discipline (1743) and John Muller’s A Treatise Containing
the Elementary Part of Fortification (1766) and Roger Stevenson, Military Instructions
for Officers Detached in the Field (1775). However, because there was no military school
requiring the reading of military literature, the use of these works was limited to scientific
societies and to informal militia libraries.77 The evolution of military thought in colonial
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America therefore differed substantially from that in continental Europe, and military
knowledge amongst the colonists remained rudimentary until the Revolution.78
This was not to say the colonists were totally ignorant of all aspects of military
science. Fortifications were a part of colonial life and colonial militias understood how to
mount and employ cannon. From the late seventeenth to the mid eighteenth century
colonists were subjected to a series of imperial wars that introduced other elements of
military science. Colonial frontier lines were contested during King William’s War
(1689-1697), Queen Anne’s War (1702-1713), King George’s War (1744-1744), and
The French and Indian War (1754-1763). These were wars of scattered forts and sieges,
conducted in the deliberate manner of period European warfare, but upon much smaller
scales. In each of these wars French and British engineers introduced European military
techniques and permanently altered the colonial landscape by building durable defensive
infrastructure such as stone fortifications and military roads. In the English colonies, it
was regular British officers and soldiers of the engineer and artillery branches, trained at
the Royal Artillery Depot at Woolwich, who provided this knowledge and skill. No
indigenous colonial expertise emerged during this period, and at the commencement of
the Revolution only one American officer was commissioned as an engineer.79
The acceptance in the English North American colonies of European military
science was not an inevitable thing. Military science was associated with the maintenance
Very good studies regarding the defensive and limited military mindset – or “just war” are found in Ferling, A Wilderness of Miseries; Reginald Stuart, War and American
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of standing armies - defined as regular units of soldiers permanently established and
maintained as part of society. The idea of a standing army was problematic to the colonial
American psyche, which perpetuated an enduring legacy of anti-militarism. Colonists had
come to North America with radical Whig sentiments that vigorously opposed permanent
military establishments, preferring instead the Elizabethan system of universal military
service.80 None of the early colonies maintained regular full-time bodies of troops. The
defenses of all the first settlements were instead manned by a “watch” consisting of a
number of male citizens who stood guard at entrances to the settlements and atop of the
wooden fortified blockhouse in each village. The watch was drawn from the “trainband”
of the settlement, consisting of every able-bodied colonial male, regardless of color or
religious affiliation.81 The trainbands were the original colonial militia, formed into
companies within each town, officered by elected men. Their mandate was purely
protective, to watch and, in event of attack, to defend the commons. They were a direct
transplantation of the English militia tradition. Their duties were mostly constabulary but
they were also expected to perform sedentary defensive military tasks. Military
knowledge in the trainbands never rose above the elementary practise of company
weapons drill and the defensive use of canon.82
This ideal of universal military service was written into all early colonial charters.
However, along the populated east coast, once the immediate threat of Indian war
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diminished in the mid eighteenth century, militia training was allowed to atrophy into
token practise, continuing as a social venue more than a military function.83 To a degree
this neglect was compensated for by volunteer companies and regiments.
By the middle of the seventeenth century, colonial township trainbands were being
augmented by “volunteer companies” raised and equipped by affluent colonists for the
purposes of securing military commissions without election, and to provide the colony
with offensive military capability for short constabulary or punitive military expeditions.
Volunteer companies combined with local trainbands to preclude need for a standing
army. Men from the trainbands could be asked to join these volunteer companies for
ventures beyond the town or county limits. By the middle of the eighteenth century the
volunteer companies evolved in some colonies into a more coherent military capability in
the form of colonial or provincial regiments, raised in emergencies and comprised of
sufficient manpower and equipage to mount longer-term expeditions. These forces
provided auxiliary military capability to British regular forces periodically garrisoned in
the colonies during conflicts against the French and Spanish. These volunteer provincial
regiments of the French and Indian War would also come to serve as prototypes for the
formation of Washington’s Continentals during the Revolution.
Volunteer companies also served as associations for transmission of military
knowledge, including elementary branches of military science such as casting canon,
storing gun powder, building local fortifications, and mounting artillery. But, perhaps
83
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more importantly, volunteer companies served to pass on knowledge of a style of warfare
that required little European military science, la petite guerre, or little war.
American historian Mark Grenier has suggested that a version of la petite guerre,
practised exclusively by colonists, became in fact the first “American way of war.” He
maintains that it was distinct in its preference for attacking Native Indian non-combatants
and its tendency toward extremes of violence.84 Grenier traces the evolution of this way of
war from 1622 to 1815, highlighting its preference for destruction of enemy crops, food
stores, and villages, for scalping and extirpative warfare in the form of punitive patrolling
tactics.85
Grenier also maintains that by the mid eighteenth century, this form of warfare had
become fundamental to the construction of American identity, and continued into the
nineteenth century – characterized by admiration of the ability of American frontiersman
to be a killer.86 While somewhat problematic in its insistence that small unit tactics
constituted the entirety of an early American way of war in every colony, Grenier’s
interpretation is nonetheless valuable, as it allows us to see that an American adoption of
European military science was not inevitable, that alternatives were always readily at
hand.
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This was undoubtedly on General George Washington’s mind during the early
stages of the Revolution. He quickly found General Charles Lee willing to argue for a
“partisan” war against the British as an alternative to General Washington’s preference for
conventional military capability.87 Successful irregular operations in the Mohawk and
Ohio Valleys, and in the Carolinas, subsequently reinforced the argument. In fact,
widespread use was made of militia throughout the war to neutralize Tory elements, and
to limit the freedom of movement of British regulars and loyalist militia. This created in
many citizens a faith in the militia’s ability in la petite guerre that had to be
acknowledged by Washington.88 An historical narrative emerged in the early republic of
the innate military power of militiamen fighting as partisans or “ranging” as Indian
fighters. Post-Revolution campaigns by Generals Anthony Wayne and Andrew Jackson
added to the narrative. The idea of the efficacy of mobilized American militiamen, skilled
in an American way of war, endured until the Civil War. It also remained a clear
alternative and an obstacle to the European military science that Washington was
desperate for during and after the Revolution.
Facing the prospects of a long siege at Boston in 1775, Washington felt an acute
need for military science. Militia and volunteer expertise in la petite guerre could simply
not substitute for knowledge of proper quartering, for skill in siege trench design, or for
artillery applications that could batter down the British defenses. In July 1775, Congress
responded to Washington’s urgent demands by establishing foundries and depots within
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most colonies, allowing for the casting of cannon and the stockpiling and the moving of
supplies. They also approved of the establishment of an artillery cantonment at
Pluckemin, New Jersey, where Chief of Artillery General Henry Knox could teach and
experiment with advanced artillery applications. However the need for engineers was
harder to address, made even more so when individual colonies, desperate to fortify
areas open to British invasion, solicited any officer of the Continental Army who
possessed some knowledge of civil engineering to take off the uniform and come under
their employ.89
In December 1775, Congress acknowledged the want of military science and
resolved to secure the services of trained engineers from abroad and in April 1776 sent
an agent to France for this purpose. France was an obvious choice; not only was it a
traditional enemy of England, but it had also become the centre of scientific education,
with the École du Corps Royale du Genie at Mezieres producing Europe’s top military
engineers. American agent Silas Deane was able to privately recruit several Frenchmen
who arrived in Philadelphia in spring 1777, the first of a steady trickle of privatelysponsored European engineers who came to America over the next three years, the most
famous being the Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette. At the same time Benjamin
Franklin – in Paris to promote a treaty of alliance with France – gained King Louis’
approval for the dispatch of four of his Royal French Army engineers to support the
American war effort. Led by Louis Lebegue Duportail, these officers presented
themselves to Congress in July 1777 and later that month began their work.
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At any given time a dozen foreign engineers were employed by the Continental
Army; Massachusetts militiaman Richard Gridley and Colonel Rufus Putnam served as
the only American engineers.90 Washington also received congressional permission to
employ surveyor Robert Erskine as the army’s first geographer to survey roads and
prepare maps. Erskine sought out assistants who had “Mathematical genius…acquainted
with the principles of Geometry.”91 Washington also acquired the services of the
Prussian officer Friedrich William von Steuben, who as Inspector General trained units
of the Continental line in the basic tactical evolutions and weapons drill. Von Steuben
instituted a system of military administration and field discipline, including orders of
battle, march discipline, and castramentation (the science of military encampments). His
1779 written regulations, known as the Blue Book, would serve the Continental Army
and the United States Army for over forty years.92
Washington was not so quick to gain Congressional support to create an
American corps of engineer soldiers. He had wanted a corps comprising three companies
of sappers, miners, and men able to organize and employ fatigue parties in the
preparation of fortifications. His proposal was first made in 1776, but only received
political support in 1778, and was not fully constituted until 1780. The emergence of this
organization marked recognition by military and political leaders of the need for
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indigenous capability in field fortifications and siegecraft, to compensate for “deficiency
in the practise of manoeuvres” by the Continental Army.93
Training and educating the new engineer corps was a special undertaking.
Although instructors in mathematics were attached to each company, it was field work
itself under the tutoring of experienced French engineers that allowed the rank and file to
learn their new trade.94 There was much opportunity for this. Field and permanent
fortifications and sieges became commonplace in all theatres of the American
Revolution. Fighting at Boston, Quebec, Fort Washington, New York, Ticonderoga,
Bennington, Freeman Farm, and Saratoga involved fortifications; and the bases of
operations at Valley Forge, on the Delaware River, and throughout the Highlands on the
Hudson River were heavily fortified. In the south, sieges at Savanna and Charleston
preceded the decisive siege at Yorktown in 1781. This siege was conducted using
standard Vauban methods, involving siege parallels and grand batteries (see Figure 1
below).
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Figure 1: 1781 Map of Siege of Yorktown Showing Siege Parallels95
Military science was also acquired in the field of army ordnance and logistics.
Depots at West Point, New York and Carlisle, Pennsylvania were chosen to serve as
strategic installations for the Continental Army. But in 1775 there existed no militia staff
system to coordinate logistics. In June 1775 the Continental Congress authorized the
establishment of a Quartermaster Department to support the army, and shortly thereafter
established the Commissariat, the Clothing Department, the Ordnance Department, and
the Hospital Department. However, knowledge of quartermaster duties, ordnance and
95
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other duties was confined to those few militia officers who had read books or had
experience in these functions in service with British regulars. Humphrey Bland’s A
Treaty of Military Discipline provided the standard text that guided quartermasters.
Quartermaster Generals Thomas Pickering and Nathanial Green, and Chief of Artillery
Henry Knox, also used French texts by Marshal de Saxe and Turpin de Crisse to learn
their craft.96
The limited military knowledge of the department heads combined with their
diverse experiences in mercantile capitalism to provide a rudimentary expertise in
procuring and distributing supplies through contracted storekeepers, conductors,
artificers and labourers. However, these departments were organized and worked
according to the talents of the men who led them, and problems of decentralization and
lack of standardization plagued the ordnance, supply, and transportation efforts of the
army until war’s end. Another major problem was lack of continuity. The Quartermaster
General’s office, for instance, changed hands four times in the first three years of
existence, with each incumbent growing weary at the effort required to procure and
supply the army, and of the complete lack of glory associated with their duties.97
Washington constantly bemoaned the inability of Congress to provide the mechanisms
for the establishment of an effective system of army support, and the military science
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upon which such a system would run was never institutionalized. Most staff departments
were discontinued by July 1785.
When hostilities ended in 1783 most soldiers and officers of the Continental Army
understood the importance of military science, especially the branches of engineering
and artillery work. Before he left for France that year, the chief French engineer, General
Duportail, submitted recommendations to congress for the establishment of a permanent
combined corps of engineers and artillerists, believing that the United States could not
afford the European luxury of specialization between engineering and artillerist
functions.98 In this Duportail showed great understanding of the American condition. The
vastness of the country and the paucity of experience and technical skill would work
against specialization of function for another century. Each state in the union needed
people with multiple skill sets. The army, if one were allowed in the post-revolutionary
United States, was no exception.
Duportail suggested the maintenance of sufficient number of engineers and
artillerists to fortify all frontiers exposed to the threat of renewed British attack, and that
all frontiers be reconnoitered to find the “the most proper places for the Forts and for all
the Establishments relating to War.” Suspicious of independent states governments,
Duportail recommended that a “general plan of defense” be made containing three
distinct frontier regions wherein would serve a unit of engineer/artillerists under a single
senior officer. This officer would be responsible for all fortifications and cannon on that
frontier, regardless of state boundaries. These district officers would report to a
commandant director of a federal department of artillery and fortifications, who in turn
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would report to the “Board of War” or to congress directly. Duportail suggested as well
that the government find and appoint a “Vauban” to carry out the duties of commandant
director.99
Duportail also proposed the creation of an academy for artillery and engineer
officers, suggesting a three year curriculum of mathematics, chemistry, natural
philosophy and drawing. Having made his pitch, Duportail promptly went home to
France in spring 1783. One of the remaining French engineers, Major Pierre Charles
L’Enfant took up Duportail’s efforts. He recommended a federal system of peripheral
fortifications, which he suggested was a “Continental undertaking” to secure all
frontiers: “not only…the inland Boundary but…all the Sea Coast and…every Harbor and
Entrance…” This system had to be under federal control if necessary expenses and
standards were to be met.100

L’Enfant also promoted education, describing arithmetic, geometry,
mechanics, architecture, hydraulics, drawing, and natural philosophy (chemistry
and physics) as essential. The duties of American engineer officers would include
the surveying, planning, and construction of frontier fortifications, magazines,
and arsenals for mobilizations, and the calculation of peacetime garrison
requirements for each post. His statements are remarkably prescient. Through his
and Duportail’s efforts, the idea of Vauban’s ceinture de fer was transplanted to
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America and French notions of military science were considered. While not
endorsed by congress, L’Enfant’s ideas did resonate with American generals, and
were later revisited by Federalist politicians.
Military Science and the Peacetime Military Establishment
Five leaders of the Revolution, Generals George Washington, Henry Knox,
Alexander Hamilton, James McHenry, and Frederich von Steuben appreciated the utility
of knowledge of artillery and engineering, and supported L’Enfant and Duportail’s
proposals. Henry Knox had initiated attempts to establish a military academy in 1776
and succeeded in conscripting John Adams to his cause. Adams pushed congress to
accept the formation of a cadre of disabled veterans (the Corps of Invalids) which
eventually formed at West Point in 1780 to oversee the arsenal, a library, and a school
for “propagating military knowledge.”101 This effort was abandoned in 1783, although a
small garrison of engineers and artillery remained at West Point.
George Washington was grateful for French assistance but very much wanted to
reduce dependency upon foreign military engineers (only one of fourteen engineer
officers serving with the Continental Army in 1783 was American).102 He therefore
supported the establishment of an American school for military science. Most of the
ideas of the French engineers, and of Knox, von Steuben, McHenry and Hamilton were
compiled by Washington and published in 1783 in his “Sentiments upon a Peace
Establishment,” wherein he stated: “I cannot conclude without repeating the necessity of
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the proposed Institution, unless we intend to let the Science [of war] become extinct, and
to depend entirely upon the Foreigners for their friendly aid.”103
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Washington’s “Sentiments” was a well constructed and strategically minded
proposal. If it had been endorsed it would have become the first coherent defense policy
for the United States, superior to all subsequent attempts until the Third System policy of
1820 (which incorporated most of Washington’s ideas).105
While a clear departure from radical Whigism, Washington proposed in the
“Sentiments” a small regular force to garrison the frontier, to guard against British and
Spanish aggression in the north and south respectively, and to “awe the Indians.” The
force would also comprise engineers and artillerists, whose scientific and technical skills
were needed in modern war, which was fast becoming far too complicated to be
dependent upon militia and volunteer civilian expertise. In this Washington suggested
the establishment of an integrated network of defensive works on the north and western
frontiers, connected by military roads and waterways and garrisoned by a small regular
army of 2,631, a size just sufficient to garrison each of his proposed defensive locations
with one company of infantry and a detachment of artillery.
Washington’s proposal was strategic in that he wanted a truly national system of
mobilization. This included traditional colonial practises such as reliance upon a
universal militia service in defense of a community, and selected service for military
activity outside of district and state boundaries. Specifically he wanted the establishment
of states’ militia uniformly equipped and exercised that could turn out for local and state
defenses, and a selective service for every 10th, 15th or 20th man of the states’ militia to
serve for several years in a “continental militia.” Additionally however, Washington
proposed the creation of three great arsenals where “there might be deposited, Arms,
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Ammunition, Field Artillery, and Camp Equipage for thirty thousand Men, Also one
hundred heavy Cannon and Mortars, and all the Apparatus of a Siege, with a sufficiency
of Ammunition,” and a series of “manufactories and elaboratories (sic),” and academies
“for the instruction of the Art Military.”106
Influenced heavily by French thought, Washington set down the conditions that
would later define the United States Military Academy at West Point and distinguish it
from European practises:
Until a more perfect system of Education can be
adopted,…Provision should be made…for instructing a certain
number of young Gentlemen in the Theory of the Art of War,
particularly in all those branches of service which belong to the
Artillery and Engineering Departments….And as this species of
knowledge will render them much more accomplished and
capable of performing the duties of Officers, even in the Infantry
or any other Corps…appointments to vacancies in the
Established Regiments, ought to be made from the candidates
who shall have completed their course of Military Studies and
Exercises...the Regiments of Infantry by this means will become
in time a nursery from whence a number of Officers for Artillery
and Engineering may be drawn on any great or sudden occasion.
Washington’s appreciation of education as fundamental to all officers was well before its
time, and showed appreciation for military science.
However, Washington’s own lack of knowledge of certain branches of military
science was evident in his proposals. Maritime frontier defenses escaped his attention:
“Fortifications on the Sea Board….is a matter out of my line, and to which I am by no
means competent, as it requires a consideration of many circumstances, to which I have
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never paid attention.” In the areas of ordnance and logistics, Washington also admitted
ignorance, preferring that Congress seek the advice of von Steuben and Alexander
Hamilton:
that some kinds of Military Manufactories and Elaboratories [sic]
may and ought to be established, will not admit a doubt; but how
far we are able at this time to go into great and expensive
Arrangements and whether the greater part of the Military
Apparatus and Stores which will be wanted can be imported or
Manufactured, in the cheapest and best manner: I leave those to
whom the observations are to be submitted, to determine, as
being more competent, to the decision than I can pretend to be.
Washington’s proposals were formally rejected, largely because of the influence of
anti-nationalists led by Massachusetts representative Elbridge Gerry who refused to
endorse a federal military force whose purpose he believed was to protect New York’s
fur trade. In 1784, Congress instead authorized a 700 soldier militia levy for one year to
garrison frontier forts, and replaced this in 1785 with a militia levy with a three year
contract. These ill-disciplined troops followed settlers as they moved west on the Ohio
River into Kentucky and Indiana. Their inability to stop unauthorized settler movement,
or to “awe” the Native Indian, gave reason for revisiting the need for a regular army
during the Federalist debates.107
The issue of a military establishment was debated before and during the
Constitutional Convention in 1787. Two competing ideas emerged. Federalists,
comprising many former leaders of the Continental Army, desired a militia regulated by
the federal government and subject to federalization when needed, a small regular army
for frontier defense, and military institutions and establishments which would constitute
the strategic and scientific elements of a national army: defensive fortifications, depots,
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foundries, armouries, and military schools. The anti-federalist position, espoused by
numerous state representatives, had no common demands beyond a general and
exclusive reliance upon the states’ militia, and they supported no federal military
institutions or infrastructure.108
A majority vote at the Constitutional Convention recognized the need for a
permanent military establishment to protect the northwest frontier, and future contracts
for 700 soldiers serving on that frontier came under federal authority. The convention
also recognized the advantage of granting federal authority over key military works,
depots, and “needful buildings.” But beyond a frontier force and limited infrastructure
the establishment of federal military capability was resisted. Debate over authority to
federalize the state militia remained deadlocked because of state suspicion of standing
armies and the fear that high taxation would be needed to pay for defense.109
Whig distrust of standing armies, and the states’ refusal to grant the president
power to unilaterally make war, were enshrined within the Constitution of 1789. This
governing document ensured a clear division of powers between the executive and
legislative branches. The President could not do what European sovereigns routinely did,
start war regardless of public sentiment. The President was granted authority as
commander-in-chief of the Army and the Navy, and of the militia of the several states
“when called into the actual service of the United States.” But Article I affirmed that
only Congress had authority to declare war and “to raise and support armies…[and] to
provide for calling forth the militia.” 110 Congress also retained authority over the
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establishment and maintenance of military infrastructure and institutions – the means by
which a nation stays prepared for war. The application of military science to war
preparation therefore remained at the prerogative of the people’s representatives and not
the executive branch.
The First and Second American Defense Systems and the Military Academy
Conventions and Constitution aside, once the Federalists were in power in 1790
they moved to create the federal army they had long sought. The first secretary of war,
John Knox, quickly resurrected the plan he had proposed in his 1786 regarding the
federalization of state militias.111 Knox announced his plans to Congress in his
Organization of the Militia act in January 1790.112 The expense associated with this
proposal ensured its defeat in congress.113 However, Knox continued his efforts in the
Uniformed Militia Act of 1792, which enshrined the traditional American ideal of
universal service, stating that all men “of the legal military age [18 to 45 years old],”
were to be enrolled, armed, and “held responsible for different degrees of military
service.”114 The act also directed that all state militia be subject to federalized service if
called upon by the president, and demanded that they be trained using von Steuben’s
1779 Blue Book regulations. While congress passed the act, they included no mechanism
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for the regulation of militia training. There was no provision for a federal inspector
general or other staff officers to ensure that the states abided by the regulation and
trained their militias to a common standard. Therefore, no states apportioned sufficient
money to ensure that the universal service militia was well trained.
The disaster of St. Clair in 1791, the Whiskey Rebellion, and the renewed threat of
war with England in 1794, forced George Washington to execute his powers under the
1792 Militia Act to federalize militias of several northern states in order for General
Anthony Wayne to campaign on the Ohio frontier, and for the President himself to deal
with insurrection in Pennsylvania. To provide assistance to the states in the protection of
maritime frontiers Washington turned to congress.115 Congress debated two options for
coastal defense: investment in a large navy, or construction of fortifications at select
coastal sites. Knox, heavily influenced by L’Enfant’s and Duportail’s 1783 assertions,
convinced congress to chose the second, and in May 1794 congress passed an act
directing states to invest in coastal defenses and authorizing the federal government to
establish a corps of artillery and engineers needed in such defenses. The act also created
federal arsenals at Springfield and Harpers Ferry as well as a number of depots and
armouries.116 Map 1 illustrates the location of these institutions, and where 21 seacoast
fortifications were sited.
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The fortifications were to protect major ports and harbors along the eastern
seaboard from Portland Maine to Savannah Georgia, while the armouries and depots
were to be located inland to prevent their easy seizure by raid from the sea. The coastal
fortifications, in what was subsequently called the First System, consisted of “parapets
and batteries and redoubts…formed of earth.”117 In total, 200 cannon were mounted on
16 of these forts – half provided by the federal government, half by the states, and 698
regular soldiers were employed in manning these works.
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First System Fortifications
Portland
Portsmouth
Gloucester
Salem
MarbleHead
Boston
NewPort
New London
New York
Wilmington (Del.)
Baltimore
Norfolk
Cape Fear
Charleston
Savannah
Unfinished Works
Annapolis (Md.)
Alexandria (Va.)
Oracoke Inlet (N.C.)
Georgetown (S.C.)\
St. Marys (Go.)

Spanish
Florida

Foundries
Springhill
Harpers ferry
Armouries/Depots
Albany
West Point
Carlisle
Pittsburgh
Washington
Columbia

Legend
Sea Frontier Fortification
Land Frontier Fortification
Armoury/depot
F National Foundry
Military Road

Map 1: First System Infrastructure circa 1800
The Jay Treaty with Britain and the Greenville Treaty in the Ohio brought peace in
1795, and temporary respite for more congressional debate regarding the $2.7 million
costs of the 1794 militia and coastal defense acts. At the same time the war department,
without means to oversee the erection of sea coast defenses, passed responsibility for
fortification construction to the individual states, who in turn hired European engineers
to plan and oversee the work. Inevitably, political whim and neglect through transitions
of government, and fluctuation in appropriations, diluted effort to institute the full
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system.118 The results were therefore irregular and for the most part, inadequate. Visiting
Duke de la Rochefoucault-Liancourt summarized the accomplishments of the First
System in 1799 thus:
Those [fortifications]…are few, and almost all incomplete. Good
engineers being scarce, the Americans are obliged to
employ…foreigners who do not half understand their
business….Great plans are drawn; the works begun at great
expense; there is a want of money the following year; and the
fortifications are either entirely relinquished, or reduced to so
small a scale, that they are either good for nothing or at least
defective, so that money spent the preceding year may be said to
be thrown away.119
The Quasi-War with France in 1798 renewed threats of European invasion. This
prompted the federal government to ask each state to repay any remaining debt incurred
during the Revolution by committing the same amount to coastal fortifications within
their state.120 The threat of war also allowed Federalists to justify temporary
federalization of militia and their aggressive use against political opponents during Fries
Rebellion.121 By 1800 the Federalists had achieved almost everything that the
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Nationalists had proposed in 1783: western frontier forts garrisoned by 2,500 regulars,
the power to federalize the militia, a federally-controlled system of arsenals and military
depots, state-supervised coastal fort construction, and a corps of artillery and engineers.
What was still missing was an institution dedicated to the coalescence and propagation
of military science.
While congress debated the expenditures for coastal defenses and the mobilization
of state militias, military science was in limbo. This started to change with the 1794 act
establishing a corps of artillerists and engineers and with a concurrent authorization for a
number of “cadets” to undergo specialized instruction in the scientific branches of war.
A Frenchman and veteran of the Revolution, Lieutenant-Colonel Stephen Rochefontaine,
assumed command of the garrison at West Point in 1796, and began instructing
Vauban’s science of fortifications to selected young officers. His method and personality
were not well received and when a fire destroyed much of the school’s infrastructure in
April 1796, instruction tapered off and stopped after only a few months. Another four
years passed before the next effort was made to establish a proper military school.
Alexander Hamilton had been appointed as senior officer of the United States
Army during the Quasi War and quickly voiced dissatisfaction with progress of the First
System and the poor state of officer training. In 1800 he proposed the establishment of
military institutions dedicated to tactical and scientific instruction. He envisioned a
system of military education which included a common “fundamental school” at West
Point, and three specialist schools - one for infantry and cavalry officers, another for

John Fries was arrested during the uprising, but was pardoned by President Adams.
The use of military force to quell the uprising was widely condemned by Thomas
Jefferson’s Republican Party.
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engineers and artillery, and a third for naval officers.122 Secretary of War William
McHenry was persuaded and worked to convince President Adams and congress of the
need of at least a school for artillerists and engineers for “A degree of education and
study was necessary in that corps, which was not required in any other.”123 Secretary
McHenry argued that “no sound mind, after a fair view of the subject, can doubt the
essentiality of military science in time of war” and that in times of peace an academy
was needed to instruct “…the principles of war, the exercises it requires and the sciences
upon which they are founded.” McHenry and Adams believed that military art consisted
of different scientific branches which allowed those who were willing to learn these a
“perfect knowledge” of war, the possession of which “in its most improved and perfect
state, is always of great moment to the security of a nation.”124 McHenry added:
I consider it, therefore, of vast consequence to the United States,
that it should form in its own bosom, and out of its own native
materials men qualified to place the country in a proper posture
of defense, to infuse science into our army, and give our
fortifications that degree of force, connexion, and perfection,
which can alone counterbalance the superiority of attack over
defense.125
President Adams felt that since Americans would never agree to a larger standing
army then at least “as much perfection as possible be given to that which may at any
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time exist.” He asked congress to support the establishment of an academy where
“military science in all its various branches ought to be cultivated” so that the nation
would have ready a small number of very highly trained individuals whose purpose was
to “diffuse and impart” their knowledge to citizen soldiers in an emergency. 126 At this
same time, an officer who had been stationed at West Point under Rochefontaine, Major
Henry Burbeck, assumed command of troops on the eastern seaboard and convinced the
Secretary of War to allow him to send young officers to West Point to receive artillery
instruction from experienced officers and civilian teachers. Burbeck’s curriculum
focused upon mathematics, artillery ballistics, and Vauban’s fortification system.127
Both John Adams’ desire to establish a military academy and Burbeck’s West
Point school might not have survived the elections of 1800. Adams’ opponent Thomas
Jefferson had long opposed the idea of military schools and colleges, fearing that they
would be dominated by officers with Federalist associations.128 But once in power and
facing the possibility of renewed conflict with England, he approved the designation of
Burbeck’s school at West Point as the United States Military Academy. This was
confirmed by act of Congress on 16 March 1802. Such approval was made easier by the
incessant maritime threat posed by England during the Napoleonic wars. Representatives
from the Atlantic states were especially willing to support a military school geared
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toward producing trained engineers and artillerists who might better construct
fortifications on their coasts. In order to ensure that this academy did not become a
school of Federalist persuasion, Jefferson directed that it be run by the United States
Corps of Engineers, with the Chief Engineer (selected by Jefferson himself) acting as its
superintendent.
It is easy to read too much into the formal establishment of a military academy at
West Point in 1802. In reality the event occurred without fanfare.129 The announcement
of Congress only changed the name of Burbeck’s school. His handful of cadets and
instructors carried on doing what they had started the year before. Day-to-day activity at
West Point changed little, and in terms of its higher purpose, it was regarded as only a
vocational school for specialist officers, a Woolwich on the Hudson River. The
curriculum was rudimentary, including basic mathematics and geometry enough to
understand Vauban’s and Montalembert’s systems of fortifications and defensive
artillery applications. It was not a school that taught strategy and was not the place that
Americans would turn to find their next military commander.130
The academy’s curriculum not withstanding, the beginning of the Jeffersonian era
did nonetheless mark a turning point in the current of military thought in the United
States, and it moved swiftly away from British ways. The insistence on neutrality during
the Napoleonic wars left the United States isolated and, as links with England
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diminished, so did English ideas. Under Jefferson, American military thought began to
embrace military science. With its establishment, the military academy slowly became
the formal centre of American military thinking. And military thinking was becoming
decidedly scientific.
A catalyst for the shift was Lieutenant-Colonel Jonathan Williams, nephew and
personal secretary of Benjamin Franklin, a civilian scientist who in 1802 was
commissioned and appointed by President Jefferson as the first superintendent of the
military academy and chief of the new Corps of Engineers. One of Williams’ first
initiatives in November1802 was to establish, at West Point, the United States Military
Philosophical Society, enrolling all cadets and officers stationed there as permanent
members. Williams used his secretarial position within the prestigious American
Philosophical Society to recruit American citizens into his new organization, eventually
attracting the active participation of hundreds of the nation’s top politicians and soldiers,
including three presidents, two future presidents, a vice president, three cabinet
ministers, a chief justice, six governors and thirty-three congressmen and senators.131
This membership reveals that the society was also a network for lobbying for military
support.132
The society, established “for the purposes of improving and disseminating military
science and history,” reflected a growing trend in America where gentlemen formed
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associations dedicated to mutual education and to the social advantages of affiliation.133
In the main, the topics covered in societal papers and amongst the society’s holdings in
pamphlets and books dealt with fortifications, naval technology, weapons technology
and surveying science. The official seal of the society was symbolic of the emerging
American attitude to war. This was presented during a society meeting at the war
department in Washington in 1808 and Williams’ description was recorded in the
published minutes. The official seal depicted the Greek goddess Minerva (Athena) in
armour “causing an olive branch to start from the ground by the touch of her spear: the
goddess of science, in full armour, produced peace by the very lance which she is
prepared for battle.”134 The accompanying motto read Scientia in Bello Pax – “through
science in war, peace.” Williams’ society, and his aim for the new academy,
demonstrated his desire to create an army “officered by men well educated in every
branch of military science.”135
In the society’s papers, as in so many of the writings of the period, one can discern
a predilection for rationalism and a continued belief in the utility of science and progress.
These were common Enlightenment ideas basic to Humanitarianism, Deism,
Rationalism, and Utilitarianism, all promoting a faith that progress was the natural path
for humankind, and that science was the guide to progress. Science, to these thinkers,
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incorporated not only the physical sciences, but what we now distinguish as technology.
American military thinking emerged in the young republic solidly committed to the
pursuit started by European military philosophes – the discovery of scientific
components of war, with complete faith in the power of reason, and with an
unprecedented belief in the utility of mathematics as key to all scientific endeavour
which would grant a perfect knowledge of war.136
Despite the success of his Society, William’s goals for the military academy were
constrained by a lack of instructional expertise, a lack of continuity and standardization
of cadet attendance, the want of proper texts, and his narrow mandate to train only a
small number of select officers. Williams envisioned the academy not as the equivalent
of Woolwich, but of the French École Polytechnique – an institution which produced
scientifically trained bureaucrats and civil and military engineers. This was stated in one
of his letters:
Our guiding star…is not a little mathematical School, but a great
national establishment to turn out characters which in the course
of time shall equal any in Europe. [Not] To be merely an
Engineer, an inventor, but to an Officeur du Genie is another. I
do not know how it happened but I cannot find any full English
Idea to what the French give to that profession. We must always
have it in view that our Officers are to be men of science, and as
such will by their acquirements be entitled to notice of learned
societies.137
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However, despite his grand vision the United States Military Academy, for the
first decade of its existence it was viewed mostly as “a little mathematical school.”138
The 1810 Regulations, for instance, outlined the entire curriculum in a single paragraph,
stating what a cadet must complete to graduate:
In Mathematics. He shall be required to be well versed in
Arithmetic, Logarithms, the elements of Algebra, Geometry,
Planometry, Stereometry, Surveying, Artificers work and Conic
Sections. In French. To pronounce the language tolerably, and to
translate from English into French, or from French into English
with accuracy. In Military Duty. To understand the Manual,
exercise with a musket, the management of a field piece, and
various evolutions of the Infantry and Artillery, perfectly.139
A cadet could master this curriculum in less than a year. There was neither a
standard for the length of studies required, nor even for the content of the courses. Until
significant reforms during the period 1817-1820, the academy was elementary in terms
of its scientific instruction and focused exclusively on the provision of knowledge to a
small number of specialist officers. An English legacy prevailed that saw military
science as essential only for the military specialist, the engineer and the artilleryman, but
of little value to the infantry or cavalry officer. So, despite Williams’ musing over
creating a scientific officer corps, the academy at West Point was little different from
many of the private military schools that existed throughout Europe at the time.
There was however a growing demand for change. The Chesapeake incident of
1806, followed by the threat of British blockade off Hampton Roads Virginia, fuelled the
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initiation of the Second System of defense in 1807. In 1806 Senate had commissioned a
progress report on the defenses of the First System. The report determined that of the
original 21 fortification sites, only 16 had been constructed to any degree, and most of
these were rudimentary and ill equipped to withstand assault. Thomas Jefferson and the
Republican Congress then appropriated $1,927,100 for the construction of permanent
masonry defensive structures at thirty-two critical harbor and river mouth locations (see
Map 2 below), and commissioned plans to build dozens of small gunboats to provide
mobile gun platforms to cover gaps between permanent coastal defensive works.140 As
construction commenced in earnest on this Second System the want of proper
engineering and artillerist skill and general military science became obvious.
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Second System Fortifications
Maine (8 Fts.))
Portsmouth (2 Fts)
Boston (6 Fts)
New Bedford (2 Fts)
Providence
New London (2 Fts.)
New York (6 Fts)
Ft. Mifflin (Del.)
Baltimore (2 Fts)
Annapolis (1 Fts)
Alexandria
Norfolk (2 Fts)
Beaufort
Wilmington
Charleston (3 fts)
Savannah
New Orleans (3 Fts)
St. Philip

Foundries
Springhill
Harpers ferry
Armouries/Depots
Albany
West Point
Carlisle
Pittsburgh
Washington
Columbia

Legend
Sea Frontier Fortification
Land Frontier Fortification
Armoury/depot
F National Foundry
Military Road

Map 2: Second System Infrastructure circa 1812
Fear of war with England pushed congress to authorize changes to the academy in
1812. On 29 April they passed an act which changed its mandate from one focused upon
the education of specialist officers, to the provision of military education for officers
from all regular branches. This in and of itself marked a significant departure from
European practise. Specifically the congressional act directed that:
the cadets heretofore appointed in the service of the United
States, whether of artillery, cavalry, riflemen or infantry, …be
attached at the discretion of the President of the United States, as
students to the military academy, and be subject to the
established regulations thereof;141
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The role of United States Military Academy was broadened widely with this
legislation. It became the only common-to-all-arms national military academy in the
world. Cadets were no longer sponsored by a regiment or corps, where personal and
political affiliation could influence appointment and promotion, but were instead
appointed by the President directly to the corps of cadets. They would receive an
affiliation with a particular branch of the army only after graduation. The management of
the academy and the curriculum continued under the Corps of Engineers. While studies
ceased during most of the War of 1812, when they recommenced the idea of a purely
scientific curriculum was sustained. All cadets, regardless of branch, received a
lengthened and increasingly more scientific formation, one designed to allow all regular
officers to oversee defensive constructions and military ordnance and logistics
preparations for war.
While the United States Military Academy became committed to instructing
fortification and artillery sciences to regular army officers, a few militia officers began to
write treatises reflecting their own interest in military science. Since the Revolution
militia officers had shared personal libraries and sought to acquire military dictionaries
and encyclopedias from Europe for reprinting in the United States.142 Then in 1809
entrepreneur and Pennsylvania militia lieutenant-colonel William Duane produced the
first American rendering of military science. That year he published - The American
Military Library – or Compendium of the Modern Tactics, Embracing The Discipline,
Manoeuvres, and Duties of Every Species of Troops, Infantry, Rifle Corps, Cavalry,
the most important decision regarding West Point after that establishing it in 1802, See
Emory Upton, Military Policy of the United States, 91-93.
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Artillery of Position, and Horse Artillery; A Treatise on Defensive Works in the Field,
The Exercise in Sea Coast Batteries, and Regular Fortifications, Adapted to the use of
the Militia of the United States. This was, as the title suggests, a comprehensive
examination of the history of war, tactics, and greater tactics (what he referred to as the
“science of commanders”). Duane’s work was a remarkable synthesis of 200
contributing sources, written in two volumes and presenting “the most approved system”
of war, which was “the French system.”143 He opened with a history of warfare and
ended with an analysis of the contemporary campaigns of Napoleon as described by the
then little known Antoine Jomini, and as such his analysis was very contemporary.144
Duane – himself a personal friend of Jefferson and a successful publisher - wrote
for the American militia officer, men of politics, and those other educated men interested
in the emerging science of war. His work was comprehensive, covering basic geometry
and how this applied to field fortifications and the application of artillery fire, ordnance
functions, the organization, characteristics, and tactics of all arms, staff organization and
procedures, and the training and supplying of armies. But it was his relaying of
“strategy,” what he called the “science of commanders” which was most current. The
idea of a science of strategy or of strategic movement was only beginning to be
appreciated in Europe (see Chapter 5 for a discussion). European renderings of this
science relied upon geometrical models for the manoeuvre of armies on a campaign.
There were several systems of campaign design published in French and German works.
Duane gave particular praise to what he referred to as the first modern system, “the
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system of the base of operations.”145 He told his readers that real change was occurring in
war in Europe where:
…the tactics of armies was established upon the new principles
of science. The mathematics which had with the aid of the
magnet, so much enlarged the scope of human curiosity,
knowledge, and power, was soon employed in the art of war; in
the management of artillery, the erection of military works, and
in fixing certain laws for the management and direction of
armies.146
To Duane the most important of these laws concerned selecting a base of
operations, and a sound system of logistics:
But all these various events…pointed out the necessity of first
forming a plan of campaign, fixing a base and line of
operation….[and] to form magazines;….Thus the necessity of
subsistence, and of ammunition, gave rise to the principle of the
base…the establishment of certain points where magazines are
established; whence armies move, to combine their attacks
against an enemy.147
With this Duane introduced into the American lexicon terms and concepts that
were to have great import upon nineteenth century warfare. They were not the writings of
Jomini, but of the German theorist Heinrich Dietrich von Bulow who in 1799 defined a
geometrical concept of military strategy in his Geist des neuern Kriegssystem, including
concepts that were to have significant impact upon the American understanding of
strategy.
Bulow proposed a formal system of warfare that reduced its chaos, and promoted
certainty. The key element of his system was the “science of movements” which was
reiterated in great part by Duane. This science of movements Bulow called “strategy.” It
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incorporated all movement of armies out of “the visual circle of each other…out of
cannon-reach.”148 Such movement could be calculated within a campaign plan. He
distinguished this from “tactics,” which he described as the science of movement within
reach of each other’s artillery. The two together constituted the art of war.149
According to Bulow, a properly planned offensive campaign depended upon
proper geometrical selection of a base and lines of operations which together formed –
optimally - a triangular area of operation within which an army could manouevre and
fight. 150 Bulow’s fundamental principle for strategic offensive operations was divided into
three essential parts, a base of operations (the base of the triangle), an objective point in
enemy territory, and lines of operation from the base to the objective (see Figure 3).151
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Figure 3: von Bulow’s Optimum Base of Operations
The establishment of the base of operations would be as Vauban had directed along a frontier – secured by fortifications that served as depots from which an army
might march into the enemy’s terrain.152 The advance from the base was to be projected
upon a line of operation toward an objective point that cut the supply of an enemy’s army.
Optimally a line of operations could be projected from each end of the base of operations
toward the same objective point – forming a triangle. Marches into enemy territory were
to be conducted so that the advancing army was never more than three days march from a
supply point, either along the base of operations or constructed sequentially along a line of
operations.153 The establishment of supply magazines along the line of operations could
ensure “velocity” of manoeuvre. To achieve success, one had to ensure that geometric
lines drawn from each end of the base of operation to the object form an angle of at least
152
153
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90° with the enemy’s main army outside of the triangle thus formed.154 The key concept
here was that the attacking army have space enough within this triangle to manoeuvre to
the flank of an enemy army and cut its supplies, or, if forced to withdraw it could do so
back to a point on the base of operations least threatened, it could withdraw without threat
of being itself flanked by the enemy army.
A base of operations that was too short, combined with a line of operations that
was too long, would created an altitude in the triangle such that the angle of operations
was very small, meaning simply that the army had limited space to manoeuvre. An angle
of operation less than 60 degrees, or a base of operation that constituted but a single point
along a frontier, was considered dangerous as it indicated a real potential to be outflanked
by an enemy and communication with the base could be severed (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Poor Base of Operations in von Bulow’s Science of Movement
The influence of von Bulow in Europe was significant and most subsequent
European works on military science, including Jomini’s, used parts of his system. In fact
Bulow’s work provoked a competition that included Jomini and Archduke Charles of
Austria regarding what was deemed valid and what was considered ridiculous about the
geometry of military movements. Bulow’s own work was compromised with pedantic
descriptions of convex and concave bases and convergent and divergent lines of
operation. Jomini’s carried on the competition, providing complex combinations that
today appear nonsensical. Duane did not replicate these complex combinations and his
rendering of Bulow’s strategy was more subdued, and set the tone for subsequent
90

American presentations of the system at West Point, where the essence of the theory of
the base of operations, described as in the figures above, endured throughout the
antebellum period within a course entitled “the science of war.”
Another militia officer, Brigade Major E. Hoyt of Massachusetts,
contemporaneously wrote Practical Instructions for Military Officers, in 1811. This was a
republication of Roger Stevenson’s Military Instructions for Officers Detached in the
Field: Containing, a Scheme for Forming a Corps of a Partisan (originally published in
1775) with three distinct editorial changes. The first was an extensive improvement on the
first chapter containing elementary geometry. The second was a new chapter on
fortifications. The third was Hoyt’s addition of strategic science. He was the first to offer
the American reader distinctions between the three “principal branches” of war - tactics,
engineering, and strategy. Tactics he defined as “the rudiments of discipline with the
arrangements, movements, and manoeuvres of troops in the field;” engineering was “the
mathematical, philosophical, and mechanical parts, including fortifications…and the
whole science of artillery.” Strategy, according to Hoyt, “embraces the science of
command, or the duties of generals upon the extended scales.” Hoyt’s strategy was clearly
based upon Bulow’s science of movement. He reiterated the lament of Duane that all three
branches of the military art were neglected in the United States for want of proper study
by militia and regulars alike.155
While it is hard to gauge, the impact of Duane’s and Hoyt’s works does not appear
to have been great at the time. They were published not long before the commencement
of the War of 1812, and were not so widely disseminated and read as to influence militia
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conduct during the war. Someone who was influenced, however, was ambassadorbrigadier-turned Secretary of War John Armstrong, who read both works and in 1812
decided to produce his own handbook on military science. This short accessible work is
notable for its reduction of all military science to two overriding principles concentration of military force, and celerity (speed and momentum) of movement. In this
prescription the handbook was decidedly Napoleonic.156 There is little evidence that
Armstrong was widely read either. His work, as well as Duane’s and Hoyt’s probably
serve historians more than they served militia officers of the day. They are valuable in
that they provide us with a snapshot of military thought amongst some militia officers in
the Jeffersonian era, giving clear proof of some interest and inclination toward systems
of thinking about war, and appreciation for military science. They also show that officers
in the United States were capable of Americanizing European ideas. Professor Dennis
Hart Mahan and Captain Henry Halleck in subsequent works on military science
reiterated the main points raised by Duane and Hoyt.
Conclusion
The colonization of English North America did not include the transference of
military science from Europe. During the period before the American Revolution
military knowledge within the colonies was rudimentary, consisting of basic thoughts of
fortifications sufficient to thwart the threat posed by Native Indians, and elementary
artillery procedures. Military preparedness was limited to the traditional system of
universal militia service, and the more efficient use of volunteer military companies
raised and officered by colonial elites. While these colonial leaders had learned certain
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elements of military science from British sources, it was European, mainly French,
professional military knowledge which first grew roots in the young republic during the
Revolution. The ideal of military science was kept alive by Nationalists and Federalist
after the Revolution, and gained sponsorship with the establishment of a corps of
engineers and artillery in 1794. It also gained currency when congress passed legislation
to fortify coastal frontiers. While interest in French military science grew amongst both
militia and regular officers, this alone was not enough to compel its full adoption.
Establishment of the national military academy in 1802 provided a place where French
military science could be institutionalized, but it took the War of 1812 to finally
complete this transference.
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Chapter 4
Transplanting Napoleonic Military Science
Introduction
The War of 1812 exposed the inability of the military establishment of the United
States to deal with threats from Europe. During the post war period Presidents James
Madison and John Monroe addressed these weaknesses through organizational and
doctrinal reform. Their first priority was the obvious vulnerability of the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts to invasion. The defensive works of the First and Second systems had played
an important part in several battles during the war, but only for local defense. Beyond
defending these works there was nothing that could be done to prevent British naval
forces from wrecking disaster on the coasts and waterways of Maine and the Chesapeake
Bay. The independent-mindedness of each state in the union, and a highly decentralized
war management system had prevented more coordinated military effort. After 1814,
congress began to debate the need for more permanent coastal fortifications and a
federally controlled system of national mobilization. Under the careful management of
Monroe’s Secretary of War John Calhoun, these ideas were used to formulate in 1820 a
national defense policy. Related reforms included the establishment of permanent
general staff bureaus in Washington and a complete overhaul of the United States
Military Academy at West Point. It was within the context of this policy and the
formalization and regulation of military affairs occurring under Calhoun that Napoleonic
military science became the doctrine at West Point, establishing the conditions for the
emergence of what would eventually become a scientific way of war.
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The War of 1812 and America’s Weakness in Military Science
Monroe, Calhoun, and the majority of politicians in Washington during this
period were men of the Atlantic world. Indeed most of the population of the United
States still lived upon the littorals, and maritime navigation and trade were of first
importance. Most were not yet seduced to westward expansion and wanted instead
protection of their coastal towns and their maritime enterprises. This was especially so
for those who lived on the Chesapeake, where violence wrought during the War of 1812
left an indelible impression.157
After nearly twenty years of friction between the United States and Great Britain
over freedom of navigation on the seas, war erupted in June 1812 and American coastal
frontiers immediately became vulnerable to amphibious attacks. In the spring of 1813 the
naval expeditionary forces of British Admirals Warren and Cockburn actively blockaded
the Chesapeake and harassed the coastal towns in Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia.
Where American militias erected even small earthworks to place a protective gun,
Cockburn shelled local villages with cannon fire. Where militia garrisons encamped,
Cockburn landed forces to exact punishment by plunder upon the local inhabitants. By
June 1813, Cockburn’s exploits were in every American paper and on the minds of most
people living on the Bay. Havre-de-Grace, Frenchtown, Georgetown and Fredericktown
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had all been plundered with as much brutality as efficiency.158 The Second System
defenses, while adequate for the protection of local towns or harbors, did not prevent
British domination of major maritime channels. The United States Navy remained too
small to confront British squadrons in open seas. British ports in Nova Scotia, Bermuda,
and the Bahamas, constituted a base of operations n teh western Atlantic from which the
Royal Navy had complete freedom to threaten or effect landing anywhere upon the east
coast of the United States.
By late June 1813, Admirals Warren and Cockburn and army General Beckwith
concentrated their combined forces at the vital maritime waterway of Hampton Roads at
the mouth of the Elizabeth and James Rivers, giving them complete control of the
Chesapeake. Their forces comprised over twenty Royal Navy vessels, including fourteen
ships-of-the-line, with thousands of troops aboard. After having conducted a series of
raids they selected the port of Norfolk as their prize, where U.S.S. Constellation lay
anchored, trapped by the English blockade.
Norfolk was protected by several Second System masonry forts supplemented by
small breastworks thrown up to guard landward and seaward approaches.159 A militia
general commanded the district’s combination of volunteer companies and mustered
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local militiamen who garrisoned the forts and earthworks. But the defensive
infrastructure around Norfolk came under the supervision of regular army Corps of
Engineer Lieutenant-Colonel Walker K. Armistead, who in 1803 had been the third
officer to graduate from the United States Military Academy.160 Realizing that the
existing works were insufficient to prevent British entrance into the Elizabeth River from
Hampton Roads, Armistead built “a forward defensive work” on Craney Island at the
mouth of the river, consisting of an earthen fortification containing seven cannon.161
Armistead’s initiative saved Norfolk from a sizeable British attack on 22 June. The wellplaced defensive works and the well sited canon thwarted assaults from over fifteen
hundred landed soldiers supported by a dozen naval vessels, and in the end over two
hundred British soldiers were killed and wounded.
But these defenses were sufficient for local protection only. They did not affect
the Royal Navy’s control of the Chesapeake. Nor did they offer protection to the
multitude of smaller towns along the coast, all of which were exposed to the threat of
capture posed by the sustained presence of the flotilla at Hampton Roads. The British
retained complete freedom of manoeuvre at sea, and, therefore the initiative, with the
ability to go and do pretty much as they pleased. They demonstrated this on 24 June
1813, in an action motivated strictly by vengeance for the defeat at Craney Island, when
they landed on the unprotected north shore of the James River, opposite Norfolk, to seize
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the town of Hampton. After a brief skirmish with local militia, the town was occupied
for three days before the British troops re-embarked to join the flotilla on 27 June. News
slowly emanated from Hampton about the fate of her inhabitants, a fate that still
threatened to fall upon the people of Norfolk.162 Reports emerged of widespread rape,
violence, and property destruction.163 These reports quickly went to national papers and
told the shocking details of how the women were “literally hunted down” by gangs of
looting sailors and soldiers. The British authorities did not deny the claims of rape and
rampage in Hampton. The reporting sent a shock wave through eastern Virginia and
caused President Madison to solicit a report of the incident for submission to the English
government.164
Warren’s naval forces lay at Hampton Roads until August 1813, creating
sustained fear in Norfolk and Richmond. The threat of naval raid re-emerged in the
summer of 1814 and Hampton was promptly abandoned, and many people of the
Norfolk area fled in fear. But Norfolk had prepared well for the renewed threat. In spring
1814 Captain of Engineers Sylvanus Thayer, graduate of West Point, had arrived to
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coordinate the defenses of the town, improving upon those made the year before.165 The
inhabitants who had remained in Norfolk breathed easier when British forces passed
them and moved up the Chesapeake to the Potomac and Patuxent Rivers. There the
British routed American forces in open battle at Bladensburg, and proceeded to sack
Washington and Alexandria, burning the national public properties. They then
manoeuvred by both sea and land toward Baltimore. As with Norfolk, however,
Baltimore had not ignored its defenses. The city had mobilized its citizenry to erect
extensive earthworks, and organized an effective militia muster system. These, together
with the substantial Second System fortifications of Fort McHenry, stemmed the British
tide and saved Baltimore’s people from the fate of the citizens of Hampton. As the
British withdrew seaward, the peoples of the Chesapeake were left aware of their
vulnerability to ships of foreign powers.
The pillaging on the Chesapeake in 1813 and 1814 was a formative American
experience. Political leaders came to realize that the threat of invasion was much greater
upon the maritime frontiers than upon the northern boundary line with the British
American colonies. The British landing and occupation of portions of the coast of Maine,
and the threat of invasion along the coast of Georgia, and at New Orleans and Mobile,
left no doubt in the minds of American leaders as to the vulnerability of their country. As
well, the continued British blockade of American maritime trade was leaving
businessmen economically disadvantaged and fearful.
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Fear of further British attack also concerned the politicians who travelled through
Washington in September 1814, past the burnt out shells of the government buildings, to
meet under presidential summons in the single federal building left intact, the Post
Office. In subsequent congressional debate, new Secretary of War James Monroe called
for improvements in the ordnance bureau, increases to the corps of engineers, and an
increase in the size of the regular army. He asked for 40,000 more regulars for the
purposes of garrisoning coastal defenses to “relieve the coast from the desolation which
is intended for it.” He proposed the creation of another force of 100,000 regulars to
capture the Canadas, in order to “keep in our hands a safe pledge for an honorable
peace.” The most contentious issue however was his call for an universal military
conscription under federal control (but at state expense) in order to muster sufficient
forces to deny the enemy their “avowed purpose,” which was “to lay waste and destroy
our cities and villages, and to desolate our coast….to press the war along the whole
extent of our seaboard, in the hope of exhausting equally the spirits of the people and the
national resources.”166 Neither the president nor his secretary of war believed the states
were strong enough separately to deal with this threat.
Congress rejected this call, supporting instead an increase in state callouts of
short term militia for local service to defend threatened coastal regions.167 States’
representatives saw in Monroe’s proposals the desire to create a standing army, which
indeed it was. But Monroe was not attempting to secure that which Hamilton once
coveted, a standing army for social control. Rather Monroe was most concerned with the
ASP MA, Vol. 1. No 133, 514, “Improvement and Increase in the Military
Establishment, by James Monroe, 17 October, 1814”
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extreme inefficiency of the existing military establishment to prosecute war. At no time
was the British force upon the northern frontier greater than 14,000 regulars, militia and
Native Indian fighters. At sea the British maritime contingents never mustered more than
14,000 sailors, soldiers, and marines. At the same time the United States employed
60,000 regulars and 471,000 militiamen during the war (but not more than 235,000 at
any one time). The expense of a military establishment based upon a short service militia
system was staggering.168 Yet, in the autumn 1814, these resources seemed woefully
inadequate.
Congressional and state suspicion of federal design was balanced by continued
threat posed by British forces that had previously sacked Havre-de-Grace, Frenchtown,
Georgetown, Fredericktown, Hampton, Bladensburg, Washington, parts of Maine, and
Cumberland and St. Mary’s Island on the Georgia coast. Just as the states were starting
to question the government’s ability to provide for a common defense, the United States
Navy’s victory at Plattsburgh and Andrew Jackson’s success at New Orleans secured the
young republic from further invasion just before news arrived of the war’s end. These
victories lent a triumphant luster to the spring of 1815, and Americans basked in rays of
new-found nationalism.
Military Reform and the Third System
In the post-war years the pillaging of the Chesapeake faded from the
consciousness of the peoples of the West and of the Deep South, who looked instead for
opportunities for their own regional expansion. But not James Monroe. Having failed in
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his attempt to secure conscription, the secretary of war was no less determined to reform
the military establishment. The inefficiency of state controlled mobilization could not be
disputed.169 The office of the secretary of war had attempted at the beginning of the war
to function as a chief of staff to coordinate state efforts. But the tasks were
overwhelming when faced with eighteen state militia systems. Eventually these tasks
were distributed to a newly formed army general staff bureaus, consisting initially of
adjutant and inspector generals, a paymaster general, and a chief of ordnance, then
expanding to include a quartermaster general, and a commissary general. The chief of
engineers, the only congressionally approved army staff position, was brought to
Washington from West Point and placed in charge of a newly formed engineer bureau. A
chief of topographical engineers, a judge advocate general, and a surgeon general were
also appointed. These staff bureaus directly supported the office of the secretary of war
and on his authority coordinated activities with the states and with generals commanding
the two geographic departments (sometimes called divisions – see Map 3 on page 105)
of the United States. The existence of these staff bureaus was sanctioned by congress in
1816 and formalized in the staff act of 14 April 1818, thereafter guaranteeing
congressional funding for their work.170 The staff bureaus created standing boards whose
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reports passed through the office of the secretary to the congressional committee on
military affairs.
This new staff arrangement (kept in existence until well into the twentieth
century) set in motion an era of greater regulation of all American military affairs, and
ended an era of total reliance upon personality or state idiosyncrasy. A senior regular
army commander, General Winfield Scott, reinforced this effort by publishing in 1821 a
comprehensive (355 page) Army Regulation to replace von Steuben’s Bluebook. In these
regulations Scott laid down how the army would follow the direction of the general staff
bureaus using standard forms and procedures for reports and returns for officers
employed as assistant quartermasters, assistant adjutants-general, paymasters, or
assistant inspectors general in the geographic departments and in subordinate units and
posts.171 Neglected by all but a few military historians, these staff bureaus and regulatory
reforms constituted in fact an American general staff system. Military science became
their doctrine as the staff bureaus eventually came more and more to depend upon the
mathematical and scientific expertise of West Point graduates to fulfill ordnance, survey,
construction, quartermaster and adjutant-general functions.
Historians have criticized Monroe for not establishing this regular military
hierarchy under a single commanding general in Washington, who would command both
the geographic departments and the staff bureaus. This would have indeed enhanced
military unity of command. Such thoughts however were unpalatable in 1815. The
American principles of division of power and of congressional authority applied equally
to all aspects of military as political affairs. The states’ representatives in congress
171
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remained suspicious of any supreme general officer and preferred a division of military
power. Monroe’s decisions and actions were thus constrained by traditional American
principles of governance and by their censure of standing armies. The 64,000 regular
soldiers in service in February 1815 were reduced by congressional act in March to just
10,000, whose purpose was to garrison frontier forts and, according to South Carolina
congressman, John C. Calhoun, to “keep alive military science.”172
Forced to accept the small size of the regular army and the lack of authority to
regulate and federalize state militias in times of peace, Madison and Monroe turned to
other means to ameliorate the military establishment. Reinforcing the general staff
bureaus under control of the secretary of war and organizing the regular army into
geographic department and district commands was important. But these organizational
measures alone did not constitute a policy for the common defense, or a strategy. What
was needed was a feasible and politically acceptable concept for national defense that
could be managed by federal authority without threatening state’s rights, and which at
the same time addressed the most obvious threats to American livelihood, the
interruption of trade and invasion.
The answer came incrementally, in dialogue between the president, the secretary
of war, and the office of the chief engineer. All agreed that what was needed was an
extensive system of permanent coastal fortifications under federal control, as originally
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envisioned in 1783 by General Louis Lebegue Duportail. Immediately following the
cessation of hostility in the War of 1812, Chief Engineer Brigadier General Joseph G.
Swift received approval from Secretary of War Monroe to send a team of engineers to
inspect fortifications along the entirety of the American coast to select “judicious sites
for new works.”173
In order to acquire knowledge and skill of the most modern fortifications science,
a decision was simultaneously taken to send a military team to France, “the seat of war”
in Europe, and the heart of modern military engineering.174 France was a natural choice.
In the aftermath of the “second War of Independence” the United States found itself
further estranged from Britain and with few genuine friends.175 France was likewise
without friends and was very willing to provide guidance to an old ally. The military
mission was to acquire expertise in fortifications design, military and civil defense
infrastructure, army organization, and military education. In the wake of the Napoleonic
wars, Americans (and most Europeans) held French military practises in all these areas
in the highest regards. The United States government was eager to re-establish solid and
mutually beneficial relations with her partner of the Revolution, and to acquire military
doctrine and plans that could be of use in dealing with America’s considerable defensive
problem.
Monroe and Swift sent Lieutenant-Colonel of Engineers William McRee, West
Point class of 1805, and young Captain of Engineers Sylvanus Thayer to France. Thayer
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had remained in Norfolk until war’s end. He received credit and brevet promotion for his
good service on the northern campaign in 1812 and for his “Scientific Defenseable
Works at Norfolk.” He left in the spring of 1815 for Europe with the explicit direction to
become “conversant with all the latest European ideas on scientific schooling, on the
theory and practise of fortifications,”176 and to gain knowledge of “The military schools
and work-shops, and arsenals, the canals and harbors, the fortifications, especially those
for maritime defense.” McRee and Thayer were also provided funds “for the collection
of…books, maps, and instruments.”177 Thayer would spend almost two years in Europe
before returning to superintend the military academy in 1817, and to begin there the
series of reforms to incorporate military science as the academy’s doctrine of war.
While Thayer’s mission to France was under way, President Madison, keen to
ride the tide of nationalism, set the conditions for new coastal defenses by reconstituting
the national bank.178 But Madison was forced to temper his desires in order to placate old
Republicans who feared too much federal government involvement, and westerners who
did not share his Atlantic world concern. Still, although money was scarcer than
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previously, the government appropriated $838,000 in 1816 for defensive
improvements.179
In April of that year Madison was granted authority from Congress to employ
Napoleon’s own chief engineer, Simon Bernard, as a regular army brigadier-general in
charge of all of the nation’s fortifications.180 Permission was also granted to employ
French instructors at the United States Military Academy. At the same time James
Monroe, who had handed the duties of secretary of war to William H. Crawford (former
American ambassador to France), commenced a trip to visit all coastal fortifications
throughout the United States, in what was ostensibly a pre-presidential election
campaign tour. However, the military intent was achieved. Monroe was convinced of the
need for integrated fortified frontiers and in November 1816 he helped to establish a
Fortifications Board in Washington under the leadership of Simon Bernard.
This board – consisting of Bernard and recently returned William McRee (later
joined by army engineer Joseph Totten) - began surveying America’s maritime frontiers
in 1817 in order to determine fortification requirements and improvement to roads,
waterways, and harbors. Bernard communicated his vision for a system of defense
immediately and clearly. He was determined to prepare a system of fortifications within
the broader context of a coherent national defense strategy. The United States required
what Vauban had given France in the seventeenth century, fortified frontiers that were
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connected to a military system of mobilization, supply, and transportation that would
allow state-sponsored militias to respond adequately to any maritime threat. Bernard
wished to establish an American ceinture de fer. This marked the beginning of the Third
System of defense, which was to continue for the next fifty years. It was also the
beginning of an enduring need for military science.
Newly elected President Monroe publicly announced this new system in his
inaugural address on 4 March 1817:
Many of our citizens are engaged in commerce….These interests
are exposed to invasion….To secure us against these dangers our
coast and inland frontiers should be fortified, our Army and
Navy…be kept in perfect order, and our militia be placed on the
best practicable footing. To put our extensive coast in such a
state of defense as to secure our cities and interior from invasion
will be attended with expense, but the work when finished will
be permanent, and it is fair to presume that a single campaign of
invasion…would expose us to greater expense.181
Monroe then expressed his opinion on the role of the army and militia within the
system. The army was to “garrison and preserve our fortifications and to meet the first
invasion of a foreign foe, and…to preserve the science as well as all the necessary
implements of war.” The militia was to be organized and trained to defeat larger or
second invasions by foreign armies.182
The planning and construction of fortifications on the coasts was affirmation that
those in power still identified the United States as part of the Atlantic world.
Consideration was also given to inland frontiers, but these were seen as secondary to the
Third System. This was evident in a report prepared by Simon Bernard for he Engineer
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Department in 1818 and delivered by Monroe's new Secretary of War, John Calhoun, to
the Congress:
Three of our frontiers require special attention: the eastern, or
Atlantic frontier; the northern, or Canadian frontier; and the
southern, or the frontier of the Gulf of Mexico. On the west and
northwest we are secure, except against Indian hostilities; and the
only military preparations required in that quarter are such as are
necessary to keep the Indian tribes in awe….All our great
military efforts…must for the present be directed towards our
eastern, northern, or southern frontiers, and the roads and canals
which will enable the Government to concentrate its means for
defense, promptly and cheaply, on the vulnerable points of either
of those frontiers….The Atlantic…is the weakest and most
exposed.183
Discussions between Secretary Calhoun and the engineer, topographical
engineer, and ordnance bureaus between 1818 and 1820 produced a consensus of
thinking about Bernard’s strategic concept, which was put forth in detail in a report from
Fortifications Board dated 7 February 1821. This rendered a comprehensive defense
policy for the United States, and set the course of military planning and preparations
until disrupted by war in 1861. The report pointed out that the United States could not
afford a sea-going navy sufficient to deter foreign invasion, and therefore had little
choice but to prepare a small inshore navy and land defensive works for coastal
protection.
A defensive system for the frontiers of the United States is
therefore yet to be created; its bases are: first, a navy; second,
fortifications; third, interior communications by land and water;
and fourth, a regular army and well organized militia: these
means must all be combined, so as to form a complete system.184
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The coastal frontier was to have an integrated system of permanent fortifications
that protected population centres and key harbors and waterways at key hubs such as
New Orleans, Norfolk, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Narraganset Bay (see
Map 3 below). These defensive works would be manned in peace by regular artillery
troops and augmented in war by militias. This commenced a practise of maintaining
proportionally high numbers of artillery soldiers in the regular army. In times of crisis,
these fortifications would limit the places where foreign troops might land, slow down
invasion, and buy enough time for substantial militia forces to muster and – using
improved roads and waterways – move quickly to the threatened point.185

1826, Chief Engineer Alexander Macomb, delivered a complete plan including revised
estimates for each fortifications site, and garrison requirements for peace and for
“siege” conditions.
185
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Map 3: The Third System Infrastructure c. 1821
Specific costs of fortifications and troop requirements for their defense were
attached to the report, with totals equaling $11,147,695 for the erection of fortifications,
with a manning requirement of 2,720 regular troops in peace time, and 21,000 militia in
emergencies, with another 36,280 militia (from traditional volunteer companies) required
in war to move to any threatened point.186 But the report stated that these costs would be
cheaper than those incurred by dealing with another invasion without the benefit of
fortified frontiers. It was estimated that expenses for mobilizing sufficient military
personnel to defeat and invading army of 20,000 soldiers would equal $5,658,000 for a
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six month campaign. Damage done by invaders would triple these costs. Calhoun
endorsed this systematic plan and moved it through Congress. 187
Considerable government legislation and the bulk of monies appropriated for
military matters in America during the next four decades were dedicated to the work set
down by this strategy of fortified defensible frontiers, controlled by the Fortifications
Board.188 The board reported directly to the secretary of war and not to any military
commanders, (see Figure 5 below) and this allowed the United States Army Corps of
Engineers to achieve hegemony over military policy.189 Senior engineers contributed
more to debates in Washington during these formative years (1817 to 1826) than did
geographic department commanders Generals Winfield Scott (Eastern Department) and
Edward Gaines (Western Department – see Map 3 above).190
Beyond fortifications themselves, another essential component of the Third
System was the size and role of the regular army. This directly related to the
requirements of the defensive system. Secretary of War Calhoun had sought to retain the
10,000 strong regular army agreed to in 1815. But in 1820 a watchful congress,
suspecting that a larger military establishment (regular or regulated militia) would
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increase taxation, sought justifications for all regular army personnel and set out to
reduce the army to only the garrison numbers required by the defensive plans being
drafted by the Fortifications Board.191 This concerned military leaders and the secretary
of war, particularly with regard to the maintenance of an officer corps of adequate size
and necessary expertise. Secretary Calhoun directly addressed the issue in a report that
December entitled “Reduction of the Army” in which he captured “the general principles
on which it is conceived our military peace establishment ought to be organized.”192
Calhoun outlined two purposes of a regular army. The first involved garrisoning
“forts along our Atlantic frontier in order to…cause the sovereignty of the United States
to be respected” and the occupation of posts “on our inland frontier to keep in check our
savage neighbors.” The second purpose was to keep the army in a state well-prepared so
that “the dangerous transition from peace to war may be made without confusion.”
Therefore, in any reduction of the army, Calhoun requested maintenance of a
proportionately larger regular officer corps that could form the cadre of leadership
needed for an “expansible army” created in emergencies through federalization of state
volunteers.193 Calhoun reinforced his argument by stating the general purposes of militia,
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volunteer, and regular forces. He claimed that the militia was still “the great national
force,” but qualified this by saying that:
to render them effective, every experienced officer must
acknowledge, that they require the aid of regular troops…they
may be relied on to garrison forts, and to act in the field as light
troops…To rely on them beyond this, to suppose our militia
capable of meeting in the open field the regular troops of Europe,
would be to resist the most obvious truth, and the whole of our
experience as a nation.194
Calhoun saw a requirement for a disproportionately larger regular officer corps
trained in “the present improved state of the military science” who would lead large
militia formations in times of war. This cadre of regulars could man defensive works and
drill regular and militia soldiers, but their real raison d’etre was to conduct
“indispensable preparation” for the inevitability of war. In this he saw the military
academy at West Point as an “invaluable part of our establishment.”195 While the
Fortifications Board’s February 1821 request met with approval, Calhoun’s proposal of
an “expansible army” did not receive widespread congressional support. But the
suggestion of having a proportionately larger officer corps was enacted incrementally
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anyway,196 and this, together with the dominance of the Third System requirements,
affected directly the West Point curriculum.
Much work was needed to reform West Point after the War of 1812, to set it up to
fulfill the policies of the secretary of war. Having graduated only one officer in 1813,
over one hundred fifty cadets turned up for instruction at the academy the following
year, and more the year after. At this time desire outpaced capacity, and the staff and
faculty of the academy fell into upheaval trying to make do. During the war years the
management of West Point had been left to Alden Partridge, a later much-maligned
captain of engineers. After graduating in October 1806, Partridge had never left the
academy. As acting superintendent from January 1815 until July 1817, Partridge used
what faculties a man inexperienced in military applications could muster to keep the
academy growing and improving. He was served well by retired lieutenant-colonel of
engineers Jared Mansfield, professor of natural and experimental philosophy, and
esteemed surveyor Andrew Ellicott, professor of mathematics, who both attempted to
bring a semblance of organization to the academy’s curriculum and to invoke uniform
standards. But it was not until intervention by Secretary of War William H. Crawford
with the issuance of a new set of regulations in 1816 that things really began to change.
The following year, 1817, marked what one historian of military education in
1872 called the commencement of a “scientific culture” at West Point.197 The new
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regulations stipulated that the academy follow a yearly pattern of lessons from
September to the end of June, with examinations in December (later moved to January)
and June; that a Board of Visitors of five “gentlemen versed in military and other
sciences” convene to observe the annual June examinations; that cadets only be admitted
each September after having passed an entrance exam; and that a course of studies be
established lasting four years that would cover all the branches of science necessary for
mastery of the art of war and fulfillment of the nation’s need for defense and national
improvements. It took three more years to hammer out the exact specifications of this
new curriculum. Instrumental in doing this was newly arrived Major Sylvanus Thayer,
and Professors Mansfield and Ellicott, and French professors Christian Zoeller, Claudius
Bérard, Pierre Thomas, and Claudius Crozet. Of the professors, Crozet was most
influential. He was a graduate of the École Polytechnique and had served as an officer du
genie in Napoleon’s Grand Armée through many of its most famous campaigns,
including Waterloo. Crozet was determined to reform the curriculum, and to make its
content modern and French.198
Thayer himself agreed. He had arrived in at West Point in August 1817 full of
ideas from two years in France, where he had observed French professional instruction at
various institutions. He brought with him hundreds of books and plans, models, and
ideas not just of course content but of pedagogy. Thayer’s first challenges involved
personality differences with the outgoing superintendent Partridge and disciplinary
problems related to cadet conduct. Thayer made the cadets sit through classification
exams to determine their individual standing before moving to establish a new four-year
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curriculum, and placing each cadet into a year group. He also implemented the new set
of regulations that would make cadet life highly structured. A number of cadets could
not handle these disciplinary reforms, many of them having come from households
where personal honor and a strong sense of individualism stood above all things in
importance. These cadets were outraged when Thayer demanded that they submit to
uniform standards of conduct.199
The reforms included a new governance structure. West Point had initially been
run by the chief engineer. After 1812, a superintendent was appointed to manage the
academy on behalf of the chief engineer, whose post moved to Washington. In practise
the position of superintendent carried with it full power with regard to academy affairs –
academic and disciplinary. The superintendent reported solely to the chief engineer, who
himself reported directly to the secretary of war (see Figure 5 below). There had never
been interference into academy affairs by military field commanders. This aspect of the
system remained in place.
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Figure 5: War Department Staff Bureaus and Key Relationships
Within the academy however, reforms in 1817 put responsibility for academic
and disciplinary decision-making with the newly formed academic board. This board
was comprised of the superintendent, and the heads of each academic department
(mathematics, natural philosophy, engineering, French, as well as the professor of
chemistry, and the teacher of drawing), and also the chief instructors of infantry and
artillery tactics. The superintendent was president of the board, and the head of the board
was the senior academic professor. The duties of the board included design of a complete
course of instruction, defining exact subjects, proportion of time to each subject, texts,
changes to curriculum, cadet examination, cadet merit standing, and decisions on
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whether or not cadets continue with course of study in their class, repeat a term or year,
or were dismissed. The board also recommended the branch of service for each cadet
upon graduation.
Any decision regarding the curriculum of the academy had to pass this board by
majority vote before the decision was sent to the secretary of war for approval. The
secretary normally sought counsel of the chief of engineers and the head of the
fortifications board. At no time were the general officers in charge of the geographic
divisions, or those in the general staff departments in Washington, officially consulted in
decisions regarding the academy. Therefore the board set the intellectual tone for the
academy and to some extent for the army.
The annual board of visitors constituted one way that external forces could
influence academy affairs. The practise of using a board of visitors to observe and report
upon colleges and academies was not uncommon in the United States at this time.200 The
annual board of visitors to the military academy functioned as public inspectors and
could raise issues of concern. Their reports were sent to the secretary of war and made
available to congress, and were published openly. But their observations and
recommendations carried only as much weight as they affected thinking of the secretary
of war or members of congress, who ultimately held the purse strings that kept the
academy running, and therefore could insist upon change.
During these formative years, the head of the Fortifications Board, Brigadier
Simon Bernard, held the greatest external influence over academic reforms at West
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Point. He maintained a highly influential relationship with the chiefs of engineers and the
secretaries of war, and his reports were normally endorsed. In 1820, when leaders in
Washington were considering setting up separate schools for infantry, artillery and
engineer officers, Bernard re-affirmed the 1812 decision that all cadets be trained to a
high “elementary” standard in all arms, best achieved in one institution. Bernard felt that
this would be critical in an expansible army, where officers would be continually
responsible for leading and administering the needs of both infantry and artillery
soldiers, while at the same time developing military infrastructure. Bernard also saw the
all arms training as essential for the running of a good general staff, whose bureaus were
becoming increasingly more reliant upon officers borrowed from the line units to fulfill
quartermaster, ordnance, commissary, and pay functions.201
Under the supervision of Thayer, with oversight from Bernard and Chief
Engineer Joseph Swift, the curriculum of the academy was changed by the academic
board to ensure that all cadets received an adequate level of instruction in infantry and
artillery tactics as well as civil and military engineering, ordnance, logistics and strategy.
Secretary of War Calhoun was satisfied. He had become convinced that the main
purpose of the academy was to facilitate the “free diffusion of military science” amongst
the regular army and the militia as a way to prepare them for war.202 Chapter 5 discusses
the content of the curriculum.
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Cadet Selection and the Ideal of a Scientific Officer
Selection to the military academy was at this time controlled by the secretary of
war. But candidates had to be formally recommended by men of political influence.
Political and social connections were therefore necessary. This did not prevent indigent
youths from securing candidate positions because part of the mandate of the academy
was to educate those who had promise but not means. This system was modified in the
1830s when legislation was enacted to ensure equal representation of each electoral
congressional district, thereby placing selection in the hands of congress. This did not
eliminate the need for candidates to secure support of politically influential men.
Once selected, a candidate had to make their way to West Point for the entrance
examination in late June of each year. Travel to West Point was usually via New York
City or Albany, then upon the Hudson by sail or steam. The only approach to West Point
was by way of the river. No roads penetrated the forests and mountains into the point
until the 1840s. Once there the candidate underwent examination. They were asked to
demonstrate and explain some simple arithmetic, such as “the rules of reduction, single
and compound proportions, and vulgar and decimal fractions.”203 The candidate then had
to prove he could “read distinctly” a prescribed sentence from a book and to “write
legibly” a dictated passage and to sign their name to the paper.204 Unlike entrance
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requirements for every other American college, candidates did not have to demonstrate
knowledge of Latin or ancient Greek or more rigorous knowledge of history.205
The entrance exam is also illustrative of the issues of academic standards and of
the purpose of the military academy. Up until 1816 preference for appointment to the
academy was given to sons of men who had rendered good service to the republic, but
who could not afford any other source of education. Second in preference were young
men well-connected to political leaders. Thomas Jefferson, for example, solicited
admission for a family friend, Nicholas Trist, and Andrew Jackson lobbied for admission
of his young nephews.206 After his arrival as superintendent, Thayer became very
conscious that the academy was becoming an attractive place for politicians and members
of state elites to send their young relatives and thereby avoid the costs of expensive
education.207 To impose a rigorous entrance examination would have reinforced this trend
because such an exam would have advantaged the sons of the rich and well-connected,
who could afford preliminary preparatory schooling.208 Therefore Thayer accepted that
academic entrance requirements to the military academy would remain low, so that the
financially disadvantaged might have opportunity to be admitted. This meant that the vast
majority of candidates passed the initial exam. However, Thayer also worked
progressively throughout his sixteen year tenure as superintendent to raise the academic
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standards within the curriculum so that graduates of the Academy would be of uniform
high quality. Therefore, West Point maintained a low graduation rate of between 40 and
50 percent throughout the antebellum period, with most academic dismissals coming from
failures in mathematics or science.209
The reforms of 1817-1820 produced a four year curriculum based upon the
sciences. Beyond French and a few hours of instruction in history, ethics and law, the
instruction focused entirely upon mathematics, physical science, and engineering. The
weight of emphasis on science was deliberate. The vision of the scientific regular army
officer included someone who could serve anywhere in the vast territory of the United
States and apply skill in military tactics, surveying of territory, construction of civil and
military engineer projects, and deal with the science of military supply. As well, as
previously mentioned, the West Point graduate was to be the source for staff officers in
the staff bureaus, and ordnance officers in the nation’s arsenals, and quartermaster
officers in depots and garrisons. Such duties required technical knowledge, and an
understanding of how to find answers to technical problems.
That America’s singular national academy was dedicated entirely to the study of
the science of war was not a natural occurrence. Higher education in this era was still
characterized by studies in classical languages and was generally described as being “for
the higher classes.”210 All other American colleges maintained a liberal arts curriculum
and carried on traditions established in Oxford and Cambridge. Only Norwich University
(established in 1819 by Captain Partridge) and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1824)
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eventually offered engineering courses and not until well after West Point had proven the
worth of such studies.211 Further distinguishing West Point was its heavy emphasis upon
mathematics, when almost all other American colleges provided only limited instruction
in that subject, believing in the English adage that “neither the mathematics nor the
physical sciences are well adapted to develop the faculties of youth.”212 A liberal arts
emphasis also prevailed in the Royal Military College at Sandhurst England, and at the
French Infantry and Cavalry School at Saint Cyr in France.
The single closest equivalent to the West Point national academy was France’s
l’École Polytechnique, a national institute dedicated to educating civilians and young
officers in civil engineering.213 That the War Department chose to emulate l’École
Polytechnique more than the conventional curriculum of American colleges was
anything but coincidental. This choice reflected the United State’s Army’s break with
English ways and with aristocratic structures. The English and aristocratic trappings of
America’s colonial past were, in Jeffersonian America, expunged as much by deliberate
processes as by natural tendency.
By 1820 the preference for French over English scientific guidance had been long
established and differences between American and English thinking of war were
becoming marked. Secretary Calhoun and his principal general staff had embraced the
Superintendents’ Curriculum Study for 1802-1945: United States Military Academy
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notion that mere dependency upon personality was dangerous and that war policy had to
have the consent of the governed, and that war planning depended upon military science.
He stressed that reliance upon military genius was folly:
Genius without much experience may command, but it cannot go
much further. It cannot at once organize and discipline an army,
and give it that military tone and habit…to perform the most
complex evolutions with precision and promptitude. Those
qualities…can only be acquired by instruction of experienced
officers.214
Calhoun and the president understood that West Point was indispensable in delivering
such foundational instruction. As President Monroe put it in 1822: “The Military
Academy forms the basis, in regard to science, on which the military establishment
rests.”215
There were alternatives to their way of thinking. The obvious at the time was to
revert back to a military system entirely dependent upon the states. Westerners
particularly favoured this option. Tennessee Representative Newton Cannon in 1820
began the first of what would become a tradition of West Point-bashing, claiming that it
was only serving an aristocracy and should be abolished, with the money saved going to
the militia. However, his 6 February 1821 resolution to congress inquiring about the
constitutionality of the academy, and his motion on 16 February for its abolition, were
defeated.216
Another possibility would have been to reduce French influences in favour of
traditional English military methods. However, the English still maintained an aristocratic
ideal of war, which subordinated military science. The English still held the belief that
Calhoun, “Reduction of the Army,” ASP MA, II, 188-189.
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war was the realm of the sovereign and that command in war was best invested by the
sovereign in men of the social elite who possessed military experience and natural martial
genius, and who would know how best to use men skilled in military science without
having to possess such knowledge themselves.217 Many English military leaders felt that
technical knowledge was available to the learned amateur and that any officer through
self-study could grasp such trade knowledge and apply it by keen mind and energetic
spirit.218 In this Wellingtonian perception of war, theory was not as important as
experience and energy, and was irrelevant without the guiding hand of sublime military
genius.219 Woolwich had existed since 1741, but its graduates were held captive by their
status as tradesmen, “good officers of Artillery and perfect Engineers” but not military
commanders.220
From the 1770s until well into the 1830s the English remained highly skeptical
about the very idea of a science of war. British writer and military instructor C. Malorti
de Martemont put it thus in 1806: “I cannot … pretend that an art as that of war … ever
will …become a science,… that it will no longer…excite an ambition to possess it, and
that consequently men of genius will prefer directing their attention to objects of more
general utility.”221 Amongst the considerable number of self-educated and professionally
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minded British officers private appreciation for the science of war never grew to the point
where it could openly challenge the consensus that military wisdom resided in the
“practical sagacity” of “social betters.”222
The instruction of the complete course of military studies at the United States
Military Academy differed from this English perspective in its appreciation of the
relationship between command personality and military science. It did not recognize that
war depended upon the decisions of “social betters.” Instead it sought to provide all
officers – drawn from all social backgrounds from each state of the union – with a
foundation in all branches of military science upon which “sublime” qualities such as
coup d’oeil or genius might become more discerning. The academy emphasized a
subordinate role for the sublime to the various branches of military science. It was felt
that scientific knowledge would enable the educated commander to choose the best
tactical application of each of the branches of military science to suit the local
circumstance. Genius might be displayed in such application.
Calhoun held his own opinions regarding the role of genius and the mandate of
the United States Military Academy. He was being well served by general officers who
were West Point graduates, particularly Alexander Macomb and Joseph Swift. He
envisioned that West Point graduates would supply the commanders of the future. They
would not replace the indispensable state-appointed commanders of state militias, who
were indeed the American equivalent of England’s “social betters.” But Calhoun also
realized that West Pointers would occupy most key staff positions in the army, and in
this capacity their military science was indispensable.
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Those officers and professors who were committed to reforming West Point, and
who were responsible for producing officers who could fulfill staff functions and become
commanding generals, realized the fundamental importance of mathematics to military
science and to contemporary military affairs. In fact they held mathematics to be the
most important component of the new curriculum, certainly more so than the study of
classical languages and literature. They also felt that mathematics was more egalitarian
than the study of ancient Greek and Latin. Their decision to reject the study of classics in
favour of mathematics did not go unchallenged. The Inspector General of the United
States Army, John E. Wool, stated so much when he reviewed the proposed curriculum.
In 1819, he wrote to Secretary of War John Calhoun to criticize the emphasis on
mathematics and engineering at the expense of study in history, geography, and
languages. Great victories, Wool claimed, “were not achieved by the ‘rule and compass’
or the ‘measurement of angles.’ They were the product of enlarged minds, highly
cultivated and improved by a constant and accurate survey of human events.”223
Aware of such sentiments Calhoun seriously considered splitting the instruction
at the academy into two courses: the first for all arms – infantry, artillery, engineer and
topographical corps combined, and the second for artillery and engineer cadets only,
where advanced mathematics, artillery, topography, and fortifications would be taught.
The same proposal was made by a board of visitors to the academy in 1821.224 Both
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proposals were rejected because of the additional expenses required, because of the
possible dilution of the comprehensiveness achieved under the Thayer system, and
because Simon Bernard did not agree.225 However, criticism of the preponderance of
mathematics in the curriculum was to recur periodically over the course of the next
century.226 All challenges were unsuccessful and mathematics remained the most
important subject of instruction at West Point.
The challenges were not forthcoming from external sources alone. Even faculty
members thought that greater emphasis upon the arts was warranted. In appendices
attached to the proposed 1819 Regulations of the academy, the academic board signed a
list of twenty four propositions for consideration by the chief of engineers and the
secretary of war for improvements to the newly improved curriculum. Proposition Two
called for addition to the faculty of a professor of geography, history, and the elements of
civil law, and for a professor of languages, oratory and belles-lettres. In formal response
to this, Brigadier General Simon Bernard provided these qualifying remarks:
it is important that all changes…should be confined to what is
strictly necessary; and not to hazard the introduction of
accessories….Geography, history, jurisprudence, the languages,
belles-lettres, are considered as among the number of these
accessories.227
Simon Bernard’s ideas regarding the curriculum carried greater weight with the
secretary of war and the propositions were rejected. To Bernard, the Third System
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requirements, and his, Crozet’s, and Thayer’s unwavering conviction in the Polytechnique
model combined to ensure that all cadets would acquire first and foremost the mathematical
mind, regardless of future branch assignment. Faith in science and its utilitarian purposes
trumped desires to instruct liberal arts subjects. Thayer supported Bernard’s way of thinking,
believing that a knowledge of “general history” and “ethics” and other subjects could be learned
after graduation, while proper instruction of natural philosophy, engineering and topography
could only happen at west Point.228
Conclusion
Calhoun approved the recommendations of his engineers because he understood
that a federal system of defense depended upon scientific officers. Fear of a repeat of the
invasions of 1813 and 1814 motivated thinking of federal regulation and coordination of
all defensive efforts. The agents of this coordinated system were to be the West Point
graduates. All effort was needed to ensure that these graduates formed a corps of
professional officers dedicated to service of the union. Their course of instruction would
give them a common and firm grounding in mathematics, followed by knowledge and
skill in artillery application, logistical science, engineering and the science of marches.
No room was left for the “accessories” that were also considered the staple of an
aristocracy. What was left was to find a way to ensure the loyalty of these scientific
officers to the federal government.
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Chapter 5
Making Scientific Professionals
Introduction
With Thayer as superintendent, the United States Military Academy underwent
fundamental reforms to bring it in line with Calhoun’s vision of an expansible army ready
to implement national policy. The secretary of war, assisted by senior army officers,
especially the senior engineers, wanted a corps of regular officers who would be
distinguishable from volunteer or politically-appointed officers by their dedication to
service, and by their unique knowledge of military science. In this the Americans were
following a French model of military professionalization, characterized by a specific
military socialization of officers based upon a principle of egalitarianism, demonstrated
merit, and a common and substantial military education. Cadets underwent a process of
military socialization to acquire the “habits” that Thayer felt were needed of professional
officers. A method of performance assessment was instituted to promote and reward good
study habits and conduct. This “Thayer system” became an effective control mechanism
that also reinforced discipline.229 The process of socialization changed very little between
1820 and 1860, and was an important component of cultivating military science as a
229
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hallmark of the regular officer corps. The success of the system was demonstrated in the
steady increase in the numbers of West Point graduates who served careers of twenty
years or more during the antebellum period.

Figure 6: West Point and its Plain as seen from the North circa 1830230
Entering the Corps, Cadet Routine, and the Thayer System
Candidates for entrance into the academy travelled to West Point in late June
each year to undergo the entrance examination, although some were granted permission to
arrive later and undergo examination in late summer (regulations stipulating no entrance
after 1 September). Candidates arrived by boat to the North Landing of the Point and were
met by a guard from the garrison Company of Bombardiers, Sappers and Miners, who
230
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wrote down their names, passed on directions for the walk up to the Academy building on
the plain above, and who organized the carriage of the young men’s luggage by ox cart.231
The candidates would then meet the post adjutant and Superintendent Thayer, who would
explain their need to pass the entrance exam.
If successful at the exam a candidate then enrolled into the corps of cadets by
each entering their names into the West Point ledger alongside their state affiliation. They
were thereafter entitled to draw pay as a member of the corps of cadets. Not that they ever
saw much of that pay. The superintendent meant to dissolve all distinction between cadets
coming from various financial backgrounds and he forbade cadets receiving money from
their families, so that all cadets, indigent and affluent, had to learn to manage their
accounts with the exactness that would later be required of an officer managing federal
funds on general staff or engineering duties. Thayer established a voucher system that
required cadets to account for every penny spent from their pay and even went so far as to
employ the postman and laundry women and other garrison personnel to report to him any
signs that the cadets were receiving additional funds.232 Financial responsibility was
important. Officers – especially engineer officers - had to be trustworthy with
considerable sums of public money they would use in building public works. The policy
also enforced financial equality at the academy. It was noted by the secretary of war in
1841 that Thayer had taken such measures to “foster a feeling of self-reliance and
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independence destructive of false pride and of all exclusive and aristocratic
pretensions.”233
Once enrolled the new cadets joined older cadets in the annual summer
encampment on the north side of the plain. Between 1 July and 30 August every year
cadets lived in tents and conducted basic military training. At the end of the summer the
entire cadet body moved back into the two barracks. These were two of a number of large
buildings that dominated the south end of the plain (see Map 4).

Map 4: West Point circa 1830234
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On the west side of the plain stood a row of residences in a line running north to south,
facing eastward onto the plain. These housed the commandant and superintendent of the
academy, and several of its married staff and faculty. South of these, and across the other
side of the plain from the encampment, were three large edifices, with long northern faces.
These were respectively the stone and stucco two-storey Cadet Mess, and east of this the
two-storey Academy building, and the three-storey stone South Barracks. To the east of
this last building, and perpendicular to it, stood the four storey stone North Barracks, with
its front facing west so that with the three other buildings it formed an L shape.
One cadet of this period, upon seeing the plain for the first time, remarked with
satisfaction; “I had anticipated entering a wilderness where there was nothing to gratify
the optical sense but a few old buildings…but instead of that I find 7 or 8 large brick
buildings…, & two very large Stone buildings one 3 & the other 4 Story High, used as
barracks for the Cadets.”235
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Figure 7: 1820s Etching of Cadets Marching On
the Plain in front of Barracks, Academy, and Mess Hall
Of the two barrack buildings, the North Barracks was larger, and contained large
rooms, twenty-five by nineteen feet, with a window and door at one end and at the other a
large fireplace. Each of these housed four or five cadets. Better descriptions remain of the
rooms in the South Barrack, which were very small, only eleven by eleven feet.236 These
tight and austere quarters became the domestic space for three cadets, and required of
them cooperation and discipline. Each room was open to the exterior by a door and
window, with the interior wall containing a small fireplace jutting into the room, the only
source of heat in the barracks. Everyday cadets had to retrieve firewood from boxes
outside of the barrack refilled daily by the post wood cutter. The rooms were also quite
plain. A table and three stools set in front of the fireplace, where the cadets could sit and
236
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study. A small firewood box and a metal fender stood beside the fireplace. On the shelf
above the fireplace were candles, and if the cadets could afford it, a small oil lamp.237 In
one corner stood a small washstand with a crockery basin and small looking glass.
Underneath was a water bucket and tin dipper. Water had to be drawn, even in the winter,
from a pump outside of the barracks. In the corner on the other side of the chimney were
shelves, designed to store cadet hats with their tall black feather pompons. Some rooms
had small pegs along the walls where cadets could hang clothing at night. The cadets slept
on thin mattress rolls on narrow cots (although during the 1820s some unfortunate cadets
still slept upon the wooden floors) with one cadet sleeping on either side of the fireplace,
and the third perpendicular to them under the window.238 Each morning the cadets would
position the cots against the walls and give themselves more space.
Each cadet brought from the quartermaster’s stores their bedding and uniforms
and a leather trunk to store personal belongings. There was no personal space within the
room, and no window curtains. This allowed sentinels walking by the windows to conduct
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bed checks.239 Thayer required that cadets maintain complete order in their personal
affairs by always keeping clothing and equipment ready for inspection: “A well-ordered
(private) economy [was] practically taught with accuracy of details entitling it to a rank
among the ‘exact sciences.’”240
At 4:30 a.m. cadets were awoken by the tapping of reveille by the academy
drums and began another of their highly regulated days. Activities followed a pattern that
was repeated for their four years, a routine that changed little throughout the antebellum
era. Cadets dressed quickly and then moved for morning roll call. They then repaired to
barracks to clean their rooms. Thirty minutes after roll call, the rooms were inspected for
cleanliness and orderliness and the cadets went outside to reform into company ranks for
drill, or remained in their rooms in study during inclement weather.
At 7 a.m. the companies returned muskets to their rooms and reformed to march
to the cadet mess in what cadet Jefferson Davis described as “perfect silence and
regularity.”241 Another cadet recalled that “if one speaks, raises his hand, looks to the right
or left (which is the case on all parade) we are reported, indeed we are reported for
everything.”242 The cadets entered the mess hall in files of ten, and took positions on
either side of a table. Once in place the order was given for the entire hall to “take
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seats.”243 During all meals there was to be no “unnecessary talking.”244 The cadets had
exactly thirty minutes to eat, with each session terminated promptly with the order
“battalion rise.” The squads marched out in turn and re-assembled outside. Those cadets
who were designated to perform guard duties for the next twenty four hours were
mustered separately and began the guard mounting parade. The remainder returned to
barracks for a short personal administration break during which they could fetch laundry
or if necessary, visit Major Thayer in the basement office of his home in order to request
an advance of pay or a furlough. Before 8 a.m. the cadets mustered in front of their
barracks into academic section formations.
Thayer had transported to West Point several important academic practises from
his time at the École Polytechique in Paris. One was the practise of dividing the cadets
into classes and sections. The four classes at the academy reflected the year in which the
cadet was attending – the 4th Class being all new first year cadets, the 3rd Class consisting
of cadets in their second year of attendance, the 2nd Class having all the third year cadets,
and the 1st Class being the senior cadets in their graduating year. Each class was then
subdivided into sections of ten to twenty cadets who were instructed in a topic by a single
instructor according to the general level of understanding and ability of those in that
section. Therefore, within any given class there were three, four, or five sections, the first
section consisting of the brightest and most able cadets, the last section consisting of the
least able. The lower sections were required to muscle their way through the mandatory
curriculum during the course of the term; the higher sections were expected to achieve this
243
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more rapidly and progress to advanced applications in the given topic. Cadets could move
up or down the sections within their class by demonstrating ability – or lack of ability –
during normal recitations, or during the two exam periods in January or June. This system
required that cadets reform ranks from company to section formations and back again
several times throughout the day. New cadets would find this all quite bewildering and
required frequent guidance by their seniors. 245
Such guidance was given by cadets in their second, third and fourth years who,
because of demonstrated leadership ability, were granted cadet rank and corresponding
responsibility.246 The vast majority of internal policing of the corps of cadets was
performed by these cadet appointments. In Thayer’s day, these appointments had not
become what they were later on in the century, solid divides between the upper classmen
and the “plebes.” During the Thayer years there appears to have been less formality
between new cadets and cadets with appointments.247 Cadet Church recalled that all
cadets considered themselves as “a member of one brotherhood.”248
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At 8 a.m. cadets marched in section files to recitation rooms in either the North
Barracks or Academy buildings. Morning lessons occupied the time between 8 a.m. and 1
p.m. Once seated in the recitation rooms for the first lesson, no cadet was allowed out of
the building to attend to the latrine (at the north end of North Barracks) for the first hour
of the academic day. After 9 a.m., any allowance for such a break was not to exceed ten
minutes or the cadet would be found guilty of disobedience of post orders.249 The first
lessons for each class and section were three hour recitations in the primary subject of the
term, followed by two hours of study in the cadets’ barrack rooms (see Annex A for cadet
daily timetable).
The drums for dinner parade sounded at 1 p.m., and once again the corps of
cadets fell in by company and marched to the Cadet Mess for a half hour dinner period.
Afternoons were spent in the study and recitations of the second course of the term from 2
till 4 p.m., and from 4 until 6 p.m., at military exercises. These exercises were initially
dedicated to personal foot drill and the manual of arms and the drill of the cannon crew.
Third Class cadets exercised in the “school of the company” - involving collective
company (a group of 60 to 100 soldiers) evolutions and firings – artillery battery drills,
and the duties of a corporal. Second Class cadets concentrated upon the “school of the
battalion” (evolutions and firings of a group of soldiers 400-1000 strong), artillery tactics,
and the duties of a sergeant. First Class cadets learned orders of battle of the line (an army
consisting of multiple battalions grouped into brigades of three to four battalions each),
marches, advanced artillery tactics, and duties of the officer and use of sword. Within the
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four years, all cadets had learned and practised how to organize, train, and command up to
a battalion of infantry or a regiment of artillery.

Figure 8: “Le Cadet” Sketch of Cadet at Study 1842250
Upon completion of military exercises, the West Point drums announced supper
parade at 6 p.m., and after the requisite thirty minutes to dine, cadets were marched back
to the dorm rooms where they were required to stay and study. Cadets were forbidden to
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leave their rooms during study hours without permission “from proper authority.”251 Study
was done by candlelight, or by whale oil lamp light. Use of the latter meant constant
acceptance of the smell of fat oil, described by one cadet as “worse than that which Jonah
must have experienced during his sojourn in the whale belly.”252 The drum tattoo for
evening roll call sounded at 9:30 p.m., followed by the drumming of “lights extinguished”
at 10 p.m. While there was no prescribed physical training activity at the military academy
during Thayer’s era, it is evident that the cadet’s day was sufficiently long and his drill
periods sufficiently strenuous that sleep was welcome after this last signal.
This daily routine did not vary between 1 September and 30 June, except that
military exercises were conducted as classroom recitations from November to March.
Weekends started with Saturday morning recitations but the cadets were granted a period
of free time on Saturday afternoon between dinner and 4 p.m., followed by one hour of
mandatory cleaning of kit. Saturday evenings were free and Sunday morning started with
9 a.m. inspection followed by a mandatory church parade.253 The routine of study periods
and recitations commenced again after dinner on Sunday.
One can imagine the numbing nature of this routine, particularly for those youths
who had come from relatively leisurely lifestyles. The regulations governing cadet
conduct at West Point prohibited drinking, fighting, playing cards or other such games of
sport. Cadets were forbidden to leave post, possess or receive money from outside
sources, or subscribe to civilian newspapers or journals without approval of Major Thayer.
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While cadets were allowed to make withdrawals from the academy library, this could
occur on Saturday afternoons only, and cadets were restricted to one book at a time, and,
until the late 1830s, they were restricted to only those books related to their studies.254
There were no works of popular literature or poetry in the academy library until the 1830s,
and the ownership of a novel was prohibited by regulation, the reading of these being
considered “accessories” that diverted attention from the primary subject – military
science.255
Cadets with academic ability were able to take full advantage of the Thayer
system. This was not just a system to regulate behaviour. It also involved numeric
evaluations that were used to produce an order of merit in the corps of cadets. The West
Point regulations were imposed upon the cadets to induce “proper habits” in two distinct
areas – “study” and “general conduct.” Such “habits” were graded everyday for the entire
four years that the young man spent at West Point. Cadet performance during each
recitation was graded by the section instructor in point value between 0 and 3:
3.0 – perfect
2.5 – good
2.0 – indifferent
1.5 – bad
1.0 – very imperfect
0.0 – complete failure
Cadet conduct was measured numerically by accumulation of recitation points
and subtraction of demerit points issued for breaches of regulation. Weekly totals of
recitation points and demerits for misconduct were passed to the superintendent on
254
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Saturday afternoons. In this manner, a running mathematical tally was kept on every
cadet’s aptitude or deficiency in each subject. These, combined with exam scores, gave a
formal numeric ranking mechanism for the cadets of each class and allowed the academic
board to properly distribute cadets between sections.256
The Thayer system reflected a Jeffersonian ideal of identifying and promoting
talent outside of the boundaries imposed by social class or financial status. It provided
young men of poor background the opportunity to gain recognition by superiors and peers
in a highly structured curriculum where individual performance received a point value
based upon “objective” standards, allowing impersonal comparison between cadets. One
author has called it “the most complete, and impersonal, system imaginable.”257 At West
Point, birth right was supposed to mean nothing: “all fare alike here and each must depend
ultimately upon his own individual resources and not upon his family antecedents or
paternal wealth for success.”258 One member of the annual Board of Visitors declared the
merit systems thus:
The Merit Roll. Nothing…can be more simple and
efficient…and nothing more fair and thorough….Each Cadet
obtains rank in each branch of study he pursues exactly
according to his proficiency…determined by the weekly Class
Reports…and by examination….Each Cadet, therefore, has a
constant excitement to exertion,…and the results obtained…are
satisfactory, in nearly every instance, to the Cadets themselves
and, probably, just in all.259
No other school in the United States followed this system of numeric evaluation
of mental habit and conduct, at least until the establishment of state military schools such
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as the Virginia Military Institute (1839) and the Citadel (1842) in Charleston, South
Carolina.260 However, no other school was dedicated to turning out young men of
something akin to a standard product – a scientific officer. In an age where individualism
and ideas of personal honor were general elements in the emerging American character,
this effort to homogenize cadets was unique. All civilian universities of this era reinforced
the innate American sense of individualism. The practise of offering elective studies, for
instance, further reinforced this and spread rapidly throughout colleges in the antebellum
period, but not at West Point.261
The pedagogic method of instruction remained the same for all of a cadet’s
subjects - study and recitation. Some professors employed the lecture method with the
entire class when texts did not adequately cover certain material. But most of the learning
occurred through recitation. The cadets would be given a specific portion of a text to
know and specific theorem and problems to solve. Using the text and cadet notebooks
containing sheaves of blank paper, each cadet would retire to his barrack room to study
the text during the morning and evening study sessions. Using the notebooks, cadets
transcribed and put to memory specific definitions and theorems, and worked out
mathematical problems. If a cadet did not finish the prescribed material by the “extinguish
lights” tattoo, he might attempt to cheat the sentry by using candlelight under cover of a
blanket, or wake early, before the reveille tattoo, and finish his work.262 The following
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morning, the professor would call upon a cadet to stand and recite a specific definition or
theorem, or he would call forward three cadets at a time to work out problems on
chalkboards. Once completed each cadet would recite the appropriate theorem and explain
the formulas used to derive the answers. The others watched and prepared for their turn.
In any three-hour recitation session each cadet could expect to be thoroughly examined in
the prescribed material and the professor would grant each cadet a grade of 0 to 3 points
for that period.
The curriculum avoided the philosophical and the romantic. No room was
afforded to the metaphysics or to the dialectics that were emerging contemporaneously in
Europe.263 This was observed by leading American educator George Ticknor, senior
professor of French, Spanish languages and literature, and belles lettres at Harvard from
1819 to 1836. Ticknor was a pioneering figure in American education, creating the system
of academic departments, grouping students in divisions according to proficiency, and
establishing the elective system. He was also a good friend of Sylvanus Thayer, having
met him during coinciding trips to Europe. Ticknor was an attendee on the Board of
Visitors to the academy in 1826 – from whence he publicly extolled the methods and
curriculum of West Point (despite its complete scientific bent). While in Europe, however,
Ticknor had been exposed to curricula and ways of thinking that were in stark contrast to
the method of the academy. At the University of Göttingen particularly, he witnessed
three systems of metaphysics – Kant’s, Fichte’s, and Schelling’s. There was no dominant
system; teachers and students were expected to hear all three and to form their own
synthetic personal view. German academics, Ticknor claimed, were eclectics:
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A young man at the university commonly gets this freedom by
hearing three or four different professors expound and defend as
many different systems….This is a very remarkable, but I am not
ready to say an unfortunate state of things. The worthiest object
of metaphysical studies is to excite and enlarge the faculties, and
form deep and thorough thinkers.264
Ticknor observed how different German metaphysics were from the English
desire that things “serve some practical purpose.” He remarked that in Germany there
was a separation between men of science and society, and opined that: “From this
separation…comes, I think, the theoretical nature of German literature in general, and of
German metaphysics in particular.”265 Ticknor was observing the fundamental
differences that were occurring between German and American military theorists and
writers. The Germans were engaging at this time in the practise of dialectical reasoning.
The work of the most pre-eminent theorist of the era, Carl von Clauswitz’s On War (still
being written when Thayer was at West Point) reads like a University of Göttingen
debate upon the philosophical underpinning of war. Its publishing in 1830 made little stir
in the English speaking world where preference for clear reasoning and empiricism
trumped all effort to promote abstractions in war. At the military academy at West Point
cadets received no instruction in metaphysics “nor hairsplitting argument[s] on the law.”
Instead they were to acquire knowledge of the “rigidly demonstrative” and the
“positively practical.” 266
Recitation work did not prohibit cadets from forming extra-curricular literary,
debate, or theatrical societies, as sanctioned by the superintendent. Cadet reminiscences
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of this period are full of stories of cadet activity in such clubs and many of the club
documents still exist. But the cadets were allowed to participate in these extra-curricular
societies only so long as their academic marks remained high.267
Cadet Recreation and Discipline
A cadet’s first term was spent in ceaseless routine of musters, roll calls, cleaning,
inspections, drill, rushed meals, recitations, study sessions, and guard duties. On Saturday
afternoons he was allowed some time to relax and recreate. During this period he could
visit the academy library and withdraw one book for the next week or read a newspaper.
Otherwise, he could spend some time writing letters or conducting a popular outdoor past
time for cadets – hiking. The military reserve of West Point contained formidable hills,
crisscrossed by spectacular walking trails. Immediately above the plain, after a breathstealing 328 foot climb (cadets knew this because they each had to calculate the height
during trigonometry class), they found the ruins of Fort Putnam. This became a favourite
site, its fantastic vistas balanced by its Revolutionary lure.
Occasionally each cadet received invitations to dine with particular professors or
officers of the post. It was customary in United States Army garrisons that officers and
their families entertain each other and garrison members in order to break what otherwise
would be considerable boredom. Major Thayer also threw his table open to cadets, which
was always an occasion for him to look upon the potential officers to see what social
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graces they may or may not have acquired in their pursuit to fashion themselves into
gentlemen.
To some cadets these innocent pastimes were inadequate and the history of West
Point is replete with stories of how cadets sought amusement beyond the limits of post
regulations. In fact, try as he may, Thayer and his system only served to contain and not
eradicate individualism and the natural desire for personal gratification ingrained in many
young cadets. The most immediate diversion was found at the Gridley Hotel, a literal
stone’s throw from the corner of the North and South barracks. While prohibited to cadets,
the owners frequently turned a blind eye to those seeking food or drink. Getting to the
hotel meant sneaking by the cadet guard on duty by the barracks, or if the guard were
thought to be too timid, brazenly marching past them. If offending cadets thought the
hotel unsafe (spot checks by post officers were frequent), cadets could choose to go a little
further on in the same direction to the cabin of Benny Haven, whose fare included
homemade “social buckwheat, cake suppers and cigars.”268 Post regulations made clear
that cadets caught at either establishment could be dismissed from the academy. If
suspected or caught, investigations were made to determine the measure of guilt (those
caught outside the boundaries but not drinking were granted leniency). Periodically, a
cadet caught drinking could avoid dismissal if the entire cadet class were to produce a
petition promising total abstinence for the remainder of the year.269
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There were both “positive” and “negative” punishments for such poor conduct. In
the positive category there were four types – “demerits” which were points subtracted
from the point tally that determined class standing; “extra” duty such as police or guard
duty; confinement to one’s dorm or to one of two prison rooms in the North Barrack; and
court-martial. Negative punishments were the stripping of cadet privileges such as library
visits or Saturday afternoon freedom. Cadets understood the value of avoiding any of the
punishments, and if successful were granted the allocated time for leisure and
recreation.270
A member of the 1823 Board of Visitors observed that the complete occupation
of cadet time and harsh punishment was necessary: “The unrestrained habits of the
American Youth in every part of our Country…require the Interposition of an unyielding
Barrier against Irregularities in a great National School.”271 Indeed notions of student
discipline in civilian colleges in the antebellum period may in part explain this comment.
Princeton had six “rebellions” between 1800 and 1830, and in 1817 one hundred and
twenty five out of two hundred students were expelled for rioting. In 1823 Harvard
expelled forty three of its seventy seniors for rioting. In 1834 the entire sophomore class
was dismissed for one year. At Yale in 1830 one half of the sophomore class was
dismissed for student unrest. In southern schools violence also included duels and
retributions for slighted individual honor; in 1840 the President of the University of
Georgia was attacked, the President of Oakland College Mississippi was stabbed to death,
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and the Chairman of the University of Virginia was whipped by a throng of students.272
Despite Thayer’s system of internal policing and punishment, cadets tested the limits
frequently.
Historian William Skelton best sums up the effectiveness of the West Point
discipline system; it imposed a uniform standard and prevented large scale disruption. But
it failed to eradicate cheating or misbehaviour, and despite the perception of the 1823
Board of Visitors, it did not replace sectional, state, or personal identifications with a
homogenous sense of identity defined by the United States Army. 273 However, the system
did create a strong sense of identity amongst the cadets for the cadet corps itself. Whilst at
the academy cadets felt a sense of being part of a collective group whose internal control
mechanisms created cohesion and protected them and helped them make it through the
West Point experience. This was not contradictory to the aims of the academy. Having
had the experience, graduates would understand how to create cohesion within the
military organizations they went forward to command.274 The system explains to some
degree the ability of junior officers of the United States Army in subsequent times of war
to easily raise large militia units, each graduate being fully knowledgeable in battalion
organization, training, and how to maintain order and discipline.
Cadet Exams and Summer Training
While cadet routine was punctuated by such brief periods of personal recreation,
socialization, and dreary guard duty, their main effort and the majority of their time was
272
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spent in study and recitation. The first term’s work culminated in January in the first of
eight exam sessions that cadets would undergo before graduating. These were very formal
affairs. Commencing on 1 January and lasting for three weeks the entire academic board
sat together for seven to ten hours daily to collectively examine each cadet. The board
began with examination of the fourth section of the 4th Class and examined each section of
each class in turn until the first section of the 1st Class were done. During these three
weeks the cadets spent their time preparing for their two exams and for their next term.
The exam results were published on first day of the second term and cadets learned where
they placed in relation to other cadets, what point values they had earned (out of 200
points for mathematics or 100 points for French for example), and whether or not they had
risen to a higher section or dropped to a lower one.
In June they once again stood in front of the Academic board during final exams.
The difference between the January and June exams was the presence of the Annual
Board of Visitors who observed each cadet and who could even pose questions during the
examination. The cadet exam results were published in late June, again with scores
aggregated out of a possible 100 or 200 recitation and examination points in their primary
and secondary subjects, from which were subtracted demerit points for misconduct.
Upon completion of the exams the corps of cadets began the ritual summer
encampment. On 1 July the corps of cadets marched ceremoniously to the northern end of
the plain where the cadet corps quartermaster was waiting with the battalion tentage
stored in a row of eight wagons. Upon arrival the cadets erected tents and laid out the
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encampment in exact accordance with the standard manual of drill. Initially this was Von
Steuben’s Blue Book, which was replaced by Winfield Scott’s Regulations.275
The military camp had its own routine. The cadets were drummed awake each
dawn and paraded for drill and military instruction before and after breakfast, and again
after dinner. The main focus of instruction was platoon, company and battalion battlefield
evolutions, conducted in close order drill, and gun, detachment, troop, and battery artillery
drills, conducted initially without the aid of horses. The plain was filled day after day with
scenes of marching cadets and cadets sighting, loading, firing and moving cannon.
Cavalry drill, horse artillery, and rudimentary field fortifications and pontoon and
expedient bridging techniques were eventually added to the instruction in the 1830s and
1840s. Some cadets found these affairs tedious: “Artillery and Infantry tactics are to me
disgusting, I could as soon commit to memory a table of logarithms as some of the lessons
in these studies.”276 But the purpose of this instruction was clear: to institute rigid military
discipline that would become integral to the character of the cadets, and by which they
would instill the same within the soldiers they would come to command. Battalion drills
sought to produce “…simplicity and celerity, those being the distinct characters of
goodness of all evolutions.”277 After drill, cadets participated in two types of activity frequent guard duty, and equally frequent social evenings and dances with the many
visitors who travelled to West Point all summer long to view the cadets.
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The purpose of the encampment was twofold. Firstly, it allowed cadets to
thoroughly learn castramentation and all of the necessary practises of army units living in
the field as they would on active campaign service, enduring variances in weather, and
practising personal and collective economy and logistics needed to sustain soldiers on
campaigns. The second aim was to ensure that young graduates left the academy with
knowledge of everything that was required of the soldiers they would command.
Experiencing the life of a soldier for three summer encampments would make cadets
thoroughly acquainted with soldier routine. No other officer training institution practised
this egalitarian approach to forming a professional officer corps.278
For the cadet battalion this routine of drill, sentry, and dances came to end when
all cadets prepared for the annual summer expedition under command of the commandant
of cadets. Such expeditions were designed to practise campaign life, marches and
castramentation, logistics, and at the same time show off the corps of cadets to the
American public. Two detailed records of these early expeditions remain, one for
Philadelphia in 1820, one to Boston in 1821. Of the two the journal of the Boston
expedition is the most telling.
On Sunday 19 July 1821 the corps of cadets sailed to Albany and proceeded to
march cross country 175 miles to Boston, arriving there on 7 August amidst much fanfare.
A highlight of their stay in Boston occurred on 10 August when they visited Harvard
University and were greeted by the faculty of the college. It was a tribute to the status of
the military academy that a national college gave recognition and hospitality to the young
cadets. Cadet Latrobe described his feelings thus: “To be received as a scientific
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institution by one of the first colleges in the country, had something in it pleasing on
account of its novelty, and gratifying to our pride as members of the military academy.”279
The next highlight of the stay in Boston was the march to Quincy on 14 August
where the corps was met by President John Adams. The cadets stood in front of the
portico of Adams’ house as the old president addressed them, appealing directly to their
fledgling sense of professionalism.
I rejoice that I live to see so fine a collection of the future defenders
of their country in pursuit of honor under the auspices of the national
government. A desire of distinction is implanted by nature in every
human bosom…and applauded this passion in military men more
than in any other order of society. Military glory is esteemed the first
and greatest of glories. As your profession is at least as solemn and
sacred as any in human life, it behooves you seriously to consider,
what is glory?....There can be no solid glory among men but that
which springs from equality and humanity….Battles, victories, and
conquests, abstracted from their justifiable object and end, which is
justice and peace, are the glory of fraud, violence, and
usurpation….Different – far different is the glory of Washington and
his faithful colleagues! Excited by no ambition of conquest or
avaricious desire of wealth; irritated by no jealousy, envy, malice, or
revenge; prompted only by love of their country…they preserved,
with invincible constancy, in defense of their country, her
fundamental laws, her natural, essential and inalienable rights and
liberties, against the lawless and ruthless violence of tyranny and
usurpation….You need not investigate antiquity, or travel into
foreign countries, to find models of excellence of military
commanders….I congratulate you on the great advantages you
possess for attaining eminence in letters and science, as well as in
arms. These advantages are a precious deposit,…a sacred trust, for
which you are responsible to your country and to higher tribunal….280
Adams was moved by a formal response by the senior cadets and walked down
each rank shaking each cadet’s hand. This was an affirmation that each cadet needed to
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dedicate themselves to protect the union from the type of internal dissent arising from
personal ambition and desire for glory that was characteristic in standing armies of
earlier times. This was entirely in line with Thayer’s purposes.
Conclusion
Thayer’s reforms had created an atmosphere at West Point that shaped behaviour
and attitudes. During his superintendence and indeed throughout the antebellum era – for
his system remained intact for the rest of the century - the institute acquired a sense of its
vocational purpose as the centre of American military science. It instituted an egalitarian
ideal based upon academic performance and conduct that was detached from a cadet’s
social background, wealth, or poverty. The plain of West Point was in this way becoming
a great leveler, where talents of mind were allowed to be recognized equal to, or above,
the traits of “social betters.” Graduates of the military academy at West Point left with a
clear sense of duty; they were to apply military science in service to the union, and to
subordinate personal interest to service requirements.
The success of the Thayer system was demonstrated in the growth in percentage
of graduates within the regular officer corps. In 1820, graduates constituted only 18
percent of the 540 regular officers. Ten years later they represented 64 percent of all
officers. By 1860, 76 percent of 1,108 officers were graduates. Resignation rates during
this period averaged 4 percent and promotion was slow. The average career for the West
Point graduate during the antebellum era was just over twenty years.281 In all of this time
the army never posed a threat to civil authority in Washington and remained - with
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exception of several high profile cases - politically unaligned.282 Under Thayer, West
Point became an institution dedicated to the creation of a small professional officer corps
unbeholden to any specific political patronage, expert in military science, and committed
above all to “improvements” of the nation’s defensive infrastructure and to preparation for
war.
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Chapter 6
The Scientific Curriculum
Introduction
The West Point curriculum during Thayer’s time delivered a “complete course”
of military science. The subjects and programme of study were the same for every cadet.
There were neither electives nor deviations from this core curriculum. As a whole it was
intended to instill a general skill and knowledge in all the branches of military activity
and to create officers who could perform any number of line or staff functions in the
small and highly dispersed peacetime military establishment, or in the vastly expanded
army during mobilization for war. In this respect West Point was unlike any other
military school. Ultimately the West Point curriculum demanded that each cadet
demonstrate a deep understanding of the four branches of military science founded upon
mathematics – fortifications and engineering, artillery applications, the science of
logistics, and the science of strategic marches. Henry Barnard wrote in 1862 that the
curriculum was constructed to allow the cadet:
to acquire that profound knowledge of the science and material
of nature, which should fit them for complicated art of war; to
defend and attack cities; to bridge rivers; to make roads; to
provide armaments; to arrange munitions; to understand the
topography of countries; and to foresee and provide all the
resources necessary for national defense. This was the object of
the Military academy.283
The Curriculum Circa 1825
The largest component of instruction at the academy was Tactics, comprising
2064 hours of recitation and practise in infantry, artillery, (and eventually cavalry) tactics
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to a level where any graduate could organize and train a battalion of any of these arms,
and understood army organization and campaigning. On top of this, each cadet practised
the science of military encampment, military marches, and field resupply during their
three summers at West Point. No European military school granted this scope of
instruction, or forced its cadets to endure the routine of the private soldier.284
In terms of the focus of academic learning, the instruction of mathematics and
French were of primary importance, and were the only two subjects taught during the
cadets first two years at the academy. Mathematics and French occupied 1548 hours and
1206 hours respectively during these years. This was necessary for several reasons.
Mathematics was essential to the understanding of tactics, simply because the entire
essence of combat required calculation of rates of movement and rates of fire in mass
columns and lines. Mathematics were also essential for learning and understanding the
engineering, artillery, and ordnance applications that came in the third and fourth years
of study. Finally, mathematics were fundamental for all regular officers in order for them
to be able to fulfill staff functions, either in an official staff bureau or as a line officer
seconded to staff position. In 1820, about one fifth of all officers of the army were
engaged in such staff activity. This ratio was to grow to an average of one third of all
officers between 1840 and 1860 as the size of the army, and its tasks, increased.285
The reason for instruction in French was to allow cadets to read and translate the
best texts on military science and tactics, most of them brought back from France by
Major Thayer in 1817. It is not that English texts on math and science did not exist,
284
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although they were not as readily accessible after the Revolution with various trade
embargos. Rather it was that the Chief Engineer General Joseph Swift and the West
Point faculty found the English texts did not tend to render systematic and
comprehensible instruction in all branches of military science. Many English texts were
found to have “vacancies of reasoning.”286 This sentiment followed a general trend in
American society favouring continental scientific texts, and many of America’s most
prominent schools were increasing French language instruction.287 Chief Engineer Swift
remarked to the Board of Visitors in 1821 that “the sciences that are taught in the
continental schools are admitted to be more systematic than in England.”288 This
preference explained why 567 of the 943 books held in the library of the academy in
1822 were French texts.289 As the Annual Board of Visitors 1823 report stated: “it must
be admitted that the French under Napoleon, were something like a century ahead of
every other nation in the art and science of War.”290
A strong foundation in mathematics and French allowed students to advance in
their final two years to study natural philosophy (with 1032 hours of dedicated
instruction), engineering and military science (also with 1032 hours), drawing (776
hours), geography, history, ethics, and law (which shared 516 hours), and chemistry and
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mineralogy (granted 130 hours each). These allocations changed remarkably little
between 1820 and 1854, when a five-year programme was initiated.
Instruction of the 4th and 3rd Class
A cadet’s first terms of study in French consisted of readings from selected
French readers.291 This was not a study of French grammar, but rather instruction in
translation and understanding. Cadets were required to translate the short stories from the
readers into English, and work on correct oral pronunciation of the written text. Both
were confirmed in the recitation rooms where cadets had to read aloud a specific passage,
or to translate the whole into English upon the blackboard. The readers exposed the cadet
to a broad vocabulary, and the moral constituent of each story provided words, phrases,
and ideas appropriate for a gentleman’s conduct. They also contained vignettes from
literature and history, as well as lessons in geography, or moral instruction.292
The principal work during a cadet’s first term was in mathematics. Here he
studied basic algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Mathematical theorems and
definitions were important, and cadet notebooks were filled with them, carefully
transcribed (some by first translating French texts), and then memorized. Mathematical
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instruction was progressive.293 Cadets learned that the components of geometric
measurements - atoms, lines, angles, and planes - were the means by which they might
precisely measure distances or dimensions upon the earth’s surface. The applicability of
this to a military officer planning to attack or defend a position was emphasized, making
instruction more interesting.
From the simplest constructs, cadets progressed to understanding the importance
of perpendicular lines, obtuse and oblique angles, parallel lines, all of which would allow
them to understand tactics and strategy. Likewise they came to appreciate the types and
characteristics geometric figures (squares, rhombus, trapezoid, polygons and triangles)
and their importance to fortifications design, for as Thomas Paine had stated: “A place
that cannot be enclosed in a polygon cannot be fortified on any principles of
fortification.”294
Algebra and logarithms provided them with a method of computation, and gave
them the ability to progress to plane trigonometry.295 This was that branch of
mathematics by which, with certain data, the unknown parts of triangles are determined.
With this knowledge an officer could calculate ranges of engagements and angles of fire
and the appropriate lengths, widths and heights of fortifications. Such calculations were
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essential to the attack and defense of fortifications and in setting out camps and battle
formations. Cadet notebooks were filled with calculations for these purposes, illustrated
with sketches of ships, soldiers, fortifications and cannon.
Cadet appreciation for the application of academic instruction was reinforced
through the instruction of tactics, which occurred between 4 and 6 p.m. each day. Initial
exercises involved personal foot drill and the manual of arms and the drill of the cannon
crew. Once mastered, cadets learned collective company and battalion and battery
evolutions and firings. The standard texts were initially Von Steuben’s Regulations for
the Order and Discipline of troops of the United States and Louis de Tousard’s American
Artillerist’s Companion (Philadelphia, 1809).296 The first of these was replaced in the
1820s by Winfield Scott’s Regulations and by his Americanized version of French 1791
infantry drill manual, entitled Infantry Tactics: or, Rules for the Exercise and
Manoeuvres of the United States Infantry. During the Fall and Winter months, tactics
involved theoretical recitations, wherein cadets would be required to recite military
applications for such mathematical activities as surveying, reconnoitering and
castramentation.
Up until 1817, French, mathematics, and minor tactics had comprised the whole
of the academic curriculum.297 A cadet could master this curriculum in less than a year,
and there was neither a set standard for the length of studies required. 298 In Thayer’s
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curriculum, a cadet’s second year of mathematics introduced subjects that were not
included before. These focused upon analytical trigonometry, fluxions (calculus),
spherical projections and descriptive geometry. This last subject was introduced by
Claudius Crozet in 1817. In France descriptive geometry was considered to be
fundamental to any a scientific education, and was taught in most of the public schools. It
was not taught at all in the schools and colleges of the United States. Crozet therefore
introduced descriptive geometry into the mathematical instruction of the 3rd Class. The
spirit with which the academy embraced this subject was summed up later by Professor
Davies in these words:
The subject of Descriptive Geometry…has not, as yet, been
considered in this country….It has been taught in the Military
Academy since 1817, but has not found its way into other
Seminaries, with a rapidity at all proportionate to its usefulness.
The march of science is, however, like the progress of truth,
always slow; yet it compensates for its want of velocity in the
steadiness of its advancement, and the certainty of its success. 299
Descriptive geometry was used to calculate dimensions of spheres and
relationships of planes to spheres in three dimensions, an essential skill for an officer
involved in permanent fortifications or civil engineering works. Without skill in
descriptive geometry an engineer would be forced to build a small scale model of the
desired construction and project from this the dimensions and angles necessary. But it
was always difficult to use models to adjust measurements to compensate for variations
in terrain. Descriptive geometry substituted mathematical models for actual models, and
granted much greater accuracy in projections of dimensions and angles. Descriptive
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geometry also gave engineers a method to compensate for the variables of terrain and
hydrology. Skill at descriptive geometry distinguished the most competent civil engineers
in France. At the military academy it was used as the distinguishing subject for
determining which cadets possessed aptitude to stay in the top sections of their class and
possibly become engineer or artillery officers, and those who would remain in the bottom
sections of the class and be commissioned into the infantry.
After acquiring the basics of descriptive geometry, a cadet was allowed to
progress to spherical trigonometry, upon which the science of navigation was founded.
Solutions to all problems of unknown latitude, longitude, variation, etc., were attainable
using trigonometrical calculation. This was of essential importance to an officer seeking
to survey and plan construction upon the earth’s spherical surface where variations of
curvature had to be compensated for.300 Most of the cadet’s second year was consumed
on this essential skill, which was reinforced by the introduction of a third course –
drawing. Drawing lessons were instructed by the Frenchman Thomas Gimbrede, and
concentrated upon simple drawing of the human figure, and elements of landscape and
perspective.
In their second year of French, cadets spent most of their study time translating
Voltaire’s History of Charles XII, which served the dual purpose of language instruction
and of historical analysis of a commander in war. The choice of Voltaire’s work is
indicative of how the structure of studies at the academy provided mutual reinforcement
of one course to another. Voltaire promoted empiricism, warning his reader to be
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skeptical of emotional historical accounts; “distrust whatever is marvelous” he advised.301
But it was Voltaire’s thoughts of war which dominated most of this French language
study. Voltaire exalted Swedish discipline and the application of military science by the
first masters – Gustavus Adolphus and Charles XII.302 They had known war as a matter
of planned marches, raised camps, fortified redoubts and trenches, and strict discipline.
Charles’ Swedish army had become masterful in such sciences. However, cadets learned
that Charles’ initial victories ended with the near destruction of Sweden after nine years
of offensive campaigning that were more important to the ego of the sovereign than to the
welfare of the state.303 The drama of Voltaire’s account rose until the final part of the
history when Charles was struck down by enemy cannon at an exposed angle in the siege
trenches whilst surveying the progress of the siege of Frederickshall in December
1718.304 Voltaire ended this history with a statement in moral philosophy not dissimilar to
John Adams’ warning of 14 August 1821:
all [Charles’] actions…bordered on the marvelous….he carried
all the virtues of heroes to an excess at which they are as
dangerous as their opposite vices. His great qualities, any one of
which would have been sufficient to have immortalized another
prince, proved the misfortune of his country….His life ought to
be a lesson to kings, how much a pacific and happy government
is preferable to so much glory.305
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Instruction of the 2nd Class in Natural Philosophy and Artillery Applications
A cadet’s third year was dedicated to natural philosophy, chemistry, drawing, and
the science of artillery.306 The course in natural philosophy comprised 1032 hours of
instruction in statics, hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, hydraulics, pneumatics, optics,
astronomy, and practical astronomy. Instruction in chemistry also included basic
mineralogy.307 Drawing classes included the study of landscape types, the art of shading,
geometrical figures, sketches from nature, and elements of topographical sketching and
map making.
The military application of these subjects is not obvious, particularly to those
predisposed to seeing military matters as strictly things important to battlefield tactics. In
and of themselves, these courses may be construed as delivering merely technical
knowledge, only important to those cadets destined to become engineers. Samuel
Huntington and other late twentieth century commentators have made this argument. But
in 1820, and for the next three decades, the majority of West Point graduates became
officers of the artillery, engineer, and ordnance branches. Cadets assigned to the infantry
were a minority, and no cadets were assigned to the cavalry until the early 1830s.
Without knowing which cadets would be assigned to which branches until graduation,
and knowing that all cadets at West Point were eligible to become artillery officers or
serve in direct command of garrison artillery, the technical instruction was entirely
relevant.
The standard texts for natural philosophy in the 1820s were Dr. Olinthus Gregory’s
Mechanics and Practical Astronomy and Newton’s Principia. The Centennial, 261274, 439-466,
307
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All of these subjects were fundamental to the instruction of artillery officers, and
most pertained to engineers as well. The duties attached to artillery service in the
antebellum were not simply to fire cannon in battle, but included “the direction and
establishing of manufactures and foundries,” the “safekeeping of arsenals,” the
construction of wagons and carriages, the making of munitions, and the establishment of
depots and the “preservation of stores.”308 The Third System and army practise would
soon place graduates at points around the country where they would be asked to function
as artillery officers or infantry officers on loan to the department of ordnance or the
quarter-master general. The regular component of American military establishment
existed in dispersed fashion with a mandate to prepare for war. This involved all aspects
of readiness beyond the public eye, such as the preparation of American industry for the
manufacture of war equipment, the casting of cannon and musket and all types of shot,
experimentation in ammunition, weaponry, and military accoutrements, and the planning
and construction of infrastructure dedicated to military preparation and defense, such as
armouries, foundries, and depots.309 Historians must realize when considering these
subjects that all officers – including regular infantry officers – were subject to
employment overseeing public works, surveys and expeditions, or work as a seconded
officer to one of the general staff departments (indicated in Appendix D). It is in this
308
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strategic context that the third year programme of the military academy finds meaning
beyond mere technical data.
The tactical instruction of the 2nd Class also related directly to this academic
curriculum. Cadet’s instruction concentrated upon the knowledge and the exercise of sea
coast batteries, and both heavy and light artillery. Instruction in artillery included
pyrotechnics, theory and practise of gunnery, howitzers and mortars, manufacture of
gunpowder, percussion powder, cannon and projectiles, and general subjects pertaining to
artillery including the use of various gun carriages and caissons. As such the instruction
of tactics complemented the instruction in natural philosophy. It also included the
creation of breaches in sieges, and the construction of bridges and ferries. Such subjects
related well to academic instruction in machinery and chemistry.
The main text for 2nd Class instruction in Tactics was H. Lallemand’s Treatise on
artillery, published in 1820 as translated from French by Colonel Renwick upon
commission of Chief Engineer General Swift, and by encouragement of Major Thayer.
Historians will probably never know exactly how much of Lallemand’s work was
instructed to the 2nd Class. However, the number of hours of recitation available for
tactical instruction each year (over 500) would suggest a fair portion of the text was
covered.
It is useful to examine this text, and the main text of the 1st class – Gay de
Vernon’s Treatise on the Science of War and Fortifications - for purposes of
demonstrating the key components of nineteenth century military science taught at West
Point. These texts were not merely branch booklets outlining the drills and evolutions of
battle, but were encyclopedic renderings of a complete system of warfare – mainly
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Napoleonic in character, and certainly Enlightenment in origin – which was being
embraced by the United States Army, and which would continue to be the guiding
paradigm for the remainder of the century. This paradigm viewed military engineering as
essential to preparation for war, and artillery as the decisive arm during battle.
Knowledge of both these branches was considered the apogee of military expertise for all
officers and foundational to acquiring skill at strategy.
Renwick’s edition of Lallemand was modified to suit American needs, as was
explained in its introduction. Because European armies contained regular artillery units
and military “schools of practise” in all large garrison towns, they had less need for
published works on artillery accessible to common citizens. Lack of any equivalent
schools in the United States and reliance upon mobilized citizen armies demanded
something different - a publication that recognized that “all the citizens are, without
distinction, called to the service of their country.”310 Therefore, Renwick’s version of
Lallemand attempted to be comprehensive. It outlined the types and organization of
artillery, the theory and tables of artillery fire, manoeuvres and evolutions of field
batteries, the construction of entrenched batteries, military bridges, army, corps and
divisional artillery on campaigns, the attack and defense of fortifications, military
reconnoitering, artillery logistics, and the manufacture of ammunition and guns.311
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Figure 9: Details for Casting of Cannon in West Point Treatise 1820312
Cadets learned that artillery was a broad art, comprising the construction,
preservation, and use of “three species” of weapon - the gun, the howitzer, and the mortar
- in their variances of caliber, throwing 6 pound, 12, 14, 18, 24, or even 36 pound balls or
shells.313 The firing of artillery involved mathematical calculation using ranges, data
trajectory, weight of shot, amount of gunpowder in the charge, and the terrain to calculate
the angle of fire of the gun. As important as were these cannon, Lallemand’s text gave
equal detail to construction of carriages, wagons, wheels, sledges, mortar beds, and
ammunition caissons.314
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Figure 10: Artillery Angles of Fire from Fortifications315
He was also concerned about the movement of artillery, and he gave detailed
attention to the role of specialist support craftsmen, including pontoneers. Cadets learned
about the importance of the construction of flying bridges, and boat, swing, carriage,
pontoon, trestle and permanent bridges.316
Lallemand also touched upon the strategic elements of the artillery art, the
organization of army artillery to support operations and the management of Corps and
Army artillery reserves.317 In advocating artillery parks and logistics, Lallemand
dismissed the idea of living off the land, because artillery, unlike cavalry and infantry
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must draw from depots and magazines which in turn relied upon national foundries and
armouries behind the military frontier.318 This point is extremely important. It framed
thinking about military campaigning and strategy and emphasized the essential nature of
depots and magazines and convoys to all campaign planning.
Cadets learned from instruction exactly what Third System advocates were
suggesting - that proper military preparation connected efforts at national military bases
to efforts upon military frontiers. Lallemand’s work also emphasized the need for
continuous education and practise and experimentation in order to adequately prepare
officers to problem solve in battles. Lallemand felt an officer needed a sound knowledge
of theory and the ability to “repeat carefully all experiments having relation to his
profession, and moreover … not have lost the habit of thinking, and of reflecting upon
questions already discussed.”319
A portion of Lallemand ’s text was dedicated to organizing and commanding the
artillery of an army. Of overall army command he cautioned that “success does not
depend upon genius alone, but also upon the intelligence with which orders are
executed.”320 Therefore, Lallemand suggested having a Major-General Chief of Staff and
a military staff available to reconnoiter, and to transmit orders, which he believed would
compensate for lack of genius.321 He also championed the Napoleonic corps structure
comprising three divisions of infantry, and a reserve of at least a brigade, four regiments
of cavalry, and batteries of artillery and pontoneers to construct and repair bridges. The
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force would total between 20,000 to 40,000 men.322 This system was unique to the French
army and had allowed the Grande Armée to operate with an agility and efficiency never
before seen. While slow to develop, other armies did eventually move to group brigades
and divisions into corps. This was proposed by West Pointers to reform Civil War armies
in 1862.
Beyond the branches of military science dealing with tactics and logistics
Lallemand ’s text exposed cadets to elements of strategy. Recitations required cadets to
show familiarity with key definitions, the essential practise of military reconnaissance of
a frontier, strategy, and the science of movement. They learned that “strategy” was “the
science…of employing troops in the execution of a campaign; that combines and directs
the several operations to a determinate object; that anticipates lines of march, camps, and
fields of battle.” They read that “strategical movements” were “those made upon the great
lines of march, which are the foundation of the operations of a campaign.”323
Lallemand’s science of movements was almost totally reliant upon knowledge of
topography of an enemy’s frontier and Lallamand dedicated considerable effort in
examining Military Reconnoitring.324 This included knowledge of topographical features,
field sketching, the preparation and of maps and the collation of numerous
reconnaissance reports termed as Descriptive Memoirs which discussed “the properties of
the ground in relation to the marches and movements.”325 Descriptive memoirs were best
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made by officers schooled in geometry, geography, mathematics, and physical sciences
and who understood the governing principles and maxims of military strategy. The 2nd
Class course in drawing reinforced this tactical instruction by teaching field sketching
and map mapping.
Lallemand thought that knowledge of military reconnoitering would allow
officers to more easily apply sublime qualities, and it is here that he introduced the
continental European notion of military genius, or coup d’œil. Lallemand recognized two
varieties of coup d’œil. The first was “a faculty by means of which an officer takes, in
one comprehensive view…the topographical and geometrical surface of the country
[and]…the military properties which it possesses.” 326 The second occurred when a
commander “penetrates into the views, the object, and the plans of an
enemy,…inspir[ing] those great thoughts that destroy his combinations, and command
success.” This second variety of coup d’œil Lallemand called “a Genius for War.”
Lallemand sought in his treatise to convey all that an officer needed to know to
acquire the first variety of coup d’œil, trusting that it might prevent military disaster if the
second variety – genius – failed to emerge in war, after all “...nature only produces men
of such a stamp from time to time.” Lallemand remained adamant that nations should
count more upon skill than upon genius “for the fate of their military destinies.” He
believed strongly in the use of rules and maxims, which he claimed were “deductions
from the labours of the man of genius [a Frederick or a Napoleon]” and should guide
action in the absence of actual genius. Acquiring military information and knowledge –
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military science – therefore was essential, because “all things else being equal, the
probability is, that victory will rest with the disciplined army.” 327
Recitations of Lallemand by the 2nd Class in Tactics further reinforced the West
Point belief that war was a learned vocation, where experience alone could not produce a
first class commander. In fact the philosophy of Lallemand was that victory in war was
the result of a complete military system, learned through study, and not a series of
random acts of genius and contingency. This subordination of notions of glory and genius
to knowledge rigorously learned and uniformly applied was the essential component of
West Point military science. Artillery knowledge and skill - not just in firing canon, but
in casting, mounting, moving and sustaining artillery in support of the nation’s military
establishment – was a large component of the knowledge base of the professional officer.
This was particularly true within the Third System, which was about constructing
fortifications designed to protect artillery batteries that would batter an enemy
amphibious invasion. Another equally essential component was engineering, the scope of
the last year of study the academy.
Instruction of the 1st Class in Engineering, Fortifications and Strategy
Some knowledge of military engineering was essential to all regular officers,
particularly given the nature of the Third System. Therefore all cadets learned the basics
during their last year, along with military strategy and drawing. Those of the upper
sections learned the full range of both military and civil engineering, although in the early
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1820s the civil component was limited to the theory of construction of bridges, canals,
and roads.328
The major text guiding instruction of the 1st Class, a text that had to be studied in
its entirety, was another French work, Gay de Vernon’s Treatise on the Science of War
and Fortifications translated at West Point by Captain John Michael O’Connor.329 It is a
curious act of American Enlightenment thinking that allowed O’Connor to take the
original text title – Traité élémentaire d’art militaire et de fortification – and substitute
the word “science” for “art.” To appreciate fully the military science of antebellum
America we must examine this text, as it was instrumental to shaping American thinking
until Professor Dennis Hart Mahan replaced de Vernon’s treatise with his own notes and
texts in the mid 1830s. Even then, much of Mahan’s work reflected Napoleonic thinking.
That O’Connor embraced the Military Enlightenment is evident in his
introduction to the French work:
The march of the human mind is steady and progressive;
and like the motions of the heavenly bodies, is guided by
a Hand divine….it is to be hoped that War, which has
been ever kept pace with civilization, and become
scientific in proportion as the arts and comforts of man
have increased, may be the means in its improved state
of liberating that world which barbarous violence
enslaved….After the imprisonment of ages, the human
mind is bursting from its prison house; and a revolution
is about to be accomplished in the structure of civil
society, by the silent, but irresistible progress of
knowledge.330
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O’Connor believed that man had reached a “perfection” of war which allowed for
war to be codified and learnt by hard study and training. Such effort would lead, he felt,
to a reduction of senseless slaughter. De Vernon’s text, he maintained, was close to a
complete cataloguing of all that man needed to know of war. To make the text perfect
O’Connor added his own summary of military strategy derived from the major European
military texts with heaviest emphasis upon eighteenth century theorists Henry Humphrey
Evans Lloyd, Jacques Antoine Hippolyte de Guibert, and Heinrich Dietrich von Bulow,
and introduced to the reader the earliest work of Antoine de Jomini. In tandem the entire
work he believed: “contains an epitome of all that is known in war…it is believed to
contain the essence of all military truths.”331
Vernon’s Treatise was written to educate all officers. Line officers were to
acquire competency in their branch tactics and skill in “arithmetic, elementary and
practical geometry, drawing, and field fortifications.” Artillery and engineer officers were
to possess all qualifications of line officers but with additional “knowledge and skill in
the arts and sciences, in all kinds of drawing, and talent of the coup d’œil, which depends
on their science.” This he felt would allow artillery and engineer officer to “constitute an
inestimable corps from which the sagacity of Generals may draw all the resources
productive of victory.”332
The Treatise was large in scope, its three parts (divided between two volumes)
covering the full spectrum of military science. Part one was dedicated to presenting the
general nature of war, what constituted military knowledge, coup d’œil, army
331
332
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organization and the roles of each branch of service, weapons, general principles of
orders of battle, castramentation, and military topography. Part two covered field
fortifications in all possible variances of terrain. Part three was dedicated to permanent
fortifications and included all the standard Vaubanian theories as well as the latest French
modifications (by French engineers Carnot and Cormontaigne).
The final part of the text was O’Connor’s own lengthy summary outlining the
principles of the Plan of Campaign, Strategy, and Grand Tactics (or the Art of Combat).
This part gave historical examples to substantiate the general principles of war. The
remainder of this chapter will consider some of the detail of O’Connor’s version of de
Vernon’s text. This will provide us with an understanding of what constituted military
science in the 1820s, so that we may better understand how it was modified to become
American military doctrine during the antebellum era.
The first important characteristic that must be appreciated about de Vernon’s
work is that it was not a tactical textbook on drills and evolutions of units in battle. Nor
was it specific to the infantry, artillery, cavalry, or engineers. Nor was it exclusively for
the education of line officers. It also provided doctrine for members of any branch of
military staff. Significant to the United States, it was not dedicated to that familiar form
of warfare called la petite guerre. This was a deficiency that would be addressed by
Professor Mahan in the 1840s. Instead De Vernon concentrated upon conventional state
versus state warfare, la grande guerre, characterized by the use of fortifications, ships,
and armies locked in intense combat wherein artillery was key to success. It was
concerned with how to prepare for and conduct large-scale operations in a theatre of war.
It exposed cadets to higher military thinking, delivered as a coherent whole, as a system.
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Its focus was on the preparation and defense of national military frontiers and the science
of preparing for and conducting offensive campaigns.
Three things distinguish de Vernon as having lasting impact upon subsequent
American military thought. The first was the importance he placed upon permanent and
field fortifications. They received more emphasis in this text, and in the West Point
curriculum, than historians are aware of. They became the essential component of
Professor Mahan’s later teachings and heavily influenced Civil War tactics.
The second is that the campaign theory advocated by de Vernon, and adopted by
American officers, was based upon the application of geometrical reasoning to
topography. This was not simply a rehashing of Jomini (little known in the antebellum
United States outside of O’Connor’s summary). This was a deduction of les Lumieres. It
involved the acquisition of detailed knowledge of terrain and geography of an entire
theatre of war, through military reconnaissance (a subject quickly becoming essential in
the United States Army). With such knowledge, commanders and staffs contemplated
how to mass forces at critical topographical points that allowed that force to operate upon
an enemy’s flank or to cut his lines of communications, while retaining enough
manouevre space to prevent threat to their own base of operations. Such manoeuvres
required agility of movement, to be facilitated by engineering and bridging skill. These
elements of grand tactics had as their object the delivery of mass weapons fire at specific
points, or the delivery of columns of soldiers marching with “velocity” to smash an
enemy position and seize a piece of terrain. To appreciate this was to appreciate the role
of fortifications in preventing this.
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The third importance of de Vernon was in his insistence that knowledge of
warfare was to be learned by rigorous study and not simply by experience governed by
innate talent or genius. These three characteristics, prevalent in de Vernon, remained
essential to American thinking about warfare before and during the Civil War.333
The first concern of cadets of the 1st Class was acquisition of sound
understanding of fortifications. Fortifications was the branch of military science upon
which the principles and maxims of all the others were founded;334 “…no person can
properly understand grand operations, without a previous knowledge of fortifications,
which by its truths and reasoning prepares the mind for their reception and
comprehension.”335 This idea connected the central principle of fortifications theory to
general campaigning – the use of mutually supporting fortifications to prevent the
penetration of the frontier and to serve as military bases from which to launch
invasions.336
Cadets first learned to apply key principles at the tactical level. Individual
fortifications were sited as obstacles to an enemy, and were constructed to protect and
increase the strength of infantry and artillery. Their purpose was “to arrest the march” of
an attacking enemy, to give shelter to defending troops against missiles, and to bring
effective fire onto attackers. 337 All fortifications used wooden or masonry walls and thick
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earthen ramparts to provide this shelter. They also used angular projections in the rampart
(called bastions) to achieve flanking fire upon assailants.338
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Figure 11: The Vaubanian Fortifications Trace (Author’s Drawing)
A birds-eye view of any fortification built in the Vauban style shows polygon
designs with triangular or pentagonal bastions. The key principle in the use of these
designs was to transform terrain in such a way as to allow a defender to concentrate
artillery and musket fire evenly in all directions, each angled wall providing fire in mutual
support of another wall or bastion. This principle had not changed since first employed in
the seventeenth century, and persisted until after the Civil War. The design and
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construction of Fortress Monroe for instance, built at Hampton Roads Virginia between
1818 and 1840, contains mostly Vauban characteristics.

Figure 12: Vauban Fortifications features from de Vernon339
Basic construction of permanent and field fortification was Vaubanian, using
ramparts, ditches and a glacis, bastions, and all of the features perfected during the two
previous centuries – barbettes, embrasures, covered ways, war pits or trou de loup,
palisades, abbatis, gates, barriers, redans, lunettes, redoubts, and countermines. Each of
these features was read in detail from the Treatise, with cadets reciting the characteristics,
displaying knowledge of formulas to calculate construction on the recitation room chalk
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boards, and completing numerous sketches and notebook plans for all types of defensive
works. These were always graded by the instructor.340

Figure 13: Vauban Profiles taught in Field Fortifications in de Vernon341
The key difference between the teaching of permanent and field works was in the
calculation of projections, materials, and labour needed to build the defensive work, an
exercise that had to be demonstrated with each fortifications design. The entire 1st Class
conducted such calculations for field fortifications – which were made from earth and
wood. The design and construction plan for stone and masonry fortifications was only

See Jacob Whitman Bailey Papers, “Memoir on the Plan of the Front of Fortification in
horizontal ground and dry ditches” USMA Spec. Coll.
341
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covered by the First Section of the 1st Class as it was a much more complex task of
engineering.
Vauban had made the distinction between engineers who in several months could
learn to dig superb siege trenches and construct field fortifications, and those who would
build permanent fortifications. Permanent fortifications engineers required decades of
education, learning, and experience to master how to overcome variances in local
topography, hydrology, and mineralogy and how to determine the best methods for
construction, stone-cutting and laying techniques suitable to the locale.342 Such skill was
even more essential for Americans destined to build coastal fortifications along an
extended and highly varied coastline with highly diversified weather conditions. Cadets
of the first section were therefore expected in their plans to demonstrate how to apply the
basic knowledge of hydrodynamics, chemistry, mineralogy, and topographical sketching
learned in the third year of study.
Cadets of all sections were expected to understand the proper siting of artillery
within fortifications and how to mitigate against fire from siege artillery. This included
instruction in how to build fortifications to counter ricochet fire (another Vauban
invention). Therefore, during their study and recitations, cadets of the First Class were
expected to demonstrate complete knowledge of the artillery lessons taught throughout
their third year of study. They were also taught siege techniques, which had changed very
little since Vauban had perfected his method of siege warfare in the late seventeenth
century.
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Cadets learned that a siege began with a complete contravallation of the fortress,
before proceeding to advance zigzag trenches toward a chosen weak point in the walls. At
various ranges from the walls Vauban built trenches parallel to the fortification. With each
parallel the attacker could array large number of troops and artillery batteries in a grande
place des armes to store supplies, and to provide suppressing fire onto the walls while the
zigzag trenches advanced.

J

The investment of the fortress (A) began with the building of a fortified line
of contravallation to (H) to prevent enemy attempts to sally from the fortress. After erecting camps (N)
headquarters (L) an artillery park (K) and a supply park (J) the attackers built a protective line of
circumvallating field fortifications (I) anchored on natural obstacles with terminal forts (O) or river barriers
(P). They then opened zigzag communications trenches (G) toward a chosen point of the fortress. At ranges
appropriate for ricochet fire the attacker built his first parallel (E) placing gun batteries (F) and mortar
batteries (M) in position that could enfilade the point of attack (B). Second and Third Parallels (C and D)
brought the attacker forward to where the covered way could be captured. Attackers then employed close
artillery (Q) and mines to create a breach in the wall (B) before the final assault.

Figure 14: Vauban's System of Siege Parallels343
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Vauban’s parallels applied the principle of concentration of maximum force at one point.
Mutually supporting batteries, firing from enfilade or “enveloping” positions,
concentrated fire upon the point in the fortification where a breach was to be made.344

Figure 15: Vauban’s Parallels as found in de Vernon345
Vauban’s method produced such certainty of success that had been given the
name “the triumph of the method.”346 With his method Vauban maintained that “Dame
Fortune” played far less a role in the attack and defense of fortifications than did
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346

“prudence and dexterity” in the application of the method. 347 The certainty of success in
his system was matched by the aim of reducing bloodshed. Vauban had abhorred
unnecessary wastage of life and thought that the application of his method would reduce
bloodshed while guaranteeing success. In the 1820s Prussian theorist von Clausewitz
agreed, stating that “siege warfare gave the first glimpse of the conduct of operations, of
intellectual effort.”348

Figure 16: From Plate Illustrating Concentration of Forces at Decisive Point
During Siege of Turin in 1706349
The second essential component of the instruction of the 1st Class was on the
science of war, comprised of three branches, plan of campaign, strategy and grand
347
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tactics. Here the principle text, until replaced by Professor Mahan in the mid 1830s, was
O’Connor’s summary of strategy attached to the de Vernon work.
O’Connor ’s summary exposed cadets to what would become doctrine of
campaigning in the antebellum era. This comprised of a compilation of some of the best
ideas of les Lumières, but most noticeably Antoine Jomini. O’Connor introduced his
summary by reiterating Jomini’s insistence that a military commander had to discern the
geographic theatre of war within which a campaign would be fought. Geometry was used
for such purposes. A theatre of war comprised the various frontiers of importance for
each side, which would become the bases of operations for the opposing armies. To
“place this idea in clearer light” Jomini asked that the reader consider the theatre as a four
sided figure, a square, a parallelogram or a trapezoid, with opposing frontiers making up
two or more of the sides. He acknowledged that if one army possessed several of the
sides of the theatre of war and could act upon them as bases of operation, that army
would gain an advantage.
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order to cut Army J’
J’s line of operation while maintaining his own line of
operation to CD

Figure 17: Jomini’s “Configuration of a theatre of war” in O’Connor’s
Summary350
The base of operations should be secured by a line of fortifications that served as
depots from which an army might march into the enemy’s terrain, or retreat upon. The
base served the same purpose as a line of contravallation or a parallel in a siege. It was a
secure area where an army could stockpile supplies, ammunition, and weaponry. The
advance from the base was to be projected upon a line of operation toward an objective
point, the possession of which would disadvantage the enemy’s army. An attacking
general would need to acquire information about an enemy’s frontier in order to select the
best lines. This according to Jomini was decisive, for a bad choice of this line would be
fatal. Three principles therefore governed the appropriate selection of such a line: keep it
as short as possible because whomever had the shortest line of operation had the fastest
350

Here I have reproduced for its clarity Jomini’s original sketch as opposed to
O’Connor’s, found in Ibid., vol. II, 433-434.
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“velocity” of movement; choose a line that cannot be flanked or intercepted by an enemy;
and choose a line that leads to “some decisive object,” preferably that intersects an
opponent’s own line of communication. Upon the line of operations a commander could
establish intermediate supply bases – fortified depots - that would also serve the same
function as a siege parallel, providing provisions that would grant velocity to advancing
troops, that would secure lines of communications, and that would serve as winter
quarters for an invading army.
In emphasizing geographical lines upon which armies operate, the points of
importance for supply, security, and quartering, and an ultimate geographic objective
point, O’Connor defined the elements of campaign design that would last until the advent
of the aircraft. These principles relied upon knowledge of topography and geometry and
envisioned a campaign in terms of lines, key points, and angles.
The campaign design summarized by O’Connor was based upon the siege
methodology of Vauban. It necessitated incremental movement toward an objective,
using angular projections from secure lines of defense, and the steady concentration of
military forces upon a single point. Vauban concentrated forces at the point of breach in
an enemy’s walls. Nineteenth century campaign theory sought to concentrate force at a
point along an enemy’s line of communication so as to severe it and force the enemy into
battle at a disadvantage. As such, turning movements (manoeuvre that turned an enemy’s
flank) were an essential part of this campaign theory. Napoleon had endorsed this
reasoning and summed it up as thus: “The principles of war are the same as those of a
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siege. Fire must be concentrated on a single point and as soon as the breach is made the
equilibrium is broken and the rest is nothing.”351
The Plan of Campaign required choice of the best line of operations to bring
about a concentration of mass upon a point of vulnerability; or if on the defensive, to
deny the enemy’s ability to concentrate upon vulnerable points. The idea of the single
point of concentration pervaded O’Connor’s summary:
The secret of victory is to operate with superior numbers
or masses against one or two points, or to bring the
whole or greater part of your force to bear upon a point
where the enemy has only a small portion of his to resist
you; and where, if victorious, you will take in flank or
reverse his whole line or position.352

Figure 18: Painting of French Columns Massing at single Point at Eylau 1807353
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To achieve concentration a general should attempt to mask marches upon a flank
and move with “great celerity: acting with celerity and in mass.” Celerity would create a
proper “velocity” for a manoeuvring force which would allow an army to gain a position
of advantage over an adversary:354 Cadets learned the importance of “stealing marches”
on the enemy, and of choosing lines of operation that allowed faster movement than an
enemy.
This “science of manoeuvres…[was]called manoeuvring against time; for the
army that manoeuvres with the greatest celerity, must, all things else equal, vanquish its
adversary.”355
The science of war is founded upon concentration of
force and celerity of movement. Consequently the great
art is, to put the greatest mass of troops in simultaneous
action against such a point in the enemy’s line of battle
or operations as threatens his flank and rear; and where,
if successful, he can hardly escape capitulation as
destruction, and
being cut
off
from his
communications….assume the initiative on the
offensive, and not to give the enemy time to combine
any movements against us.356
An emphasis upon manoeuvre put a premium upon engineer skills at building roads,
bridges and waterways, and upon skills in organizing and transporting armies and
supplies.
Movement and concentration required the proper selection of lines of operations
and O’Connor’s summary gave a brief survey of the evolution of the theory of the base
and lines of operation established by Lloyd and Bulow before presenting Jomini’s
descriptions of the multiple types of lines of operations - single, double, multiple,
354
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interior, exterior, long or deep or remote, concentric, eccentric, secondary and
accidental.357 O’Connor completely favoured Jomini’s opinion of lines in this summary,
particularly his preference of singular lines of operation operating from a single frontier
with massed forces interior to an enemy’s more dispersed army. He stated that he
considered Jomini the general who “has transcended all writers in war….he has reduced
the hither to mysterious science of war to a few self-evident principles and axioms.”358
O’Connor condemned the use of exterior lines against an enemy who had a
central position, and stated that the use of two frontiers also demanded that an army mass
in a central position in the theatre of war.359 He dismissed alternatives allowed by Bulow,
by Archduke Charles, and by Napoleon himself. In his interpretation O’Connor neglected
Bulow’s important idea of using a long base of operations with multiple possible lines of
operation emanating from the extremities of the base toward a common object point –
thus creating wide angles of operation. He also did not present Jomini’s own option of
using two frontiers as alternative (accidental) bases of operation. O’Connor instead held
Frederick the Great’s Rossbach campaign as the epitome of concentrating mass in a
central position between dispersed enemies and the enemy incrementally.360 His
summary, as with most texts of this period, was full of historical examples, and he
reproduced Jomini’s depiction of Napoleon’s 1806 campaign to reinforce his preference
for operating upon a single line of operations to achieve a central position using interior
lines.
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Figure 19: Historical Example of Manoeuvre of French Army (e, i, f) to sever
line of communications of Prussian army (k) in 1806 as found in O’Connor’s Summary361
O’Connor’s choice of emphasis upon Jomini’s lines of operation theory (and
decisive battle) was more suitable for European officers in training than to West Point
cadets. The vast size of the United States – with its long and diverse inland and maritime
frontiers – made Jonimi’s prescriptions of the central position on interior lines far less
relevant than in continental Europe. With such vastness, manoeuvre options were
plentiful, making much of Jomini’s reasoning about preferred lines of operation
nonsensical. This was already known to many American commanders during this period.
Generals Winfield Scott, Edward Gaines, and Andrew Jackson, were less inclined to
follow the pedantry of O’Connor or Jomini regarding the preference of interior lines (as
was demonstrated in their own campaigns). America’s chief military theorist of the
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antebellum era, Professor Mahan, would also be more open minded about the variety of
lines of operation possible in the American context.
All agreed however that topography circumscribed campaigning, highlighting the
importance of secure bases of operation and concentration of force. In the various
military campaigns fought by the United States Army in the antebellum period, against
Native Indians and the Mexican Army, the use of a singular interior lines of operation to
gain Jomini’s coveted central position, was never a key factor in plans. Few United States
Army officers, with the later exception of Henry Halleck (see Chapter 9) were ever as
limited in their thinking as was O’Connor. That said, few grasped how difficult it would
be in the vast theatres of war that were possible in North America, to force a decisive
destruction of an enemy army. That knowledge only came in the Civil War. But before
then West Point instruction under Professor Mahan would provide alternatives to Jomini.
In terms of battlefield tactics, de Vernon and O’Connor simply followed
Napoleonic prescription. The artillery opened fire “within good distance,” and light
troops followed up this fire in the advance. Line infantry delivered maximum range fire
and then formed into columns to attack an enemy front.362 The best grand tactical
formation, however, was to attack in line upon an enemy’s flank, and de Vernon
describes the variances of this type of attack based upon the differences of angles of the
opposing lines – parallel, the slight acute angle, the acute angle (enfiladed or outflanked
angle), the right angle (described as “taken in the flank”, and the obtuse angle – “taken in
rear or cut off”).363 The consistent linear nature of tactical thinking defined this age of
warfare, and was necessary in order to provide maximum effective use of individual
362
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musket and cannon fire. In this De Vernon’s desired that little quarter be given to troops
who broke in the firings of battle. Such an enemy should be pursued with cavalry and
reserve troops: “the killed and wounded in the field of battle is of no moment. It is by
capturing [the remainder]…that we strike a balance in our favour.”364 Audacity and
fighting determination mark this text.365
De Vernon’s treatise and O’Connor’s summary attempted to discern for the cadet
a complete military science, knowable to the officer who is prepared to study. It made no
attempt to hide its intent to simplify and reduce: “The idea of reducing the system of war
to one primitive combination, upon which all others depend; and which should be the
basis of a simple and accurate theory, presents innumerable advantages…it should
regulate all plans and actions.”366 This attempt was made not to provide certainty of
outcome, nor to make war follow a particular rule or matrix, but to suggest valid and
effective combinations in order to render the vast complexity of war more intelligible, to
reduce the mystery of war by applied mental faculty, and to reduce reliance upon costly
experience or unnatural genius:
[Anyone] who would attribute everything to natural
genius, or to accident, may perhaps cite several that are
exceptions, and which succeeded by contrary principles.
But they are mistaken….Genius is undoubtedly a great
share in victory, because it presides over the application
of acknowledged rules, and seizes all the modifications
of which this application is susceptible. But in no case
will a man of genius act in violation of these rules; and
he will never be acknowledged as a great captain, who
has won a battle by accident and against the rules of the
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science; …such a victory is only a proof of reciprocal
incapacity; of a total absence of tactics.367
In their inexperience cadets would probably not have appreciated the depth of
meaning in O’Connor’s treatment of genius, but recited his work nonetheless.
Conclusion
Cadets finished their fourth year having been exposed to a complete system of
warfare. They were provided knowledge of where answers to technical questions might
be found regarding the important topics of the manufacturing of arms and munitions, the
construction of wagons and gun carriages, the building of bridges and roads, the
encampment and marches of armies, and the importance of supply depots, all critical to
Calhoun’s idea of the officer corps needed in an “expansible army.” They were given an
appreciation for application of principles when deciding issues regarding the fortification
of sites, reconnoitering a frontier, the movement of armies, and arrangements for battle.
They were told to expect to problem solve with each new operational environment, using
the mathematical reasoning skills that had been inculcated in their first years. Cadets
were encouraged to embrace this system of thought, which promoted clarity of thinking
about fortifications, strategy (the science of movements) and logistics, and encouraged to
apply the mathematical mind to solving tactical problems arising from variant situations.
This system was not as stifling as some twentieth century commentators have suggested.
Nor was it anachronistic for the times. De Vernon and O’Connor were – if anything –
entirely Napoleonic, which is to say – their system was state of the art. They did not harp
back to wars of the eighteenth century, nor did they prescribe avoidance of battle or slow
deliberate and mechanistic manoeurvre. In de Vernon and O’Connor, celerity of
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movement and concentration of forces to destroy an enemy remained sacrosanct. But
they were also wise enough to admit preference for the severing of an enemy’s line of
communication to his base of operations as a more assured means of destruction.
Cadets left the United States Military Academy with very sound knowledge of
fortifications and military engineering, artillery tactics and ordnance functions, the
logistical requirements of organizing a battalion, training and supplying it, moving it by
various means of transport, and lodging it in camps. Cadets also understood the theory of
how to move an army of mobilized soldiers on a campaign, and especially the importance
of strategic lines and points. This was indeed a well-rounded curriculum. With the
exception of lessons in strategy, the focus of instruction was upon the basics of all arms
organization and tactics, and the basics of essential practises necessary for mobilization
and preparation of state’s volunteer forces for war. The mandate of the academy was to
produce a lieutenant, but the expectation was that the lieutenant would be capable of
employment in a variety of line and staff positions.
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Chapter 7
Internal Improvements and the Americanization of Military
Science
Introduction
No sooner had military science been formally institutionalized as doctrine in Thayer’s
military academy then it began to be modified to reflect the changing requirements of the
United States in the 1820s and 1830s. The content of the 1820 curriculum addressed a
European threat, and the emphasis upon fortifications and artillery applications reflected an
Atlantic perspective of national defense. This began to change in the mid 1820s when peace
with Europe allowed Americans to focus their energies inward. Public desire to improve
transportation infrastructure and westward expansion created competing demands for
engineering and survey skill. The army attempted to meet these demands by increasing the
number of officers employed in civil engineering and survey duties and by increasing its staff
capacity to deal with the rising number of projects and military posts being established in the
west. The war department created a Board of Internal Improvements to oversee the new
activity. The members of this board were the same as the Board of Fortifications. The
coordination between these engineering boards and the staff bureaus led to a synergy in
strategic thought about integrated national defense. The department and the board members
also supported a shift in emphasis of West Point curriculum. The teaching of military science at
the academy accordingly expanded to include civil engineering, surveying, and reconnaissance
duties.
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The Shift to Internal Improvements and the War Department’s Response
Europe in the 1820s was reaping the benefits of the Concert of Vienna and for the first
time in a generation peace was actively pursued. A great beneficiary of this peace was the
United States of America, where the reduced threat of invasion or interruption in trade and
commerce allowed its people to concentrate on economic and demographic growth.
Immigration, growing cities, increasing agricultural production, and the beginning of
industrialization in the United States led to demands for improved transportation systems.
Responsibility for interstate roads and waterways could not reside with the states themselves,
and no federal agency had authority to work within state boundaries, except those officers
conducting construction of the Third System. It is because such officers were already working
within the states that the war department assumed responsibility for planning national
communications infrastructure, ostensibly for purposes of defense, but in actuality to the
economic, social, and political benefit of all. These efforts were categorized as “internal
improvements.”
Internal improvements initiatives were not new. Washington, in his 1783 “Sentiments,”
had stated the requirement for “military roads” that would allow mustered militia forces to
move to threatened points on the frontiers. General Anthony Wayne had cut military roads into
Ohio in his 1794 campaign to secure the northwest.368 President Jefferson perceived it a federal
responsibility to improve the inter-related functions of “public education, roads, rivers, canals,
and such other objects of public improvement.”369 Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin in
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1808 advocated internal improvements in his “Report on Roads and Canals.”370 Likewise,
secretaries of war after the War of 1812 solicited support for the construction of military roads.
Under the auspices of the federal responsibility for postal delivery, the first “national road” was
constructed incrementally from 1811 to 1818, extending from Cumberland, Maryland, through
the Cumberland Gap to Wheeling, Virginia. However, the question of constitutional authority
within states’ territories hampered all these initiatives and Republican presidents remained
reluctant to force federal government projects within state boundaries.371
The War of 1812 had demonstrated that, especially on the northern frontier, the lack of
military roads was disastrous. There was simply no link between settlements, where troops and
supplies could muster, and the military frontier where the British should be engaged. Without
adequate road and water transportation networks, there could be no viable base of operations
for military actions in the northwest, nor upon any other frontier. It was for this reason that in
1816 Secretary Crawford suggested that the regular army practise road building in times of
peace to improve the military frontiers, and Generals Jackson and Macomb began to build
frontier roads without constitutional authority using general military funds.372
In 1818 Secretary of War Calhoun revamped federal transportation initiatives. His 1819
“Reports on Roads and Canals” promoted an enhanced system of military roads and canals as a
necessary corollary to coastal defense, emphasizing the relationship between a system of
national defense, inland transportation, and public commerce. 373 The 1821 Report on
Fortifications, which laid down the first integrated national defense policy, highlighted “interior
communication by land and sea” as the third of four critical components to the system of
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defense (alongside a protective navy, frontier fortifications, and a regular army and organized
militia).374 Interior communication included road building, harbor infrastructure improvement,
river dredging, bridge building, and canal construction. It would later include the building of
railways.

Map 5: Canals Built in Northeast as part of Internal Improvements375
A Department of Engineers report of 1823 exposed the frenzy for canal building that
swept the United States in the early 1820s: “Of all the means which human ingenuity has
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devised for facilitating communications …canals occupy, at present day, the highest rank.”376
Americans wanted to transport people and goods across the great stretches of land and
wilderness of the expanding nation. At that time the Erie Canal was nearing completion, linking
Lake Erie with the Atlantic seaboard, and United States Army engineers had already
recommended plans to build canals to connect the Illinois River with Lake Michigan and the
Des Plaines River, which connected into the Mississippi. As well, they planned to connect the
Ohio and the Mississippi Rivers. The advantages of such works for both commerce and defense
were self-evident.
The frenzy of internal improvements facilitated the steady movement of people toward
and across the Mississippi. Trans-Appalachian demographic movements had already exposed
the need for reconnaissance and survey work in new territories, and this task also fell to the
regular United States Army. President Jefferson had been the first president to send military
officers to chart in advance of the expanding American frontier. Following the example of
captains Lewis and Clark, army officers Dunbar, Hunter, Freeman and Pike had explored the
West under government authority.
In 1818 the war department moved to professionalize westward exploration by
establishing a topographical bureau of ten topographical engineers (a separate component under
the engineer department), with a mandate to centralize the work of surveyors, explorers, and
cartographers.377 In the race to secure the lands beyond the Mississippi from competing British
territorial interests, the war department sponsored another series of expeditions westward. Most
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of these, (perhaps best represented by Major Stephan Long’s 1817 and 1819 exploration),
included a scientific branch with the mandate to use statistical science, physical science and
scientific sketching, to catalogue geology, flora, fauna and human inhabitants of the continent,
as well as to recommend how best to open up such territories.378
The role of the topographical engineers (commonly referred to during the antebellum
period as “Topogs”) was not simply to serve the civilian desire for surveys and exploration. In
fact the original order establishing the bureau directed its members to “make plans of all
military positions…to accompany all reconnaissance parties sent out to obtain intelligence,”
and to “exhibit the positions of contending armies on fields of battle.”379 The secretary of war,
and the senior engineers in both the engineer department and the topographical bureau, saw no
disconnect between the military purposes of the Topogs and public demand. If the survey work
of the Topogs aided state and federal plans for improved transportation infrastructure and
westward migration, they also fulfilled the military requirement for surveying and planning
military frontiers and internal military lines of communications. In this capacity the
topographical engineers were seen to be “an essential branch of the general staff” in creating
plans:
It is by means of their reconnoiterings, maps, and descriptive
memoirs, that the importance of military properties of positions
are known, and that the strategic circumstances of a country are
378
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ascertained. Modern armies cannot move without a perfect
knowledge of the geography and topography of the field of
operation, and it belongs to the topographical engineer to furnish
all information calculated to assist the general in the research of
local circumstances, in order that he may be able to plan his
operations accordingly.380
To assist in fulfilling this general staff function, the topographical bureau became the repository
of all reports and memoirs, maps and charts, tables on resources, “itinerary tables respecting the
concentration of militia at points of rendezvous, and military histories of past operations to help
the government in planning military combinations that other wars might call for.”381 The
Topogs were charged with the production of tangible products of use in military planning, that
might also support the development of civil infrastructure and the progress of science.
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Figure 20: A Portion of Major Long’s Expedition Map 1819 showing the “Great
American Desert” (Kansas and Oklahoma)382
In 1821 the war department began to amalgamate surveys conducted by the
fortifications board with federal and state surveys conducted by the topographical engineers.383
In 1822 the topographical bureau chief, Major Isaac Roberdeau, suggested that the federal
government assume responsibility to coordinate all matters of civil works in America, from
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education to employment and regulation.384 But the entire engineering capacity of the war
department – 22 military and 10 topographical engineers - was already stretched in running the
military academy, in building coastal fortifications, in improving coastal harbors and inland
waterways, in planning and organizing canals and roads for internal communications, in
surveying the west, and in cataloging the nation’s natural resources and mineral deposits.
Demand for engineering skill only increased after the approval of the General Survey
Act of 1824, wherein the president, without recourse to the individual states, was authorized to
employ military officers and civil engineers to “cause the necessary surveys, plans, and
estimates, to be made of the routes of such Roads and Canals as he may deem of national
importance, in a commercial or military point of view, or necessary for the transportation of the
public mail.”385 The act did not authorize the federal government to build infrastructure, only to
survey and plan. Nonetheless, it gave the government the mechanism to coordinate construction
projects between the states and to further integrate the system of national defense.
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Figure 21: Topographical survey and Mapping the West386
With such presidential authority the engineer department in May 1824 established the
Board of Engineers for Internal Improvements, with Brigadier-General Simon Bernard, Colonel
Totten, and civil engineer John L. Sullivan, as the standing members. Twenty-four military
officers and civil engineers were assigned to the board and employed in geographic surveys.
But even this was deemed too few to meet the demand.387 By the end of 1824, 26 officers were
employed by the board; in 1825, 40 were employed, and in 1826, 53 officers were under orders
from the board. Approximately 50 officers would remain dedicated to the work of internal
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improvements for another decade.388 At any given time the board controlled a dozen internal
improvement projects, separate from projects being conducted for Third System
fortifications.389 The demands upon the engineer department were severe and in January 1826
congress agreed to increase the number of junior officers of the engineer corps and to triple the
size of topographical bureau.390 It would take another twelve years to find the funds to actually
make this occur.
The demand for civil engineering skill rose further after construction of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad in 1828, and railroad construction started to usurp canal building as the
nation’s biggest construction effort. The federal government desired to regulate railway
development by assigning regular army engineers to oversee these projects, an effort that
continued for the next 40 years.391 In this, the department competed with state and private
enterprise, who shamelessly headhunted army engineers and West Point instructors for civil
employment. The lucrative nature of civil engineering and railroad work seduced many army
officers into state service. Professor Crozet left West Point in April 1823 to become a Principal
Engineer and Surveyor of Public Works in Virginia.392 The next head of the department of
engineering, Captain David Douglas, resigned his commission in 1831 to assume engineering
work with the Morris Canal Company of New Jersey. Douglas could hardly afford to ignore the
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demand for his expertise. His salary as a Captain of engineers was $1,239 a year,393 while as a
civil engineer he could easily make more than twice that ($4000) for just three months work.394
The secretary of war looked to the military academy to provide the proposed increase
of officers to meet the new demands: “It is from the Military Academy alone that we must look
for those who may possess the requisite acquisitions and talent for the purposes of either the
military, topographical, or civil engineers.”395 West Point was an obvious source. But more
importantly, it was the only choice. Civil engineering in the United States, as in England, had
not reached the status of a distinct and distinguished profession as it had in France – with her
multiple civilian engineering schools and associations.396 Until 1824 West Point was the only
engineering school in the United States. In 1824 Amos B. Eaton opened the Rensselaer
Polytechnique School (but in 1826 he sent his own son to West Point). Not until 1840 did
Rensselaer or any other college begin to challenge West Point in numbers of engineering
graduates. Harvard and Yale did not open their engineering schools until the mid 1840s, but not
until after the Civil War did engineering education become relatively common. 397 This fact
perforates Samuel Huntington’s idea that antebellum West Point’s civil engineering focus
replicated that of civilian colleges, robbing West Point graduates of anything to distinguish
them from civilians. Until the 1860s, the West Point curriculum was very unique, yet coveted
by society.
Federal pressure upon the military academy in the 1820s to produce more engineers
was met with opposition from the academy staff. The academy (backed by the chief of
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engineers) refused to lower its standards in an effort to produce more engineers without
increasing its cadet body. They also refused to be more selective in recruiting and give the
impression of creating an elite class. Despite proposals to expand the corps, the congressional
committee of military affairs was unable to find way to increase the number of either military
or topographical engineers or to create higher academy output.398
An expedient was found in shifting emphasis within the West Point curriculum to
elevate civil engineering in order to ensure that all graduates had some capability in this field. A
second expedient was the employment of more and more infantry and artillery graduates in
surveying. By 1826, thirty-two line officers were assigned to work alongside the 20 engineer
and Topog officers for the Internal Improvements Board.399 This practise was continued until
1838, when an expanded corps of Topog engineers took over such duties. Between 1824 and
1837, 107 works of internal improvement authorized by Congress were completed, disbursing
$14,430,614. As well, these officers completed 263 surveys and examinations and published
776 drawings related to internal improvements.
Military historians have failed to see the connection between the work of the army to
meet public demand for surveying and civil engineering and the policy for national defense.
This connection sets the context for the expansion of West Point military science to include
fields of study needed for the United States Army’s work in internal improvements. Some,
following Huntington’s thesis, consider these efforts of civil engineering as something that
diverted the army’s energy away from the higher need to prepare for war. But these opinions
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ignore the consistent and evident sentiment in the war department throughout the 1820s and
1830s.
In an era where states rights and sectionalism were emerging as powerful forces to limit
federal activities, and wherein civil demand for improvements steadily grew, the war
department continued to see the nation as a single whole, requiring an integrated defense policy
that precluded the need for a large standing army. They refused to diffuse power by allocating
tasks to states’ militias. Instead they continued to use the army as an agent to promote
integration. This was substantiated by a defense policy that saw the nation as contained within
military frontiers, requiring improved networks of communication internal to these frontiers for
both military and civil purposes, all part of a single strategic problem requiring an engineering
solution.
When infantry and artillery graduates were employed on internal improvements
projects they acquired higher skill and knowledge of reconnaissance work, and of transportation
and logistics. These were precisely the skills that in times of war would allow them to more
easily function as commanders and general staff officers. Of the 1,966 graduates of the
academy between 1802 and June 1861, 326 were employed under the fortifications board or
under the internal improvements board performing Third System or internal improvements
engineering duties (see Annex D). Of these 326, 189 were infantry, artillery, or cavalry officers
borrowed from line units. The heaviest period of demand for seconded officers was between
1818 and 1838. One quarter (180) of the 708 academy graduates of this period were employed
in such work. The personal and professional benefits of this service have not been recognized in
the historiography. This work allowed officers the opportunity to apply the military science
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they had learned at West Point and to hone professional skills. Colonel Abert stated in 1836 that
any officer involved in such tasks:
While he is, therefore, apparently engaged in an object ostensibly of mere
profit to its undertakers, he is perfecting himself in the practise of his
profession acquiring exact and persevering habits of investigation, improving
his coup d’oeil, and gathering the most valuable information in relation to the
capabilities of self defense of a locality…and its ability to aid in the defense of
other parts of the country.400
The board structure in Washington gave the war department a means to coordinate
military and civil engineering efforts for national defense. Brigadier-General Bernard and
Colonel Totten sat upon both the Fortifications Board and the Board of Engineers for Internal
Improvements. The Fortifications Board provided the Board of Internal Improvements with its
first list of 27 possible canal projects in 1824, rating each of the projects for both its military
and its commercial value.401 Their work thereafter was carefully coordinated, with close
cooperation with the quartermaster general, who oversaw construction of inland garrisons,
depots, and military roads and bridges.
The demands of the Third System and of Internal Improvements put strain upon all
staff bureaus, but most specifically the quartermaster general’s. To ensure adequate staff
capacity each of the bureaus began in 1821 to receive officers detached from line units to serve
for one or more years in staff positions. West Point graduates were preferred. Over 25 percent
(504) of all graduates of the academy between 1802 and 1861 served for some period of time
under the quartermaster general, the adjutant general, the chief commissary, or the chief
ordnance officer (See Annex D). Just as with those officers serving under the engineer boards,
these officers routinely applied their mathematical skill if not their knowledge of military
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science and benefited by fulfilling higher staff functions that would make them more
professional and better prepared to raise, equip, move and supply large volunteer armies.
The integration of the work of the engineer boards and the staff bureaus made it easier
to select and develop strategic points and lines of communications, both along the frontier and
in the interior. Engineers sited proper locations for fortifications upon the coastal and inland
frontiers, while officers serving as Topogs sited and surveyed roads, bridges, and waterways
that linked these fortifications to national depots and points where volunteer armies could be
mustered. Officers acting as post, district, or department assistant quartermasters oversaw the
construction of the military infrastructure, while ordnance and artillery officers, and officers
acting as assistant commissariat and assistant adjutants general developed plans to equip, arm,
move, feed and supply regular and volunteer soldiers employed at the strategic points along the
frontier or on the lines of communications.
Historians have paid too little attention to the work of the staff bureaus, particularly
that of the quartermaster-general. The United States Army in the antebellum era was
distinguishable for the number of officers dedicated to quartermaster work, and the army's
focused emphasis on proper logistical planning. In this the army surpassed what was taught at
West Point, producing every few years more detailed quartermaster regulations that were
implemented each day in garrisons and camps throughout the United States. The scope of work
of the quartermaster was captured thus in the 1841 regulations:
The objects of this department are, to ensure an efficient system
of supply, and to give facility and effects to the movements and
operations of the army….provide quarters, hospitals, and
transportation
for
the
army,…camp
and
garrison
equipage…direct the survey, and superintend the opening and
repairing of roads, and the constructing and repairing of
bridges…necessary to the movement of any part of the
army….to provide storehouses…[all] purchases…to provide
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material and direct and superintend the constructing and
repairing of quarters, barracks, hospitals, store-houses, stables
and other necessary and authorized buildings…blockhouses and
other necessary defenses…select sites of encampment….direct
the movement, and be responsible for…supplies required
for…the army in the field.402
The coordinated work of the boards and staff bureaus granted strategic character to the
implementation of the war department’s policies, involving mutually supportive military,
political, and commercial interests. The integrated board structure was also a perfect system to
sustain public support, because it served both state desires for improvements and public
demand for surveys and roads. Yet the work of the boards at the same time remained directly
related to preparation for war. Because of this, army officers began – and continued throughout
the antebellum era – to think about the problems of fortifications, transportation networks, and
logistics on a continental scale. This strategic scale forced many officers to develop
professionally well in advance of state volunteer officers, and even in advance of European
officers of equivalent rank.
The combined efforts of these boards integrated the roles of the regular army and the
militia into a system of defense. The system made perfect sense and avoided the traditional
fears associated with a large standing army. The United States Army of the 1820s was not
perceived to be as other armies, as “consuming the labor of others,” but was instead “a body of
military and civil engineers, artificers, and laborers, who probably contribute more than any
other equal number of citizens,” dedicated to “the progressive execution of our great system of
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national defense.”403 Despite Samuel Huntington’s portrayal of the antebellum officer as living
on the margin of society, evidence suggests that public respect for army officers grew
throughout the antebellum.404
Frontier Military Roads
While not officially a part of the Third System or of Internal Improvements the
building of frontier “military roads” also took on a strategic character. Military roads
were those built for the movement of troops and military materiel. Starting in the 1820s,
once settlers began to push beyond the Mississippi valley, Americans looked to the
United States Army to build and police roads that would better protect them from Native
Indians. This activity fell outside of the responsibilities of the engineering boards, but
came under authority of the quartermaster general of the army. The road building was
completed by line officers on detachment to his staff bureau, who were also tasked to
coordinate such activity with the siting and building of frontier forts and garrison towns.
ASP MA, Vol. IV, No. 390, 1-21, “1828 Annual Report On The Army – Its Purpose
And Work.” See also ASP MA, Vol. III, 284-5, “Revised Report of the Board of
Engineers,” 12 April, 1826.
404
It is difficult to generalize regarding the social respectability of the army officer corps
for the entirety of the antebellum period, for every corner of the United States. Skelton
in An American Profession of Arms, (297-304) concludes that generally along the
frontiers, where officers had to perform constabulary duties and where they often
favoured the claims of Native Indians over settlers, their popularity was low.
However, in the east and especially in the cities and large towns, officers were
perceived as gentlemen, trustworthy and respectable. John Schofield claimed in his
1898 biography that “before the Civil War an officer of the army needed no indorser
anywhere in the country. His check or his pay account was as good as gold.” John
Schofield, Forty-Six Years in the Army (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1998), 17. Edward Coffman paints a balanced impression of the officer corps in his
The Old Army, stating that respectability came when social interaction allowed
civilians to see the result of an officer’s work and when garrisons could entertain
civilians (see chapter 2). This reinforces the geographic distinction between social
acceptability. The feeling of isolation that officers sometimes expressed was largely
felt in remote frontier garrisons, often surrounded by settlers who resented the army as
representative of federal authority.
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These efforts were supposed to be coordinated within the overall strategic system of
defense, but this was sometimes difficult because of public demand for their own local
roads.
In 1824 military road building was authorized from the Mississippi river to Little
Rock Arkansas, and from Pensacola to St. Augustine Florida. In 1826 Michigan raised
demands for military roads to counter British-Indian threats between Detroit and
Chicago. Military roads were commenced in Maine in 1829, and Arkansas extended its
networks in the early 1830s. But demand for more roads remained constant. A memorial
from citizens of Clay County Missouri, for instance, presented to the senate and house in
December 1835, suggested that a better integrated western military frontier be
established:
we are asking nothing of the Government but that protection
which its own policy has rendered necessary for our
security….The plan is this: Let a line of military posts be
established along or near the boundary between the settlements
and the Indians, beginning on the upper Mississippi and
extending to Red River: that well constructed and permanent
forts be built sufficiently large to garrison one company of
infantry and two of dragoons405
The war department subsequently commissioned a survey for what would eventually
become known as “The Great Military Road” project, which envisioned a road running
south to north from Fort Jesup Louisiana to Fort Snelling Minnesota.
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Plans for this road were contested within the war department. Initial planning in
the department suggested a south-north orientation for the road, joining frontier forts
along a clear path patrolled by dragoons. But acting quartermaster general General T.
Cross deemed such an orientation to “violate a fundamental principle of military
science.” The base of operations for garrisons on the frontier was in the interior and not
along the frontier itself, and therefore “the lines of communication should be
perpendicular to the frontier, not parallel with it.”406 The road network should not run
south-north, but be more like the spokes of a wheel with east west projections running
from central interior points. Based upon estimates of 66,499 Native Indian warriors along
406
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this frontier, it was felt that over 5000 soldiers would be required to secure whichever
form of road was chosen. Because of this controversy the road was only partially built.
What is interesting in this matter is how much the debate exposed the breadth and
depth of strategic thinking in the war department regarding matters of national defense.
Road construction was not a simple affair of surveying and construction to suit local
conditions. The strategic value of each project was assessed; estimates of resources and
garrison requirements were made based upon empirical threats, and each project was
considered in its value to the whole system.407
Despite depiction by historians that the western frontier duty was always
drudgery marked by the occasional exhilarating skirmish, and that nothing of West Point
had prepared these officers for this work, military science had its place upon the western
frontier and kept a portion of the officer corps busy. Acting assistant quartermaster
officers in each post and regiment (under the quartermaster general’s authority) were
responsible for planning and constructing military posts.408 Officers charged with the
siting and the construction of these forts used their West Point engineering course to full
measure. They even applied their civil engineering knowledge to the construction of
family domiciles. The civil and military engineering requirements of service upon the
frontier could only be conducted by men specifically educated and trained for this work.
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It was the West Point academy that ensured that such skills remained resident where ever
units of the line encamped.409
West Point Civil Engineering in Context
As internal improvements and military road projects increased, expectations about the
role of the military academy expanded. As early as 1821 members of the Annual Board of
Visitors to the military academy voiced the opinion that its purpose was directly related to
engineering internal improvements:
this academy may, without expense, be made to furnish Civil
engineers for roads, bridges, canals, and hydraulic constructions,
as well as Military and Topographical Engineers….The Military
Academy at West Point, is the only establishment where a
complete system of Instruction in Mathematicks, Descriptive
Geometry, Mechanicks, Astronomy, and Civil and Military
Architecture is procured and which afterwards places the pupils
in situations, where they have an opportunity of exercising the
different Civil and Military avocations, to which the application
of exact sciences is indispensible.410
The 1830 Annual Board of Visitors added that a key purpose of the academy was to
“furnish science for exploring the hidden treasures of our mountains.”411 Clearly not all
observers saw the military purposes of the academy as predominant. Nonetheless, military
instruction at the academy remained the top priority with more hours dedicated to Tactics than
to any other subject. Civil engineering subjects did receive more emphasis in the late 1820s, but
never at the expense of tactical military instruction. Despite minor variations in course content,
the academy remained unequivocally dedicated to military science.
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Civil Engineering did however take on new importance in this era, and this was
understood and approved of in the war department. The secretary of war stated it this way in
1825: “To the military science proper are added many auxiliary acquirements…particularly
civil engineering, which, from the efforts everywhere making by the general and State
governments for internal improvements, promises to be amongst the most beneficial
acquisitions in the whole range of science.”412 The direct effect of this focus was a gradual
expansion of civil engineering topics taught to the 1st Class in their first term. This was
complemented during that term with a course in drawing, revised in 1825 to include sketching
and drawing and shading “elements of landscape” and elements of topography in pen, pencil
and with India ink, and colors.”413
A key figure in modifying military science to include civil engineering after 1830
was Lieutenant Dennis Hart Mahan. Mahan had been a cadet at the academy from 1820
to 1824 and was one of the first to be subject to the new curriculum that taught a
complete system of warfare. After graduating he spent four years in France, travelling
and studying civil and military engineering at the esteemed School of Application for
Artillery and Engineers at Metz. He then returned to live the remaining four decades of
his life at West Point. In 1832 Mahan resigned his commission in order to assume the
role of head of the engineering department at the academy. He soon became recognized
for his expertise in civil and military engineering and for his dedication to the diffusion of
military science, first to cadets and instructors at West Point, but then more broadly to
civilians and militia officers through his writing. He became head of the Academic Board
in 1838, a job he retained until his death in 1871. As head of the engineering department,
412
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Mahan was responsible for educating the 1st Class cadets in civil and military
engineering, fortifications and the science of war. In this capacity he instructed all regular
army officer graduates between 1832 and the Civil War.
Mahan became aware very early in his professorship that demands for teaching the
required subjects and the hours available during a four year course of study were in fragile
balance. A desire to add interesting or indeed even necessary parts to his civil engineering
course would require reduction of time dedicated to other subjects. Reductions could easily lead
to a diluting of subject material. Guided by the principle that fewer subjects taught with
thoroughness were of greater benefit than more subjects lightly dealt with, Mahan was hesitant
to expand the curriculum. In his mind, foremost in importance was the mastery of basic
principles, through the study in depth of particular elements. Only studies in depth could ensure
that a subject was so thoroughly acquired that its application in any variety of circumstances
was assured. Mastery of theory gained by comprehensive learning of a subject would thereafter
allow the graduate to draw upon that knowledge in any future circumstance and adopt it to the
situation, regardless of where these officers served within the nation.
In his interaction with cadets Mahan felt reservations about the academy’s
reliance upon strictly European ideas. He began early in his teaching years to write notes
and texts that reduced the broad and complex European systems of thought to just those
things relevant to American defense and matters of internal improvements. He truly
believed that, unlike European armies, all regular officers of the United States Army
required some civil engineering skill, even if they were not to be employed within the
corps of engineers. He taught cadets the basics of this subject and sought to furnish them
with a text that they could use after leaving West Point. He published his lithographed
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course notes in 1837 in a book entitled An Elementary Course in Civil Engineering. This
work became the standard text in many American colleges, went through three editions,
selling fifteen thousand copies in America, England, and eventually even India.414
Mahan’s civil engineering class, conducted in the autumn term of the fourth year
of study consisted of materials, masonry, foundations, raising walls and arches, carpentry
(framing), construction of road, bridges, canals, railroads, and improvements in rivers,
sea coasts and harbors, advanced theory in architecture, and, commencing in 1840,
machines, and industrial drawing.415 His work was coordinated with the cadet course in
drawing, and he was severe in his own standards for architectural drawings and plans. His
instruction also included construction of military roads and garrison design and
architecture for the west. In fact his elementary course text (along with his 1836 work on
field fortifications) was widely used in planning and constructing western military
posts.416
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Figure 22: Framing, Most useful for Western Service417
Some historians have suggested that Mahan’s civil engineering focus
indoctrinated cadets in mechanistic thinking, and that he forbade use of inductive
reasoning in favour of mere “instantaneous, unquestioning obedience to a multitude of
minutely detailed rules.”418 The broader inference here is that the emphasis upon rigorous
instruction of civil engineering not only took time away from the study of war, but
inhibited cadet ability in military decision making because it enforced linear problem
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solving that restricted cadet creativity. Mahan has also been castigated by these same
historians as being too theoretical in his instruction.
The authority on Dennis Hart Mahan, historian Thomas Griess, disagreed.
Griess’s detailed study of Mahan exposes how the professor and his colleagues remained
acutely aware that a balance was required between theoretical instruction and practise.419
Although Mahan had very little practical experience himself, he was essentially
Jeffersonian in spirit, believing in the practical application of all learned theory. His
course was not – as some historians maintain – “pure theory,” but sought to teach how
theory was to be applied variance of circumstance. But Mahan believed that flexible
application could only come from a solid theoretical foundation, once stating that “the
only really practical man is the one who is thoroughly grounded in his theory.”420 Unable
to allow each cadet to actually construct things, Mahan made them instead draft
mathematical models to demonstrate the application of theory. He also instituted class
visits to internal improvement sites to allow cadets to see actual works.
Rather than encourage rote learning through memorization and recitation, Mahan
desired that cadets apply basic principles to each unique problem. He called such
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application “common sense” and became renowned for its encouragement.421 Mahan
maintained a French philosophical point of view that there was such a thing as perfect
knowledge of something, and that this could not be acquired through experience alone. 422
Perfect knowledge came when a deep understanding of standard theory and guiding
principles was used with common sense to determine “what is the proper thing to be done
under given circumstances.”423 Mahan taught cadets how to think, not what to think. His
was a course in cognitive problem-solving, which relied upon use of creativity of
application of principles. One historian has observed that this “common approach to
technical problems” may have encouraged the emergence of a professional culture
amongst all cadets, standards of problem solving being one of “the forces that bind an
occupational community.”424
Late twentieth century autopsies upon antebellum West Point often fail to
reconstruct the broader social and military realities within which the academy
functioned.425 They portray the academy’s narrow curriculum – containing fewer subjects
taught in depth – as a cult of engineering caught up in minutia for purposes of selfaggrandizement of the Corps of Engineers and unrelated to national defense or national
need. Historians also criticize the practise of employing the most academically gifted
officers in the corps of engineers, one stating that “The wisdom of concentrating the
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available intellectual talent in branches of the army that would play minor roles in a war
is questionable.”426
In this criticism there is a failure to understand the general-purpose role of the regular
army officer in the antebellum period. Civil engineering constituted a significant portion of the
academy’s teaching because this skill was essential to an officer corps committed to developing
the nation’s Third System and in internal improvements infrastructure. The basis for such
criticism dissolves when we realize that the curriculum was attempting to produce in all
graduates some degree of expertise that could be of use in a wide variety of improvement tasks,
ensuring that officers of all arms could contribute to the strategic defense initiatives of the
nation, as well as help to ameliorate the primitive living conditions of the western frontier. Over
one half of all graduates in the 1820s and 1830s served at some time on topographical,
engineer, or quartermaster duties – where they applied their West Point knowledge of civil
engineering and surveying (see Appendix D). It is folly to think that these officers should have
shed this work in favour of spending their time speculating about the need for larger standing
armies or Prussian style general staff systems designed to plan grand campaigns of open
offensive manoeuvre in Napoleonic fashion.
Conclusion
European peace allowed the United States to focus inward during the 1820s. The
migrations of people westward and increased commerce increased public demand for improved
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transportation infrastructure and created competing demands for engineering and survey skill.
The war department met these demands by creating a bureau of topographical engineering, a
board of internal improvements, and by increasing the number of officers of all branches
working for these organizations and for the quartermaster general. War department work on
Third System fortifications and internal improvements involved a great portion of the army, and
was highly coordinated by virtue of the fact that many of the members of the board of
fortifications served also on the board of internal improvements. This created a synergy in
strategic thought about integrated national defense, which at the same time supported broader
social purposes. This synergy also influenced a shift in emphasis of West Point military science
toward civil engineering and surveying.
Jefferson’s vision of a national academy of science was realized at West Point by 1830.
However, the more that the academy steered toward fulfilling the demand for scientific
knowledge in civil engineering the less time it could devote to military science involving
fortifications, artillery applications, logistics or the science of strategic movement. Reconciling
the need to adequately prepare officers in these subjects, while at the same time meeting the
demands of a changing national focus, became a key challenge in the Jacksonian era.
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Chapter 8
Military Science and the Demands of the Jacksonian Era
Introduction
In the 1820s American military science had expanded to include the civil
engineering elements needed for internal improvements. During the 1830s and 1840s
military science was further modified in response to new demands. While the Third
System continued to be the centerpiece of defense policy, and while army officers were
still dedicated to preparing the nation for war against a European foe, the army was
heavily burdened by Indian removals, Indian wars, and dealing with western expansion.
A spirit of anti-professionalism in congress ensured that the regular army remained small
and that the West Point academy remained under constant pressure and scrutiny. At the
same time, regular army commanders questioned the continued validity of permanent
fortifications and the Atlantic focus of the defense policy. Advocates of steam technology
wanted the policy to be modified to include a role for railways and steam-powered
floating batteries. Western oriented officers championed the establishment of cavalry.
Although the West Point curriculum changed to accommodate new demands the essence
of the scientific curriculum remained the centerpiece of instruction.
Jacksonian Anti-professionalism and the Military Establishment in the 1830s
The Jacksonian era (1829-1860) was characterized by anti-professionalism and a
desire to increase states rights. States’ representatives to congress frequently questioned
the need for military appropriations for a federally controlled military establishment. The
West Point academy – the institution that most typified emerging professionalism –
remained a target. But Jacksonian Americans were not anti-military. There was a general
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adoration of military pomp as an expression of state, sectional, and even national power,
and war heroes continued to be worshipped. Andrew Jackson himself epitomized the
general feeling that the real military prowess in the United States existed in the state
militia and not in a federally sponsored regular army. Jacksonians preferred romantic
inclinations of natural martial genius, and hated the idea of a professional military caste
who hung their status on the peg of an all-encompassing science.427
Throughout the era the United States Military Academy was occasionally
attacked in congress and in the press, the constitutionality of federal military
establishments being in question. Occasionally too, the academy was accused of
elitism.428 However, the attacks were relatively weak and in each case invoked a
passionate statement of defense by one or more congressional representatives, by
members of the executive branch, and by military and academy members themselves. On
no occasion were annual appropriations for the running of the academy denied.429
Successful defense of the military establishment had much to do with the
disposition of Andrew Jackson himself. While inclined to believe in a natural American
fighting spirit, Jackson also was very much impressed by the United States Military
Academy and favoured a professional core of officers. He had seen first hand in the War
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of 1812 and in Florida the inadequacies of the militia, particularly of militia officers.430
He gave public praise to West Point in two annual addresses to congress,431 ensured
continued federal support of the academy, and remained an admirer of the works of
Professor Mahan.432 But with regard to the regular army as a whole, Jackson remained a
political man, determined to placate all camps, neither pressing for increases nor cuts to
the army’s overall strength.433
In equal measure, the successful defense of the military establishment can be
attributed to the continued inherent logic of the Third System and its incorporated effort
toward internal improvement. An alternative strategy, requiring equal coherence, would
have taken at least as much effort as that which had occupied Secretary of War Calhoun,
Brigadie- General Bernard, and Colonel McCree between 1817 to 1822. Instability in the
office of secretary of war during the Jacksonian era may well have contributed to the fact
that no alternative policy emerged. There were nine secretaries of war between 1828 and
1848. During the same period there were only two commanding generals of the army,
Major General Alexander Macomb (an engineer) 1828-1841, and Winfield Scott 18411861. During the same time there were only two Chiefs of the Corps of Engineers,
Colonel Charles Gratiot (1828-1838) and Colonel Joseph Totten (1838-1864).434 All four
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of these officers were committed to the Third System, and the impact of their continuity
cannot be underestimated.
The United States Army remained at it authorized strength of 6,000 men until
Indian Wars forced augmentations (to approximately 8,000) in the mid 1830s. The size of
the army thereafter rose and dropped depending upon the threat. Real possibility of war
with Great Britain in 1840 produced a surge in the strength of the regular army to 11,169.
But by 1845 the strength was down to 8,349. The Mexican War brought the army
strength up to 21,686, but by 1850 it was down to 10,315.435 This small size necessitated
constant militia reinforcement to the regular commands.
Despite its small size, the tasks allocated to the army increased steadily during
this same period. Companies of soldiers were scattered throughout the country. They
constructed and garrisoned coastal defensive works and forts along the northern and
western frontiers, conducted internal improvements projects in every state, implemented
the frustrating policy of Indian removals, and fought frequent Indian wars.
The need for a larger military establishment became obvious in 1836. The army
then comprised 650 officers and 7,310 soldiers divided into two geographic departments
(see Map 6, page 195). The Eastern Department, under command of Brigadier General
Winfield Scott, contained 32 posts garrisoned by a total of 3,100 men. However, that year
Scott’s command was stripped of 2000 soldiers who were sent to Florida. As tensions
with Great Britain rose steadily during the following year, the threat to the coasts of the
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United States posed by the Royal Navy exposed the extreme shortfall of soldiers in
coastal garrisons.436
The Third System of defense was based upon a scenario of war against a
European power, specifically against Great Britain. In this scenario the principal threat
was posed by the amphibious capability of the Royal Navy, with its 700 ships, 22,000
seamen and 10,000 marines (backed by the 88,000-strong regular army).437 The British
maintained bases at Halifax Nova Scotia, Bermuda, and the Bahamas, which could be
used as bases of operation from which to land between 10,000 and 20,000 soldiers at
locations upon the coastal frontiers. These forces might capture a critical city or harbor,
or control openings to internal waterways. Memory of the events of 1813 and 1814
shaped this concern.438 Third System planning dealt with all possible permutations of this
scenario along the vast coastline. In this, the role of permanent fortifications, regular
army garrisons, and local militia was clear. Third System plans had sited defensive
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works, manned by regular garrisons that would deny capture of critical places, forcing the
British to land in remote areas. The British would then have to advance by land upon the
critical points, suffering attrition every step of the way from local militia forces (who
might slow down such British land movements in a manner similar to that employed by
the Minutemen at Lexington and Concord), while other militias were mobilized and sent
to the threatened region.439 As planning and construction continued - incorporating new
permutations of this scenario - the issue of Native Indian threats upon western or southern
frontiers received little attention until mid decade. In 1836 concerns in the war
department shifted from maritime fortifications to war with the Seminole Indians of
Florida. The first foray into Seminole territory by American forces under Colonel Dade
ended with the massacre of Dade’s whole command, and seven years of war followed.
During that period over 40,000 regular, militia, and volunteer soldiers served in Florida,
at a cost of 1,500 killed and 20 million dollars spent.
At this same time the Western Department under Brigadier General Edmond
Gaines was also under heavy strain. The department contained over 20 posts garrisoned
by 2,400 men. They faced an estimated 70,000 Native Indian warriors west of the
Mississippi. A commentary from West Point, from one Habitator Montium, published in
the Army and Navy Chronicle in 1837 observed that on the western frontier the small
number of soldiers scattered in small posts ensured that the Native saw no sign of might
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of the United States. The commentary suggested that 15,000-20,000 troops were needed
to stabilize the frontier and prevent frequent Indian wars.440
Between the perceived threats posed by the Royal Navy and the western Indian,
and the real pressure of the Seminole War, a large portion of the army was kept involved
in “a great experiment” to move Native Indians from the eastern states to designated
Indian territories west of the Mississippi. The removal policy had been formulated in the
1820s in a series of land exchange treaties requiring this westward movement.441 Many
tribes resisted. The State of Illinois requested War Department support in 1827 for the
removal of the Sac and Fox tribes and when it came in 1831 Governor Reynolds
mobilized state volunteers to help with this work. The ensuing Blackhawk War proved
devastating to the Sac and the Fox people. In 1832, because of corruption in civilian
contracting of removals, the Army was assigned tasks of organizing all Indian travel and
all settlement of cleared Indian lands. In 1836 three Creek bands resisted but were
suppressed and removed by 11,000 regulars and volunteers. The Cherokee also attempted
resistance but were likewise forcibly removed. In 1836 alone, 400 Seminoles, 16,900
Creek, and over a 1,000 Potawataniacs were moved to the west side of Mississippi.442 Of
the estimated 130,000 Indians who may have lived east of the Mississippi in 1820, by
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1845 perhaps 30,000 remained. For the small regular army, the work of removals was
draining.443
The tasks and operations of the army in Florida, across the Appalachians, and
west of the Mississippi, did not prevent the army from continuing its efforts to complete
Third System construction and to assist in Internal Improvements. Supporting efforts
included army construction of a system of national lighthouses, and federal infrastructure
in the national capitol.444 This activity taxed the army's staff capacity, requiring
increasingly greater numbers of officers of the line units to perform staff functions, and
this proportion only grew as the numbers of posts occupied by the army increased. the
following table is a snapshot of offcier employment in 1835, but is indicative for the
entire period 1830-1860:445
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Number of commissioned officers 1835
Number of officers allocated to General
Staff Bureaus

Number of line officers seconded to
General Staff Bureaus

Number of Regular Army Officers
performing staff functions in 1835
Number of Army Posts

603
94
Officers on General Staff - 27
1 Adjutant General
2 Inspector Generals
1 QuarterMaster General
4 Quartermaster-General Assitants
1 Commissary of Subsistence
1 Surgeon General
1 Paymaster General
14 Paymaster-General Assistants
2 StoreKeeper
Surgeons - 12
Assistant surgeons - 55
128
23 on recruiting duty
16 on ordnance duty
24 on Topog engineer duty
21 on engineer duty
25 on instructor duty at USMA
19 on special staff duty
222 (36.8 %)

Eastern Department - 29
Western Department - 21
Arsenals/Depots - 13
Table 1: Officers Performing Staff Functions 1835
After assuming the duties of the Secretary of War in March 1837, Joel Poinsett

moved to expand the military establishment to meet all of these new demands. He desired
to reform the state militia system, advocating a form of conscription of 200,000 reserve
soldiers. He felt that the regular army of 12,000 should be augmented by 12,000
militiamen drawn from this conscripted force to serve on active duty for as long as four
years. The suggestion was reasonable in that in any given year during the mid and late
1830s, over 20,000 militia and state volunteers were employed on active service.446 The
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proposal however was eviscerated in congress by New England representative Daniel
Webster and the Whigs. The blatant militarism of the proposal was denounced, as was the
infringement upon state control of militia.447 Poinsett’s proposals set off tirades from
various state militias, who amongst other things, attacked the military academy at West
Point. Such attacks succeeded in bringing the secretary of war, the chief engineer, and the
faculty at West Point closer together. Unable to secure a larger standing army, or to
reform the militia, Poinsett came to appreciate more and more the value of the military
science taught at West Point, and the uniform professionalism of the graduates of the
academy, believing that quality of individual must make up for lack in numbers.
Challenges to the Atlantic Focus and Topographical Science in the West
Besides insufficient numbers of soldiers one other thing was becoming obvious
under the various pressures of 1836-1837. According to Poinsett’s predecessor the
“general plan of national defense” suffered “too strong an impulse from the trans-Atlantic
recollection,” and Poinsett did not disagree. In the Third System the northern and western
frontier had not been adequately addressed and western settlers were complaining about
this imbalance. Only military roads between stockaded outposts demarked the boundaries
between Indian and settler. When wars came to the frontier – as with the Black Hawk and
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the Seminole Wars - the only way to deal with these was to strip the eastern seaboard
garrisons. The army was clearly too small for all of the tasks, and there was a need to
review plans, priorities, and requirements.448 Poinsett set a realignment in motion with the
survey and construction work on the Great Military Road. He estimated requiring 5000 to
7000 soldiers to garrison these posts to placate public demand for greater security.449
In Brigadier General Edmond Gaines, the long-standing commander of the
western department, the frontier settlers had an ally in their demand for military support.
Gaines had been in the army since 1799, and had spent a good part of his service in the
west. A long rival of Brigadier General Winfield Scott, Gaines provided balance to
Scott’s Atlantic orientation, Scott’s support of professionalization of the military
establishment, and Scott’s respect for West Point. Whereas Scott looked to Europe for
military inspiration, Gaines sought native models to refine frontier warfare. Serving
together for a temporary period in Florida in 1836, Gaines complained of Scott’s
pedantry: “we have loaded ourselves with French and English Books, uselessly
ponderous Company and regimental Books, and indulged in sedentary habits, until we
find ourselves…barely qualified to cope with a savage foe.”450
Gaines also publically rebuked West Point’s system of inculcating “habits of
thought,” stating that this “quiet and almost exclusively sedentary mode of living”
sacrificed “the vigor of constitution necessary to a real hard-duty soldier, to the
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attainment of that literature of science, with the social habits and enjoyments more
befitting a country gentlemen or affluent fortune, than a thoroughbred soldier.”451 Gaines
held a particular dislike for West Point professors, admonishing those “who have never
seen the flash of an Enemy’s Cannon – who have acquired distinction only in the mazes
of French Books, with only that imperfect knowledge of the French language which is
better adapted to the Quakery of Charlatans, than to the common-sense science of
war.”452
Gaines’ was right in several respects. West Point teaching, for instance, did not
cover Indian fighting. Gaines’ plans to protect the frontier from “savages sufficiently
numerous” called for the conversion of frontier military posts into military schools,
designed to instruct youths from the West who are “unable to obtain admission into the
Military Academy at West Point.” These “cadets” would be drawn from each frontier
militia regiment and would receive a four year course of military instruction, making
them in “no wise inferior to the graduates of West Point.”453 Gaines was also adamant
that the war department limit the employment of infantry and artillery to coastal duties
and replace garrisons in the west with cavalry units.454
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To facilitate organization of the western frontier and to meet Gaines’ demands,
Poinsett won congressional support for a slight increase in the military establishment, but
not for frontier schools. The cadre-strength of artillery units was expanded and a second
dragoon regiment was created for western service. Poinsett then sought the assistance of
the army’s topographical engineers to conduct more western surveys and internal
improvements designed to create a stronger western military frontier. In 1838 he
restricted employment of regular officers for state-sponsored internal improvement
surveys. He then separated the topographical bureau from the corps of engineers and
established an independent corps of topographical engineers.455 Where the bureau had
only 10 engineers, the new corps comprised 36 officers (drawn mainly from re-mustered
West Point graduates from all branches of the army).
The “Topogs” were given responsibility for river and harbor improvements on
the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri, Arkansas and Red rivers in the west. They also
conducted surveys on the Gulf coast and the Great Lakes. They assisted in surveying
western military roads and railways, the Texas Boundary survey in 1840, and the
Northeast Boundary Survey in the mid 1840s. These were necessary first steps in
establishing military frontiers. Surveys and boundary work was considered an extension
of purely military reconnaissance work described in the doctrinal texts of Llandemand
and De Vernon. Using the standard format for reconnaissance reporting, comprising
survey maps and a memoire, the Topog officers applied their West Point military science
to compile tangible military products for the war department.
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Expeditions to the west by Captain John C. Fremont and 1st Lieutenant William
H. Emory, class of 1831, provided information on the south western frontier in 18431844. But the first real military reconnaissance of the west was carried out in 1846 when
Colonel Stephen Kearny surveyed from Fort Leavenworth to Santa Fe to San Diego, a
total of 2200 miles.456 During the expedition Lieutenant Emory wrote “Notes of a
Military Reconnaissance.” Acting as an advance reconnaissance party and report-writer,
Emory adequately mapped and analyzed the territory to determine the best locations for
frontier forts and roads. His maps were the best of the period and laid down clearly the
possible boundary lines with Mexico.
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Map 7: Major William H. Emory’s 1844 Map of Borders of the Independent
Nation of Texas According to U.S. Claims 457
But Emory was also a scientific officer – associated with astronomers,
mathematicians, and geologists, and the American Association for Advancement of
Science. His report contained five scientific appendices.458 These were of widespread
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scientific, commercial, and political interest. But as military reconnaissance, they also
aided the army in war planning against Mexico.
At the same time Poinsett had to consider modifying the Third System by
revising the defensive plans along the boundaries with the Canadas and New Brunswick.
The United States had been in dispute with Great Britain over the boundary line in Maine
for some time, and the increase of British soldiers in the northern colonies during the
1837-1838 rebellions in Upper and Lower Canada brought forward the possibility of war
over this disputed line. A Report on Plans for Protection of Northern and Eastern
Boundary was prepared in October 1837 and delivered in January 1838.459 This report
criticized congress’s lack of energy to complete the original Third System works in these
areas, and added that other works were now required to face the new British threats.460
The Eastern Department commander, General Winfield Scott, agreed and reallocated
forces to the northern borders. The Board of Engineers then produced a report outlining
various options for defensive and offensive campaigns upon that frontier, presenting to
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the secretary of war the best defensive lines and bases of operation.461 Surveys and
reconnaissance of these borders were organized. Before formal surveys were started,
informal reconnaissance was conducted. In the fall of 1840 Lieutenant Robert Knowles,
an officer of artillery stationed at West Point, received a commission to traverse the
frontier between Niagara and Halifax upon the British side of the border to gather
information about British defensive networks and the state of the military establishment
in the colonies. The report, written very much in the style of Llandemand and De
Vernon’s reconnaissance memoires, then being instructed by Professor Mahan at West
Point, was transmitted to Secretary of War Poinsett and to the corps of topographical
engineers who used it to prepare defensive and offensive plans for war against England,
and to prepare for detailed surveys along the Northern Borders.462
While ready to prepare for the possibility of war upon all frontiers, Secretary
Poinsett and several military commanders were not convinced of the continued need for
permanent fortifications. Brigadier-General Gaines became a big critic of masonry
fortifications and called for the revision of Third System thinking to incorporate changes
made by advances in steam power. Gaines believed that technology was outpacing
fortifications design. He had thought thus since at least 1823, when he stated as much in a
report on defenses of New York and New Orleans, and reiterated this in a report to
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secretary of war in December 1826 after an inspection of western military defenses.463
Gaines observed that most major defense works remained incomplete and that “an epoch
is at hand, in which the art of war…[as] regards the attack and defense of seaports, has
undergone an unparalleled revolution.” He was enthralled more by the promise than the
reality of the technologies of the 1820s. He believed, without cause, that European steam
ships could easily cross the Atlantic and surprise American cites and harbors, and that
advances in armour and naval gunnery had made permanent fortifications useless. He felt
that forts should be replaced, or at least augmented, by “steam frigates” and floating
batteries.464 In April 1836, in a report to congress he suggested a reorientation of defense
policy away from permanent fortifications toward smaller less expensive forts supported
by floating batteries.465 He urged the secretary to consider steam power as an alternative
to masonry fortifications.466
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locations – at Hampton Roads especially, looking back at 1813 to define requirements
to protect the Roads and Norfolk. Gaines challenged the Board of Engineer’s planning
assumptions that there existed a threat of an invasion force of 20,000 soldiers. The
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Steam technology represented for Gaines a “cultivation of military science.” He
urged the war department to keep pace with improvements made in Europe so that a
potential adversary would not have advantage of “superior knowledge” and leave the
United States to suffer the happenings of the “last war” when they “were comparatively
ignorant of the state of military science.”467 Gaines also wished for a larger investment in
railways, claiming that infantry and artillery reinforcements moving by road to threatened
locations would take months to arrive. Railways, he believed, would allow the “fighting
men of [the] central and western States the inestimable privilege of flying with
unprecedented certainty, celerity, and comfort, to any of our vulnerable seaports.”468 With
regard to the use of railways, Gaines’ ideas were forward-looking and deserved
consideration. Otherwise however, Gaines’ proposals were sometimes farfetched given
the actual state of technology of the time. That he had little knowledge of military science
himself made him more susceptible to flights of fancy regarding the promise of
technology. However, Gaines’ criticism did provide other officers, much junior in rank,
courage to question Third System thinking, and the policy was periodically criticized by
engineer officers between 1840 and 1860 (see Chapter 9). Yet criticism of permanent
fortifications in favour of earthen works, floating steam batteries, and railways did not
Fortifications Board had used this scenario to war game all possible variances along
coastline in order to deduce fortifications requirements. Gaines called this too
hypothetical and wanted more planning using means other than permanent works. For
the defense of Washington, for example, he did not support more fortifications on the
Patuxent River: “Our navy, our floating batteries, our means of communications and
concentration, seem to me far better adapted to the defense of this city, than forts at
the distance of nearly fifty miles;” see 291.
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negate the fundamental premises of the Third System, which claimed that the principal
threat to the United States was from amphibious invasion by a European power and that
the United States required defensible frontiers that would impede invasion long enough
for a volunteer army to muster and crush the invading force.469
Criticism and Defense of the Academy
While the defense policy came under occasional criticism, the West Point
curriculum was also periodically criticized for its lack of liberal arts instruction. The
Annual Report of the Board of Visitors of 1830 couched their critique this way:
The art of war is, and ought to be, the grand object of attention.
It naturally divides itself into three branches – engineering,
artillery, and tactics. The theory of each is explained on
mathematical principles, whether for attack or defense, in works
or in the field….The board, however,…would suggest whether
the great and almost exclusive attention devoted to military
engineering and the science of fortification does not retrench
what is due to the “art militaire” in its most comprehensive
sense; that is to grand tactics, and what may be termed the
strategy of war.470
The board then proceeded to recommend a course on grand tactics with lectures and a
text book and descriptions of “remarkable” battles.
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The professors at West Point, and Mahan specifically, did not disagree. Mahan
preferred to use historical examples to teach his principles. But time was always the
issue. There remained only eight months of instruction to teach three subjects in fourth
year – civil engineering, military engineering, and science of war (January and June
being examination months).471 The question then remained, which discipline should be
cut in order to include a more deliberate study of history (or other liberal arts). 472 An easy
target for external observers was West Point’s mathematics instruction of the first and
second years of study. This had been cited by the 1830 Board of Visitors:
Mathematics are indisputably the basis of military science, and
we would by no means disparage a branch of study of such preeminent importance. But mathematics are not the alpha and
omega of the art of war….we doubt whether it is essential to the
formation of an efficient officer that he be able to solve every
question on the equation of osculatory circles….let us not
destroy talent in its other beautiful and useful forms, by clipping
it into triangles and parallelograms….in the conduct of war
genius of the highest order frequently exists without that peculiar
bent which leads to excellence in mathematics.473
The board suggested that law, literature, languages, history geography, rhetoric,
English composition, and classical languages replace mathematics. “Greek may be
superfluous, but following the example of English military schools, Latin, if known ought
not to be forgotten.” They also proposed to fill the library with “cheap editions of
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English, classical, historical, and miscellaneous works.”474 The report from Board of
Visitors of 1837 found cadets could not receive a complete course – “unless the whole
science of war, including the elements of martial and international law” were
introduced.475 Even a board under Winfield Scott, in 1843, questioned the continued
emphasis upon mathematics. That board recommended excluding “higher branches of
Mathematics and kindred studies” in order to “include more matter of practical utility.”
Their report cited two reasons for this: that in certain branches of the military service,
high mathematics was of little use, and that a limited capacity in mathematics in some
otherwise excellent cadets limited their position on merit lists.
Historians have capitalized upon periodic criticism of the academy’s curriculum
to suggest that it was widely perceived as failing to provide what the United States needed
in terms of military education. Huntington used these instances to dismiss the academy’s
teachings as narrow “technicism.” Skelton claimed that because cadets spent twice as
much time studying mathematics, physical sciences and engineering as all other subjects
combined, the academy failed to elevate cadet thinking to be able to appreciate strategy
and the “philosophy of war.”476 Mathew Moten has dismissed West Point military science
as mere “Francophilia.” He has stated that emphasis upon civil engineering squeezed out
the possibility of studies in the humanities and that: “their conceptual elevation of military
engineering hampered a fuller understanding of warfare.” Moten believes that liberal arts
instruction might have moved the American officer toward contemporary German military
institutional practises.In complete disregard for Third System or Internal Improvements,
474
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he concludes that a lack of education in the humanities led to the unfortunate circumstance
that “when the profession needed men to concentrate on high-level problems of military
policy and strategy, few were equal to the task.”477
Justification of the West Point curriculum today need not go any further than to
repeat the responses by Chief Engineer Totten in defense of the curriculum. During the
antebellum period no other officer was better able to publicly explain the coherency of
West Point military science, and its relationship to the Third System policy. In 1844, in
response to a series of questions raised by the congressional Committee of Retrenchment
on behalf of Generals Gaines and Scott, Totten wrote a 40 page letter to the committee
head, the Honorable J.A. Black. In it he addressed all the regular criticisms of the
academy, especially criticism regarding mathematics and the all arms curriculum.
Totten first appealed to egalitarianism. He felt that all officers were entitled to the
same education, and that West Point mathematics, except for the upper section of the 1st
Class, did not exceed that “laid down for all the students of the most respectable
colleges.”478 Furthermore, Totten believed that mathematics was an enabler to military
problem-solving, and that instruction in mathematics served to “exercise and discipline
the reasoning faculties, and to introduce a system and habit of thought which prove of the
highest value in the pursuit of any profession.”479 In addition, he felt that the
mathematical curriculum was fundamental to the acquisition of common officer skills
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regardless of which branch of service. Basic surveying, reconnaissance work, road and
fort building, bridging and field fortifications were also deemed essential to all branches,
and required mathematical knowledge. It was believed that mathematics created mental
discipline. In his letter, Totten also reminded everyone that if an alternative process of
obtaining a commission were offered to cadets (one eliminating the need for mathematics
for instance), “the mass will crowd through that door, because, with the greater number
of young men, when ease is put in opposition to toil, the benefits of the latter, of
indeterminate value and wrapt up in a distant future, will not be considered.”480
This type of response always seemed to satisfy contemporary critics. In fact
many external reports supported West Point thinking. The Board of Visitors of 1837 for
instance felt that algebra, plane geometry, trigonometry, descriptive geometry, analytical
geometry and calculus were necessary:
to discipline the mind of the pupil into habits of patient thought,
and to prepare them for many of the important branches of
science, which can be successfully cultivated only by help of the
powerful instrument of investigation and analysis furnished by
pure mathematics.481
Such mathematics provided the basis for applied mathematics in chemistry, mineralogy,
geology, mechanics, optics, and astronomy and constituted an “indispensable part of the
education of the accomplished citizen soldier.”482
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To explain his reasoning to a generation of politicians who had not been part of
the post War of 1812 reforms, Totten reiterated the rationale behind the West Point
system: “do not lose sight of the fundamental principles that should always regulate our
peace establishment, namely, the principle of a skeleton force, small, but capable of
sudden enlargement, and perfect, in order that this enlargement may be brought into
efficiency at the earliest day.”483 He reminded the readers that the army needed to be
expansible, and needed officers who could be promoted to lead the staff of an expanded
military establishment:
The staff of the regiments, and the greatly augmented staff of the
army, would be supplied, for the greater part, from the same
source….men perfect as examples of good soldiership, and
capable of instructing in the best manner all around them.
Discipline, order, health, efficiency, would spring at once from
the mass which otherwise, with men, officers, and staff, all
equally ignorant, must remain for months, if not years, without
any other indispensible quality than courage, and this more often
leading them into trouble, than to Victory.484
Totten then catalogued the advantage that West Point offered in its insistence that
all cadets learn the basics of infantry, cavalry, artillery and engineer military skill and
knowledge. He observed that no other nation educated officers for all of the branches of
service as did West Point: “The size of European Armies forbids such a procedure with
them; our principle of a small skeleton force, however, not only admits, but requires it, if
we desire to profit most by that skeleton principle.”485 The result he claimed was often
noticed by foreigners who remarked upon the superiority they observe in American line
officers.
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Of equal importance was the fact that infantry and cavalry officers would seldom
be allowed to remain with their branch for an entire career. He explained that “these
corps are to supply their full proportion of the high officers of the Army both in war and
peace, offices that call for all the knowledge that man can acquire.”486 West Point
prepared the foundation for service in both line and general staff functions, service
required for career advancement. During the year in which he wrote this, 223 out of 733
regular army officers were employed on general staff and engineering duties, 157 of these
borrowed from line units.487 Totten understood that the education at West Point was the
greatest facilitator of this versatility of employment. In one succinct paragraph Totten
explained the scope of instruction at West Point and challenged the assertion that it was
narrow and irrelevant:
[The cadet] has been drilled in all practical military exercises; he
has served four years in the ranks; for a year as a noncommissioned officer, and for an equal period as an officer in
each capacity performing in the field all the appropriate duties,
as Infantry, as Light Infantry, as artillery mounted and on foot,
and as Cavalry. He can himself drill a battalion of Infantry, a
battery of Artillery, or a Squadron of Cavalry, with all the
promptitude and exactness of a veteran, on the black board he
can explain the manoeuvers of the brigades, divisions, and corps
des Armies, he has spent nearly a year in actual camp, under
tents, performing all duties pertaining thereto. His mind
invigorated by constant exercise and stored with a fund of
professional elements: his habits molded by the observance of
order and discipline to a prompt, efficient, and cheerful
execution of duty, his moral character elevated by the practise of
virtuous habits and the high toned sentiment and honorable
emulation in which he has participated, thus stands the graduated
cadet about to receive the appointment of 2nd Lieutenant.488
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Replying to the suggestion that scientific education could be contracted out to
civilian colleges, Totten stated that: “the education given at West Point is not scientific
merely, not literary, nor military, nor theoretical, nor practical. It is all these
combined…No other institution has the same object…none of them having any such
profession in view….the Academy is better fitted to its particular end.”489 He
acknowledged and encouraged the growth of military schools in the United States –
because the states needed large militia forces, but he added that no state could design and
sustain an institute equal to the military academy at West Point.490
Change and the West Point Curriculum
During the Jacksonian era Colonel Totten and several secretaries of war defended
West Point in Washington. This allowed the academy’s Academic Board to concentrate
their efforts upon needed reform. While remaining conscious of the external challenges
spawning from Jacksonian anti-professionalism and the need to remain relevant in the
eyes of the American public, the board considered curriculum change to incorporate the
exigencies of western frontier service, to remain up to date with technological advances
and their implications upon permanent fortifications, and to refine the teaching of
military strategy, while at the same time conserving the concentrated emphasis upon
science.
In attempting to balance curriculum reform and at the same time retain West
Point’s distinctive purpose, the long service of the academic board members granted
consistency of approach. Professor Mahan remained as head of the Academic board from
regular officers learned to be “beyond the reach of all party influences or sectional
prejudices.” See page 18.
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1838 until his death in 1871. The other members, for the most part good friends of
Mahan, were also long-serving. The head of the department of natural and experimental
philosophy was William H.C. Bartlett who served from 1834 to 1871. Albert E. Church
served as head of the department of mathematics from 1837 to 1878. Professor Robert
Weir, the professor of drawing, served from 1834 to 1876. Claudius Berard was head of
the French department from 1815 to 1843, and Jacob W. Bailey, head of the department
of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology, served from 1838 until 1857. Such length of
service contributed to tremendous power of conservation and to a continued dedication to
development of the mathematical mind. Indeed it undoubtedly reinforced a natural
resistance to change which prevented any radical shifts in the focus of teaching.
The senior military member of the board was the superintendent. This position
changed hands six times during the period 1833-1860, from Sylvanus Thayer to René de
Russy 1833, to Richard Delafield in 1838, and to Henry Brewerton in 1845, to Robert E.
Lee in 1852, to John Banard 1855, and back to Delafield 1856 to 1861. Each was advised
by ex-superintendent Thayer to be careful not to dilute the scientific element of the
curriculum too much.491 Occasionally the superintendent tried to limit direct contact
between board members and the chief engineer and the secretary of war, particularly
upon issues that caused board member dissent. Under Joseph Totten, however, the
superintendent was made to understand that the chief engineer, and his political masters,
relied upon the opinion of the whole board – by virtue of the “character and attainments”
of those on it; if the members and the superintend disagreed, that was fine, but the chief
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Letter from Major Sylvanus Thayer to Major Richard Delafield, dated 1 October 1838,
Delafield Papers, USMA Spec. Coll.
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engineer and secretary wished to know the minds of the board members.492 In this system
the influence the academic board was not small.
The desire to conserve the Thayer system while addressing the need for change
made curriculum review the hardest chore of the Academic Board. Regulations specified
that only 10 to 11 hours per day be allowed for academics (including study time).
Military instruction and duties occupied another 3 to 4 hours, leaving time to eat (1.5
hours) and less than 2 hours personal time (with 7 hours assigned for sleep). All available
time had been filled with the curriculum reforms of 1819. Each department protected
every minute of their allocated time, making any change – even small ones – a hard
exercise.
The most pressing problem was finding time in the curriculum for mechanics
(particularly instruction in steam technologies), chemistry and mineralogy (of growing
importance to Topog officers surveying the new territories), cavalry tactics, light horse
artillery, and riding (required on the western frontier), practical engineering (needed by
officers charged with road and bridge construction), and the study of grand tactics and
strategy. All but the last of these subjects were squeezed into the curriculum by 1840.
Steam engine and communications technology were added to the instruction of
mechanics as early as 1835, and more advanced mineralogy lessons were added by 1839.
These caused a reduction in French instruction. However, this had no adverse effects
because by 1840 English books (a mix of translations of the French treatises and new
works by American authors) had replaced most of the French texts. Cavalry and light
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horse artillery drill and riding lessons were added to the Tactics curriculum once horses
were brought to West Point in 1838. Cadets learned to ride gun carriage horses in what
was being called “flying artillery” batteries, a capability well suited for western service.
Infantry foot drill and basic cannon drill were reduced somewhat to allow this
adjustment, but the number of hours dedicated to these basic drills was still sufficient to
ensure competency in all arms by the time a cadet graduated.

Figure 23: Plans for Stationary Engine in Joseph Hooker's copy of Lithograph
Notes for Cadet Study circa 1836493
Mahan accepted responsibility for revamping the teaching of his course of
instruction for the 1st Class, which comprised civil and military engineering and
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From a lithograph notebook belonging to cadet Joseph Hooker, class of ’37, in Ten
Lithographed Military Manuals, With Supplementary Material, Printed At The
Lithographic Press west Point,
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accessed 12 March 2011. Not included as part of Thesis Copyright.
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fortifications and a sub-course on “the science of war.” Mahan understood that Internal
Improvements and western service required a minimum level of proficiency in civil
engineering, and he was satisfied with the standards of theoretical instruction that he was
achieving in this course. Mahan’s course in military engineering consisted of sub-courses
in field fortifications, in military communications (bridging and roads), and in permanent
fortifications consisting of Vauban’s and Cormontaigne’s fortifications systems. Mahan
was happy with the coverage of these subjects, except that cadets lacked opportunity to
practise.

Figure 24: Mahan’s Instruction in Fortifications and Expedient Bridging494
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Mahan, A Treatise on Field Fortifications, (New York: Wiley Putnam, 1846), Plate XI.
Not included as part of Thesis Copyright.
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Mahan and his colleagues remained aware that the four years at West Point was,
for most officers, the singular time in their military career where theoretical studies
would be pursued. The faculty also wanted a proper balance between theoretical
instruction and practical applications using mathematical models.495 The practical bent of
West Point instruction was observed by the Board of Visitors in 1836: “the course for
instruction is very perfect. The cadets are taught the rationale of their studies, to think for
themselves, and to apply their scientific attainments to actual practise.” 496 Yet Chief
Engineer Totten and Mahan both wanted more practical tuition and sought in the late
1830s to attain this through the purchase and use of models of fortifications and
architecture and through actual construction of field defensive works.497 In 1842, Mahan,
Delafield, and Totten agreed to establish a separate department of practical engineering
under a serving lieutenant of engineers. This department taught “military
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communications” which included expedient bridging techniques, road improvement, as
well as field fortifications and trenching using outdoor exercises.498 Mahan’s texts were
the bases of instruction.
During this same period Mahan remained conscious that West Point military
science could not afford to be perceived as an elitist field of study for the regular army
officer alone, and sought to have a good portion of his work accessible to militia or state
volunteer officers. If national defense ultimately rested upon the foundation of a
mobilized citizen army, then practical application of military science needed to be
diffused throughout the militia and volunteer officer corps. Mahan felt that two aspects of
this science in particular needed to be presented to the militia officer and disseminated:
field fortifications and reconnaissance work. In a letter to the secretary of war in 1840 he
opined that all officers – regular and otherwise - should demonstrate knowledge of “the
Means of Military Reconnaissance and a knowledge of the simple elements of field
fortifications.”499
The importance of field fortifications reflected long-standing conviction of the
army. General Gaines had summed it up thus in 1827:
In a state of war it often becomes the duty of officers of every
arm and every grade to plan and construct for the purpose of
immediate protection against an enemy….this duty necessarily
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The Centennial, 415-416.
Letter to Secretary of War, 1 August 1840, Poinsett Papers, 15:11, Historical Society of
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devolves on the immediate commandant there present, whether
of cavalry, artillery, infantry, or riflemen.500
To encourage the wider reading of military science Mahan published a Treatise
on Field Fortifications in 1836. The text was dedicated to “the officers of the United
States Militia” in an attempt to spread the essential elements of military science to “those
whose province it falls to instruct, discipline, and lead it [the militia] into action.”501
Mahan desired that this book be published in such as way as to allow an officer to “take
[it] with him into the camp” and therefore had it printed as a small tightly bound booklet.
He established his strategic perspective upon his subject in the introduction,
maintaining that field fortifications were a daily occurrence on a campaign, and that the
militia needed to use them as “conservative means” to strengthen their innate capability
and mask their weakness. Regulars had the advantage of discipline. They were no more
courageous than militia but regular discipline and “habitual training” gave them
“shoulder-to-shoulder courage,” which advantaged them in open combat. The breastwork
on the other hand gave the militia “equilibrium” – proven at Bunker Hill and at New
Orleans. In order to preserve the lives of militia soldiers, who were too valuable to lose in
tactics that squandered their blood, Mahan offered that all officers master field
engineering.
Mahan’s text, like his latter works, was not a drill manual or an outpouring of
technical data. It sought to give the reader a theoretical if not philosophical understanding
of how field fortifications (and reconnaissance work) enabled tactical success. But it was
mathematical in its descriptions. Soldiers were placed behind field works to allow them
500
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to produce effective fire from behind cover.502 To do this they needed to know how to
estimate weapons ranges and the influence of ground upon their weapons’ fire. Target
practise using variety of terrain was necessary to see how the hardness of earth and
undulations caused or prevented ricochet, and the influence of palisades, abbatis, and
other obstacles.503 Officers had to train to control fire and estimate ranges in order to
determine how to concentrate fire and when to deliver the best fire effect.504

Figure 25: Mahan’s Obstacles, Mines, Ramparts and Supply Wagon Plate505
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After citing the key principles of the concentration of weapons fire from
defensive works he described the works themselves. Here Mahan invoked standard
Vaubanian theory. Entrenchments had to provide shelter from enemy’s fire, to provide an
obstacle to the enemy’s advance, and to provide for sound delivery of defensive flanking
fire.506 All field works were formed using a Vaubanian profile. The shape of the work the trace – was a standard polygonal form with angular bastion projections used since the
mid sixteenth century. This trace allowed all defenders to sweep the front of an adjoining
part of the field work with flanking fire.507 To ensure mutual support by flanking fire, all
lines of defensive works should not exceed 160 yards (effective musket range) before
angling away.508
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Figure 26: Mahan’s Treatise on Fortifications, Including Traces and Profiles509
In determining how to plan and construct field fortifications officers had to know
the penetration depths of various calibers of shot into earth and clay and wood, and how
to construct revetments and defensive obstacles.510 All of this was set down for the militia
officer to absorb, with the primary understanding that the epitome of the art of war was in
the physical manipulation of terrain to achieve the maximum effects of concentration of
fire. In chapter XIV, Mahan described how to attack permanent and expedient defensive
works and how to conduct a siege in classic Vaubanian style.511
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Figure 27: Vaubanian Parallels, Concentrating Fire at a Decisive Point512
It would be incorrect to state that Mahan’s treatise was just a regurgitation of
Vauban. He was actually describing the state of the art in European doctrine in the
nineteenth century, and incorporated the latest ideas from France that called for the
entrenchment of an army within one night.513 For officers destined for western service he
included plans for the construction of wooden stockades, blockhouses, and splinter-proof
shelters.
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Figure 28: Plans for Wooden Defensive Works, Blockhouses and Stockade Forts
for Western Service514
He also dedicated a good portion of his work to other aspects of campaigning that
he felt were essential for militia officers. Chapter XII was dedicated to military
communications concentrating upon expedient (floating, ferry, and trestle) military
bridges.515
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Figure 29: Mahan’s Instruction on Expedient Bridging516
Chapter XIII was dedicated to military reconnaissance.517 Here Mahan repeated
the theory of Gay de Vernon and Lallemand.518 Militia officers should appreciate the
requirement to produce the two parts of a military reconnaissance, a map, and a memoire
that ascertained the resources of a region and its allowance for movement of troops. For
an officer to make a proper reconnaissance he needed knowledge of topographical
science (surveying, trigonometry, mineralogy, and hydrology), and knowledge of the
science of military movement, including bases, lines, and angles of operations. This
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knowledge, when combined with observation on “the culture and produce of the
country,” including commercial and manufacturing resources, would assist an officer
making the proper reconnaissance reports.519 In America, information should be sought
from “carriers, wood-cutters, hunters, trappers and Indians.”520 Mahan’s writing and
teaching were also important to officers destined for the newly formed corps of
topographical engineers, and the reconnaissance reports that these officers produced in
the 1840s reflected the operational scope of this doctrine and its importance to campaign
planning.521
While distribution of Mahan’s Field Fortifications was slow at first, the work
was eventually reprinted in six editions totaling over 10,000 copies going into circulation
before and during the Civil War.522 The publication of the work allowed him to begin to
shift emphasis in his instruction of military science. He desired to continue the process of
Americanization of European theory and to determine the proper applications of theory in
the United States. His engineering curriculum championed practical instruction in field

Ibid., 131-132; specifically Mahan felt that a topographical engineer “should unite a
large fund of general information on statistics and the natural sciences; a fund which
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works and theoretical instruction in permanent fortifications as well as the engineer’s role
in military communications, especially bridging, and reconnaissance work geared to
defining the details of an entire theatre of war. His teaching reinforced other instruction
in artillery applications and logistics. But he was unsatisfied with the teaching of strategy.
Finding time for the proper instruction of strategy was much more problematic
than it was for mechanics, mineralogy, horse tactics, or practical engineering. Finding a
way to express the complexities of European rendering of strategy to cadets and to militia
officers was also a challenge. Yet during the late 1830s and 1840s Mahan considered
ways to do these things. As part of his delivery of instruction to the 1st Class cadets,
Mahan taught a short sub-course on “the science of war” which included strategy. This
course covered the general arrangement and defensive organization of frontiers, the
principles of strategy, military reconnaissance, marches, orders of battle, mountain
operations, choice and properties of military positions, partisan warfare, castramentation,
and the composition of armies.523 Its real deficiency was the lack of adequate instruction
in the science of movements as it applied in the United States.524 Mahan's appreciation of
military science was growing deeper and broader in this period, and he wished to produce
a curriculum that gave the cadets a thorough understanding of what he considered to be a
complete American military system. For this reason he ceased using de Vernon and other
European texts in early 1830s, and replaced these with his own notes, which contained
American derivations. These are left to us in a series of lithographic notebooks which he
used for instruction between 1835 and 1871.
For details of Mahan’s Course in Military Engineering and the Science of War see
United States Military Academy, Staff Records, Vol. II (1835-42), 192-195; USMA
Spec. Coll.; also see Griess, “Mahan”, 171-181, 224.
524
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In his notes Mahan defined strategy as “the Art of directing masses on decisive
points,” and the art that “regulates the movements beyond the range of the enemy’s
cannon.”525 He admitted to an intimate connection between strategy and tactics, but
suggested that they were distinguished from each other as “that which separates the
science from the art.”526 In this Mahan perceived a science of military movements,
governed by principles “founded on the importance attached to certain points or
topographical lines.”527 Here Mahan favoured the theories of Bulow and Archduke
Charles, and certain elements of Jomini. The greatest difference between Mahan and
Jomini, whose influence in the United States in the 1830s was still limited to O’Connor’s
summary in Gay de Vernon’s treatise, was Mahan’s refusal to embrace Jomini’s
weighted emphasis in lines of operations above all other elements of campaign
planning.528 Mahan gave equal importance to Archduke Charles’ notion of topographical
points of strategic value. He defined a strategic point as a place that gave a major
advantage to an army conducting a campaign. These points were determined by the
topography of a theatre of war. Three kinds of strategic points were important, those
which united the base of operations (defined – in accordance with Bulow - as “the line
from which operations start”), those which are at the end of an operational movement
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(called the objective points), and points which were intermediate between the base and
the objective.529
To be truly strategic a point had to lie upon or command a strategic line. The
principal strategic lines were the base of operations and the line of operations. Mahan
clearly expressed the essential nature of the relationship between these two lines. While
twentieth century historians too often focus on the role of lines of operations in
discussing Napoleonic or antebellum military theory, contemporary military thinkers
gave equal attention to the line formed as the base to that which constituted the line of
advance, giving all discussions from this period a geometrical character.
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Mahan’s base of operations comprised the principal points (fortresses, depots,
communications hubs, etc.) necessary for the provisioning of an army for a campaign of
war, including supplies and reinforcements. A proper base of operations was sited so as
to facilitate transportation between the interior of a country and offensive movement from
the frontier into the enemy’s territory. Such movement would be upon the second type of
strategic line, the line of operation followed by an army from the base to attain an
objective point. Mahan agreed with Bulow that a base of operations should be long and
rest on several points to enhance the security of the line of operations.531 He suggested
that there should be an easy communication between all the points of the base, and that it
would be the greatest advantage to have each one fortified.
The extent of the base of operations should be in proportion to that of the line of
operations, to keep the enemy from operating on the flanks of the latter, and by that
means threatening the safety of the base. If the base of operations was insufficient, a
second should be formed as the line of operation was prolonged. This second base should
be defensible and once established “it should hold the same relations with respect to the
new line of operations, as the primitive base did to the old. These reciprocal relations are
very much the same as those of the parallels of a siege to the approaches on the place.”532
The object of all of this geometric reasoning was to use the “fundamental
principle of war” which was to “gain an advantageous peace…by decisive strokes,” by
selecting the best strategic points and lines and by achieving a superiority of force upon
530
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an objective point, preferably upon the flank of an enemy army or upon the enemy’s lines
of communications so as to threaten his destruction.533 Battle was not to be avoided, but
was to be anticipated after having achieved a position of advantage in relation to the
enemy’s base and his line of communications. In this manner, turning movements and
tactical flank attacks were preferred. Such reasoning has unfortunately been castigated as
“Jominian.”
A revision of history commencing with Hittle’s edition of Jomini’s Art of War in
1947, and gaining traction in Weigley’s Toward and American Army and his American
Way of War, claims that Jomini held a powerful spell over antebellum military thinking.
This view is unsustainable. There is a lack of evidence that Jomini was widely read
before the Civil War, or that officers knew and debated his systems of lines of operation.
Jomini’s pedantic fetish with a multiplicity of lines of operations was unknown in the
United States except to a few who could read his French texts (until they were translated
in limited edition in 1854 and a wider publication in 1863). Jomini’s individual treatises
were never taught in the curriculum of the military academy, and their availability to the
general public appears to have been limited. What was taught by Mahan, and what was
therefore known to cadets and graduates of the West Point academy, was a more
balanced concept of campaign design which gave more emphasis to the relationship
between the base and the line than between comparisons of interior versus exterior lines.
This does not mean that Mahan can escape the label of being “Jominian.” It does
however call into question that label. Mahan, and most other military writers of the
period, maintained the geometrical explanations of campaign design simply because they
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lived in an era where firepower governed the battlefield, and where topography defined
the limits of movement and concentration of armies to produce firepower. Their
Enlightenment disposition for mathematical calculation and geometric understanding of
complex relationships reflected the reality of horse drawn military capability and
gunpowder, not some theoretical hegemony by Antoine Jomini.
Mahan reduced more complex European descriptions and combinations of
Bulow, Jomini, and Archduke Charles into short but precise lessons on the science of
movements he called strategy, and on the related subjects of marches, subsistence,
castramenation, convoys, and detachments, all components of logistics. His instruction
was traditional, emphasizing the importance of well established depots for provisions in a
base of operations, secondary magazines established on lines of operations, and
provisional magazines “in the immediate neighbourhood of an army containing supplies
for 8 or 10 days.”534 Mahan believed in “the necessary subordination of the military
operations to the measures of supplies.”535 He acknowledged the need to sometimes rely
upon requisitions, but felt that total reliance upon foraging was suitable only as a
temporary measure “in a thickly populated and well cultivated country,” which did not
describe most of the United States.536
Mahan’s instruction of strategy and logistics within his course on the science of
war was based upon his 32 page handwritten lithographed notes and was delivered in six
recitations – each of three hours in length, with associated evening study periods of three
hours and morning study periods of one hour each, adding another 24 hours of learning to
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the 18 hours of recitation (see Appendix A). An additional four recitations (12 hours) and
study periods (16 hours) was dedicated to a review of this material, bringing the total to
30 recitation and 40 study hours in this topic. The clarity of Mahan’s short work on
strategy, the method of learning of the academy, and the fact that most of the principles
incorporated within the course were the same as covered within instruction in field and
permanent fortifications and in tactics, demonstrates that there was much more to this
subject then previously admitted to by historians.537
Mahan, and others, had long struggled with ways to include historical examples
into the curriculum of cadets. His short course on the science of war was insufficient in
and of itself to delve into historical analysis that could render the general principles more
accessible. Adding more to this course would mean displacing instruction in civil and
military engineering. From the mid 1830s onward, the idea was opened about adding
another year of study to the curriculum to allow for an expansion of topics. Mahan
supported a recommendation to introduce some liberal arts, and in 1838 had put forward
a resolution to consider establishing ways to do this – including instruction of history to
the 3rd Class.538 But, while agreeing in principle, he was unprepared to endorse more
short ancillary courses of study that only served to promote superficial memorization of

See Morrison, “The Best School”, 96-97. Morrison has stated that: “it seems highly
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Pointers were unprepared when they assumed high command during the Civil War.
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“a chronological table.”539 Mahan accepted memorization for recitation in subjects where
material memorized was concrete and would lead to application, such as mathematics and
physical science, but refused to condone memorization of material of no applicability
other than pedantry.
Chief Engineer Totten, Superintendent Delafield, and Mahan all began to
consider adding a fifth year of instruction at West Point to allow them to adequately
address these deficiencies in the curriculum: “the portion of the course which is now most
defective is that relating to the Science of War, in which are comprehended Strategy, and
its kindred subjects.”540At the same time they considered a programme of advanced study
for officers, either as students or for those returning to West Point as instructors.541 This
was logical. The military academy relied on officers borrowed from line units for one of
more years to act as cadet instructors. Between 1802 and 1861, 305 graduates returned to
teach at the academy as uniformed instructors. Capitalizing upon this, an advanced
seminar on the study of military campaigns was started for instructors in 1848 (discussed
in Chapter 8), and a graduate course for engineer officers was started in 1844 (see
Chapter 9).
In 1843 General Winfield Scott chaired a special Visitors Board of nine military
officers that formally recommended a five year programme of study be considered,
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including more “literary studies.”542 Totten agreed with Scott’s findings and directed that
the Academic Board study the proposal.543 Mahan chaired the committee and responded
with an endorsement of the Scott’s Board proposal.544 Totten then directed Delafield to
proceed with action.545 Subsequent Academic Board minutes reveal that Mahan wanted
more time for science of war, including 26 recitations. He admitted to having cut some of
the science of war during the 1830s in order to achieve more thorough rendering of civil
engineering and fortifications theory. A fifth year would allow time for an expanded
course in the science of war and the study of military history without jeopardy to other
subjects. His 1845 committee studied Scott’s proposal that students retain works on
history in their rooms to study during the five years. But the committee felt that this
would only serve to take time away from the study of other courses.546 The committee did
support allowing time for study of English grammar and composition because these
subjects had utility to the officer. But it was not in favour of the study of literature or
metaphysics – because the utility of these subjects in military affairs was perceived to be
marginal.547 Deliberations over the exact content of a five year programme of study at the
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military academy were disrupted by the war with Mexico in 1846-1847, after which it
took another seven years before agreement about the content was reached.
Conclusion
The Jacksonian era saw occasional attacks upon West Point and its military
science from politicians of an anti-professional bent. There also existed pressures and
tensions produced by an army fully occupied with Indian Wars, Indian removal, and the
occupation of the west by settlers. In all of this activity, concern about the Atlantic focus
of national defense policy and the continued commitment to permanent fortifications
upon militarized frontiers were challenged by some regular army officers. These factors
induced changes to the academy curriculum and to army doctrine and organization. They
did not however change military science in any significant way. The criticisms of West
Point diminished after the war with Mexico in 1846-1847. This was the first war in which
the impact of the West Point graduate was acknowledged. Whilst the American armies
were commanded by non-graduates, the staffs that facilitated the raising, organizing,
transportation, supply and combat of these armies, consisted of West Point graduates
applying their military science. The use of defensive works, siege craft, military
reconnaissance, military communications, and effective artillery were decisive factors
during the war, and were all implemented under officers educated by Mahan and other
West Point’s Professors.

Report of Board of Visitors, 1838, and 1854, and U.S., Senate, Document No. 1, 33
Cong., 2 Sess., 130 and 151.
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Chapter 9
Military Science During and After the Mexican War
Introduction
All aspects of West Point military science were applied in the war with Mexico
1846-1847. This has not been made obvious or acknowledged in the historiography,
except in histories regarding the role of American engineers in that war. The consensus
interpretation sees the Mexican War as a training ground for future Civil War
commanders. This interpretation reinforces the school of belief that experience alone is
the only teacher in war, and that great commanders are made with such experience. This
reading backward of history largely ignores the application of doctrine. It neglects to
attribute success to the application of military science by West Point graduates. The
contribution made by West Point graduates was acknowledged at war’s end but has been
subsequently lost to history. One reason for this was that West Point’s success was
overshadowed by the tension that ensued between commanding generals and the
Washington staff bureaus over proper command and control of the military
establishment. The Mexican War had revealed the power of the general staff.
Commanders of high ego, such as Commanding-General Winfield Scott, resented this
power. Historians have made too much of this tension and in focusing attention upon it
we have lost sight of the role of the general staff and military science during the war, and
in the decade that followed. All of this affected West Point in that it created a demand for
higher education in military and strategic studies, a demand that was met by Professor
Mahan.
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War Policy and Strategy and the Establishment of Bases of Operations
In 1844 James K. Polk ran on a platform of expansionism, and upon winning the
presidency he moved to fulfill his promise of “re-occupation of Oregon and the reannexation of Texas.”548 His strategy involved a series of operational manoeuvres that
would seize northern Mexico and California and force the Mexicans to agree to new
boundaries. He annexed Texas in 1845 and ordered Brigadier General Zachary Taylor to
muster a force at Corpus Christie and advance to the Rio Grande in a demonstration
designed to affirm that the river was the boundary between Texas and Mexico. More
strategically, the advance would secure the valuable sheltered harbor between Santiago
Brazos and Point Isabel at the mouth of the Rio Grande. This could become a valuable
strategic supply point and base of operations at the eastern end of a military frontier along
the Rio Grande and at the northern end of a maritime frontier that exposed the east coast
of Mexico to attack by United States Navy (see Map 9 below).549
Taylor marched from Corpus Christi to the Rio Grande between March and May
1846, to a point opposite the fortified town of Matamoras (see Map 8 below).550 In June
1846, Polk directed Colonel Stephen W. Kearny to depart Leavenworth Kansas to march
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Millet and Maslowski, For the Common Defense, 144.
There can be no doubt about the initial campaign design using the Brazos Island as an
initial base of operations, see Polk’s message to the House of 11 May 1846 in; ed.
unknown, Messages of the President of the United States: with the correspondence,
therewith communicated, between the Secretary of War and other officers of the
government, on the subject of the Mexican War (Washington: Wendell and Van
Benthuysen, printers, 1848), 7; and orders to Taylor, 81-83.
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Mexican General Arista with 5700 soldiers in a on south side of river with forts,
redoubts, and series of earthworks, - including “gabions and wicker work and sand
bags,” and 12 pounders on platforms; see Justin Harvey Smith, The War with Mexico
(New York: Macmillan, 1919), 158.
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850 miles to capture Santa Fe and then to proceed to San Diego, annexing northern
Mexico and southern California.551 Fighting commenced on the Rio Grande in July 1846
and in August Taylor marched into Mexico to seize Monterey. Brigadier-General John
Wool was ordered from San Antonio to reinforce Taylor south of the Rio Grande.

Major Campaigns of the
Mexican War 1846-1848

Map 8: Mexican War Map552
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Letter from Secretary of War Marcy to Brigadier Kearney, dated 3 June 1846,
Messages of the President, 153.
552
http://www.history.army.mil/brochures/occupation/occupation.htm accessed 2 March
2011. Not included as part of Thesis Copyright.
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It then became clear that the Mexicans would not cede the disputed territories
without a large-scale war, and Polk ordered Brigadier Alexander Doniphan (following
Kearney) to leave Santa Fe in December to move to join Taylor at Buena Vista.
Simultaneously Major General Winfield Scott was directed to capture Vera Cruz on the
Gulf coast and to advance upon Mexico City to force its capitulation.553
None of these operations were scenarios envisioned in the Third System defense
policy. Yet all benefitted from war department policy and practise and the applications of
military science that had been taught at West Point. From a strategic perspective this war
involved the establishment of military frontiers and bases of operation, long marches over
harsh unmapped terrain on various lines of operation, a conventional siege, and complex
manouevres in the face of a regular Mexican army superior in numbers.
To prosecute the war, the United States used pre-war principles of expansion and
mobilization to raise 104,000 soldiers - 60,000 state volunteers, 32,000 regulars, and
12,000 militia.554 To command these armies Polk appointed thirteen generals – all
Democrats - in order to counter-balance the republican leaning Generals Taylor and
Scott.555 But at no time did any of these appointed generals outrank or command these
two regular officers. The regular army ran the war. Exercising a system of centralized
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White, The Jacksonians, 50-67.
Most militia units were sent home quickly; see T. Harry Williams, Americans at War:
The Development of the American Military System, (Louisiana State University Press,
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control distinct from the 1812 experience, the office of the Adjutant-General (BrigadierGeneral Roger Jones), acting directly under Secretary of War Marcy, corresponded with
General Taylor and state governors to muster the appropriate forces. Quartermaster
General Brigadier Thomas Jesup coordinated the logistics requirements of first Taylor’s
then Scott’s forces, using a decentralized contracting system to respond to each of the
generals’ unique needs. His department and the local officers laboured constantly to find
wagons and boats sufficient enough to transport the American armies. Chief of Ordnance,
Brigadier General George Bomford (class of 1805), supplied their arms.556 The
Springfield Armory produced 14,200 muskets, and the Harper’s Ferry Armory produced
12,000 stands of arms between 1 July 1846 and 30 June 1847.
Despite not having a graduate in command, West Point was well represented in
both line and staff. John Calhoun’s plan for an expansible army was enacted, and
“skeleton regiments,” - which had all the officers but only one-half of the required
privates – received the remaining soldiers, while new regiments were added to the regular
army’s order of battle. About three-quarters of line officers of these regiments were
graduates of West Point.557 All the officers of the adjutant-general’s, quartermaster’s, and
ordnance departments were graduates – as were all of the topographical and engineer
officers.558 While the whole of these armies were unaccustomed to large scale manoeuvre
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en mass, “the theory of larger operations had been carefully studied by a majority of the
officers.”559

Figure 31: Artist’s Portrayal of Military Base at Corpus Christie 1846 Showing
Castramenation560
In the advance to the Rio Grande, General Taylor was directed to make
maximum use of his attached topographical engineers, West Point graduates Captains
George Meade and Thomas Cram, and Lieutenants Jacob Blake and Thomas Wood.561
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They made a reconnaissance of the 200 mile route to Matamoros, laid out camps, and
reported upon distances, availability of water, wood and grass, road and route conditions.
Taylor’s chief of staff, Captain William W.S. Bliss, then faced the challenge of how best
to supply the advancing army. Bliss was a man knowledgeable in military science.
Having graduated from the academy in 1833 into the infantry, he had returned to West
Point to instruct as an assistant instructor of mathematics from 1834-1840. He had then
become chief of staff to the commanding general Florida 1840-1841, assistant adjutantgeneral to the 1st and 2nd Military Departments, and finally chief of staff for Taylor in
1845.562 Bliss had not been avoiding line duty during this period of Indian wars, but had
been employed in staff functions because of his “marked mathematical ability” and his
strength in “arranging military movements, drawing up orders, and conducting volumous
correspondence.”563 He was tasked to move the army from Corpus Christie to the new
frontier on the Rio Grande.
Working with unit quartermasters and the attached engineers, Bliss organized an
“experimental column” to traverse the route and prove it capable of sustaining the
thousands of soldiers, ordnance, wagons and animals that would make up the advance as
the rest of the army marched to Matamoras.564 He also dispatched Major John Munroe,
Captain Sanders (engineer), officers of the ordnance and pay departments, a field battery,
and a siege train by boat to occupy a base on the north end of Brazos Island, at Point

and directing that engineers and topogs supply information and reconnoitre locations
for defensive position along the frontier, Messages of the President, 89-90.
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Isabel. This had been chosen as the key strategic point for landing, for a supply depot,
and for an encampment.
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Map 9: Strategic Lines and Points of the Mexican War565
Marching to such orders were the likes of Ulysses Grant, second lieutenant and
quartermaster of the 4th Infantry, West Point class of 1843. Grant had not taken to studies
in the academy, preferring instead that his time there be “devoted to novels.”566 But Grant
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had found mathematics “very easy.”567 He began to think about graduating and becoming
an assistant professor in mathematics then obtaining a teaching job at a civilian college.
Forced to the frontier after graduating low in his class in 1844, Grant had written to
Professor Church in 1845 asking to be assigned as assistant professor, and at Fort
Jefferson he had continued his studies in mathematics and “valuable historical works”
with “regularity, if not persistency.”568 His tendency to mathematical problem solving
made him an easy choice for staff duties, and in the practise of the time he was seconded
from the line to take on duties of quartermaster of the 4th Infantry two years before the
start of the war. As with Bliss, Grant would apply his education to staff functions.
On 25 March 1846 an advance party of Taylor’s army reached Point Isabel,
where it established a fortified supply depot at the eastern extreme of a new base of
operations along the Rio Grande. A small garrison was left at Point Isabel while the bulk
of Taylor's troops continued to advance up the Rio Grande to a point upon the river
across from Matamoras. There an advance column under Major Brown was busy
preparing field fortifications. Captain Joseph Mansfield, class of 1822, fortified a camp
for 500 soldiers with the assistance of graduates Captain Edgar Hawkins of 7th Infantry –
class of 1820, and Captain Braxton Bragg of the light Artillery – class of 1837.
Called Fort Texas (later Fort Brown) it was built to Mahan’s specifications; it
dominated the Rio Grande with three of six bastions commanding the town of Matamoras
opposite. Its perimeter was 800 yards and contained a rampart nine feet high, 15 feet

Despite Grant’s later dismissal of his own academic prowess, letters from his cadet
days reveal an intense interest in mathematics, see letter from Ulysses Grant to his
cousin, Camp Biddle West Point, dated 18th July 1840, USMA Special Collections.
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thick, with an eight foot deep ditch.569 The remainder of Taylor’s force encamped behind
expedient defensive works to the north of this new strategic point. Happy that Fort Texas
would fix the Mexicans at Matamoras, Taylor returned to Point Isabel. The Mexicans
promptly attacked Fort Texas between 3 and 9 May 1846. Whilst outgunned and
outnumbered, the Fort’s walls and design easily withstood the attacks.

Figure 32: Diagram of Fort Texas (later Ft. Brown) May 1846 showing Bastions
and Field Fortifications design in accordance with Vaubanian and Mahanian Theory 570
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Taylor moved to relieve Fort Texas once he heard news of the Mexican attacks,
fighting at Palo Alta and Resaca de la Palma May 1846 enroute. Both these actions were
fought in the open without field fortifications, but the superior training and handling of
the “flying artillery” by West Point officers was decisive, as it was to be in many
subsequent engagements. 571

Figure 33: Contemporary Etching of US Army Artillery at Palo Alta572
Taylor then seized the initiative and invaded the Mexican province of Nuevo
Leon and marched upon Monterrey. Taylor tasked engineer captains Williams and
571
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Meade, commanding a mixed force of ninety pioneers and some infantry and cavalry, to
lead the advance, conducting reconnaissance and repairing the road ahead of Taylor’s
column. This force quickly invested the town of Monterey. Taylor sought the advice of
his regular infantry, artillery, and engineer officers to formulate his plans and commenced
attacking various forts around the town on 21 September.573 Monterrey capitulated three
days later, and with its surrender Taylor secured an eight week armistice, during which he
ordered Captain Meade to complete detailed reconnaissance reports for the new military
frontier.574

Figure 34: Captain George Meade’s Map of Monterey made as part of General
Taylor’s Planning Process575
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While Taylor was investing Monterey, Brigadier General John Wool commenced
the advance of a second army from San Antonio toward the Rio Grande. Just as Taylor
had done, Wool employed his attached topographical engineers to perform a military
reconnaissance to Presidio and Parras in Mexico. The language of their report, using the
terminology of Mahan’s course on the science of war, outlined the best base and line of
operation for Wool’s advance.576

Figure 35: Flying Bridge over Rio Grande577
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Wool commenced this advance in September 1846. His chief engineer, brevet
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert E. Lee, was employed repairing roads along the chosen route.
Upon reaching the Rio Grande, Wool’s army crossed on 12 October on a “flying bridge”
that had been prefabricated in San Antonio and moved by the engineers to the Rio
Grande and link up with General Taylor. 578
In the mean time, President Polk, furious at Taylor for his unauthorized
armistice, feared a loss of momentum and ordered volunteer reinforcements by sea to the
base of operations between Point Isabel, Fort Brown, and a new supply base at Camergo,
whereat army quartermasters and commissariat officers were busy stockpiling supplies
for advances further into Mexico. Volunteer Brigadier General Patterson then advanced
with another column to join Taylor in January 1847. His advance was led by the newly
created regular Company of Sappers, Miners and Pontoniers under Capt Alexander J.
Swift, protégé of Mahan, graduate of the French engineer school at Metz, and instructor
of military engineering at the academy. His fellow West Point instructors Gustavus Smith
and George McClellan were his second and third officers.579 Both junior officers have left
accounts that expose the use of military science during the subsequent campaigns.580
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The first task of the new engineer company was to repair roads from Matamoros
to Victoria and Buena Vista to allow more rapid movement of forces on this new military
frontier.581 McClellan was happy for this work as it could lead to combat and with
combat opportunity. His ambition and his contempt for the boredom of building Third
System fortifications were exposed: “I am (I hope and believe) pretty well cured of castle
building. I came down here with high hopes, with pleasing anticipations of distinction, of
being in hard fought battles and acquiring a name and reputation as a stepping stone to a
still greater eminence in some future and greater war.”582
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The company commenced on 21 December 1846, and crossed an incredible complex of
streams, wadis, and steep river valleys before joining Taylor in Victoria in January
1847. One particular stream was 100 feet drop on the near bank, 100 across the
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Map 10: Talyor’s Advance into Mexico583
Generals Patterson, Wool and Taylor concentrated their forces together at Buena
Vista in early 1847. Taylor had hoped to be given permission to conduct an advance upon
Tampico or even Mexico City with the combined forces. But the overland line of
operations from a single point base of operations was tenuous. It could be easily
outflanked. President Polk instead ordered an amphibious landing at Vera Cruz under
General Scott. All regular infantry and engineers departed Buena Vista in January to join
Scott’s army, staging out of the Point Isabel-Brazo-Island bases. Taylor kept his
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topographical engineers, some artillery and key staff and his volunteers. The Mexican
commander, General Santa Anna, took advantage of Taylor’s weakened forces and made
a surprising manouevre to attack Buena Vista in Febraury 1847.
During the ensuing battle, Taylor’s “Topogs” distinguished themselves in
command of line units, vindication of West Point’s all-arms focus, and West Point
graduate Captain Braxton Bragg acquitted himself notably in command of his artillery.
Once Santa Anna retreated, Taylor consolidated the military frontier with the
topographical officers writing reports on the needed military dispositions across southern
Texas and New Mexico.584 Their presence at Buena Vista constituted an alternative base
of operations to the one being established at Vera Cruz by General Scott. It could not be
ignored by Santa Anna as a point from which the United States could still launch
offensive operations into the interior of Mexico. Yet Santa Anna was forced also to look
eastward to Vera Cruz, at the other American base of operations. This use of alternative
bases of operations in a singular theatre of war containing one objective point (Mexico
City) became a precedent, to be used many times during the Civil War.
The Application of Military Science from Vera Cruz to Mexico City
General Winfield Scott’s army landed at Vera Cruz on 9 March 1847, besieging
the city and forcing its capitulation on 28 March. Scott’s campaign was to establish a
second base of operations (other than the Point Isabel-Carmergo base) from which to
advance upon Mexico City. As such, his success at Vera Cruz demonstrated the ability of
the United States Army to apply what Scott had contemporarily called the science of
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military movements. While Scott deserved much credit for the military success that
occurred in the ensuing campaign, he was undoubtedly well supported:
The capture of Vera Cruz was an affair, in the main, of the staff
and artillery. The engineers located and constructed the batteries
with such good judgment and care that there were few casualties;
the fixed ammunition used by the artillery was prepared under
the direction of ordnance officers with a skill insured by their
education and their experiments and labors of laboratory.585
According to T. Harry Williams, throughout the Vera Cruz campaign the
engineers “constituted a kind of unofficial General Staff” applying the military science
taught at West Point.586 The Report of the Chief Topographical Engineer in 1848
captured a valuable lesson learned in Mexico:
Accurate geographical and topographical knowledge of a
country are particularly essential to military operations. They are
the eyes of the commanding general. With these he can see the
country, and can know how to direct and combine all his
movements or marches, whether offensive or defensive, and
without them he is literally groping in the dark, incapable of
devising plans for his own operations, or of anticipating those of
the enemy. With this knowledge, war becomes a science, in
which intellect will ever predominate over numbers; without it
war becomes a mere exhibition of physical force: slow,
expensive, and often disastrous, as numbers and courage can
only be relied upon.587
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Map 11: Siege Lines at Vera Cruz588
Having landed initial forces on 9 March, Scott employed eleven engineer officers
on reconnaissance duty for the following nine days, to determine “points of attack” on
Vera Cruz. Meanwhile his ordnance and artillery officers disembarked the siege train
and his quartermaster offloaded and stockpiled supplies. Chief Engineer Joseph Totten
and Captain (brevet lieutenant-colonel) Robert E. Lee, attached to Scott’s staff, kept their
engineers busy throughout this period applying the science learned from Mahan. They
built a road between the landing beaches and the proposed siege lines, and organized the
movement of heavy siege cannon and mortars and ammunition to the battery sites. Siege
588
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trenches were opened on 18 March.589 Lieutenants Beauregard, McClellan, Smith, and
Foster then sited artillery positions and worked with artillery officers to construct gun
platforms and protected ammunition magazines.

Figure 36: Siege Artillery Firing from Fortified Batteries against Vera Cruz590
On the 19th they started digging the parallels taught to them at the academy.591
The artillery positions were set and the guns commenced firing on 22 March. So well
sited were some batteries that the Mexicans did not know where they had been
constructed until cannons opened fired.592 The Mexicans then fired hundreds of rounds at
the American batteries and trenches in what became an artillery duel. The Americans
employed ten mortars, three 68 pounders, three 32 pounders, four 24 pounders and two
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eight inch howitzers. The Mexicans understood enough about the science of seigecraft to
know that the fall of Vera Cruz was inevitable under the fire of such guns. They
surrendered on 28 March. Military science had spared the need for a costly infantry
assault upon the Mexican fortifications. That day Scott wrote that victory was delivered
by his “indefatigable Engineers.”593
Fear of the arrival of yellow-fever season compelled Scott to move inland in
April 1847, in a drive to capture Mexico City using the single mountainous road leading
west. He set out with his 10,700 soldiers and found that Santa Anna’s forces blocked his
way at the first defendable hill feature - Cerro Gerdo. Scott immediately sent out engineer
reconnaissance parties to define the terrain and the enemy’s positions, the first of many
such sorties during the upcoming campaign. Captain Robert E. Lee and Lieutenants
Beauregard and Tower gained distinction for discovering and reporting a route around the
south flank of Santa Anna’s forces. During the ensuing battle on 19 April 1847, Lee and
Tower and ordnance Lieutenants Hagner and Laidley demonstrated the value of their allarms training at West Point by commanding artillery from heights overlooking an
exposed flank of the Mexican artillery.594
Scott’s successful outflanking manoeurve at Cerdo Gerro was repeated numerous
times during the march upon Mexico City. After seizing Peubla in May he rested his
soldiers and built up his supplies before advancing toward the Mexican capital. The last
portion of this march was conducted without attachment by supply convoy to his base at
Vera Cruz, a bold decision taken to allow his soldiers to move more rapidly and to
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maximize the number of soldiers in his attack columns (not having to detach soldiers to
guard his line of communications).

Figure 37: U.S. Army Supply Train Waiting during battle of Cerdo Gerro595
His engineers led the advance to Mexico City, finding for Scott ways to
circumvent Santa Anna’s defenses (containing 30,000 soldiers) east of the city. In Scott’s
words “the boldest reconnaissance of the war”596 occurred during the night 17-18 August
when Lee and Beauregard weaved their way at night through the Pedregal lava beds to
find a path to the San Angel road and outflank Santa Anna to the south. Lee’s engineers
595
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marked the route, then built a road and guided Scott’s army around this flank, forcing
Santa Anna to retreat into the city.
The manoeuvre was repeated again at Chapultepec, with a reconnaissance party
leading the army south and west of the city. Chapultepec was seized by an audacious
infantry attack and skilled handling of field artillery. By mid September Mexican
authorities conceded defeat and Scott’s army entered the city. In his reports to the
secretary of war, Scott gave praise to dozens of officers, all regulars and West Point
graduates. His mention went beyond the engineers on his staff, and included assistant
adjutants-general, assistant quartermasters, chiefs of staff, ordnance officers, and aidesde-camp. Scott concluded that “the capital, however, was not taken by any one or two
gallant corps, but by the talent, the science, the gallantry, the prowess of this entire
army.”597
Regardless of Scott’s praise of the time, the role of the engineers was marked.
Scott never decided upon a plan until he had spoke with his engineers, and for every
attack he conferred with them about “the decisive point.” They provided him “coup
d’oeil.”598 Grant felt that “both the strategy and tactics displayed by General Scott in
these various engagements …were faultless,” but he praised specifically the engineer
officers “who made the reconnaissances and led the different commands to their
destinations,…so perfect that the chief was able to give his orders to his various
subordinates with all the precision he could use on an ordinary march.”599 The only
manoeuvre and attack in the entire war that was unassisted by preliminary engineer
Scott’s report written in the national palace of Mexico, Spetmber 18th 1847, see The
Centennial, 624-626.
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reconnaissance was General Worth’s “impetuous” assault at Churubusco, which proved
to be the costliest assault of the war.600
But the success of the West Point graduates was tempered by their losses. In all
523 graduates served in Mexico, 73 dragoons, 153 artillery, 189 infantry, and 108 (20
percent) served as key staff (18 engineers, 22 “topogs,” 16 ordnance, 11 assistant
adjutant-generals, 29 quartermasters, 8 paymasters, 4 subsistence officers). In addition 36
ex-graduates led volunteer units. Of the 523 regular army graduatesl, 141 (27%) became
casualties; 49 being killed in action, and 92 wounded in action. Their service and
sacrifice was formally recognized by Secretary Marcy in December 1848 when he
granted to the United States Military Academy the “appropriate depository” of the
trophies of the war. This was done to honor the graduates whose fortifications, artillery,
ordnance, and logistic knowledge were so evident, and whose engineering and
reconnaissance skills provided the necessary information for planning and decision
making: “There was no failure in the undertaking of any military operation or expedition
during the war resulting from a want of education in the graduate.”601
The Mexican War pretty much ended all talk of abolishing the United States
Military Academy.602 Back at West Point Professor Mahan followed the war as best he
could in national newspapers. A biographical note of Mahan, written by one of his
friends, later claimed the following:
When his teachings bore fruit upon the fields of Mexico,
enthusiasm broke through his habitual reserve; the success of his
pupils to him was the vindication of their alma mater against the
600
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clamors which had filled the air, and, as one of the officers
expressed to me: “He welcomed me home with moist eyes and a
silent grasp of the hand more eloquent than words.”603
The Aftermath in Washington and West Point
One result of the Mexican War was a tension between the commanding generals
of the main armies, Winfield Scott and Zachary Taylor, and the staff bureaus in
Washington.604 Often late in submitting requisitions, Taylor never-the-less complained
about lack of supplies, as did Scott. The quality of supplies was also a source of
complaint, with generals implying that staff bureau chiefs chose the cheapest contractors
to fill orders because of more concern for fiscal efficiency than military effectiveness.
These are old complaints commonly made by commanders in the field against staffs who
live comfortably away from the fighting. The reality of the Mexican War was that things
ran rather smoothly given the problems of geographic distances between the source of
supplies and the army, the harsh weather and environments, and the vast scope of the
operational theatre. The singular biggest failing was in the poor health conditions and the
want of hospitals. The vast majority of Americans killed in the war died from disease.
While complimentary of West Point graduates acting in the capacity of staff with
the field army, Scott believed that the permanent staff in Washington wielded an
uncomfortable amount of bureaucratic power. The permanent staff bureaus were not new,
having been created during and after the War of 1812. But throughout the intervening
decades their powers grew, much to the frustration of line commanders such as General
603
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Gaines and commanding generals such as Alexander Macomb and Winfield Scott. Some
historians maintain that this reflected a clear and dysfunctional division in the antebellum
officer corps between staff and line.605 This argument exposes divergent thinking about
what constitutes a proper military organization. Historians have found it easy to castigate
the separate staff structure under political control in favour of one under a single
commanding general (following the Prussian general staff model). There are few histories
of the Washington general staff bureaus, and therefore few champions of their work. The
preponderance of histories of this period focus on general officers or the exploits of the
army in the west. This imbalance in the historiography makes it more difficult to
appreciate the work of the general staff, and the corresponding importance of a doctrine
based upon military science used by the staff.
The main source of evidence for staff and line tension lies in the records of
complaints of the generals in chief of the United States Army and several geographic
department commanders. Brigadier Generals Gaines, Jackson, and Scott had all criticized
the independence of the bureaus under the secretary of war. They had little authority in
these complaints. Legislation in 1818 had clearly placed the bureaus under the secretary,
and no legislation existed that recognized powers of a commanding general. Chief of the
Army Major General Macomb had court-martialed Adjutant General Roger Jones in 1830
for insubordination in hopes that he would be officially recognized as a necessary link in
the chain of command between Jones and the secretary of war. While he succeeded in
this court martial, he failed to stop the practise of the staff bureaus reporting directly to
the secretary. There was also friction between the chief of ordnance and the senior line
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artillery officers over the manufacture and experimentation of canon.606 After he returned
from Mexico in 1848 as Commanding General Winfield Scott started a long-term and
very public campaign against the war department over command and control of the army.
In disgust at not being able to control all military decision-making he eventually moved
his offices from Washington to New York in 1853.
Scott’s opinions were not totally ignored. Post-war fears of line commanders that
some of the permanent staffs in Washington were too deeply entrenched in the political
bureaucracy led Secretary of War Jefferson Davies in 1854 to suggest the elimination of
all permanent staff appointments and subsequent designation of line officers (infantry,
artillery, and cavalry) to temporary service in the staff posts.607 Mahan himself described
the staff as “those miserable nests of petty intrigues, the Washington Bureaus.”608
Perhaps the sentiment regarding staff functions was best described at the time by Captain
Henry Halleck (a man thoroughly appreciative of the need for good staff):
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The subordinate officers of the staff of an army, in time of war,
are charged with important and responsible duties connected
with the execution of the orders of their respective chiefs. But in
times of peace, they are too apt to degenerate into fourth-rate
clerks of the Adjutant-general’s department, and mere military
dandies, employing their time in discussing the most
unimportant and really contemptible points of military etiquette,
or criticizing the letters and dispatches of superior officers, to see
whether the wording of the report or the folding of the letter
exactly corresponds to a particular regulation applicable to the
case.609
Historians have made much of these tensions, as it helps to champion the
stereotypical line officer – a professional suffering low pay, lack of prospect for
promotion, and isolated postings upon the dangerous frontier - against the image of a fat
comfortable staff officer in Washington.610 The general staff of the United States Army
put greater emphasis upon logistics than on the more historically appealing problem of
war planning (the focus of the Prussian general staff). In such criticism there is too little
consideration given to the role of a centralized staff in the steady implementation of
defense policy, strategy, and doctrine, or in the common application of regulations. Nor is
there sufficient consideration accorded to the demand by civilian masters for
accountability. The United States Army staff organization, with its inherent
compartmentalization of power between staff bureaus that reported to the secretary of
war and to congress, as well as the continual avoidance of centralizing power under a
commanding general, reflected the continued suspicion of military establishment by
politicians and the people. It was illustrative of the general American preference for a
distribution of power, accountability, and fear of the potential dictatorial power that
might evolve under one supreme general. Complain as some generals did, this was the
609
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reality of the antebellum peacetime military establishment. After all, this was the United
States and not Prussia.
The staff system remained largely unchanged during the antebellum period
because the staff bureaus did not fail in their responsibilities to congress for the proper
planning of expenditures, disbursing of funds, and accountability for purchases; functions
completely independent of the General-in-Chief.611 It is hard to isolate when, if ever, this
system failed the United States Army in any true sense, beyond being the target of the
normal petty rivalries between competing officers. The fact remains that throughout the
antebellum era, the permanent staff bureaus executed their staff functions without
precipitating any military disasters and to the satisfaction of congress, despite frequent
changes in administrations. Their work brought consistency and regulation to an army so
widely dispersed that without them numerous small military provinces would have
emerged, each assuming the characteristics of the local commander.612 Without the
central staff bureaus, no strategic planning or preparation for war would have been
possible.
Of greater impact upon the army than rivalries between staff and line officers
was the continued practise of drawing officers from the line to fulfill general staff
functions for one to two years at a time. The Washington staff bureaus themselves
remained small, containing each a handful of officers and secretaries. Most of the staff
officers worked within the small garrisons of the army. Each department commander had
611
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at the department headquarters officers performing assistant adjutant-general,
quartermaster, and paymaster duties, overseeing the administrative paperwork, supply,
and pay of the department. These officers communicated with line officers fulfilling
assistant adjutant-general and quartermaster functions at each military post.
Year

1835

1840

1845

1850

1855

1860

Number of officers employed in General Staff
Bureaus or seconded to General Staff duties from
the line
222 out of 603 officers (36.8 %)

Number of Military
Posts

Eastern Depart. - 29
Western Depart. - 21
Arsenals - 13
250 out of 735 officers (34 %)
Eastern Depart. - 37
Western Depart. - 20
Arsenals - 18
233 out of 733 officers (31.7 %)
Eastern Depart. - 36
Western Depart. - 21
Arsenals - 17
276 out of 884 officers (31 %)
Eastern Depart. - 35
Western Depart. - 53
Arsenals - 18
344 out of 948 officers (27.5 %)
Eastern Depart. - 22
Western Depart. - 49
Arsenals - 24
242 out of 1,083 officers (22 %)
Eastern Depart. - 12
Western Depart. - 67
Arsenals - 23
Table 2: Officers Employed in Staff Functions during the Antebellum Period
The following table shows the numbers and percentages of officers employed in

staff functions and the number of military posts occupied throughout the antebellum
period:613
Departmental quartermasters followed the direction of the Washington bureau
and passed to Washington the requests of the departments and subordinate commands.
Line officers, seconded to the quartermaster general bureau as district, post, or regimental
Adjutant-General’s Office, Army Register for 1835-1860 (Washington: C. Alexander).
MHI.
613
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assistant quartermasters, directed the distribution and disbursement of funds and material,
the building and repair of roads, bridges, barracks, and garrison buildings, and the
movement of soldiers and supplies. Paymasters circulated through posts to verify
accounts and oversee pay. Engineers, both military and topographical, worked alongside
line commanders but remained directly responsible to the chief of engineers or chief of
the topographical engineers in Washington. However, during all years of the antebellum
period, line officers were also seconded to these corps to conduct engineer tasks.
The manufacture and supply of military ordnance was also independent of line
commanders. This function rested squarely in the hands of ordnance staff officers located
at the nation’s two weapons manufacturing arsenals, and various storage arsenals spread
throughout the country, ready to apportion arms to departments as directed by the chief of
ordnance. While by no means thoroughly adequate to the requirements of the United
States, the system was effective and was studied by the British as a model for the
development of their own national ordnance system.614
Thus, West Point graduates working as staff officers made the staff system of the
United States Army function, despite tensions in Washington. While some generals
complained of the bureaucratic division of control of army functions, the reality in the
military posts throughout the United States was that line and staff functions were
performed by officers from the same units, almost all line officers and the majority being
West Point graduates.615 Their common education and cohesion made the system work.
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They shared the same paradigm of military preparedness and war. Throughout this period
administration, supply, armaments, munitions, and fiscal accountability appears by the
evidence to have been satisfactory to the outposts, to the war department, and congress
alike. 616
The staff functions being done by one third of the officer corps required staff
skill and knowledge. All staff bureaus required some skill in mathematics. The ordnance
bureau required knowledge of physical, chemical and experimental sciences. The
topographical bureau required officers skilled in astronomy, surveying, mineralogy,
botany, and even ethnographic knowledge. Because the topographical bureau also was
the repository for war plans, knowledge of the science of strategic movements was
required there. In the engineer bureau, some knowledge of all of the above was required,
as was skill in engineering science. Before, during, and after Mexican War these bureaus
relied upon West Point graduates to bring adequate knowledge to the army’s staff
positions. This might have put pressure upon the academy to emphasize staff duties more
rigorously in the curriculum, had not the euphoria that followed the victory in Mexico
elevated notions of military glory instead.

meaning that 306 out of the total of 884 commissioned officers (well over 30%) were
providing general staff for the army.
616
While the army took pains to ensure efficient staff capability, what suffered for this
effort was the soldiery of the army. Army Register records make clear that during
most of the antebellum period, one quarter to one third of the junior officers of the
army were performing detached service from their commands. In 1835 for example
only 188 of 421 company officers were present with their companies. Without
commanding officers, soldiers were subject to greater boredom and poorer living
conditions when upon the frontier. This resulted in high rates of alcoholism and
desertion. See also Utley, Frontiersmen in Blue, 40-41. 51-52. Skelton, An American
Profession, 222.
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The Mexican War had little impact upon the curriculum at West Point, save to
affirm its content. Returning officers did not demand any changes in West Point teaching
as a result of their war experience. The war did however elevate ideas of military glory.
While notions of personal glory never had a place in the academy’s curriculum (there
being no study of novels or hagiographic historical texts), West Point after the war
resonated with a sense of promise to young men desirous of seeking personal grandeur in
the pursuit of arms. This sentiment reinforced the prevalent spirit of Romanticism that
had been sweeping throughout the United States for over a decade.617
The distaste for novels at West Point that reflected Enlightenment worldview had
started to wane in the 1830s. The regulation forbidding the keeping of literature other
than military or scientific texts was dropped by 1836 and the academy library began to
carry and loan all of the popular literature of the day. Library circulation records for
cadets and faculty show the popularity of Walter Scott, Tennyson, Coleridge and Carlyle
as well as American favourites Fenimore Cooper and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Literature,
particularly that which portrayed glory in military exploits, appealed to the young men
who marched the West Point plain in fancy parade uniforms and who woke, walked, and
went to bed to the sound of military bands.
Society’s love of the novel, romantic poetry, and painting, was creating a new
perception that art could invoke sentiments applicable to daily life and serve a function of
moral instruction and inspiration.618 So, while the West Point Academy stood solid in its
insistence to not teach liberal arts, outside of the recitation rooms the plain of West Point
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was awash with sentimentality regarding the military glory displayed in Mexico and the
positive American mission perceived as Manifest Destiny. 619 These sentiments were
reinforced by the books and magazines, paintings and music that were becoming an
integral part of the cadet’s life outside of the classroom.

Figure 38: Currier Painting of Military Glory in the Attack on Chapultepec620
Even Professor Mahan, a man solidly of the Enlightenment tradition, enjoyed the
escape of the novel, while his son, Alfred Thayer Mahan, had a passion for novels and
hagiographical histories about the glory of Nelson’s navy. The elder Mahan understood
all young men’s reverence for role models of military courage and genius, but he
abhorred the recurring idea amongst youth that genius was natural: “They magnify their
619
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idols, they love to regard them as something divine; they forget that human perfection is
ever the result of long and severe labor.”621 He was determined to show that real martial
genius was also indebted to military science. For this reason, soon after the close of the
war with Mexico, he agreed to chair a new society at West Point – the Napoleon Club.
There was in this post-war period a growing interest in the Napoleonic wars and
the study of history. In France this stemmed from nostalgia. In the United States this
interest thrived in a mix of nostalgia for the Revolution and a fascination regarding
Napoleon’s genius. A group of officers at West Point approached Mahan in 1848 to
preside over an extra-curricular association dedicated to the study of Napoleonic
campaigns. Mahan was flattered by their invitation, stating that it is a rare thing that
school-master receive such an honor from pupils.
The society met on Wednesday evenings in the academy building to hear papers
presented by its members. Mahan asked that all who attended be “guarded and
considerate”:
Our meetings will doubtless originate discussions; interchanges
of thoughts and opinions upon objects of interest to the
Association; these will often prove earnest in expression, [but]
who can be truly in earnest and always prudent….Whatever may
be said or done within this room …let it rest here….Let no wrath
nor bitterness go out from here with us.622
The Napoleon Club included voluntary members of the staff and faculty of the
academy. It was dedicated “for the mutual improvement in the science of war.”623
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Members were expected in turn to prepare a paper upon a particular campaign (usually
Napoleonic or of Frederick the Great’s) and to present the paper before the association,
invoking discussion, and analysis from Professor Mahan. Papers were between 30-60
pages in length (but often much longer), and researched from a dozen or more sources
available in the academy library.624 To aid the association, a large 18 by 11 foot map was
painted upon the wall of the meeting room depicting Europe as it was during Napoleon’s
reign as emperor. In 1862, President Lincoln was so impressed by this map that he asked
for and received a copy.625
One of the members of the club recalled these meetings as one of the highlights
of his four year stint as an instructor at the academy:
We had several clubs….best of all was the Napoleon Club.
Professor Mahan was president of this, and gave out the Napoleon
campaigns to be discussed by each member. Six weeks’ time was
allowed to prepare the paper. We had ample authorities, both
French and English, at our disposal in the library, and worked
diligently on our papers. The campaign of Waterloo, by Lieutenant
B.S. Alexander, was considered one of the best discussions ever
made of that notable defeat of Bonaparte. The campaign of Russia,
by G.W. Smith, and of Wagram, by McClellan, showed marked
ability. I believe something of this sort has been introduced into the
course of study for the cadets.626
The Napoleon Club would today constitute a seminar course at the graduate
level. It was dedicated to academic pursuits aimed at professional enhancement, all for
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the broader purpose of preparing the officer corps of the United States Army for war. Of
its known participants no less than 16 became prominent commanders during the Civil
War. While existing records do not definitively prove so, many of the 130 other
instructors at West Point between 1848 and 1861 may well have participated. Mess
record and instructor lists of the military academy, combined with library circulation
records of these officers show a marked interest in military affairs by the academy
instructors. Without doubt their formation at the academy, particularly after having had
experience in Mexico, had nothing but positive effect upon their professional
competence. As many as 23 of these officers would hold senior command appointments
during teh Civil War, and at least 20 held senior staff appointments (see Appendix C):627

Rank/Position achieved in Civil War

Napoleon Club Member

Army Commander

Maj. Gen.George Thomas
Maj. Gen. George McClellan
Brig. Gen. James McPherson
Maj. Gen. Gustavus Smith
Bvt. Maj. Gen. William Franklin
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Joseph Reynolds
Bvt. Maj. Gen. John Gibbon
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Qunicy Gilmore
Lt. Gen. Edmund Smith
Bvt. Maj. Gen. John Foster
Maj. Gen. Cadmus Wilcox
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Thomas Neill
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Absalom Baird
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Georeg Cullum
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Barton Alexander
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Henry Clark
Possible Napoleon Club Member
Lt. Gen Robert E. Lee
Maj. Gen. Jesse Reno

Corps Commander

Department Commander
Division Commander

Senior Staff Officer

Army Commander
Corps Commander
627
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Rank/Position achieved in Civil War

Napoleon Club Member
Bvt. Maj. Gen. John Schofield
Maj. Gen. John Reynolds
LGen. William Hardee
Maj. Gen. Charles Fields
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Alexander McCook
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Gouveneur Warren
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Godfrey Weitzel
Bvt. Maj. gen. Charles Griffin
Maj. Gen. Robert Ransom
Brig. Gen. (US Vol.) Charles Gilbert
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Truman Seymore
Maj. Gen. William Walker
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Alexander Webb
Colonel (U.S. Vol.) Richard Rush
Brig. Gen. J.M. Hawes
Brig. Gen. Robert Garnett
Brig. Gen. (US Vol.) Joshua Sill
Brig. Gen. George Cosby
Bvt. Col. John Kelton
Bvt. Lt. Col. Francis Beach
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Samuel Carrol
Maj. E.B. Hunt
Bvt. Col. C. Seaforth Stewart
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Daniel Van Buren
Maj. James Abert
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Thomas Haines
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Seth Williams
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Beekman du Barry
Bvt. Maj. Gen. Delos Sacket
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Chauncey McKeever
Bvt. Brig. Gen. James Duane
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Alexander Perry
Maj. Roger Jones
Maj. Anderson Nelson
Bvt. Lt. Col. Alexander Piper
Bvt. Maj. Gen. (US Vol.) John Barnard
Bvt. Brig. Gen. James Morton
Brig. Gen. E. Porter Alexander
Col. John Pegram
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Herman Biggs
Bvt. Brig. Gen. Cyrus Comstock

Department Commander
Division Commander

Brigade/District Commander

Senior Staff Officer

Table 3: Actual and Possible Membership of the Napoleon Club
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In his letter accepting the presidency of the club, Mahan explained its real
purpose. He stated that the association would “ennoble the profession of its members”628
because they were one and all men of intellect and character, and he felt that they would
prove to European observers that “talent, in no line, is handed down from father to son.”
Praising their Mexican War endeavours, he warned the members to keep working hard in
order to avoid the fate of the Prussian Army in 1806 at Jena, whose officers had allowed
themselves to lapse “in ignorance and self presumption from past successes.” He assured
everyone that he was personally committed to keeping professional learning alive
“through study of the great campaign of great captains,” because by study alone can
talent be made ready for war.
Conclusion
All aspects of West Point military science were demonstrated in the war with
Mexico 1846-1847 . Military engineering, particularly with regard to field fortifications
and siege trenches, military communications (expedient bridges and road building),
topographical (frontier) and military reconnaissance, surveying and map making, field
and siege artillery applications, advanced logistics, and strategy – the science of
movements – were the precise disciplines that differentiated the United States Army from
its Mexican foe. There was no shortage of professional competence or courage in the
Mexican infantry and cavalry units. But they lacked artillery, engineer, and general staff
officers of quality. In terms of military science the Mexican Army was found to be
wanting when faced with the American armies employed in accordance to West Point
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teaching. The legacy of the war was a renewed confidence amongst the officers regarding
the professionalism of the soldier of the regular army.
Post war tensions did arise between line and staff officers, however these were
limited to the bickering between Washington bureau chiefs and commanding generals. At
West Point the legacy of the war was felt more outside of the classroom than within.
Depictions of martial glory from Mexico tied in well with the prevailing Romanticism of
this era, and inspired the next generation of West Point cadets. Related to this sense of
Romanticism was the growing interest in Napoleon Bonaparte and his genius for war.
West Point capitalized upon this interest and began to include Napoleonic studies. Under
the eye of Professor Mahan, this effort had less to do with reveling in the mystery of
Napoleon’s genius than to unveiling his system of war, which was wonderfully full of
mathematical applications. West Point’s curriculum of military science had survived the
Mexican War, but faced further challenges in the significant changes of the final decade
of the antebellum era.
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Chapter 10
Refinement of an American Military Science
Introduction
The decade before the Civil War was one of relative security for West Point as a
national institution. Its purpose had been affirmed in Mexico, and respect for its
graduates steadily increased. Free from the threat of closure, its professors spent time
delivering more advanced courses on strategy and graduates wrote more advanced
military texts. However, outside of the academy tensions continued to exist between the
Army and the Navy over the priorities of coastal fortifications, and whether or not
Vauban’s style of fortifications could withstand the latest improvements in artillery
weapons and shells. 629 Within the small United States Army soldiers remained absorbed
with Indian wars and Indian policy, with policing a vastly expanded territory, and with
new infantry, artillery and cavalry tactics. Professional military thinking however,
remained dominated by the military science that had been validated in Mexico. West
Point professors expanded the scientific curriculum in a new five year programme of
study. At the same time Professor Mahan refined his teaching (and writings) on strategy,
offering advanced instruction to military faculty and cadets, while publishing works for
the use of militia officers. Comparison of the curriculum to those in European military
institutions found it to be completely satisfactory. On the eve of the Civil War West Point
graduates made up 75 % of the officer corps and 35% were applying their knowledge of
engineering and fortifications, artillery and ordnance, and logistics. Their work, as well as
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Skelton, An American Profession of Arms, 238-259.
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the numerous publications they wrote for regular army and militia consumption ensured
that military science was well disseminated by 1861.
Criticism of the Third System and the Engineer Response
After the war with Mexico, American defense policy remained firmly committed
to the Third System. Alternatives had been proposed by Brigadier General Gaines before
the Mexican War, and his efforts were carried on by Major W.H. Chase, an engineer of
the Class of 1815, who was never convinced of the need for Vaubanian constructions.
Breaking from the engineer department’s regard for sea coast fortifications, Chase
lobbied to have his own views heard in Congress. Chase’s example encouraged a small
number of others to challenge the stranglehold that Third System thinking held over
defense policy.630 In 1845 Captain John Sanders openly questioned the eastern focus of
the policy and urged that steam-boats and floating batteries replace defenses on the Gulf
of Mexico.631 Another engineer, Lieutenant James St. Clair Norton, publicly challenged
the Third System throughout the 1850s.632
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These were rebutted by Chief Engineer Totten himself, and by other officers that
he commissioned to deliver the message that the Third System was the only viable option
for national defense. Captain Henry Halleck, class of 1839, became one such champion.
A great lecturer and writer, Halleck was directed to provide reports and speeches
demonstrating the advantage of permanent fortifications.
As part of this effort Halleck published the first truly American treatise on
strategy and policy. Drawing heavily from what Mahan had taught him, and from
European sources, Halleck wrote in 1846 the highly instructive Elements of Military Art
and Science. This was one of the most important books of its day. Halleck’s reputation as
a military intellect was made by it. The work was the clearest statement of America’s
military requirements yet written. However, it had no further editions published after the
Civil War and therefore has been relatively ignored by late twentieth century historians.
When referred to, it is mostly castigated simply because in several chapters Halleck
reproduced Jomini’s ideas of campaign design. Historian ignore that the remainder of the
book was dedicated to a logical and reasonable explanation of American military needs.
Its content was entirely strategic and did not touch upon the mechanics of battlefield
evolutions. As such it is important for two reasons. Firstly, it demonstrates the way that
influential senior officers in the military establishment viewed war in the last decade of
the antebellum period. Secondly, it exposes the depth and quality of military thinking in
America.
In his Elements, Halleck identified five important branches to military art and
science – strategy, fortifications or engineering, logistics, military polity (policy), and
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tactics.633 Strategy was the “art of directing masses on decisive points, or the hostile
movements of armies beyond the range of cannon.”634 Engineering provided the
knowledge of the use of fortifications to withstand attack from superior forces for long
periods, and the means to overcome obstacles in offensive operations. Logistics
embraced the practical details of moving and supplying armies. Tactics was the art of
bringing troops into action, movement within range of cannon.
For Halleck, strategy regarded the theatre of war rather than battle. It involved
the selection of important points in the theatre, the lines of communications by which
these points may be reached, and the plan for operations in a campaign along these lines.
In a sentiment that clearly meant the empowerment of the general staff, Halleck stated
that in campaign planning the chief engineer, and not the commander, decided upon the
plan for obstacles and obstacle crossing, and that the quartermaster-general decided upon
the means to organize support and movement of armies on chosen lines.635
Halleck spent a chapter on bases and lines of operation, and their characteristics
and types (parallel, oblique, perpendicular, concentric, etc.), giving definitions and
general descriptions using historical examples. Here he reiterated the campaign designs
of Jomini, Bulow, and Archduke Charles, clearly enunciating his preference for Jomini,
and particularly Jomini’s advocacy of interior lines of operation. 636 For this singular
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Here Halleck set down the antebellum problem of definition. Admitting that war was
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portion he has been labeled by historians as Jominian, and indeed he was with regard to
campaign theory. But the truth is so were most Europeans at this time. Jomini’s influence
reached its zenith in Europe the 1840s and 1850s, when interest in the Napoleonic wars
dominated military studies. He was still relatively unknown in the United States. Two of
the most prominent European theorists, Marshal Marmont of France and Patrick
MacDougall of England regurgitated Jomini’s interior lines argument without shame. 637
Halleck’s work was if anything state of the art European thinking regarding strategic
lines of operation. This was not arcane.
Land warfare in 1850 was still governed by topographical factors, and to
envision a theatre of war as polygonal topography wherein one attempted to concentrate
force along convergent lines of operation was the sin qua non of campaign planning.638
Only two European theorists, French staff officer Auguste Frederic Lendy and Swiss
Chief of the General Staff Dufour, differed somewhat from the standard reiteration of
Jomini by refusing to place more emphasis upon lines of operation than upon bases. In
the United States, Professor Mahan taught Dufour’s more balanced approach (see
below).639
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To ensure that his descriptions were not totally abstract, Halleck in Chapter VIII
applied his theory of the campaign plan to a consideration of a war on the northern
frontier. He illustrated his campaign theory using historical examples, suggesting that the
best line of operation against the British North American colonies was through Lake
Champlain and the Richelieu to Montreal.640 This route would have satisfied both
Napoleon and Jomini, it being the shortest line that would sever enemy lines of
communications, and the line that offered parallel roads and waterways that put the
offensive force in a central and interior position to the enemy.
Halleck then outlined the strategical importance of fortifications. Here he warned
the reader not to listen to some modern writers who have dismissed fortifications, and
while not naming them, he was referring to Brigadier General Gaines, and Major W.H.
Chase. Halleck advised a balanced appreciation of open warfare and the use of
fortifications upon militarized frontiers, and demonstrated his preference for the systems
of Vauban.641
Halleck’s next strategic topic was logistics - the science of marches,
encampments, and lodging, and incorporating the fitting out of troops for campaigns,
regulating marches and convoys, transportation, hospitals, munitions, supplies,
magazines, camps and cantonments. He began by proposing maxims applicable to all
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Ibid.,, 229.
The first was the Montalembert system which while discarded in Europe was still
championed in America by “a writer…of some pretensions” for defense of Baltimore
and Chesapeake. It would forsake the present system of sea coast permanent forts for a
system of wooden Martello towers: “This would be very much like building 120 gun
ships at Pittsburg and Memphis, for the defense of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers,
and sending out duck-boats to meet the enemy on the Atlantic.” The second option
was the D’Arcon system of three lines of detached permament forts; with works in
each line being 30-40 miles apart; Ibid., 67-68.
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campaigns. The first of these stated the need to establish regular supply magazines and
depots along the lines of operation, levying requisitions or foraging only when necessary.
Magazines gave an army more “velocity and impetuosity.”642 The second set of maxims
outlined planning data for offensive campaigns, using Napoleon’s system of logistics.643
Here Halleck emphasized the role of convoys and castramentation when planning
marches, and once again he used military history to illustrate the principles and
maxims.644
In what was probably his most important contribution, Halleck examined the
complex issues of American military policy in a chapter entitled “Military Polity - the
Means of National Defense.”645 Strategic in scope, it began by discussing the key
considerations of national defense – economic, social, and demographic. Here he
considered the mobilization capacity of America’s potential rivals – Britain, Russia,
Austria, Prussia and France – and emphasized that Europeans maintained 1/100th of their
entire populations in arms during peacetime.646 Halleck acknowledged that the United
States could not accept such a large standing army (with 25 million people an army of
250,000 would be the European norm), but there could be no doubt about the need of a
peacetime establishment sufficient for the defense of a nation. He was convinced that a
well prepared army in 1812 would have captured Canada, and that the Black Hawk War
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would have been preventable if only two regiments had been available at St Louis in
1832.647
For Halleck, the peacetime establishment was essential because the United States
could not rely entirely upon militia. In arguing this he confronted the myth regarding the
efficacy of mobilized militia, repeating criticisms Washington had made during the
Revolution:
Short enlistments, and a mistaken dependence upon our militia,
have been the origin of all our misfortunes, and the great
accumulation of our debt. The militia come in, you cannot tell
how; go, you cannot tell when; and act, you cannot tell where;
consume your provisions, exhaust your stores, and leave you at
last, at a critical moment.648
The performance of the militia in the War of 1812 was no better. Halleck believed that
the only episodes of proper militia performance related to their action in connection with
fortifications.
the experience of all other nations, as well as our own, has
abundantly shown that a newly-raised force cannot cope, in the
open field, with one subordinate and disciplined. Here science
must determine the contest….But when placed behind a
breastwork, they even overrate their security. They can then
coolly look upon the approaching columns, and…exert all their
skill in the use of their weapons.649
Halleck’s intent was not to convince the reader of his preference for a large
standing army, but only to emphasize how America should mitigate against the inherent
weaknesses of the militia system. He emphasized the uniqueness of each nation’s defense
requirements. England needed an army of 150,000 and a 700 vessel navy; France
required 350,000 soldiers and a navy of 350 vessels. The United States, with a long coast
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line, a long northern land frontier and a vast western frontier, could expect only so much
from its 7,590 soldiers and its 77 ship navy. Therefore, the answer to the nation’s defense
needs was as foreseen in the 1820 concept of the Third System – an integrated network of
permanent sea coast defenses and a plan for mobilization. Permanent fortifications were
passive in nature, yet once garrisoned they could contribute to active operations. Once
they were constructed, their maintenance required little expenditure. In peace no citizens
needed to man them. They were also of little threat to the democracy: “Of themselves
they can never exert and influence corrupting to public morals, or dangerous to public
liberty; but as a means to preserving peace, and as an obstacle to an invader, their
influence and power are immense.”650
Halleck then gave a synopsis of the status of work on the Third System sites.651
Here he had political intent. He rejected what “some military writers” were calling “a
new era in military science” with its assertion that improvements in naval technology had
outpaced land defenses, and that “floating forces” could be substitutes for permanent
forts.652 He used historical examples to support his claim that permanent fortifications
were superior to defensive naval forces, and finalized his argument by using tables of
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expenditures to demonstrate the considerable expense of relying solely upon naval power,
compared to the lesser expense of relying upon fortifications.653
The remainder of Halleck’s treatise covered the optimum organization and size
of the peacetime establishment, descriptions of branch functions, and the role of
commanders and staffs. In this last subject Halleck displayed his modernity in
emphasizing the need of special education for staff and command. He believed that the
standard of education of engineer and artillery officers naturally inclined them to higher
performance in staff functions.
Halleck felt that establishing the correct ratio of staff to line was also essential
and he compared current American practise with that of the contemporary French Army
in Algeria, which was also attempting to secure a vast frontier. The French in Algeria in
1844 maintained 5 higher staff officers, 112 administrative staff personnel, 61
artillerymen, and 48 engineers per 1000 soldiers (with the remaining 774 divided
between the infantry and cavalry). In comparison, the United States Army in 1846
maintained 2 staff officers, 20 administrative staff personnel, 310 artillery (an indication
of the army’s role in garrisoning coastal fortifications), and 5 engineers per 1000 (the
remainder consisting of 513 infantry and 150 cavalry). Halleck used this comparison to
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show that an army serving in austere conditions, such as those found upon the western
frontier, needed a higher ratio of staff officers. 654
Halleck highlighted the importance of staff, and particularly a chief of staff,
when commanding leadership was weak. Quoting Jomini extensively he stated:
….a good staff has the advantage of being more durable than the
genius of any single man; it not only remedies many evils, but it
may safely be affirmed that it constitutes for the army the best of
all safeguards.655
In advice to potential commanders, Halleck recommended self-education. He
divided general officers into three categories: theorists, who by study and reflection knew
rules and maxims, martinets who knew only the parade evolutions and practical men who
were guided only by their experience.656 He opined that the uneducated general would fall
back upon mechanical drills and be paralyzed by a new event.657 Halleck felt that the best
generals had to have at least an element of the theoretical; and that self-respect should
bring a general to study so as not to “find himself constrained to guess, and not knowing
how to be right by system.”658 Reading was important and Halleck listed books that he
considered essential to basic formation of a theoretical understanding of war.659
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Halleck reinforced the strategic plan for the nation’s defense, and at the same
time substantiated the continued need for professional military education at West Point. It
also reiterated the singular gravity of a European threat to the United States. This threat
was reviewed again in 1851 in the report to congress of General J.G. Totten, Chief
Engineer, “On The subject of National Defenses.”660
Demonstrating the consistency of strategic thinking in Washington, Totten
opened with reiterations of previous reports spanning all the way back to the War of
1812.661 He re-asserted that the real threat to the nation did not spawn from Indian
uprisings upon the western frontier, but from Europe. He enumerated four categories of
threat: attacks upon commerce and navigation at sea; raids upon one or more points of the
coast; attacks upon principal commercial cities from the sea; and attacks upon smaller
towns of the coast. Specifically he reiterated the scenario of a British squadron of 20-30
sail of the line and “war steamers,” harbored at Halifax or Bermuda, able to land 20,000
soldiers upon the soil of the United States. This was a larger force than could be matched
by the United States Navy, and was a constant and present threat from Penobscot to New
Orleans. Totten maintained that coastal fortifications were essential to match such a
threat. Forts prevented seizure or bombardment of ships in harbor, navy-yards, and cities.
They prevented passage of a river or channel leading to interior waterways. They forced
Montholon’s Mémoires de Napoléon. According to Halleck, the only English history
of worth was Napier’s Peninsular War. In Halleck’s recommended reading for he also
included Carl von Clausewitz for his chapters on strategy and the offensive – but for
nothing else. It is doubtful that Clausewitz’s obtuse reasoning would have appealed to
Halleck. Ibid., 58-59.
660
Report of General J.G. Totten, Chief Engineer, “On The subject of National Defenses,”
(Washington: A. Boyd Hamilton, 1 November, 1851).
661
Totten quoted from 10 May 1840 report on National Defense from board of officers to
the Secretary of War House Document No. 206, 1st Session, 26th Congress. Totten “On
The subject of National Defenses,” 3-4.
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an enemy to disembark in remote areas where any movement inland would be resisted
step after step by patriotic American militiamen.662
No system of railroad networks could replace Third System fortifications.
Railways themselves could never prevent the capture of the vital waterways of
Narragansett Road (see 1 on map below), Delaware breakwater harbor (2), Hampton
Roads (3), Cumberland Sound (4), Key West (5) or the Tortugas (6). If any of these
points were to be seized, the enemy would control maritime commerce of that entire
region.663 Beyond these points, no system of railway could cover all possible landing sites
along the United States coast line in such a way as to ensure that any enemy landing
could be met by rapid movement of troops and heavy artillery. The best defense therefore
was still provided by permanent fortifications at strategic points, with railways playing a
subsidiary role of facilitating movement of mobilized militia to reinforce these points.
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Much had already been said by Gaines and Chase about using steam vessels and
floating batteries in lieu of coastal fortifications. But in a foreshadow of the battles
between Civil War ironclads such as the Monitor and Virginia twelve years later, Totten
explained that steam vessels would inevitably be attacked by enemy steamers creating an
equal fight and not one of advantage of heavy artillery behind solid protective walls.665
Totten’s purpose here was to state unequivocally that national defense was still reliant
upon forts containing heavy artillery, and that it was not feasible to rely upon ships alone.
664
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Compiled from Totten, “On The subject of National Defenses,” 86-108.
Ibid., 5, 21.
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Even England understood this, spending $1,300,694 for the three years 1847-50 to
improve fortress defenses upon her relatively small coast.666 Economic statistics were
always at Totten’s fingertips. He cited the the example of the fire of New York City in
1835 that had destroyed an estimated $17 million of property. Totten wondered how
much greater would be the cost of allowing enemy vessels the ability to shell such as city
in a time of war.667
Totten’s resistance toward replacing the Third System may be explained as selfserving for his engineer department. As head of the department and of the Fortifications
and Internal Improvements Boards he certainly maintained considerable monetary power,
and therefore purpose. But there were few if any coherent and realistic alternatives to this
system, apart from increasing the size of the army, giving the war department control of
railways, or instituting a federalized active militia army in times of peace. None of these
options were palatable to congress during the antebellum period.
Although intransigent with his ideas of strategy, Totten was not resistant to
technological change. He was committed to improving the technology of coastal
defenses, and focused upon improving casemate construction, and he himself designed
embrasure configurations that allowed guns to swivel sixty degrees (as opposed to the
European standard of 40 degrees).668 He also sponsored advanced experiments in material
resistance, in order to determine optimum composition of construction material – which
led to first ever use of armour plates on gun embrasures.
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Totten’s report outlined the status of the 186 coastal works that then constituted
the Third System (see Map 12). But it also gave a summary of all the main strategic
issues facing the United States by the threat of European power. It was marked by its
consistency of thinking and its reliance upon military science. As the decade progressed
the use of the railway as a means of transport became more and more important and
needed to be more directly tied into the Third System. Since 1837 the federal government
loaned officers to railroad companies and by the mid 1850s there was considerable
knowledge resident in the army about rail use for moving supplies. Secretary of War
Jefferson Davis in 1855 pushed to establish more railway lines, including one that would
link the east and west coasts that would expand Third System thinking to a truly
continental level.669 Significantly less thinking was given to using the railways for mass
mobilization or as lines of operations, nor is there evidence of doctrinal or planning
considerations of the use of rail hubs as bases of operations, at least not in the evolving
West Point curriculum.
Army Work, the West, and Military Doctrine
While military doctrine and policy after the Mexican War reinforced the Third
System principles and was very European in its inclination, the work of the soldiers of the
army focused upon the territorial expansion of the United States and implementation of
Indian policy. These were complex undertakings. The demographic movement of settlers
westward – accelerated by a Mormon mass movement into Utah and the California Gold
Rush - outpaced the capacity of Washington to organize an effective Indian policy,
669

Report Secretary of War, 3 December 1855, senate Exec. Documents, No. 78, 33rd
Congr., 1st sess., Vol. 7, 8-10. See also O.E. Hunt, “Federal Railways” in
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leaving confrontation between settler and Native Indian inevitable.670 The army remained
caught in the middle. It had increased in strength with the Mexican war, to an
establishment of 12,927, but actual parade strength due to recruiting and desertion
problems was less than 10,350 in 1850.671
The army was also kept busy applying science to the opening of the west.
Official exploration in the antebellum period was done by the officers of Colonel John
James Abert’s department of topographical engineers. Between 1838 and 1863, 72
officers served as permanent Topogs (never more than 36 at any one time). All but eight
of these were West Point graduates, and as officers in one of the scientific branches of the
army, many were also well-connected in scientific circles, such as the National Academy
of Science and the Smithsonian. Between 1855-1860, seventeen volumes of official
reports on western explorations were published, twenty three papers were read to learned
societies, and thirteen volumes of the Pacific Railroad Reports were written by
department members.672 Six academic disciplines were covered in such official reports
(all made public by the war department) - geography, geology, botany, zoology,
ethnology and archeology. These reports added greatly to general knowledge of the west.
Another great achievement known to the public were maps of the west produced by the
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Topogs, the most comprehensive and famous of which was Captain Gouverneur K.
Warren’s masterpiece The Trans-Mississippi West produced between 1855-1859.
Once the Topogs had completed their work, the war department needed to
determine the siting and garrison requirements of frontier forts, their defensive design,
and their resupply. The expansion of territory made all these activities more difficult.
Before the Mexican war the United States army manned and resupplied 37 western posts,
all relatively close to rivers navigable by steamboat. By 1855 the army occupied 62 posts
in an area continental in size.673 Assistant-quartermaster general officers, such as
lieutenant Ulysses Grant, were kept busy planning and conducting resupply of the
multitude of small garrisons that comprised the military department of the west. Normal
resupply functions therefore involved purchase and contracting, and the transportation
and storage of stock, routinely involving vast distances using a combination of waterway,
railway and wagon trails. In garrisons and small forts many of these officers were also
charged with design and construction of fortifications, living quarters, and magazines, as
well as the building of roads and bridges between posts. These tasks, performed by
infantry and cavalry officers, validated the West Point curriculum.
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Map 13: Map of Military Posts circa 1855674
Military doctrine and training did not ignore the needs of a highly dispersed army
upon the vast frontier. The army had drill manuals for infantry and artillery tactics, and
even if these military manuals were not specific to prosecution of la petite guerre against
western Indians, they at least created standardization from which local deviation could be
sought.675 A number of West Point graduates dedicated themselves to providing
improved doctrine that incorporated tactics and drills that could be used in the west.
Probably the most influential was Captain William Hardee, class of 1838, who was
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commissioned to produce a new infantry manual to provide doctrine for use of the new
rifled musket and improved munitions. A tactics review board was convened at West
Point in 1854 and cadets were used to demonstrate these new tactics. Based heavily upon
the French doctrine of Chasseurs à Pied, Hardee’s rifle and light infantry tactics were
meant to supplement the army’s standard infantry manual – which was still Winfield
Scott’s 1835 Infantry Tactics (an Americanized version of the French 1791 Infantry drill
text).676
Understanding that western service demanded independence of thought and
action on the part of junior officers detached from their parent regiments, Professor
Mahan also proposed in the 1840s to augment the drill manuals with a book that gave
regular and militia officers knowledge of small unit tactics applicable in any
environment. Mahan published his Advanced-Guard, Out-Post, And Detachment Service
of Troops in 1847.677 It was eventually printed in four editions totaling eight thousand
copies, and was even pirated for copy by the Confederacy during the Civil War.
This work was drawn from Mahan’s lithograph teaching notes regarding la petite
guerre.678 Given the practicality of the remainder of the text, a reader at first might be
surprised that his first 30 pages were dedicated to the historical evolution of military
thought. Yet during a period when the formal teaching of history was in its infancy
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Mahan had the forethought to state: “It is in military history that we are to look for the
source of all military science.”679 Here he thought to illustrate an evolution of military
science until its perfection under Napoleon, who had “fixed immovably those principles
which…cannot fail to command success.”680 Napoleon had taken all that had existed
before and perfected a military system that had become the basis of American military
thought. But Mahan was emphatic that Americans could not emulate Napoleon’s
complete system because the emperor had no reservations about bloodshed while the
United States military system, dependent upon mobilized reserves, had to do what it
could to preserve blood. Therefore the task before Americans was to establish a system
that would: “do the greatest damage to our enemy with the least exposure to
ourselves.”681
Mahan acknowledged that such a system existed at least in part, laid down by his
former student Henry Halleck in Elements, and within his own publications on field and
permanent fortifications, as well in Scott’s regulations and infantry drill manuals. What
was lacking he felt was a book upon the principles of tactics for troops in detached
service. He reduced these to the essentials of agile movement – celerity – and the
concentration of forces at key points. Simplicity and uniformity of movement were
important. Tactical agility he felt was gained by grouping infantry, artillery, and cavalry
together in brigades and divisions into army corps with attached companies of sappers,
pontoniers and a bridge train.682
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Mahan’s text discussed tactics and the newly coined term “grand tactics.” It
advocated Napoleonic organizations for each of the specific arms. It also promoted use of
mathematics, stating that officers needed to understand the calculation of weapons
ranges, the widths and lengths of tactical formations, the lineation and progress of foot
and horse movement, and the rapidity of fire. His topic was divided into chapters on how
to form and fight advanced guards, how to conduct reconnaissances, how to organize and
escort convoys, and how to defend and attack isolated out-posts in such a way as to allow
the grand corps to advance dispersed and retaining flexibility to concentrate at a strategic
point for battle.
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Figure 39: Mahan’s Explanation of a Corps Attack Using all Three Combat Arms in
Echelon Upon a Flank683
All of Mahan’s teaching on strategy distilled down to what would happen at the
point of direct fire between enemy troops. In this he emphasized the choice of good
topographical position and the identification of key points that are critical to tactical
success. Mahan believed that once identified, such points needed to taken by flank attack:
“as an advance upon its front cannot be made without great loss and hazard.” 684Attacks
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upon a point must be coordinated with demonstrations (false attacks) upon other points so
as to deceive the enemy.
While establishing strategic context, Mahan's main desire in Outposts wasto
teach officers to apply common sense in tactics. His work concentrated upon operations
that would see junior officers on detached service use latitude in decision making. 685
Mahan’s manual taught tactics through basic principles, and not detailed evolutions,
formations, and drills. The army drill manuals covered those matters.686 Instead Mahan
wanted that regular officers and militia officers who were mobilized for operations in the
rough terrain of North America be able to apply good judgment. As such the text was
applicable to service upon the frontier.
Mahan’s published works were attempts to disseminate doctrine of specific
branches of military science to all elements of an expansible army. At West Point in the
1850s he began to refine one branch – the science of war – and make it more accessible.
The science of war was referred to by General Winfield Scott as the science of military
movements, but was become more commonly referred to grand tactics and strategy. Until
1840 this military science was taught to cadets at what we would now consider the
undergraduate level. Changes however came that would increase the level of teaching of
strategy to selected officers. This occurred initially only in the corps of engineers.
What amounted to a graduate level course in advanced engineering and military
history and theory was formalized in 1842 when Chief Engineer Totten assigned Mahan
685
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responsibility to provide such formation to his assistant instructors.687 Totten, Delafield,
and Mahan worked out a standard curriculum for these assistant instructors that involved
two years of study – meeting bi-weekly to discuss readings or to work out problems
regarding the attack or defense of fortified sites. The readings were from Vauban,
Cormontaigne, Bousmard, Poncelet, Pasley, Choumara, and Haillor – all engineers - and
Archduke Charles, and the campaigns of Napoleon and Wellington. Amongst other
things each student had to design a complex permanent fortification for a given site, and
plan to attack it. This required extensive reading and recitation, including latest theory of
war.688
Mahan’s assistants had to work hard. One claimed that “old Dennis set him to
studying his eyes out on the principal battles of the world.”689 In total 37 engineer officers
benefited from Mahan’s graduate level tuition in advanced military studies. It provided a
more formal version of the instruction occurring simultaneously to a wider group in the
academy’s Napoleon Club. Of the 37 engineer officers under Mahan during the period
1840-1861, 25 rose to the rank of brigadier or major-general during the Civil War
(including seven corps commanders and three army commanders - see Appendix C), the
remainder serving in senior engineer and staff positions during the war (See Appendix E).
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Mahan also sought ways to make knowledge of military science accessible to the
cadets and to interested militia and volunteer officers. Therefore, during the last decade
of the antebellum period, his thinking regarding the instruction of permanent
fortifications evolved. He submitted to the reality that, in terms of formal military
education in United States, his course for cadets would probably constitute the sole
conduit for instruction in permanent fortifications available. Therefore he stopped
teaching multiple systems that would only serve to confuse his students. He simplified
fortifications instruction from how it was taught in European engineering schools and
concentrated upon fundamentals, which he encouraged cadets to apply in any situation,
allowing for adjustments to meet local conditions. He abhorred tendencies to “beget a
servile spirit of method”690 and instead solicited a “judicious adaptation of these
principles and elements.”691
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Figure 40: Vauban Fortifications in Mahan Text 1850692
Between 1830 and 1835 Mahan had used his lithograph notes to augment Gay de
Vernon. He then he published his field fortifications text, and this, along with his
lithographs became the course texts before 1840. In 1850 he published his notes on
permanent fortifications, making them accessible to everyone. In the 1860s he
republished a two volume edition of military engineering that reiterated both field and
permanent fortifications, and the text on strategy and grand tactics as an addendum to
Out-Post in 1863.693 These notes and texts were sufficient for the teaching of cadets and
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for reading by reserve officers. For the engineer officers studying under him, Mahan also
used more advanced works available in the academy library.694
Mahan demanded that cadets learn first principles by rote, but once mastered he
was not opposed to dialectic. For Third System purposes, where local conditions would
require variation of fortifications design, he was acutely aware of need for debate, for
innovation and improvement. But he was suspicious of motives for debate – implying
that much of it was self-serving to engineers who advocated reforms simply to have their
names enshrined upon a new defensive system.695 Mahan was at the same time aware of
the possibility that debate regarding innovation might, if introduced too early in one’s
education, come at the expense of sound knowledge and confidence in first principles.
Dialectic that required synthesis by the individual could lead to variety of interpretation
and method – leading to lack of standard, no common base knowledge, and the forsaking
of principles. Here we see not just conservatism but the Enlightenment need for
knowledge that is applicable in and of itself, and not so abstract or diffuse as to prevent
application. In the post-moderrnism of our times, it is difficult to appreciate this
worlview. Yet it is exactly this idea of standardized mental outlook that allowed military
doctrine to flourish in the nineteenth and much of the twentieth centuries. That some
western military doctrines became dogmatic (the German pursuit of battles of
annihilation for instance), does not diminish the important unifying effect of doctrine, and
Mahan remained conscious of such purpose.
Heavily committed to the enhancement of engineering theory and practise and
the instruction in permanent and field fortifications, Mahan also supported
694
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experimentation in artillery and small arms ballistics and the advance application of fire,
particularly as they affected fortifications. This experimentation was occurring
throughout the decade. It is interesting that while Antoine Jomini was reluctant at this
time to accept that advances in weapons fire were changing the nature of combat, the
more scientifically inclined Mahan was stating outright before the Civil War that open
assault tactics of Napoleonic battle against field fortifications would produce slaughter
because of the longer range of small arms.696 This led him to re-emphasize the role of
field entrenchments in combat, even for the army on the offensive.
The Teaching of Strategy at West Point
Throughout the 1850s Mahan refined his thinking about military strategy and the
indivisible field of military logistics. Staying true to the work of Bulow and Archduke
Charles, and a little distant from the work of Jomini, Mahan reduced European complex
systems regarding the science of military movements. He distilled everything down to a
simple concept regarding the relationship between the base and lines of operations. The
United States, as with all European countries, would fight her wars from frontiers.
Preparation for war necessitated the militarization of frontiers into bases of operation,
which was the “strategic line” which contained one or more “strategic points” from
which an army could launch an offensive campaign. The aim of all campaigns was
certainly to defeat the enemy army. But this was best achieved by gaining a position of
advantage - a strategic point called "the objective" - which when taken would threaten or
sever the enemy’s line of communication to his base of operations.
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Mahan’s concepts encouraged the turning movement gained by strategic
marches, planned using the geometry of lines projected from bases. What was unique
about Mahan’s instruction in the 1850s and 1860s was his commitment to the idea of
alternative bases of operation lying oblique or convex in relation to the enemy base and
line, just as had been achieved in Mexico with the capture of Vera Cruz. This allowed an
advancing army the option to sever from one base of operations and to manoeuvre to link
up with a new base, giving that army greater flexibility to turn an enemy. This concept,
and not the abstract machinations regarding interior and exterior lines of operations, was
a fundamental shift and constituted an advanced form of the science of movements.
Generals Grant and Sherman would later demonstrate mastery of these techniques.697
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Mahan’s concept of strategic movement was unique in its insistence upon an
integral relationship between the base and the line of operations in juxtaposition to the
enemy’s: “Those reciprocal relations are very much the same as those of the parallels of a
siege to the approaches on the place.”699 He also clearly inferred the fundamental
importance of the base of operation to the prosecution of war. He favoured operations
that would strike into the heart of an enemy’s territory and threaten to dismantle the

Mahan, “Principles of Strategy and Grand Tactics,” in the 1863 version of Advanced
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enemy’s base, denying themselve resupply and the means of subsistence. This was his
preferred strategy for dealing with the Native Indian upon the western frontier, but also
extended to his concept of conventional war.700 Mahan's emphasis upon logistics (the
fundamental purpose of the base of operations) reflected both his modernity and the
reality of vast American frontiers. American officers, no matter which branch they
served, had to think about logistical planning before, during, and after all military
operations. Military science aided them by allowing common problem-solving skills to
the uniquely Amwerican military situation.
Mastering the base of operations was an essential part of Mahan’s thinking, and
was to leave an indelible mark upon subsequent American military thoughts of war. But,
as in all things, he suggested common sense over geometrical pedantry:
It is in military history that we are to look for the source of all
military science. In it we shall find those exemplifications of
failure and success by which alone the truth and value of the rules
of strategy can be tested. Geometrical diagrams may assist in
fixing the attention, and aiding by the eye the reasoning faculties;
but experience alone can fully satisfy the judgment as to the
correctness of its decisions, in problems of so mixed a character,
into which so many heterogeneous elements enter”701
The five-year programme of study introduced in 1854 allowed Mahan to expand
the teaching of strategy to all cadets. The programme was designed to introduce new
aspects to the West Point curriculum, namely Spanish, and limited recitation in English
studies, moral and intellectual science (history of philosophy) and law. However, extra
time was also allocated to more practical military exercises in cavalry, infantry, and
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artillery tactics, practical engineering and ordnance studies (see Annex A). Civil
engineering was kept within the fourth year of study, but was reduced in scope as civilian
colleges began to teach the same topics. In the fifth year a ninety-minute period was held
each day for the entire year for the purposes of military engineering and the science of
war. This granted Mahan the opportunity to introduce more advanced ideas of strategy.
Mahan also introduced lectures into this new curriculum, and had maps painted upon
walls of recitation rooms to help illustrate history.702 Mahan’s lectures covered past
battles and campaigns and illustrated maxims and principles. Records show that these
lectures eventually included the battles of Leuctra, Zama, Pharsalus, Morgarten,
Fontenoy, Lethen, Bleheim, Arcola, Austerlitz, Friedland, Wagram, Waterloo,
Gettysburg, Vicksburg, Nashville, and Sadowa.703
During the period that the five year programme was conducted at West Point,
from 1854 to 1861, and during the Civil War, cadets began to use military history in their
studies to illustrate principles and lessons from past campaigns. The academic papers of
Charles Dempsey (class of ’65), for example, were 20-30 pages each and included such
topics as the defense of Charleston Harbor, the British incursion into Spain 1808-09, the
second French siege of Saragossa 1808-09, and the invasion of Spain by Napoleon
1808.704
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The West Point Doctrine Compared
West Point was not the only place that was reviewing strategy against emerging
trends. Society everywhere in the United States was becoming more interested in military
matters. This started with subscriptions to the Military and Naval Magazine of the United
States of 1833, which had been absored into the Army and Navy Chronicle 1834-1842,
which in turn was replaced by the Army and Navy Chronicle and Scientific Repository
1843-1844. Thereafter American readers could acquire European military, philosophical
and techincal periodicals directly, or read military articles in standard American
periodicals such as Harpers.
Government was also interested in military developments. Secretary of War
Jefferson Davis, himself an academy graduate and appreciative of military science,
wanted to acquire the latest European thinking on a wide array of technical subjects. In
1854 he selected three officers to go overseas, each representing branches of army
service. Ex-superintendent of the military academy Major Richard Delafield led the
commission and reported on matters of fortifications and engineering. Artillery Major
Alfred Mordecai reported on ordnance and artillery issues, and Captain George
McClellan, newly transferred from the engineers to the cavalry, reported on
developments of European infantry and cavalry. The commission was given liberty to
travel extensively, including a visit to the Crimea, to the scene of the last great European
war. Each of the three produced separate reports.
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Figure 42: Russian Field Fortification (Redoubt) at Sevastopol drawn by the
Commission705
Mordecai produced a very technical report meeting all of Davis’s requirements.
He concentrated upon the design and manufacture of weapons, the maintenance of
national depots, and the latest developments in small arms and artillery weapons and
munitions. He was thorough yet cautious regarding the use of rifled muskets, seeing
promise in their development, but suggesting that experimentation was required before
recommendations could be made regarding their widespread use. He did note, however,
that their use during the siege of Sebastopol demanded extensive use of earthen field
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works, “rifle pits” and trenches to protect soldiers from the effects of longer range rifle
fire.706

Figure 43 Siege Trenches at Sevastopol – not Unlike a Scene from the First
World War707
Perhaps the greatest result of Mordecai’s report was its affirmation of the
efficacy of a new French 12-pound gun-howitzer which replaced 6 pound guns and 12
pound howitzers in the United States Army, easing ordnance and logistics problems and
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giving the army more agility and capability. This weapon, known as the “Napoleon,”
became the favourite artillery piece of the Civil War.708

Figure 44: English Siege Parallels and Profiles of Russian Field Trenches at
Sevastopol709
The McClellan report opened with a recounting of the siege of Sebastopol, which
he believed to be the whole of the Crimean War, (everything before that being
preliminary and setting conditions for the apogee). One could argue that this
foreshadowed his own thinking during the 1862 Peninsula campaign. McClellan then
treated engineer, infantry and cavalry organizational, technical and tactical innovations of
the Russians, Prussians, Austrians and French armies, and English cavalry. He also dwelt
708
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upon the construction of specialized barracks and equipment. He observed that in
comparison to the excellent disembarkation and logistics buildup for the siege at Vera
Cruz in 1847, the British and French landings in Crimea, and their logistics systems, were
poor indeed.
Remarkable in his writing is that there was no mention of field fortifications
outside of his historical analysis of Crimea, where he lavishly praised Russian use of
earthen defensive works that incorporated all the key principles of fortifications theory
and were defended with tenacity. He left engineering considerations to Richard Delafield.
McClellan drew two major lessons from the Crimean War. The first was that a
system of permanent fortifications was “wise and proper.” The second was the
importance of rigorous military education:
Mere individual courage cannot suffice to overcome the forces
that would be brought against us, were we involved in an
European war, but that it must be rendered manageable by
discipline, and directed by that consummate and mechanical
military skill which can only be acquired by a course of
education, instituted for a special purpose, and by long habit.710
Delafield’s report was extremely detailed concerning the latest innovations in
military architecture in Europe. He included plans for various types of fortifications,
barracks, hospitals, ambulance construction, and the latest mechanical and technological
innovations for wagon and boat design. He noted no new developments in the general art
of war since Napoleon, only an increase in the “magnitude of the engines of war.”711
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Focusing upon fortifications in Europe, Delafield showed just how seriously
Europeans were about the improvements of permanent fortifications, something he felt
the United States needed to emulate. In fact, being prepared for war was Delafield’s main
theme. Delafield believed that war with a European power was inevitable:
I am more impressed than ever with our comparative want of
preparation and military knowledge in the country….the
Secretary of War will do a great service to the nation by
increasing the material and munitions, means of defense, and
the diffusion of military information in every possible
way…without creating any more of a standing army than the
growth of the country calls for.712
The Delafield Commission Reports were published just in time to rebut the latest
round of attacks upon West Point and upon Mahan by one of his graduate students,
Captain James St Clair Morton. Morton had a benefactor in Secretary of War John B.
Floyd (1857-1860) and was able to put a critique of West Point instruction in the 1857
Board of Visitor’s Report,713 and with Floyd’s support he was able to publish several
critiques of the applications of fortifications theory in the United States. Specifically, he
challenged the continuance of teaching continental European methods, stating his
preference for the British vocational approach to engineering – reliant upon experience
more than theory. He was also an advocate of steam ships, floating steam powered
batteries, and earthen defenses, rather than permanent coastal fortifications.714 His
published critiques led to a court of enquiry, presided over by Colonel Robert E. Lee,
which exonerated Mahan’s teaching and the Fortifications Board’s Third System
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policy.715 One testimonial, given by Major George McClellan, freshly back from his visit
to Europe and Crimea, claimed that Mahan’s course was better than any courses
conducted in Europe.716 His faith in Third System thinking was firm: “The permanent
defenses of the harbor of Sebastopol against an attack by water…seem to establish,
beyond controversy, the soundness of the view so long entertained by all military men,
that well constructed fortifications must always prove more than a match for the strongest
fleets.”717

Figure 45 Harbor Defenses at Cherbourg, A Model for Americans to Emulate718
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Morton’s public charges probably caused Mahan to be more conservative at a
time when he was prepared to modify his teachings.719 He was in the process of revising
his 1850 text to include lessons from Europe – including Crimea.720 In the revised text –
prepared in the late 1850s but published during the Civil War - Mahan acknowledged the
vulnerability of masonry to new shell technology, and this reinforced his emphasis upon
hiding masonry behind dirt ramparts. He was irritated when others claimed that a key
lesson of Crimea was that earth was the best protector against artillery. In an article for
Army and Navy Journal he stated that it was not Crimea that enlightened all to earthen
works – but “a well-settled maxim of engineering, from the time of Vauban, to cover all
masonry by earthen masks.”721
Apart from challenges to fortifications theory, West Point was threatened by
sectionalism. In 1857 a proposal emerged from the legislature of Tennessee for the
establishment of a western branch of the United States Military Academy exclusively for
cavalry and infantry cadets.722 In response Richard Delafield submitted to the Committee
of Military Affairs that a second western academy would only serve to promote
sectionalism.723 To the suggestion that the army have separate arms academies, Delafield
responded that this would be dangerous to all-arms focus of the army. In this he referred
to his official visit to Europe to study their schools and compared this to West Point:
Its [West Point’s] striking characteristic is the education of
cadets for all arms in contradistinction to special schools for
each arm. By our system the cavalry officer in the field, finding
719
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NASP MA, Vol 16. No. 179, Report by Richard Delafield to Committee on Military
Affairs regarding Hermitage, 3 February 1859.
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himself in command of artillery and infantry, by the chances of
war may lose his artillery officers, when any graduate of this
institution can at once command the battery. And so with any
combinations. Each and every officer knows enough of the
theory and practise of other arms to command or fill subordinate
stations under any contingencies. Infantry, cavalry, or artillery
graduates can each resort, in cases of necessity, to the engineer
and ordnance officers’ duties – throw up intrenchments, and
prepare ammunition or fortify himself; while, at the same time,
each or any of them knows the strength of such works as they
may have to attack. Our present institution is…superior to
anything that can be found in Europe.724
Delafield’s comments were echoed a year later in the final review of West Point
military science before the Civil War. This occurred in 1860 in an investigative
commission led by senator (ex-secretary of war) Jefferson Davis. This commission
essentially endorsed the West Point method with minor suggestions for improvement.
The review included a comparison of the academy with European institutions.
Specifically the curriculum was compared to the two year French school at St Cyr (for
infantry and cavalry officers), the two year school at Metz for French artillery and
engineer officers, the school at Woolwich for English engineers, and Prussian, Austrian
and Russian schools for young cadets. While this comparison showed that West Point
was not unique in its emphasis of military science, with most schools requiring some
advanced mathematics, topography and geography, physical sciences, fortifications and
engineering and military history, administration and law, it remained the only one
demanding that all cadets learn an all-arms curriculum.725 This comprehensive review
found no great deficiencies in the West Point programme of study.
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By 1860 the military science taught at West Point was becoming more widely
disseminated throughout the army, and into the militia. Mahan’s treatises, as well as
Hardee’s, Hallecks, and an artillery manual written by Captain Robert Anderson, class of
1825, along with Scott’s Infantry Tactics, became the standard texts of the United States
regular and state forces. Napoleonic in character, containing a great deal of French
tactical method, they were also Americanized, written to be applied to war in North
America. That said, they retained their essentially linear nature, the epitome of warfare
being how to form defensive and offensive lines that could deliver the most effective fire.
Beyond battlefield tactics, military science was manifest in the work of the topographical
engineers in western exploration and railway surveys, and in the hundreds of
fortifications and internal improvement projects that formed the frontiers of the United
States, still being developed in 1860. Connected with this was the considerable effort that
the United States Army was putting into ordnance development through experimentation
with new calibers of weapons and new material for the casting of cannon. Always with
the aim of mobilization in mind, the army continued to produce thousands of weapons
every year in federal foundries. Even with the closure of the Harper’s Ferry weapons
plant after the John Brown incident, the Springfield plant produce 14,615 new rifled
muskets in 1860. In the 15 arsenals and depots administered by federal forces in 1860
there were over 530,000 weapons on hand to distribute to mobilized state forces (135,000
of these in southern states). These were arms awaiting the possibility mobilization.
The responsibilities of the regular army officer corps in event of mobilization
were well known. Even relatively junior ranking officers were expected to be able to
Report, 35-36 (St. Cyr); 48-49 (Metz), 61-62 (Woolwich), 66 (Prussian schools), 68
(Austrian academy).
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organize militia troops into battalions and provide each with regulation. Army officers of
every branch of service were expected to act as quartermasters, commissariat, paymasters
and assistant adjutants-general when required. The problems of mustering volunteers,
providing uniforms, weapons, training, discipline, transportation, encampments and
supply in the field was the responsibility of regulars. so too was the planning of
campaigns using the science of war. Luckily many of these officers had practise in these
very tasks as they circulated through general staff appoints in between line assignments
throughout the antebellum era.
Conclusion
By 1860 West Point was considered by the public and their representatives in
Washington as a valuable national institution. Tensions continued regarding whether or
not secondary state-run military institutions should supplement the West Point academy.
Debates also continued regarding priorities of coastal fortifications, and whether or not
Vaubanian constructions could withstand the latest artillery improvements. However,
military science dominated professional military thinking during this period, and
remained unchallenged as the basis for military instruction. Modifications were made to
the curriculum at West Point to include advanced instruction for faculty members, and a
new five year curriculum which allowed subjects other than science (Spanish, English,
logic and military history) to be included. The state of American military science was
also captured contemporaneously in publications by academy graduates. While
differences of opinion continued over details, the spirit of military science in these
matters remained affirmed in all public reviews.
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On the verge of the Civil War, the four distinct categories of military science that
had emerged out of the Military Enlightenment in France in the eighteenth century had
been successfully transplanted in the United States. They had grown roots and sprouted
an American tree of knowledge at the West Point military academy. Graduates of the
academy had served throughout the nation performing duties that had them apply one or
more aspects of military science. The following table shows that 43 percent (850) of the
1966 graduates that had served between 1802 and May 1861 had considerable pre-war
experience as instructors at the academy, as officers performing engineering or
topographical engineering duties, or as officers performing important staff functions in
logistics, ordnance and adminsitration (see Appendix D for details):
Number of graduates 1802-1861

1966

Number of graduates with staff experience

850 (43%)

Number of graduates who had served as
326 (16.5%)
engineers
Number of line officers seconded to
189 (9.6 %)
perform engineer duties
Number of line officers performing
305 (15.5%)
instructional duties at USMA
Number of line officers who performed
504 (25.5%)
General Staff duties (not including
Regimetal Adjutant or Aide-de-Camp
duties)
Table 4: Graduate Instructor, Engineer and Staff Experience 1802-1861
The following chapter and the accompanying appendices will suggest how
influential was this experince in the application of antebellum military science. It will
show that the work of these officers, including their substantial writings, ensured that
throughout the United States Army - and in many states' militias - there existed in 1861
considerable expertise in fortifications and engineering, artillery applications, the
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logistics of mobilization and the science of strategic movements. The fruits of this tree of
military science were about to be tested.
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Chapter 11
Military Science during the Civil War
Introduction
It is the purpose of this chapter to set down an hypothesis that the Civil War can
only truly be understood through an appreciation of antebellum military science. I do not
attempt to prove this here, but rather to lay down markers that might encourage and guide
future research, analysis, and writing.
The elements of antebellum military science were used in full measure during the
Civil War. Mobilization followed ideas laid down in Third System policy, with the
mustering of state volunteers at central locations, their federalization and equipping from
national arsenals and movement to bases upon established or expedient military frontiers.
Campaign planning followed the logic of Bulow’s science of movement with its
emphasis upon bases and lines of operation. Army organization moved rapidly toward
Napoleonic prescription of mutually supporting army corps. Fortifications and sieges
were used extensively, in a manner familiar to Vauban. Logistics defined the limits of
planning and executing campaigns, and utilized all the modern advances in transportation
and communications technology. At the tactical level commanders sought to concentrate
forces at a key point of an enemy’s line – preferably upon his flank using a turning
movement, and destroy the enemy’s army. Throughout the war, commanders sought to
implement doctrine that found balance between celerity of movement, maintenance of the
initiative, and concentration of force.
Yet the application of military science did not guarantee success. As emphasized
in pre-war manuals, knowledge of military science only served to enable sublime talents.
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Many Civil War commanders on both sides were lacking in character traits necessary for
high command. Many succumbed to the weakness of personal ambition, or became
paralyzed in decision making in the face of the enemy. The most successful Civil War
generals were those that demonstrated proper qualities of decision-making and
determination. But almost invariably these were West Point graduates and because of this
they were well-informed of antebellum military science. Lee, Grant, Sherman, Jackson,
Thomas, Beauregard, A.S. Johnston, Meade and other successful army commanders were
men who had all earned an equivalency of a modern basic engineering degree, and had
considerable staff experience or instructional experience in mathematics or other
components of the antebellum science of war. Therefore, while contingent forces still
held sway over how they performed, a good deal of their success or failure is best
appreciated by their ability to apply military science.
West Point’s Role in the War
Military science was implemented throughout the Civil War by commanders and
staff officers who were graduates of the academy. A total of 1135 graduates served in
some capacity for even a limited duration during the period April 1861 to May 1865.726
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The author has chosen to include all those graduates serving during this period - even
the infirm and those forced into retirement very early in the war. I also recognize the
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information regarding Confederate general officers. In this we are greatly aided by the
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York, 1802-1902. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1904. Appendix 1; as well as
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Graduates of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y. New York: Houghton,
Mifflin and Company, 1891. Volumes I, II, and III.
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Of these 1135, approximately one third (374) had pre-war experience on military
operations, and over one quarter (306) had considerable pre-war staff, engineer, or
instructor experience (see Appendix E for tables from which these figures are derived).

War-time Appointment

Of 1135
USMA
Graduates

Antebellum Experience
USMA
Instructor

Engineer
Duty

Staff
Duty

4

2

2

3

Field Army Commanders

28

9

10

14

Corps Commanders

61

22

20

22

Division Commanders

107

22

26

33

Brigade Commanders

120

16

21

22

Military Department Command*

40

14

11

17

Military District Command*

48

9

15

18

In General Staff Departments

92

24

28

41

In Geographic Department Staff

155

20

31

44

In Geographic District Staff

211

26

30

39

In Field Army Staff

264

50

40

7

Commanding Depots/Arsenals

57

6

3

18

Achieved General Officer Rank
before Brevets of March 1865
Commanding Generals

Capt-Colonel Staff Appointments

368

797

* - Often held simultaneous to a field command
Table 5: West Point Graduates in the Civil War and Their Pre-war Experience
Before the plethora of brevet ranks were awarded in the period February-April
1865 (as reward to Union officers who had done good service), almost one third (368) of
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the 1135 graduates in service during the war had become general officers, 120 had
commanded brigades, 107 had commanded divisions, 61 had commanded corps, and 28
had commanded field armies. Four became commanding generals. In addition to these
field commanders, 40 West Pointers commanded geographic military departments, and
another 48 commanded districts (many were double-hatted with field command). The
majority of these commanders (265 out of 368) had gained experience beyond the
company level during the antebellum period as staff officers, as academy instructors, or
as officers detached on engineer duty; 129 had antebellum military staff experience; 105
had experience in engineer or topographical engineer duties, and 94 had been instructors
at the United States Military Academy. This group of 265 included a considerable
number of the most successful generals of the Civil War, many of whom, noncoincidentally, had served in Mahan's advanced engineering class or in the Napoleon
Club (see Apendices B and C), achieving graduate level education in the science of war.
They commenced the war with something more than an appreciation for company and
battalion tactics. They approached operations with the paradigm or mindset of military
science. They did not draw simply upon what was instructed at West Point, but also what
they had applied during antebellum military service, including years of staff and line
experience in a variety of settings where they were forced to deal with engineering,
logistics, fortifications and general staff problems.
Historians have catalogued the rise to command of many of these generals. Less
well known are the remainder of the 1135 graduates who served in the war. Of these 797
served as staff officers; 92 served with the general staff departments in Washington or
Richmond; 155 served as geographic departmental staffs; 211 on district staffs; 264 were
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field army staff officers; 23 were army chiefs of staff; another 57 commanded depots and
arsenals. Of these, 46 percent (371) had pre-war staff experience: 126 had prior
experience as an academy instructor, 132 had performed engineer duties, and 149 had
staff experience (see Appendices D and E for details).
West Pointers were well-suited for the performance of various staff functions.
Their mathematical expertise and common understanding of all arms of the army made
them a superb source for employment in the staff departments. What distinguished these
officers from their state appointed counterparts was the military science they acquired in
the antebellum army. The language and processes they used to formulate and implement
strategy during the Civil War demonstrated the degree to which the commonality of
thinking – resulting from common education and experience – was prevalent in all
theatres. This was not simply a matter of command personality, but large-scale staff
planning by what was in every sense a modern general staff system, functioning with
common appreciation of war, founded upon common doctrine and resulting in a shared
mindset about how to raise, organize, train, supply, move, encamp, feed, and fight
volunteer armies. In this they used all of the elements of military science they had learned
at West Point.
Fortifications, Engineering, and Logistics
Both sides fought the war using militarized frontiers which included bases of
operations for offensive campaigns. As in wars in Europe, permanent fortifications and
improved internal communications networks were critical features in securing the bases
of operations and implementing strategy on both sides. Most of the Third System coastal
fortifications constituted bases along the east coast, with those north and south of
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Hampton Roads being essential for Union options for manoeuvre against the Army of
North Virginia. Many of these fortifications were contested in ferocious sieges involving
intensive artillery duels, such as those seen at Charleston and Savannah. In the interior,
Washington, Vicksburg, Chattanooga, Nashville, Petersburg, and other strategical points
were defended with elaborate permanent and field fortifications comprised of Vaubanian
ramparts, redoubts and bastions. Sieges of these places involved entrenched advances
upon the fortifications, mining operations and other aspects of siege warfare.

Figure 46: Plan of Fort Negley Nashville 1864 Showing Vaubanian Influences727
The strategy employed by both sides during the war can only be understood with
appreciation of the antebellum ideas of fortified frontiers as bases of operation. Civil War
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From http://wethekids.us/fort-negley/ accessed 20 May 2012
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armies made maximum use of improved internal transportation and communications
networks to link strategical points along such bases, and from these bases on lines of
operation to the objectives. Almost always these lines of operation followed railways or
watercourses. Where need be, armies built new railways, roads, bridges, and canals.
Much as envisioned in Third System defense policy, fortified frontiers and improved
transportation systems provided the infrastructure needed to prosecute operations.
Permanent fortifications, fortified cities, and transportation networks were also
essential to that element of military science called logistics. The idea of the base of
operations was essential for the logistical planning of campaigns. In the Civil War the
traditional methods of supply of United States forces of the antebellum period were still
used – supply from central military logistics hubs, supply through local purchase and
subtler, and confiscation of supply in occupied territory (foraging). All three systems
were used throughout the war, but by and large the only one that could guarantee
sufficient supply of large field armies was centralized logistics. The Army of the Potomac
in 1863 required 20 tons of ammunition, 20 tons of railroad supplies, 90 tons of
quartermaster stores, 220 tons of commissary stores, and 440 tons of forage each day.
Such quantities required the ability to stockpile for campaigns and a means to transport
stock. Points of stockpiling supplies became defacto strategic points within bases of
operation. Fortifications such as Fortress Monroe, Nashville, Chattanooga, and Atlanta,
were perfect examples of this Vaubanian concept re-employed. They were used for
defensive purposes, but also served as logistics bases for offensive operations. Rail and
water hubs, such as that at Manassas Junction, Aquia Landing and City Point, also
became strategic points within bases of operation. Neither side planned campaigns
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without consideration of which points needed to be stockpiled with supplies beforehand.
Nor were transportation systems ignored. Road, railroad, and waterway constituted the
only options, and all three were utilized to the maximum to ensure adequate supplies of
field armies. Any reading of the Official Record of the Rebellion, or any autobiographies
of the principal commanders will reveal how much thinking went into the questions of
bases of supply and lines of operation that incorporated transportation systems.728

Figure 47: Supplies Being Broken-down from Railroad onto Wagons 1863729

The most authoritative, and perhaps the best, example is William T. Sherman’s
Memoirs of General William T. Sherman. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1957.
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The element of antebellum military science called engineering and fortifications
also shaped how field armies fought tactical actions in open campaigns. Here it is
sufficient enough to refer the reader to the superb works of Earl J. Hess, who pioneered
the detailed study of field fortifications used by field armies throughout the war. Of the
303 Civil War battle sites that Hess has studied, he has found fortifications to be part of
213 of them.730

Figure 48: Confederate Field Fortifications at Manassas 1862731
Hess has disproven the widespread assumption that field fortifications started
with Overland Campaign of 1864. Field fortifications were initiated early in the war by
“Middle-level officers – regimental, brigade, or division commanders.”732 The actual
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Earl J. Hess, Field Armies and Fortifications in the Civil War (Chapel Hill: North
Carolina University Press, 2005), xi.
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Ibid., xvii.
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work was done by troops and junior officers, with engineers only overseeing bigger
projects (there werecomparatively few engineer officers employed during the war).733
Field fortifications were built by these line officers using Mahan's prescriptions, accessed
in mulitple reprints of his treatise on the subject. The fortifications evolved from simple
designs in 1861 to sophisticated trench systems in 1864-65.734 The only difference
between battles of 1861 and 1864 is one of degree.735

Figure 49: Confederate Fortifications at Petersburg 1864-1865736
Hess believes that rifled muskets (with longer range and accuracy) were not the
reason for increase in field fortifications by 1863-64, but rather that it was the

Ibid., xvii; see also S Philip Lewis Shiman, “Engineering Sherman’s March: Army
engineers and the management of modern war, 1862-1865,” (PhD Dissertation), Duke
University, 1991). 60-61.
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psychological effect of continuous combat in close proximity to each other that drove
men to entrench whenever possible.737
Engineering also effected how armies moved in open campaigning. Edward
Hagerman’s The American Civil War and the Origins of Modern Warfare describes the
general application of engineering skill in road, railroad, bridge and even canal building
in support of field armies during the war. Philip Shiman’s “Engineering Sherman’s
March: Army Engineers and the Management of Modern War, 1862-1865,” is an in depth
analysis of the role played by engineers within one field army – Sherman’s Army of the
Tennessee - and demonstrates the importance of modern engineering to campaigning.

Figure 50: Union Rail Bridge over Potomac Creek - Built in 72 Hours - A
Tribute to West Point Pre-War Civil Engineering Studies738
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Engineers, and non-engineers with West Point training, also applied and
improved their skill at reconnaissance, field sketching, and map making in support of
field armies. One need only study the work of Brevet Brigadier Gouverneur Warren,
Chief Topographical Engineer of the Army of the Potomac, to understand the value of
work and advice of engineers in campaign planning. Grant himself always sought advice
of his engineers during his 1863-1864 campaigns. By 1865, field armies had become
incredibly agile in manoeuvre because of the work of the Topogs, and of officers who
knew how to throw up bridges and improve roads, or dig a canal. Grant demonstrated this
in front of Lee when his army constructed a bridge across the James River (700 yards
wide) in only 7 hours on 14 June 1864. A West Point education proved as valuable in the
Civil War as it had in Mexico.

Figure 51: Grant's Pontoon Bridge Across the James, June 1864739
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It was in the military science of logistics that the Civil War saw the greatest
improvements. The combination of antebellum emphasis on logistics planning, and
industrialization in society (at least in the North) allowed for production and stockpiling
of military materiel on grand scales.

Figure 52: A Union Depot - the Industrialization of War740
The potential of the industrial infrastructure might not have been evident in
1860, but sound processes and expertise allowed for rapid expansion during the first
years of the Civil War. For instance. By 1863 federal firms were producing millions
stands of weapons (1,082, 841 rifles and muskets that year for Union forces), thousands
740
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of cannon (1577), and incredible amounts of ammunition (254 million cartridges, 1.5
million cannon balls).741 This occured because of a boom in the production of oil and iron
ore, a surplus of factory labor, and the ease of movement of commodities on an
expanding railroad network.The Union's chief Quartermaster General, Montgomery
Miegs (class of 1836), harnessed the capacity of northern industry to ensure that Union
soldiers never wanted for materiel and food (with the singular exception of the "Cracker
Line" to besieged Chattanooga in Fall 1863). By 1863 Meigs had ensured that his
department held 300,000 uniforms in stock in three central depots, ready to ship to
necessary mustering points once volunteers were called for. His forththought guaranteed
that Sherman's 60,000 soldiers recieved fresh clothing as soon as they emerged on the
east coast of Georgia after marching from Atlanta. Union logistics efforts began with a
considerable amount of corruption (related to contracting) during the years 1861-1862.
Under Meigs, and West Point departmental commanders and departmental and district
quartermasters (also mostly West Point graduates), the corruption was diminished and
supply systems steadily improved to the point where, by 1865, Union logistics efforts
were modern, foreshadowing what was required in twentieth century warfare.
Meigs was ably helped by another West Point graduate, Colonel (of Volunteers)
Herman Haupt (class of 1835), who ran the United States Military Railroad service. Few
individuals contributed more to Union success than did Haupt. Campaign planning was
made considerably easier because of Union ability to build and re-build railways using
pre-made rail stock, engines and cars. Resupply by rail and water gave great flexibility to
armies manoevring in vast territories.
741

Figures from O.E. Hunt, “The Ordnance Department of the Federal Army” in
Photographic History of the Civil War, Vol. 5, 124-125.
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The Science of Strategic Movement in the Civil War
Strategy on both sides was shaped by organizational and topographical factors.
Both sides carried on the system of geographic military departments, whose names and
boundaries changed as the war went on. The Union started with departments in New
England, New York, Potomac, Ohio, Missouri, Kansas, Utah, New Mexico, and the
Pacific (see Map 14 below). The departments of the Confederacy included North
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina-Georgia & Florida, Alabama, Department No. 1
(Louisiana), No. 2 (Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee), Texas and the Indian Territory
(Oklahoma).
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Map 14: Military Departments December 1861742
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re-designated eastern theatre East, Middle, Washington, Virginia, North Carolina, and
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While these departments were convenient for managing the war effort of the
various states, military activity eventually coalesced into two distinct military theatres,
east and west, roughly divided along the line of the Allegheny Mountains. Likewise
armies were eventually amalgamated into large military field commands, one east and
one west. By 1864, two grand Union field armies emerged to become the means of defeat
of the Confederacy. In the eastern theatre the Amy of the Potomac under Major General
Meade grew to consist of seven corps comprising 150,000 men. In the west the Army of
the Tennessee combined with the Army of the Cumberland and the Army of the Ohio to
give the commanding general, William T. Sherman, over 100,000 men. Other smaller
subsidiary military commands existed in each theatre; all however, came under the
supreme command of the General-in-Chief, Ulysses Grant. Confederate field armies
operating in the western theatre (less Texas and Arkansas) were eventually consolidated
(but never to the degree acheived in by the Union) with the Army of Tennessee under
Major General Joseph Johnston. In the east, the principal Confederate military force was
the Army of Northern Virginia under Robert E. Lee.
The demarcation of departments, theatres of war, and field armies had less to do
with strategical science than convenience of organization and the undeniable reality of
topography. If the Union and the Confederacy were distinguishable by the division of
states into slave-holding and free states, both these political entities were further divided
by the physical barrier of the Allegheny Mountains. These divides helped to created
militarized frontiers between warring factions. In the east a maritime frontier (no
different from the Third System understanding of it) existed along the east coast from the
South departments, and the western theatre of war contained departments named
Northern, Kentucky, Mississippi, Gulf, Arkansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Pacific.
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Chesapeake to Key West. The Confederacy controlled most of the key ports, shoreline
and inland waterways; the Union controlled a few small stretches of coastline, and the
sea. A second frontier in the east ran initially along the Potomac River to the Cumberland
Gap in West Virginia. In the west another maritime frontier existed along the Gulf Coast
from the Rio Grande to the Florida Keys. The land frontier of the west ran, initially,
along the Ohio River to the north Mississippi River then along the northern Arkansas and
Texas borders.
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Map 15: Theatres of Operations and Military Frontiers 1861
Each frontier comprised real or potential bases from which armies could project
military operations into enemy territory. The union bases of operation for eastern theatre
ran along Potomac and down the eastern seaboard. The Potomac base enabled projection
of military forces into Northern Virginia. The east coast base consisted of captured points
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along the Confederate coast and supporting Union naval stations that guaranteed the
enviable freedom of movement offered by the waters of the Atlantic. The strategic points
which lay upon these two bases of operation included Washington and Baltimore, Fort
Monroe and Norfolk/Suffolk, Hilton Head, and Fort Pulaski. The Union base of
operations along the Ohio and north Mississipppi Rivers facilitated invasion of Kentucky
and projections into Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. Key strategic points
included Cincinnati, Louisville, Columbus and St Louis. Along the Gulf Coast strategic
points included Tampa, Mobile, New Orleans (captured in April 1862) and Point Isabel.
The Confederacy organized militarized frontiers in the eastern theatre that
paralleled the Union’s. The northeastern base of operation included central/north Virginia
and the Shenandoah Valley, with strategic points at Harpers Ferry, Manassas Junction,
Gordonsville, Richmond and Petersburg. The east coast frontier contained strategic points
at Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, and Jacksonville, which combined protected the
largest and most important agricultural and demographic strategic base in the interior of
the Carolinas and Georgia. Along the Gulf Coast frontier the strategic points of Mobile
and New Orleans protected interior Alabama and Mississippi, while Vicksburg, Jackson,
Meridian, Selma, Montgomery and Atlanta were critical points for the transportation and
supply of Confederate forces. The longest land frontier of the Confederacy was the most
problematic to organize. It ran initially along the Tennessee River, but quickly pushed
north to the Cumberloand. This was anchored on its eastern extremity by the strategically
critical city of Chattanooga and hinged on the western extremity on Memphis. The
Confederacy wanted to project from this base of operations northward to secure all of
Tennessee (and Kentucky) with strategic points at Nashville, and Knoxville.
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Map 16: Strategic Points and Lines in the Western Theatre 1861-64
In the western theatre the federal base of operations along the Ohio eventually
projected southward to rest uncertainly upon the Cumberland and then the Tennessee
Rivers. In 1862, after the capture of New Orleans, the Union began to extend a new line
of operations up the Mississippi River, capturing Baton Rouge and Port Hudson.
Simultaneously, Union forces pushed another new line of operations down the
Mississippi, capturing Memphis. In late 1862, General U.S. Grant attempted to run a line
of operations from the base at Memphis to take Vicksburg, but failed. In 1863 he pushed
down the Mississippi River to Vicksburg and established a temporary union base south of
the city on the west side of the Mississippi. This enabled him to manoeuvre south and
east of the city, cut it off from reinforcements, link up with a new base at Hayne's Bluff
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north of Vicksburg, and force the city's surrender after a siege. The Union then extended
lines of operatuion from the Nashville base to the capture of Chattanooga in late 1863,
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Map 17: Strategic Points and Lines in the Eastern Theatre 18641-65 and The
Destruction of the Confederate Bases of Operations
During the course of the war, the Union base of operations on the Potomac would
periodically move south and lie along the Rappahannock and Rapidan Rivers. In 1864,
Grant pushed south from the Rapidan base in the Overland Campaign until he was able to
switch his base of operations from the Rappahannock to the York and then the James
Rivers, investing Petersburg and Richmond in a siege (see Map 18 below). He then
severed the Army of North Virginian, sitting upon its base of supplies in Richmond, from
an alternate base of operations by sending General Sheridan down the Shenandoah.
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Concurrently in the west, Sherman pushed to Atlanta. Then in a bold strategy designed to
disrupt and neutralize the heartland of the Confederacy, Sherman refused to chase the
Confederate Army of the Tennessee into Alabama, severed his own line of
communications from his base of operations at Nashville and upon the Tennessee River
(and the strategic point at Atlanta), and marched to Savannah where he connected to the
Union’s east coast base of operations. During this march he lived off what he confiscated,
and destroyed anything of military or economical value to the South. After capturing
Savannah he began a campaign to dismantle the Confederate’s east coast base of
operations, marching his army through the Carolinas, destroying military and economic
material, and symbolically razing Columbia before proceeding toward Richmond. His
dismantling of south-eastern interior of the Confederacy left the Army of Northern
Virginia without any potential base to fall back upon, and no freedom of manoeuvre
against the Army of the Potomac. Sherman’s marches also denied another Confederate
army, mustered under General Joseph E. Johnson, an operational base.
Grant and Sherman’s appreciation of strategy evolved between 1862 and 1865 to
understand that the application of the construct of bases of operations was fundamental in
war. Multiple options for bases of operations facilitated manoeuvre against an enemy.
Lee complained of Grant’s Overland campaign that his “gradual whirl and change of base
from Fredericksburg to Port Royal, then to York River and then to James River, as a
thing which, though foreseen, it was impossible to prevent.”743 Grant understood by this
time that the destruction of an enemy was not to come merely from a grand “decisive”
battle, but from using multiple bases of operation to manoeuvre to sever Lee from, or to

743

Quoted in Royster, The Destructive War, 334.
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The Confederate strategy was one of aggressive defense of frontiers, as espoused
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points upon the Tennessee River, and eventually the Mississippi River. Their strategy
attempted to project from the Tennessee River to capture all of the state of Tennessee. It
also included occasional aggressive offensive operations to secure supplies from within
the Union bases of operation, or to raid into these to disrupt Union supplies. These were
conducted in order for the Confederacy to keep the initiative and buy time in hopes of
eroding northern will to fight. In this they came close to success on more than one
occasion. Neither industrial strength nor moral majesty could guarantee Union victory,
and until Lincoln was re-elected in November 1864, Union political resolve to continue
the war was in serious doubt. These contingent factors outweighed sheer Union military
might, and until the end, Lincoln had to rely upon his commanders applying military
science by for any chance of military success. Only in the spring of 1865, when
Confederate forces were denied effective bases of operation from which to muster,
project and supply military forces, did military defeat become inevitable.
If there was a real advantage to the Union during these years of war, it was in the
application of military science by well-educated and trained minds. While historians
rightfully credit Grant and Sherman with the ultimate military success of the North, the
conditions of success were laid by a large number of professional officers whose business
it was to prepare military frontiers, fortified strategic points, identify ordnance
requirements, muster, equip, arm, train and move large volunteer forces, properly encamp
and supply these forces, and plan for their employment on successful offensive
campaigns. More than military genius, the Union's advantage in military science
ultimately proved decisive. The legacy of the Civil War in the United States Army was of
continued faith in staff planning, logistics, engineering, artillery competency, and
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intregration of the means for industrial warfare and a reliance upon volunteers. Theirs had
become a scientific way of war.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
Inheritors of an unscientific military tradition that emphasized the role of the
amateur in irregular warfare, Americans entered the Revolution in want of expertise in the
scientific branches of artillery and fortifications. Their contempt for standing armies had
allowed them to ignore the problems related to the logistics of raising and supplying
military forces and the emerging science of strategic movements. American leaders came
to recognize the need for military science during the Revolution. Yet the desire of each
state to remain free of financial obligation to the federal government guaranteed lukewarm
support for the establishment and maintenance of the Continental Army and no sooner had
hostilities ended in 1783 then began efforts to expunge what had been learned during the
war years. At the constitutional convention the popularity of the militia myth gave
antimilitarist Americans substantiation to oppose the establishment of a peacetime
standing army or military institutions dedicated to military science or to national
preparedness for war. It was only the continued threat of attack by Native Indians along
the frontier that allowed agreement to accept a very small army.
In the Federalist period it was difficult for the states to accept the need for standing
military forces larger than what was needed to garrison frontier forts. A larger army could
conceivably be more useful in suppressing political opposition or in coercing the states to
bend to the federal will. This suspicion plagued American politics until well after the Civil
War. But the issue was as much economic as political. The states remained reluctant
throughout the antebellum era to fund anymore than necessary the peacetime military
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establishment. This sentiment changed in Atlantic coast states when war with Great
Britain or France seemed likely. Threats of war in 1794, 1798, and 1806, and real war in
1812, exposed the vulnerability of the United States to naval attack. During such periods
the Atlantic states agreed to federal plans for the construction of permanent coastal
fortifications. Such plans required expertise in military science and supported the
establishment of the United States Military Academy at West Point in 1802, whose
mandate it was to produce “scientific officers” capable of building the nations frontier
fortifications.
During the Jeffersonian period precedent was established wherein the states would
agree to pay large sums of money for defensive infrastructure, in lieu of a standing army
that could threaten states rights. Presidents and secretaries of war periodically attempted
to convince congress of the need for greater standing forces, with little success beyond
temporary increases during times of crisis. President John Monroe and Secretary John
Calhoun made one such attempt with their military reforms of 1817-1821. But congress
refused to support their plans. Instead of the proposed strength of 10,000 regular soldiers,
congress agreed to maintain only the 6,000 deemed necessary for garrisoning the
proposed fortifications. Throughout the antebellum era the size of the regular army
remained between 6,000 and 13,000 soldiers, fluctuating during periods of conflict in
Florida, in Mexico, and along the western frontier. Congressional limitations on the size
of the army were an expression of antimilitarism consistent with America’s colonial past.
The state volunteer system, supported by an enduring narrative of the natural effectiveness
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of the American militiaman, officially substituted for a larger standing army. 744 Yet the
reality behind the narrative was that few states spent the funds needed to maintain a well
regulated militia.
Accepting the lack of political appetite to increase the regular army above 6,000
strong, Monroe and Calhoun turned to ways to increase military capability by
professionalizing the army. By 1820 they succeeded in crafting enduring defense policy,
establishing staff bureaus, publishing regulations, creating a system for expansion of the
regular army in times of war, and in institutionalizing a professional military curriculum at
West Point. These were significant achievements that had lasting impacts. Calhoun’s
defense policy proved appealing to states’ representatives as it committed resources to the
development of fortifications along the coastal and land frontiers of the United States and
corollary efforts to improve lines of communications internal to these frontiers which
could be used for commerce. This expedient system of national defense precluded need
for larger regular army and at the same time guaranteed a basic level of military funding
and support for the rest of the antebellum period. It also exposed need for military science
in the United States. The West Point four year curriculum was devised to deliver a
complete course in military science that supported the nation’s military policy.
West Point graduates received a sound military education which marked them
distinctly from officers who had received commissions directly from the secretary of war,
and from the state appointed officers of militia or state volunteers. No other school in
America offered what was granted at West Point. No other school maintained a core

744

Theoretically throughout the antebellum period the aggregate of these state forces
(growing steadily from 1 million to over 3 million in 1860) constituted sufficient
military capability if required. See any Army Register between 1830-1860.
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curriculum of mathematics, physical science, and engineering, at least not until the late
1840s. No other school offered the blend of training in all branches of military service
together with this scientific curriculum. The academy produced an annual class of
graduates that grew steadily to fill most of the commissioned officer positions of the
regular army (20 percent of the positions in 1820 to 75 percent of positions in 1860).
However, while it was unique, West Point was not out of place in Jeffersonian
America. There had long been desire by George Washington and Thomas Jefferson to
establish a national institution for the teaching of science. The demand in society for
skilled surveyors, civil engineers, architects and map makers generated widespread
political support for the West Point academy. It is true that West Point was periodically
criticized for the narrow scope of its curriculum. Specifically, the academy sometimes
received suggestions from the Annual Board of Visitors to expand its curriculum to
include instruction in classical languages, literary arts and criticism, rhetoric, dialectics,
law and history. However, throughout the entire antebellum era these subjects were
considered as “accessory” and potentially disruptive to the focused study of military
science. The academy’s insistence upon the near exclusive study of science reflected a
deliberate preference for Jeffersonian Enlightenment thinking. But it also represented an
American reality.
Throughout the antebellum period, neither specialization of military function nor a
generalized liberal arts education served the needs of a small United States Army, spread
thinly in small outposts over a vast continent. More than anything else, each graduate of
the military academy needed some skill in performing local staff functions, in organizing
local depots, in surveying, in building defensive fortifications and infrastructure, and in
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road, canal, and bridge construction. Such skill could only come from a scientific
curriculum. Each graduate was also eligible to serve on detached service with one of the
staff departments where knowledge of ordnance, supply, and quartermaster functions, and
advanced mathematics was essential.
The last half of this work has explained that satisfying civilian demand for
engineers was not the purpose of West Point, and was not part of the planning in the War
Department. While the United States Army did attempt to assist in federal and state civil
engineering, military preparedness and the conduct of military operations occupied most
of the effort of the army. The military science learned at West Point helped officers
detached upon internal improvement duties, but it was also fundamental to officers who
were needed to perform a wide array of military duties. West Point graduates maintained a
versatile set of skills, indeed they were military generalists, capable of performing the
functions of competent company and battalion line officers, capable of organizing,
training, moving and supplying battalions of volunteer state troops, and equally capable as
general staff officers performing duties directly for the war department.
In the military reforms that were enacted after the War of 1812, the creation of a
military general staff in Washington stands out as one of the most important. This
comprised of individual bureaus for a Quartermaster General, Commissary General,
Adjutant-General, Surgeon General, Paymaster General, Chief of Ordnance, Chief of
Engineers, and Chief of Topographical Engineers. These bureaus and their chiefs reported
directly to the secretary of war and were responsive to, and reliant upon, congress. The
factor that distinguished this general staff from continental European staff systems
(especially that of the later widely acclaimed Prussian general staff system) was its near
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complete control by political masters and not by commanding generals. In a young
republic suspicious of concentration of power, the separation of staff from command
functions and political oversight remained a chief characteristic of the emerging American
military system. Sometimes much maligned, this system worked well for the United States
until well into the twentieth century.
The military science of West Point was essential for the smooth running of the new
American staff system. The qualifications of the graduates pretty much guaranteed their
domination of the staff bureaus in Washington and in satellite offices in each geographic
military department and district and post. At any time during the antebellum period, a
significant portion of the commissioned officers of the regular army were detached on
service of the general staff bureaus (between 25 to 35 percent). In this manner, well over
forty percent of West Point graduates (and a majority of long-service graduates) gained
considerable staff experience during times of peace. This in turn helped to further
professionalize the army and provided valuable experience to young officers that became
useful to them in times of war.
During the Seminole War of 1835-43, the various expeditions against Native Indian
bands (the Creek, the Blackhawk, and the Sioux), and during the Mexican War, the staff
and line experience of the regular officer corps contributed to military successes.
Particularly noteworthy was the efficacy with which West Point graduates worked as
quartermasters, assistant adjutants-general, commissariat officers, ordnance officers,
paymasters, reconnaissance officers and engineers to facilitate the raising, organization,
training, equipage, movement and supply of volunteer and militia forces. Often these
officers, mostly from infantry and artillery units, served in several staff capacities, and
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often in command of troops from other branches. Their varied employment throughout the
period 1820 to 1860 showed their versatility of service. They constituted what truly was a
general staff capability in the small regular army which allowed for the expansion of
American military forces in accordance with the national defense policy.
It was for the reasons outlined above that West Point military science proved
politically and socially acceptable. The academy itself came under periodic criticism from
anti-militarist factions in congress, from state politicians who would have preferred to see
money spent upon state militias, and from anti-professionals who occasionally accused the
academy of elitism. These attacks came to no avail and ceased to have meaning after the
victory by the United States Army in the Mexican War. By the eve of the Civil War,
military science had become the dominant paradigm for those Washington-based officers
who shaped defense policy, their colleagues who taught at the United States Military
Academy, and the graduates.
The preference for military science as the doctrine of the United States Army
over time created a commonality of thinking amongst officers who prepared for war in
1861. Theirs was a way of war that conserved Enlightenment thinking regarding the
possibility of acquiring a perfect knowledge of warfare. This incorporated specific
branches of military science - fortifications and engineering, artillery applications and
ordnance functions, logistics, and the science of strategic movements. All branches relied
upon mathematical understanding and application. Graduates understood this acquired
knowledge as an important element in the development of individual martial talent, even
genius. While faith in the Enlightenment had been diluted in Europe by the midnineteenth century, at West Point, and within the staff bureaus in Washington, and in the
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minds of academy graduates, Enlightenment thinking continued to assert that war was
governable by a grand theory, necessitating the comprehensive study of all the branches of
military science.
It is no accident of history that the opening shots of the Civil War were fired by
cannon from Third System fortifications that controlled the entrance to Charleston
Harbor. Neither is it coincidental that the last great battle of the war was a grand siege at
Petersburg and Richmond, involving a greater extent of entrenchments and fortifications
than had previously ever existed. In between these events were four years of war that
drew on all of the elements of antebellum military science. Fortifications, logistics,
engineering, advanced artillery applications, and strategy were implemented largely as
taught and understood in the antebellum period. New techniques and technologies
changed the scope of application of most elements. The railway and telegraph had a
profound impact upon logistics and command and control. Engineering capacities
expanded in scope to meet the demands of railway, road, and water troop movements,
and to conduct the many sieges of the war. Artillery technology and techniques improved
as officers learned to mass artillery upon the battlefield and to defend and attack fortified
positions with more advanced applications of fire. Field fortifications changed the nature
of Civil War tactical battles, from something resembling Napoleonic warfare to
something altogether different, very much resembling engagements that would reappear
in the First World War. In all this change, the theory of the science of strategic movement
changed not at all. Application of the theory had to embrace the use of the railroad and
signal communications, but if anything these advances in technology served to reinforce
the importance afforded to the proper selection of strategic points and lines. After the
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war’s end in 1865, military science was so well diffused across America that it became
the way of war for the United States Army for the next century.
Guided by Enlightenment ideas of human progress and the perfectibility of
knowledge, the academy’s curriculum between 1820 and 1870 had reinforced
Jeffersonian notions of science as key to all human affairs. With the Civil War this began
to change significantly. Ideas of perfectibility, the basis of civil and military science,
were being replaced by appreciation for evolution and realistic criticism of Jeffersonian
science and Jacksonian romanticism alike. Industrialization, urbanization, continental
settlement and the end of western frontier produced change throughout American society,
and West Point was no exception. However much the academy professors might have
been bothered by these pressures of change, the academy’s military science was safe.
Commitment to a science of war that taught immutable principles, based upon
appreciation of topography and military mass, portrayed in geometric form, remained in
the United States Army for many decades to come.
Brevet Colonel J.B. Wheeler (class of 1855) replaced Mahan as Professor of
Engineering and the Science of War after Mahan’s death in September 1871. In 1893 he
published his own teaching notes in A Course of Instruction in the Elements of the Art
and Science of War within which he reiterated the ideas of military science laid done by
Mahan before him. Wheeler stated that the science of war was to be studied in the same
way as other sciences: “A knowledge of its principles is not to be evolved out of mans’
inner consciousness.” The principles were the result of experience and analysis of that
experience by studying past military operations in order to “separate the principles from
the details….The theories of the science are therefore based upon the acted past and not
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upon the imagined future.”745 Wheeler had read his Clausewitz and was aware of the
contemporary American attitude admiring the German General Staff. But such influences
were not changing traditional American military thinking. Acknowledging the role of
“chance” in war, Wheeler suggested that a master of the “art of war” study military
science to be able to “eliminate the elements of “chance” from any military operation.”746
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Figure 53: Wheelers Concept of Strategic Movements circa 1890747
In planning and conducting campaigns using the immutable principles of the base
of operations, lines of operation, and strategic objective points, Wheeler urged his cadets
to study and employ the latest in railway, signals, and artillery applications. Wheeler’s
science of war did not forget fortifications. By 1890 this subject had been separated from
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J.B.Wheeler, A Course of Instruction in the Elements of the Art and Science of War for
the use of the Cadets of the United States Military Academy (New York: D. Van
Nostrand, 1893), 318
746
Ibid., 319.
747
Ibid., 16.
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strategy in the West Point curriculum, but was no less important. Wheeler taught field
and permanent fortifications using more recent texts, but these were very much Mahanian
and therefore Vaubanian in content. At the turn of the century, the course in the science
of war began to incorporate more historical analysis, and an annual visit to one of the
battlefields of the Civil War. The elements of instruction throughout this curriculum
continued to emphasize the importance of impersonal forces in preparing for and
conducting war. The principles of mobilization of state volunteers and the theory of the
base, the importance of fortifications remained essential. The Third System had been
transformed by technological advances in the 1870s, but remained the singular consistent
element of American defense strategy for another 80 years, with coastal defenses being
continuously upgraded. Land field fortifications continued to be taught and practised by
the United States Army, and their importance was confirmed during the slaughterhouse
of trench warfare on the western front in 1917.
This book has examined a force of continuity in American military thinking for
the period 1820 until the Civil War, and suggests a continuity of thinking thereafter.
Specifically, it analyzed what constituted 19th century American military science, why it
was framed within government policy and taught within the United States Military
Academy, and how it became the early American way of war. It refutes two dominant
schools of revisionist thought, the first regarding the lack of military professionalism in
the antebellum army, and the second regarding how Swiss military theorist Antoine de
Jomini held a stranglehold over antebellum military thought. It explains instead that the
preference for military science as the doctrine of the United States Army in the antebellum
period created a commonality of thinking amongst officers who prepared for war in 1861.
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Theirs was a way of war that conserved Enlightenment thinking. They believed strongly
about the possibility of acquiring a perfect knowledge of war. While incorporating distinct
branches; fortifications and engineering, artillery applications and ordnance functions,
logistics, and the science of strategic movements, all were related by a common reliance
upon mathematics. Mathematics distinguished this doctrine and promised to be a sound
basis for decision-making. Faith in this Enlightenment idea was waning elsewhere by
1850. But at West Point, and in the minds of academy graduates serving throughout the
Union, Enlightenment thinking continued, asserting that war was governable by a grand
theory, necessitating the comprehensive study of military science. In many respects this
thinking lives on in the United States military to this day.
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APPENDIX A
Distribution of Studies and Day Routine USMA
1823
Time
From dawn
of day to
sunrise
From
Sunrise to
7 o’clock
From 7 to 8
From 8 to
11
o’clock
From 11 to
12
From 12 to
1 o’clock

From 1 to 2
From 2 to 4
o’clock

4 to sunset
From sunset
to ½ hour
past
From ½
past sunset
to ½ past 9
From ½
past 9 to 10
o’clock

4th Class
3rd Class
2nd Class
1st Class
Reveille at dawn of day – Roll-call immediately after Reveille – Police of
Rooms – Cleaning of Arms, Accoutrements, etc. – Inspection of Rooms Thirty
Minutes after Roll Call
Study of
Study of
Study of Natural
Study of
Mathematics
Mathematics
and Experimental
Engineering and
Philosophy
Military Art
Breakfast at 7 o’clock, Guard Mounting at half past 7
Class Parade at 8
Recitations in Recitations in
Recitations in
Recitations and
Mathematics
Mathematics
Natural and
Drawing relative to
Experimental
Engineering and
Philosophy
Military Art
Study of
Study of
Lectures on Natural
Lectures on
Mathematics
Mathematics
and Experimental
Engineering and
Philosophy
Military Art
Study and
Study and
Study or Lectures on
Chemistry or
Recitation of
Recitation of
Chemistry
Mineralogy &
French
French
Alternating
Geology
Alternating
Dinner at 1 o’clock – Recreation from Dinner to 2 o’clock
Study and
Drawing
Drawing of
Study and
Recitation of
Figures or
Landscape and
Recitations of
French
Study of
Topography
Geography, History,
French
Ethicks, and
Alternating
National Law
Military Exercises – Dress Parade and Roll-call at sunset
Supper immediately after Parade – signal to retire to Quarters immediately
after Supper
Study of
Mathematics

Study of
Mathematics

Study of Natural
Study of
and Experimental
Engineering and
Philosophy
Military Art
Tattoo at half past 9 o’clock – Roll-call immediately after Tattoo
Signal to extinguish Lights, and nspection of Rooms at 10 o’clock
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1832
Times of
Day
From dawn
of day to
sunrise
From
Sunrise to
7 o’clock
From 7 to 8
From 8 to
11
o’clock
From 11 to
12
From 12 to
1 o’clock

From 1 to 2
From 2 to 4
o’clock

From 4 to
sunset
From sunset
to ½ hour
past
From ½
past sunset
to ½ past 9
From ½
past 9 to 10
o’clock

4th Class

3rd Class

2nd Class

1st Class

Reveille at dawn of day – Roll-call immediately after Reveille – Police of
Rooms – Cleaning of Arms, Accoutrements, etc. – Inspection of Rooms
Thirty Minutes after Roll Call
Study of
Study of
Study of Natural
Study of
Mathematics
Mathematics
Philosophy
Engineering and
the Science of War
Breakfast at 7 o’clock, Guard Mounting at half past 7
Class Parade at 8
Recitations in Recitations in
Recitations in
Recitations and
Mathematics
Mathematics
Natural Philosophy Drawing relative to
Engineering and
the Science of War
Study of
Recitation and
Recitation and
Lectures on
French
Study of
Study of Chemistry
Engineering and
French
Military Art
Study of
Recitation and Lectures and Study
Study of Rhetoric
French
Study of
of Chemistry
and Moral and
French
Political Science,
and Mineralogy
and Geology
Dinner at 1 o’clock – Recreation from Dinner to 2 o’clock
Recitation
On alternate
Drawing of
Recitation of
and Study of
days Drawing
Landscape and
Rhetoric and Moral
French
of the Human
Topography
and Political
Figure
Science, and
Mineralogy and
Geology
Military Exercises – Dress Parade and Roll-call at sunset
Supper immediately after Parade – signal to retire to Quarters immediately
after Supper
Study of
Mathematics

Study of
Mathematics

Study of
Engineering and
the Science of War
Tattoo at half past 9 o’clock – Roll-call immediately after Tattoo
Signal to extinguish Lights, and nspection of Rooms at 10 o’clock
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Study of Natural
Philosophy

1856
Times
of Day
Dawn
to
sunrise
Sunrise
to
7
o’clock
From 7
to 8
From 8
to 11
o’clock
From
11 to 12
From
12 to 1
o’clock
From 1
to 2
From 2
to 4
o’clock
4 to
sunset
Sunset
to ½
past
From ½
past
sunset
to ½
past 9
From ½
past 9
to 10
o’clock

5th Class

4th Class

3rd Class

2nd Class

1st Class

Reveille at dawn of day – Roll-call immediately after Reveille – Police of Rooms –
Cleaning of Arms, Accoutrements, etc. – Inspection of Rooms Thirty Minutes after Roll
Call
Study of
Mathematics

Study of
Mathematics

Study in
Natural and
Experimental
Philosophy

Study in Civil
Engineering

Study of
Engineering and
the Science of
War

Breakfast at 7 o’clock, Guard Mounting at half past 7
Class Parade at 8
Recitations in
Mathematics

Recitations in
Mathematics

Recitations in
Natural and
Experimental
Philosophy

Recitation in
Recitations in
Civil
Engineering and
Engineering
the Science of
or Moral
War
Sciences
Study of
English
Study and
Study of
Mineralogy &
Mathematics
studies or
Recitation in
Chemistry or
Geology,
Fencing
French and
Riding
Ordnance &
Alternating
Spanish
Alternating
Gunnery,
Alternating till
Riding, Practical
English studies
Recitation
Study of
January then
Engineering
or Fencing
and Study of
Chemistry or
Spanish
Alternating
Alternating
French
Riding
Alternating
Dinner at 1 o’clock – Recreation from Dinner to 2 o’clock
English studies
or Fencing
Alternating

French

Drawing and
Riding
Alternating

Drawing

Law, History &
Conduct

Military Exercises – Dress Parade and Roll-call at sunset
Supper immediately after Parade – signal to retire to Quarters immediately after Supper

Study of
Mathematics

Study of
Mathematics

Study in
Natural and
Experimental
Philosophy

Study of
Civil
Engineering
or Moral
Sciences

Study of
Engineering and
the Science of
War

Tattoo at half past 9 o’clock – Roll-call immediately after Tattoo
Signal to extinguish Lights, and nspection of Rooms at 10 o’clock

Sources: Regulations of the United States Military Academy at West Point. New York, 1823, 1832,
and United States Military Academy Staff Records Vol. 6, 1854-59, see 1856, 198-199, USMA
Spec Coll.
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APPENDIX B
The Napoleon Club
Known Members of the Napoleon Club in the Antebellum Period748:
West
Rank (as an
Point
Instructor)
Number
Name
361
Lt. (Rtd) Dennis H.
Mahan
709
Capt. George W.
Cullum

Branch

Engineer
Engineer

At West
Point as
Instructor
1824-26
1830-71
1847-51,
1852-55

1028

1st Lt. George H
Thomas

Artillery

1851-54

1077

1st Lt. Samuel
Jones
2nd Lt. Barton S.
Alexander

Artillery

1846-51

Engineer

1848-52

1st Lt. Gustavus W.
Smith
2nd Lt. William B.
Franklin
2nd Lt. Joseph J.
Reynolds
1st Lt. Henry F.
Clarke

Engineer

1849-54

Topog

1848-51

Artillery

1846-55

Artillery

1848-51

1st Lt. William F.
Smith
1st Lt. Fitz John
Porter
1st Lt. Henry
Coppée
1st Lt. Edmund K.
Smith

Topog

1846-48
1855-56
1849-55

1117

1118
1167
1176
1178

1234
1238
1241
1255

748

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

1848-49
1850-55
1849-52

Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Professor, President of the
Napoleon Club
Bvt. Maj Gen U.S. Army
(Departmental and Army Chief
Engineer)
Maj. Gen U.S. Army
(Commander Army of the
Cumberland)
Col. CSA Inf. Killed 1862
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Chief Engineer,
Engineer Board)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Corps
Commander)
Bvt. Maj Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental and Army Chief
Commissary Officer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Civilian
Lt. Gen. CSA (Departmental
Commander)

Draft Letter, Mr. Bowman to Lincoln, May 1863, USMA Letters Received, 1840-90, USMA
Spec. Coll. Cited in Griess, “Mahan,” 237. Names of Possible Members taken from Officers
and Members of the West Point Army Mess 1841 to 1880 (West Point: U.S.M.A. Press, 1880).
Details of individuals from George Cullum, Biographical Register; and Ellsworth Eliot, Jr.,
West Point in the Confederacy (New York: G.A. Baker & Co., Inc., 1941); and Charles B.
Hall, Military Records of General Officers of the Confederacy (New York: The Steck
Company, 1898); and Frederick Phisterer, Statistical Record of the Armies of the United States
(New York: The Blue and the Grey Press, 1909).
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West
Point
Number
1273
1275
1325
1350
1357
1407
1415
1465
1579

Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
nd
2 Lt. George B.
McClellan
1st Lt. John G.
Foster
1st Lt. Cadmus
Wilcox
1st Lt. John Gibbon
1st Lt. Thomas H.
Neill
2nd Lt. Quincy A.
Gilmore
1st Lt. Absalom
Baird
2nd Lt. John A.
Mebane
Bvt. 2nd Lt. James
B. McPherson

Branch

Engineer

At West
Point as
Instructor
1848-51

Engineer

1855-57

Infantry

1852-57

Artillery

1854-59

Infantry

1853-1857

Engineer

1852-56

Artillery

1853-59

Artillery

1851-1854

Engineer

1853-54

Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army
Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Commander)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division
Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Division Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Division Commander)
Died 1854
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Army
Commander)

Possible Members of the Napoleon Club in the Antebellum Period
542
1206
1232

1297
1331
1259
1374
1279
1369
1272
1336

1377

Lt. Col. Robert E.
Lee
1st Lt. William G.
Peck
2nd Lt. E.B. Hunt

Engineer

1852-55

Topog

1847-55

Engineer

1846-49

2nd Lt. Richard H.
Rush
Capt. John C.
Symmes
1st Lt. J. M. Hawes

Artillery

1846-47

Artillery
Ordnance
Dragoon

1847-49
1855-56
1848-50

2nd Lt. Rufus A.
Roys
2nd Lt. Jesse L.
Reno
2nd Lt. William
Trowbridge
2nd Lt. C. Seaforth
Stewart
1st Lt. Daniel Van
Buren

Engineer

1848-50

Ordnance

1849

Engineer

1848-51

Engineer

1849-54

Artillery

1849-50

2nd Lt. Joseph C.
Clark

Artillery

1849-51
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Lt. Gen. CSA (Army
Commander)
Civilian
Major U.S. Army (departmental
Chief Engineer, Experiments
Officer) Killed 1863
Colonel U.S. Volunteers
(Brigade Commander)
Retired Disabled
Brig. Gen. CSA (Cavalry
Brigade Commander)
Killed 1850
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Corps
Commander) Killed 1862
Civilian Engineer assisting U.S.
Army 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Division
and District Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps & Departmental Chief
of Staff)
Maj. U.S. Army (Artillery
Battalion Commander)
Wounded 1862

2nd Lt. James W.
Abert
Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
nd
2 Lt. Thomas .J.
Haines

Infantry

1292

2nd Lt. Charles C.
Gilbert

Infantry

1850-55

1283

1st Lt. Edward C.
Boyton
1st Lt. Henry B.
Clitz

Artillery

1848-55

Infantry

1848-55

1st Lt. Truman
Seymore
1st Lt. Seth
Williams
1st Lt. Beekman du
Barry

Artillery

1850-53

Artillery

1850-1853

Artillery

1853-54
1859-61

1st. Lt. Delvan D.
Perkins
2nd Lt. Milton
Cogswell

Artillery

1850-56

Infantry

1851-56

1262

1st Lt. Delos B.
Sacket

Dragoons

1850-55

1370

2nd Lt. Andrew J.
Donelson
1st Lt. David R.
Jones
2nd Lt. Chauncey
McKeever

Engineer
Infantry

1852-53
1855-56
1851-53

Artillery

1851-55

1st Lt. James C.
Duane
2nd Lt. Edward D.
Stockton
Capt. Robert S.
Garnett
2nd Lt. Joseph H.
Wheelock
2nd Lt. Alexander J.
Perry

Engineers
Infantry

1852-54
1858-61
1852-56

Officer (rank unknown) CSA
Killed 1863
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Chief of Staff,
Departmental Asst-Adj-Gen,
Bureau Asst-Provost Marshall)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer)
Died 1857

Artillery

1852-54

Brig. Gen. CSA Killed 61

Artillery

1851-55

Col. U.S. Volunteers died 1862

Artillery

1852-58

Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Quarter-Master)

1165
West
Point
Number
1410

1266

1290
1133
1413

1414
1417

1312
1420

1371
1418
1085
1455
1506

Branch

Artillery
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1848-50
At West
Point as
Instructor
1850
1852-53

Maj. U.S. Army (Corps Topog
Officer) Wounded 1862
Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief
Commissary Officer)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Division
Commander and District Chief
Provost Marshall and
Mustering Officer)
Bvt. Major U.S. Army
(Adjutant at USMA)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Regiment Commander)
wounded 1862
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Division Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen U.S. Army
(Army Inspector General)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief
Commissary Officer)
Maj. U.S. Army (Corps and
Bureau Asst Adj Gen)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment
Commander and Corps Provost
Marshall)
Bvt. Maj. Gen U.S. Army
(Corps & Army Inspector
General)
Died 1859

2nd Lt. Newton F.
Alexander
Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
2nd Lt. Roger
Jones

Engineer

1st Lt. Edward R.
Platt
1st Lt. Anderson D.
Nelson

Artillery

1855-59

Infantry

1853-55

2nd Lt. Alexander
Piper
2nd Lt. James B.
Fry
2nd Lt. James936
Thompson

Artillery

1853-54

Artillery

1853-59

Artillery

1854-57

Capt. William H.
T. Walker
1st Lt. Samuel F.
Chalfin
2nd Lt. Thomas
Lincoln Casey
1st Lt. William
Silvey
2nd Lt. Joshua W.
Sill

Infantry

1854-56

Artillery

1854-59

Engineers

1854-59

Artillery

1854-57

Ordnance

1854-57

1467

2nd Lt. Robert
Ransom

Dragoons

1854-55

708

Capt. John G.
Barnard
2nd Lt. Thorton A.
Washington
1st Lt. Adam J.
Slemmer

Engineer

1855-56

Infantry

1855-56

Artillery

1855-59

1421

2nd Lt. William H.
Lewis

Infantry

1855-56

1585

2nd Lt. John M.
Schofield
2nd Lt. George B.
Cosby

Artillery

1855-60

Mounted
Riflemen

1855-57

1537
West
Point
Number
1527

1419
1101

1498
1344
1499

936
1337
1536
1412
1581

1439
1461

1552

Branch

Mounted
Riflemen

432

1852-53
At West
Point as
Instructor
1852-54

Died 1858
Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Maj. U.S. Army (Division and
Departmental Inspector General)
Maj. U.S. Army (Army Judge
Advocate General)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps
and Departmental Inspector
General)
Bvt. Lt.Col. U.S. Army (Corps
Chief Artillery Officer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Provost Marshal General)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Artillery Battalion
Commander)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division
Commander) Killed 1864
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (bureau
Asst.-Adjt. Gen.)
Bvt Lt.Col. U.S. Army (District
and Bureau Asst. Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(District Asst. Adjt. Gen.)
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers
(Brigade Commander) Killed
1862
Maj. Gen. CSA (Cavalry
Brigade and Departmental
Commander)
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army
Chief Engineer)
Maj. CSA (State Asst-Adj.
Gen.)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Regiment Commander)
Wounded 1862
Bvt. Lt.Col. U.S. Army (Chief
Commissary officer – Indian
territory & New Mexico)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Brig. Gen. CSA (Army Chief of
Staff and Cavalry Brigade
Commander)

1519

1st Lt. John C.
Kelton

West
Point
Number
1084

Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
Lt. Col John F.
Reynolds

966

Infantry

Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Brigade
Commander, Army/Bureau
Asst. Adjt. Gen.)
Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)

Artillery

At West
Point as
Instructor
1860-61

Capt. William J.
Hardee
Capt. James G.
Benton
2nd Lt. Francis J.
Shunk
2nd Lt. James St. C.
Morton

Dragoons

1856-60

Ordnance

1857-61

Ordnance

1855-57

Engineer

1855-57

2nd Lt. David C,
Houston
2nd Lt. John T.
Greble Artillery
1st Lt. William H,
Wood

Engineer

1856-1857

Artillery

1856-60

Infantry

1855-56

1st Lt. Charles W.
Fields
1st Lt. Orren
Chapman
2nd Lt. Robert
Wiliams
1st Lt. Benjamin D.
Forsythe
1st Lt. Henry C.
Symonds
2nd Lt. E. Porter
Alexander
2nd Lt. John
Pegram

Dragoons

1856-61

Dragoons

1855-6

Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers
(Corps Commander) Killed
1863
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps and
Departmental Commander)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Bureau
Senior Staff, Ordnance Board)
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army
(Departmental Staff, Ordnance)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief engineer) Killed
1864
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief Engineer)
1st Lt U.S. Army (Artillery)
Killed 1861
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regimental
Commander, Division Provost
Marshall)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Corps
Commander)
Died 1859

Dragoons
Infantry

1854
1857-61
1857

Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Bureau Asst-Adjt Gen officer)
Died 1861

Artillery

1857-61

Engineer

1858-60

Dragoons

1857

2nd Lt. Alexander
S. Webb
1st Lt. John R.
Smead

Artillery

1857-61

Artillery

1857-59

1761

2nd Lt. Richard K.
Meade

Engineer

1857-59

1566

1st Lt. Henry
Douglass

Infantry

1858-61

Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (District
Commissariat Officer)
Brig. Gen. CSA (Corps and
Army Chief Artillery Officer)
Col. CSA (Chief Army
Engineer Officer, Cavalry
Regiment Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Brigade/Division commander)
Capt. U.S. Army (Artillery
Battery Commander) Killed
1862
Capt. CSA (Corps Ordnance
and Engineer Officer) Killed
1862
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion
Command)

1121
1583
1495

1712
1651
1267

1433
1300
1512
1381
1590
1762
1640

1689
1645

Branch

1858-59
1860-61

433

1565
1387

1st Lt. Alexander
McD McCook
1st Lt. Richard L.
Dodge

West
Point
Number
1752

Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
1st Lt. James
McMillan

1775

Infantry

1858-61

Infantry

1858-60

Infantry

At West
Point as
Instructor
1858-61

2nd Lt. Francis
Beach
2nd Lt. William C.
Paine
2nd Lt. George W.
Snyder
1st Lt. Caleb Huse
2nd Lt. Rufus
Saxton

Artillery

1858-59

Engineer

1858-59

Engineer

1859-60

Artillery
Artillery

1852-59
1859-60

1451

1st Lt. Gouverneur
K. Warren

Engineer

1859-61

1826

2nd Lt. Samuel D.
Lockett
2nd Lt. Samuel B.
Holabird

Engineer

1859-61

Infantry

1859-61

1636

2nd Lt. Charles N.
Turnbull

Topog

1859-60

1538

1st Lt. George H.
Mendell

Engineer

1859-63

1745

2nd Lt. Herman
Biggs

Infantry

1859-61

1677

2nd Lt. Cyrus.B.
Comstock
1st Lt. William P.
Craighill
2nd Lt. Junius B.
Wheeler
1st Lt. Herbert A.
Hascall
1st Lt. Thomas M.
Vincent

Engineer

1859-1861

Engineer

1859-63

Cavalry
Topog
Artillery

1859-61
1861-63
1860-61
1863-67
1860-61

1798
1711
1500
1424

1437

1580
1681
1718
1589

Branch

Artillery

434

Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps and District Command)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (State
Chief Mustering & Disbursing
Officer)
Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Bureau
Asst. Mustering & Disbursing
Officer, Provost Office)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Brigade Commander)
Capt. U.S. Army (Departmental
Chief Engineer) Disabled 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Division
Chief Engineer) Died 1861
Major CSA (Purchasing Agent)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Division/District Chief
Quartermaster)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer, Corps
Commander)
Col. CSA (Field Engineer)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief
Quartermaster)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Engineer
Battalion Commander, Chief
Corps and Departmental
Engineer)
Bvt. Colonel U.S. Army
(Engineer Battalion
Commander)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief
Quartermaster)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Division Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Division Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Brigade Quartermaster)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Senior Staff, Bureau AsstAdjt-Gen)

1st Lt. Walworth
Jenkins
2nd Lt. Samuel S.
Carrol
1st Lt. Godfrey
Weitzel
Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
1st Lt. Stephen V.
Benét
2nd Lt. William E.
Merrill
2nd Lt Samuel Beck

Artillery

1860-61

Infantry

1860-61

Engineer

1860-61

1832

1353

1601
1754
1678
West
Point
Number
1409
1825
1683

1726

Branch

Ordnance

At West
Point as
Instructor
1860-64

Engineers

1860-61

Artillery

1860-61

2nd Lt. Edward G.
Bush

Infantry

1860-61

1st Lt. Charles
Griffin
1st Lt. Wesley
Owens

Artillery

1860-61

Cavalry

1860-61

435

Capt. U.S. Army (Division &
District Chief Quartermaster)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Brigade Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Bureau Staff, Ordnance Board)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Army
Chief engineer)
Bvt. Brig. Gen U.S. Army
(Corps/Bureau Asst-Adjt-Gen)
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army
(Regimental Commander,
Departmental Provost Marshall)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Regimental Commander,
Inspector Provost Marshall
Generals Department)

APPENDIX C
Participants in Mahan's Advance Engineer Studies Programme749
West
Rank (as an
Point
Instructor)
Number
Name
587
Capt. Alexander J.
Swift
1059
Zealous B. Tower

Branch

Engineer

At West
Point as
Instructor
1841-46

Engineer

1842-1843

1060

Horatio H. Wright

Engineer

1842-1844

1115

William Rosecrans

Engineer

1843-1847

1112

John Newton

Engineer

1843-46

1232

2nd Lt. E.B. Hunt

Engineer

1846-49

1234

1st Lt. William F.
Smith
1st Lt. William G.
Peck
Henry L. Eustis

Topog
Topog

1846-48
1855-56
1847-55

Engineer

1847-1849

Engineer

1847-51,
1852-55

1206
1111

Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Killed Mexico 1847
Bvt. Maj. Gen U.S. Army
(District Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Commander)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Major U.S. Army (departmental
Chief Engineer, Experiments
Officer) Killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Civilian

1117

2nd Lt. Barton S.
Alexander

Engineer

1848-52

1167

2nd Lt. William B.
Franklin
2nd Lt. Rufus A.
Roys
2nd Lt. George B.

Topog

1848-51

Engineer

1848-50

Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers
(Regimental Commander)
Bvt. Maj Gen U.S. Army
(Departmental and Army Chief
Engineer)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Chief Engineer,
Engineer Board)
Bvt. Maj Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Killed 1850

Engineer

1848-51

Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army

709

1374
1273
749

Capt. George W.
Cullum

Cullum’s Register, together with the document Officers and Members of the West Point Officers
Mess 1841 to 1880 (West Point: USMA Press, 1880) reveal the instructors under Mahan during
this period. For course details see letters; Joseph Totten to Richard Delafield, Washington,
dated 9 January 1844, Adjutant General War Department, USMA, 1812-67, XI, 366-367;
Lieutenant Z. Tower to Richard Delafield, 8 April 1843, Lieutenant G.W. Smith to Mahan,
dated 2 May 1846; Lieutenants Newton, Rosecrans and Smith to Superintendent Henry
Brewerton, dated 12 May 1846; Mahan to Brewerton, dated 8 June 1846; and lieutenant
Rosecrans to Brewerton, dated 12 February 1847, all in USMA, Letters Received, 1840-1890,
Special Collections; see also Griess, “Mahan,” 163-164.
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West
Point
Number

1369
1272
1118
1370
1371
1537
1407
1579
1536
1494

708
1275
1495

1712
1761
1762
1798
1711
1451

1826
1636

Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
McClellan

Branch

At West
Point as
Instructor

Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Commander)

2nd Lt. William
Trowbridge
2nd Lt. C. Seaforth
Stewart
1st Lt. Gustavus W.
Smith
2nd Lt. Andrew J.
Donelson
1st Lt. James C.
Duane
2nd Lt. Newton F.
Alexander
2nd Lt. Quincy A.
Gilmore
Bvt. 2nd Lt. James
B. McPherson
2nd Lt. Thomas
Lincoln Casey
George L.
Andrews

Engineer

1848-51

Engineer

1849-54

Engineer

1849-54

Engineer

Engineer

1852-53
1855-56
1852-54
1858-61
1852-53

Engineer

1852-56

Engineer

1853-54

Engineers

1854-59

Engineer

1854-55

Capt. John G.
Barnard
1st Lt. John G.
Foster
2nd Lt. James St. C.
Morton

Engineer

1855-56

Engineer

1855-57

Engineer

1855-57

2nd Lt. David C,
Houston
2nd Lt. Richard K.
Meade
2nd Lt. E. Porter
Alexander
2nd Lt. William C.
Paine
2nd Lt. George W.
Snyder
1st Lt. Gouverneur
K. Warren

Engineer

1856-1857

Engineer

1857-59

Engineer

1858-60

Engineer

1858-59

Engineer

1859-60

Engineer

1859-61

2nd Lt. Samuel D.
Lockett
2nd Lt. Charles N.
Turnbull

Engineer

1859-61

Topog

1859-60

Engineers

437

Civilian Engineer assisting U.S.
Army 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Division
and District Chief Engineer)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Corps
Commander)
Died 1859
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer)
Died 1858
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Army
Commander)
Bvt Lt.Col. U.S. Army (District
and Bureau Asst. Engineer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers
(Departmental Chief of Staff,
Corps Commander)
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army
Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Departmental Commander)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief engineer) Killed
1864
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army
(Departmental Chief Engineer)
Capt. CSA (Corps Ordnance
and Engineer Officer)
Brig. Gen. CSA (Corps and
Army Chief Artillery Officer)
Capt. U.S. Army (Departmental
Chief Engineer) Disabled 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Division
Chief Engineer) Died 1861
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer, Corps
Commander)
Col. CSA (Field Engineer)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Engineer
Battalion Commander, Chief

West
Point
Number
1538
1677
1580
1681
1678
1825

Rank (as an
Instructor)
Name
1st Lt. George H.
Mendell
2nd Lt. Cyrus.B.
Comstock
1st Lt. William P.
Craighill
2nd Lt. Junius B.
Wheeler
1st Lt. Godfrey
Weitzel
2nd Lt. William E.
Merrill

Branch

At West
Point as
Instructor

Engineer

1859-63

Engineer

1859-1861

Engineer

1859-63

Cavalry
Topog
Engineer

1859-61
1861-63
1860-61

Engineer

1860-61

438

Civil War Rank (Command/
Branch)
Corps/Departmental Engineer)
Bvt. Colonel U.S. Army (Engr
Battalion Commander)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army
(Army Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Division Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army
(Division Chief Engineer)
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army
(Corps Commander)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Army
Chief engineer)

APPENDIX D
West Point Graduates in General Staff Employment in the Antebellum Period
List includes those who were graduates of the United States Military Academy, who served at some point between 1820 and 1861 and were employed at
some period with the army staff bureaus or as an academy instructor, granting that officer general staff experience or advanced level educational
opportunity. The USMA column lists cadet number and year of graduation, followed by Name and Branch after graduation; War Service lists major
campaigns only and not frontier service; USMA column lists years spent as staff/faculty of the USMA, but does not list years as an instructor at a Branch
School of Practise (this would have extended the list considerably); Engineer Duty includes years spent upon 3rd System, Internal Improvement (II), or
Military Road construction outside of Infantry, Artillery, or Cavalry Branch service; Other Staff Duty includes years spent seconded to or under direct
employment with Staff Bureaus (Quartermaster, Commissary, Ordnance, Paymaster, Adjutant General) or with Departmental Headquarters, or as senior staff
appointment whereat the officer used skill and knowledge taught at USMA, and benefited by experience higher than company and battalion level. This does
not include time spent on Aide-de-Camp or Recruiting Service (these being without technical/educational requirement, and being conducted so routinely that
the list would have to include most officers of the antebellum army). This is followed in bracket by year of resignation of commission or death. Civilian
1
employment and Civil War employment is not listed here (see Appendix E).
Ser.

Name

1.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
3 (1803)

Armistead

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer

2.

8 (1805)

Bomford

Engineer

3.

10

Totten

Engineer

1

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

1812
Seminole
1812

1811-12

3rd System

Chief Engineer, 1818-21, (1845)

3rd System
Int. Improvements

Ordnance Duty 1812-32
Chief of Ordnance 1832-42
Inspector of Arsenals 1842-48, (1848)
Chief Engineer 1838-64
Army Chief Engineer, Mexico

1812
Mexico

George Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point N.Y. From its Establishment, in 1802,
to 1898 Volumes I, II, III(New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1891); Ellsworth Eliot, Jr., West Point in the Confederacy (New York: G.A.
Baker & Co., Inc., 1941); and Charles B. Hall, Military Records of General Officers of the Confederacy (New York: The Steck Company, 1898); and
Frederick Phisterer, Statistical Record of the Armies of the United States (New York: The Blue and the Grey Press, 1909).
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Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

4.
5.
6.
7.

16 (1806)
22
27 (1807)
28

Gratiot
Allen
Clark
Anderson

Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

1812
1812
1812
1812 with
Infantry

8.

32 (1808)

Babcock

Engineer

1812

9.

33

Thayer

Engineer

1812

10.
11.

36
39

Fay
Mason

Artillery
Infantry

12.

44

Leonard

Artillery

1812
1812 with
Artillery
1812

13.

51

Artillery

14.

61

15.

62

Sands
(1809)
Dalliba
(1811)
Loomis

Artillery

1812
Black Hawk

Coast Survey 181920

16.

71

Abert

Engineer

1812

Topog Duty 1814-29

17.

76

Bell (1812)

Artillery

1812

18.
19.

78
80

Templeman
Hobart

Artillery
Artillery

1812
1812

Artillery

USMA
Duty

Super.
1817-33

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Pacific Surveys
3rd System

(1864)
Chief Engineer 1828-38, (1838)
Superintendent Recruiting 1818-21 (1821)
Paymaster 1816-24 (1824)
Transferred to Topogs 1813-34 (1834)

3rd System surveys
Int. Improvements
Western surveys
3rd System
Int. Improvements
3rd System
Int. Improvements

1812
Florida
1812

1819-20
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Fortifications and Improvement
Duties 1816-30 (1830)
Engineer Duties 1833-58, Command
Engineer Corps 1858-59 (1863)
Agent Quartermaster Dept., 1818-42 (1842)
Aide-de-camp 1814-16
Quartermaster duties 1818-20, 1821-37 (1837)
Resigned 1821, Re-appointed as storekeeper
of Ordnance 1845-61 (1865)
Acting Departmental
Adjutant-General 182-21 (1823)
Ordnance Duty 1815-1824 (1824)
Asst-Quartermaster Duty 1813-1815
Ordnance Duty 1815-17
Departmental Commander 1857-58 (1863)
In Charge Topog Bureau 1829-38
In Command Topog Corps 1838-61 (1861)
Asst Inspector General 1814-16
Superintendent of Recruiting 1818 (1825)
Commissary Duty 1819-20 (1820)
Asst Inspector General 1814-15 (1823)

Ser.

Name

20.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
89

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

1812

3rd System
Int. Improvements

Artillery

1812, Florida

Command of Corps of Engineers 1858-61
(1865)
Commissary Duty 1820-21

92.

Gardiner
(1814)
Merchant

1833-38
Super.
1816-20

21.

91

22.

Artillery

23.

93

Dana

Artillery

1812, Florida
Mexico
1812

24.

94

Munroe

Artillery

25.

96

De Russy

Artillery

26.

97

Childs

Artillery

27.

102

Ripley

Artillery
Ordnance

28.

105

Thruston

Artillery

29.

106

Fitzhugh

Artillery

1812,
Florida
1812

30.

107

Davis

Artillery

1812

De Russy

1812,
Black Hawk
Creek, Florida
Mexico
1812 Mexico

Asst Engr 1815-16,
Topog Duty 1819-21,
1822-24, 1824-25

1812, Florida
Mexico
1812
Florida
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Ordnance Duty 1824
Command Ft. Brown 1847-48
Battalion Adjutant and Quartermaster 1818-20,
Instructor School of Practise 1826-32 (1833)
Instructor School of Practise 1828-30, 1832
Chief of Artillery under Gen. Taylor 1846-47
Military Governor New Mexico, 1849-51
Depart. Command 1853-56, 1858-61 (1861)
Battalion adjutant 1816-19
Paymaster Red River Posts 1826-42, Fortified
Tampico Mexico 1847, (1848)
Commissary Duty 1820-21, Division Chief of
Staff Vera Cruz, (1853)
Battalion Quartermaster 1816-21, Boundary
Commissioner Florida 1823-24, Instructor
Artillery School of Practise 1824-28,
Ordnance Duties 1832-56 as Inspector
Cannons and Arsenal Commander, Chief of
Ordnance Pacific Department 1855-57,
Inspector of Arsenals 1857-60 (1870)
Battalion and Regimental Adjutant 1818-27,
Acting Adjutant-General Florida 1836 (1836)
Battalion Quartermaster 1818-21, Commissary
and Quartermaster Duty 1821-36 (1836)
Commissary and Quartermaster Duty 1824-28
(1828)

Ser.

Name

31.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
111

War
Service

Wells

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery

32.
33.
34.

112
113
115

Booth
Baird
Armstrong

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

1812
1812
1812

35.
36.
37.

119
123 (1815)
124

Broom
Simonson
Hills

Artillery
Ordnance
Ordnance

1812

38.

126

Symington

Ordnance

39.

130

Griswold

Artillery

40.

131

Monroe

Artillery

Algiers 1815
Black Hawk

41.

139

Smith

42.

145

Lendrum

Artillery
Infantry
Artillery

Black Hawk
Mexico
Florida

43.

146

Blaney

Engineer

44.

147

Leslie

Engineer

45.

150

Chase

Engineer

46.

151

Williams

Ordnance
Artillery

USMA
Duty

1812

1819

1821-22

1820-21
1822-24

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Commissary and Quartermaster Duty 1820-25
Artillery School of Practise 1826-28 (1834)
Commissary Duty 1819-22 (1822)
Quartermaster & Ordnance Duty 1820-27 (1828)
Judge Advocate Eastern Department 1829-31
(1834)
Battalion Adj. 1816, Paymaster 1818-21 (1821)
Ordnance Duties 1815-31 (1833)
Select Site and Build
Ordnance Duties 1815-22, Ordnance Duties (as
Arsenal 1832-35
Infantry and Artillery Officer) 1827-32 (1835)
Ordnance Duty 1815-32, Bureau 1840-41,
Commanding Arsenals 1832-62 (1863)
Commissary Duty 1820-21, Regimental
Adjutant 1822-21 (1834)
Battalion Adjt. 1816-17, Aide-de-Camp Gen.
Scott 1817-22 and 1832, Ordnance Duty
1823-26, commissary duty 1831-32 (1832)
Engineer Duty 1833- Quartermaster Duty 1819-23, 1826-30, and
36
1847 in Mexico, Killed 1847 Mexico
Ordnance Duty 1837-38, Commissary Duty
1837-52 (1852)
Asst. to Chief Engineer 1818-20 (1835)

3rd System, Internal
Improvements

Paymaster of Engineers 1815-38, general
Paymaster Duties 1838-69 (1869)
(1856)
Ordnance Duty 1815-24, Instructor Artillery
School of Practise 1824-25 (1826)
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Ser.

Name

47.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
152

48.

153

Webber

49.

155

Bonneville

50

156

Cooper

Branch
&
Transfers
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Ordnance
Artillery
Infantry
Artillery

51.
52.
53.
54.

157
158
161
163

Davies
Stubbs
Roumfort
Adams

Artillery
Artillery
Marines
Artillery

55.

164

Graham

Artillery

56.

165 (1817)

Graham

Artillery
Topog

57.

166

Despinville

Artillery

58.

168

Vinton

Artillery

Florida
Mexico

59.

169

Lee

Artillery

Florida

60.
61.

170
171

Griffith
Lambert

Artillery
Artillery

Florida
Florida

Davidson

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Florida

Mexico
Florida

1816-37

Florida
Mexico
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Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Ordnance Duty 1815-21, Adjutant-General’s
Office 1825-34 (1840)
Commissary and Quartermaster Duty 182124, Military Storekeeper 1837-55 (1855)
Military Roads 1820, France 1825-26, Command New Mexico
Explorations 1831-36 Department 1856-59 (1878)
Asst. Adjt-Gen’s Staff 1836-41, War
Depart.1842-51, In Charge Adjt Gen’s Office
1852-61 (1861)
Paymaster USMA 1841-45 (1845)
Quartermaster Duty 1819-21 (1821)
Military Storekeeper (Ord.) 1834-41 (1841)
Battalion & Regimental Staff Duties 1818-22,
Ordnance Duty 1822-29 (1829)
Military Roads (1819- (Killed Mexico 1849)
20, 1829-30
Long’s Expedition
Topog Duty 1822-29, Rail Road Surveys
1819-21, Internal
1831-32, 1836-37, Boundaries Surveys 1839Improvements 1854-64 53 (1865)
Topog Duty 1824-25
(1830)
1827-28
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, School Adjt. 182425, Adjt-Gen’s Office 1828, Killed at Vera
Cruz 1847
Ordnance Duty 1823-26, 1828-33, 1836-38,
Commissary Duty 1838-41, Commissary Staff
1841-61 (1861)
Quartermaster Gen’s Office 1826-27 (1832)
3rd System 1819-21
(1823)

Ser.

Name

62.
63.
64.
65.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
172
175
176
177

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

War
Service

66.

178

Washington

Artillery

Creek, Florida
Mexico

67.

180 (1818)

Delafield

Engineer

68.
69.

184
185

Ringgold
Brown

Artillery
Artillery

FloridaMexico
Florida, Creek
Mexico

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

187
189
191
192
196

MacKenzie
Corprew
Harding
Vining
Russell

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Ordnance
Artillery

Florida, Mexico
Black Hawk

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

198
199
203 (1819)
204
205

Bache
Newton
Eliason
Underhill
Ogden

Topog
Artillery
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

McNeill
Eakin
Orr
Hitchcock

Florida,
Mexico

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

1817-20

Topog Duty 1817-23
Topog Duty 1821-25

Transferred to Topog Service 1823-37 (1837)
Ordnance Duty 1827-28 (1828)
Quartermaster Duties 1820-21 (1821)
Acting Inspector Gen. Western Division 1836,
and under Scott in Mexico 1847-48,
Disbursing Agent 1838-39, Command Pacific
Division 1851-54 (1867)
Ordnance Duty 1827-33, Division Chief of
Artillery 1847, Governor of New Mexico
1848-49 91853)
Continuous Engineer Duty 1817-66, Military
Commission to Europe 1854-56 (1866)
Ordnance Duty 1826-31, 1835-36, (1846)
Commissary duty 1821-24, 1825-26, Asst.
Quartermaster Duty 1826-29, 1837-38,
Superintendent of Recruit Depot 1849-52 and
of Artillery School 1857-59, Inspector of
Artillery 1859-60 (1863)
Ordnance Duty 1823-25, Killed Mexico 1847
Ordnance Duty1832 Black Hawk War (1833)
Ordnance Duty 1828-55 (1855)
Ordnance Duty 1818-22 (1822)
Quartermaster Duty 1828-30, Commissary
Gen’s office 1833-37 (1837)
Continuous Topog Duty 1818-1861 (1867)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, 1834-37 (1837)
(1839)
(1823)
Board of Engineers for Atlantic Coast

1824-27,
1829-33

1838-45
1856-61

3rd System, Internal
Improvements
Topog Duty 1821

Black hawk
Int. Improvements
Topog Duty 1822
3rd System
3rd System
3rd System, Internal
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Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

80.

207

Brewerton

Engineer

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

208
209
210
211
213
214
215

Bowes
Thompson
Kinsley
Turnbull
Dimick
Whistler
Walker

88.

216.

Tyler

Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Ordnance
Infantry
Artillery

89.
90.
91.
92.

220
222
223
226

93.
94.

230
231

Gilbert
Swift

Artillery
Artillery

1820-24

95.
96.
97

232
233
235. (1820)

Tuttle
Donelson

1820-21

Bell

Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance

Mexico

98.

236

De Hart

Artillery

Mexico

99.

237

Barbarin

Artillery

L’Engle
Brockenbrough
Malcom
Dumeste

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Artillery

War
Service

USMA
Duty

1819-21,
1845-52

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Improvements
3rd System, Internal
Improvements
Topog Duty 1821-22
Topog Duty 1819-22

Defenses 1853-56 (1856)
(1867)

1820-35
Mexico
Mexico

Topog Duty 1819-31
1822
1821-22

Topog Duty 1822-33

Florida,
Mexico

Florida

Road Duty 1832-33
Topog Duty 1823-28
Road Duty 1820
Road duty 1820
Topog Duty 1823-31

1820-23

1826

445

Topog Duty 1821-32
Int. Improvements
3rd System 1822-35
Frontier Recon. 1821

(1822)
Regimental Adjutant 1822-36 (1836)
(1835)
Transfer Topogs 1831, Duty 1831-57 (1857)
Ordnance duty 1834-35 (1863)
(1833)
Commissary Duty 1827-29, acting Paymaster
1836-39, Chief Paymaster Mexico (1858)
Adjt. Fort Monroe 1826-27, In France 182830, Ordnance Duty 1830-33 (1834)
Quartermaster Duty 1829-38 (1838)
(1833)
(1823)
(1831)
Ordnance Duty 1824-25 (1827)
Transferred to Topogs 1832, served on Topog
Duty 1832-49 (1849)
(1835)
Ordnance duty 1823-30, 1832, Quartermaster
Duty 1830-31, Asst. at Ordnance Bureau
1832-38, Arsenal Command 1838-61 (1861)
Special duty Northern Frontier 1838-39, A/
Judge Advocate U.S. Army 1839-42, (1848)
Ord. Duty 1820-22, 1826-28, 1834-36 (1836)

Ser.

Name

100.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
239

War
Service

Chambers

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery

101.

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

240

Butler

Artillery

Mexico

Topog Duty 1820-23

102.

241

Tompkins

Ordnance
Artillery

Florida

Engr Duty 1831-32,

103.

242

Winder

Artillery

Florida
Mexico

104.
105.

243
244

Buchanan
Dusenberry

Artillery
Artillery

Florida

106.

246

Cruger

Infantry

Arickaree

107.
108.
109.
110.

247
248
249
250

Lowndes
Morris
Barney
Lindsay

111.

253

McRee

Artillery
Infantry
Artillery
Infantry
Marines
Infantry

112.

257

Ramsay

Artillery

113.
114.

259
261

Maitland
Morris

Artillery
Infantry

Creek, Florida

1827-28

Engr Duty 1829-32,
1835-36

Topog Duty 1821
Florida, Mexico
Topog Duty 1827-30
Florida 1836-37
Florida Mexico

1820

Topog Duty 1820-21,
1822-23,
Topog Duty 1824-28,
1828-33,

Florida
Florida

Topog Duty 1833
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Commissary and Quartermaster Duty 182628, Ordnance Duty 1835-36, Chief
Quartermaster Creek War 1836, Acting Asst.
Adjt. Gen. Florida 1836-37 (1838)
Acting Asst. Adjt. Gen. Eastern and Western
Departments 1823-31, District Command in
Mexico (1831)
Ordnance Duty 1820-23, 1824-28, 1833,
Quartermaster Duty 1838-39, Became
Quartermaster Staff 1838-63 (1863)
Ordnance Duty 1822, Regimental Adjt. 183840 (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1820-22 (1822)
Commissary Duty 1828-32, Asst. Quartermaster 1833-38, Quartermaster 1838-55 (1855)
Adjt, Commissary and Quartermaster of
Arickaree Expedition 1823 (1827)
(1830)
Commissary Duty 1827-28 (1846)
Ordnance duty 1826-27 (1832)
Battalion Quartermaster and Commissary 183637, Quartermaster Duty 1838-57 (1857)
Quartermaster Duty 1838-47, Chief Quartermaster of Scott’s Army 1847-48 (1849)
Regimental adjt. 1833-35, Transferred to
Ordnance Staff, Chief of Ordnance Gen.
Taylor’s Army 1847-48 (1864)
Ordnance Duty 1826-30 (1837)
Command of Artillery Arickaree Expedition

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

115.

262 (1821)

Courtenay

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Engineer

116.
117.

263
264

Burdine
Prescott

Artillery
Artillery

118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.

265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

Wells
Dimmock
Holland
Ross

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

128.
129.
130.
131.

276
278
279
285

Morton
Capron
Vail
D’Lagnel

132.

286 (1822)

Dutton

133.

287

Mansfield

134.
135.
136.

288
289
290

Smith
Ingalls
Bliss

Wheelwright
Wallace
Allston
Scott
Grier
Scott

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

1821-24
1828-34

3rd System 1824-28

Ordnance Duty 1827-28 (1865)
(1834)

1821-26

Topog Duty 1826-29
Engr Duty 1829-32

Mexico

1821-22
Florida
Black Hawk

1821-33

Topog Duty 1821-22
1825-27
Florida,
Mexico

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Artillery
Engineer

1824-25

Topog Duty 1825-26
Topog Duty 1825-30
3rd System, Internal
Improvements
3rd System 1822-46,
1848-53

Mexico
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Engr Duty 1833

1825
1826

Engr Duty 1833-35
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Ordnance Duty 1821-23
(1833)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22 91831)
Quartermaster Duty 1831-36 (1836)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22 (1825)
(1839)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22, 1826-33 (1833)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22 (1822)
(1822)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22 (1825)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22 (1828)
Ordnance Duty 1821-22, 1835-38,
Commissary Duty 1834 (1860)
Commissary Duty 1827-30, 1831-32 (1833)
Commissary Duty 1826-27 (1827)
(1835)
Ordnance Duty 1825-36, Ordnance Depot &
Asst. at Ordnance Bureau 1836-39 (1840)
Engineer Duty 1822-57 (1857)
Chief Engineer for Gen. Taylor 1846-47,
Inspector Gen. 1853-61 (1862)
Ordnance Duty 1822 (1827)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, 1826-28 (1829)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, 1833 (1836)

Ser.

Name

137.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
291

Cook

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery

138.
139.
140.

292
293
294

Rose
Gwynn
Graham

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

141.
142.
143.
144.

295
296
297
298

Wheelock
Cooke
Young
Canfield

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

145.

299

Vinton

Artillery

146.
147.

300
301

Schuler
Pickell

Artillery
Artillery

148.
149.
150.

302
303
305

Trimble
Gird
Boyce

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

151.
152.
153.
154.

306
307
308
310

Denny
Lacey
Trenor
Hunter

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

155.

311

McCall

Infantry

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Artillery

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Topog Duty 1823-30
Engr Duty 1830-32

Ordnance Duty 1822-23, (1832)

Topog Duty 1826-30
Topog Duty 1825-31,
1836, 1837-55

Seminole War

Topog Duty 1826-28,
1832-34
Engr Duty 1834-35

Florida

1822-27

Topog Duty 1828-32,
Engr Duty 1833-35
Topog Duty 1824-30
Engr Duty 1829
Topog Duty 1822-28,
1829-33
Military Road 1824-25
Military Road 1824-25

Mexico
Florida
Mexico
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Ordnance Duty 1822-23, (1825)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23 (1832)
Ordnance duty 1822-23, 1837,Transferred
Topog Engr 1838-55 (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23 (1836)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, 1826-32 (1833)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23 (1826)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23, Commissary Duty
1829-30, Transferred Topog 1836-54 (1854)
Ordnance Duty 1822- 23,1825-26, 1831-33
Quartermaster Duty 1836-39, 1843, Chief
Quartermaster Gen. Wool in Mexico 1848,
Chief Departmental Quartermaster 1849-61
Ordnance Duty 1822-23 (1828)
Ordnance Duty 1822-24 (1838)
Ordnance Duty 1822-23
(1829)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1830-34 (1839)
(1829)
(1847)
Paymaster Duty 1842-61, Chief Paymaster
under Gen. Wool, Mexico, (1866)
Chief of Staff Gen. Patterson 1846-47 (1853)

Ser.

Name

156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
313
314
317
318
321
323
326 (1823)

Lee
Stephenson
Wilcox
Johnston
Wright
Wragg
Mordecai

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer

163.
164.
165.

327
328
329

Greene
Richards
Holmes

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

166.
167.

330
331

Southerland
Webster

Artillery
Artillery

168.
169.

332
333

Guion
Nauman

170.
171.

334
335

171.
172.
173.
174.
175.

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Florida, Mexico
Florida

1823-25

Topog Duty 1826-28
3rd System

1823-27
Black Hawk

Florida,
Mexico

1828-34

Artillery
Artillery

Mexico

1828-29

Beckley
Searle

Artillery
Artillery

Florida

336
337
339

Treville
Kinnard
Farley

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

341
342

Batman
Thomas

Infantry
Infantry

Topog Duty 1823-24,
1830-32,
1823
Topog Duty 1823-28
Engr Duty 1829-32

Florida
Mexico

Military Roads 182425
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Quartermaster Duty 1826-34 (1859)
Commissary Duty 1827-29, 1830-39 (1841)
Commissary Duty 1823-24 (1824)
Quartermaster Duty 1834 (1834)
Commissary Duty 1823-26
(1828)
Transfer Ordnance 1832-61, Europe 1833-34,
Military Commission 1856, (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1827, 1835 (1836)
Ordnance Duty 1823-25 (1825)
Commissary Duty 1827-32, Quartermaster
Duty in Black Hawk War 1832 (1833)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24 (1824)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24, Quartermaster Duty
1830-34, 1836-37 (1853)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24 (1824)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24, 1832-35,
Inspector of Artillery 1859-61 (1863)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24, 1828-33, (1836)
Chief Commissariat Duty 1836-38 Florida
(1853)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24 (1825)
Ordnance Duty 1823-24 (1830)
Ordnance Duty 1829 (1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1836 (1837)
Regimental Adjt 1828-31, Asst. at Adjt.Gen’s.
Office 1833-36, 1840-46, 1848-53, Quartermaster Duty 1836-37, Chief of Staff Army in

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

176.
177.
178.

344
345
346

Andrews
Collins
Reynolds

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Florida

179.
180.
181.

347
348
350.

Smith
Day
Phillips

Infantry

Florida Mexico

182.

351.

Phillips

Infantry

183.
184.

353
355

Newell
Crosman

Infantry
Infantry

185.
186.

358
361 (1824)

Alexander
Mahan

Infantry
Engineer

187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.

362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

Smith
Parrott
Hazzard
Findlay
Bennett
Dillahunty
Jones
Long

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

USMA
Duty

Infantry
1834-35

Black Hawk
Florida
Mexico
Mexico

Creek War

1824-26
1830-71
1824-26
1824-29
1824-25

Engineer
Duty

Florida 1839-40, and for Gen. Butler in
Mexico 1846-48, and for Gen. Scott 1853-61
Topog Duty 1826-27 Commissary Duty 1840 (1862)
Military Road 1831-33 Quartermaster Duty 1830-36 (1841)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Western Depart, 1824-25
(1830)
Topog Duty 1826-28 Regt. Adjt. 1835-38 (1868)
Topog Duty 1828-31 (1865)
Military Road 1824(1836)
25, 1827-28
Commissary Duty 1832-34, Quartermaster
Duty 1834-35, (1840)
Commissary Duty 1827-28 (1835)
Commissary Duty1827-30, Quartermaster
Duty 1830-38, Chief Quartermaster Florida
1837-38, and in Texas 1847, Quartermaster In
Charge of Depots 1848-61 (1866)
Quartermaster Duty 1833-34, 1838-46 (1868)
(1832)

Topog Duty 1824-29
Topog Duty 1825-28
Topog Duty 1824-29
Topog Duty 1824-32

Florida
1828-29

450

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Topog Duty 1824-25
Engr Duty 1829-35

Commissary Duty 1827 (1828)
Ordnance Duty 1834-35, 1836 1836)
(1829)
(1828)
Regt Staff Duty 1829-30(1832)
(1832)
Ordnance Duty 1831-33, 1836 (1842)
Instr. At School of Practise 1825-26 (1835)

Ser.

Name

195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
370
373
374
375
376

Fessenden
Wilson
Tillinghast
Williams
Drane

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

201.
202.
203.

377
386
387

Jamison
Newcomb
Miles

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

204.

388

Backus

Infantry

205.
206.
207.
208.

391
392 (1825)
393
394

Thompson
Bache
McMartin
Bowman

Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

209.
210.
211.
212.

395
397
398
399

Brown
Ryan
Smead
Huger

Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

213.
214.
215.
216.

400
401
401
403

Taylor
Brisbane
Hopkins
Thornton

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Black Hawk

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Topog Duty 1824-28
Topog Duty 1824-28

Europe 1828-29 (1831)
Ordnance Duty 1831 (1835)
(1836)
Transfer Topogs 1834-46, Killed Mexico 1846
Commissary Duty 1825-26, Quartermaster
Duty 1829-35 (1835)
Commissary Duty 1828 (1838)
Quartermaster Duty 183036 (1836)
Regt. Staff 1830-36, Quartermaster Duty
1839-45,(1862)
Superintendent Recruiting 1855-57 (1862)

1827-34
Mexico

Topog Duty 1824-34
Topog Duty 1824-25

Florida
Mexico
Florida
Mexico
1825-26
1825
1825-26,
1851-52
1825
Florida, Mexico 1825-26

Florida, Mexico
Florida
Florida

Topog Duty 1825-30
Engr Duty 1826-29
Engr Duty 1825-26
3rd System, Ii

(1830)
(1829)
(1826)
(1865)

3rd System, II

Aide-de-Camp Gen. Brown 1826-28, (1836)
Ordnance Duty 1830-31 (18330
Ordnance Duty 1828-32 (1848)
Ordnance duty 1831-32, Transfer Ordnance
1832-61, Chief of Ordnance under Scott in
Mexico War (1861)
Commissary Duty 1837-38 (1858)
(1836)
(1836)
Ordnance Duty 1829-31, 1833-36, 1838-40,
Quartermaster Duty 1836-37, Transfer
Ordnance 1838-61 (1866)

Engr Duty 1837-38
Topog duty 1828

Topog Duty 1825-28
1825-35
1826-29

451

Ser.

Name

217.
218.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
404
406

Harris
Anderson,

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery

219.
220.

407
408

MacKay
Irwin

Artillery
Artillery

221.
222.
223.
224.
225.

409
410
415
416
417

Smith
Smith
Worth
Harris
Cross

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

226.
227.
228.

419
421
429 (1826)

Montgomery
Anderson
Bartlett

Infantry
Infantry
Engineer

229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.

430
431
432
433
434
435
436

Twiss
Bryant
Cram
Ridgely
McClellan
Henderson
Johnston

Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Pay
Cavalry

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Florida
Mexico

1835-37

Florida
Mexico
Mexico
Florida

1829-42
1831-34

Mexico

Mexico
1827-29
1834-36
1826-28
1826-29
1826-36
1826-27
Mexico

Engineer
Duty

Commissary Duty 1833-37 (1837)
Ordnance Duty 1828-35, Asst. Adjt. Gen. of
Eastern Department 1838-41, Ordnance Duty
1849-51, 1855-59 (1869)
Topog Duty 1826-33 Coast Survey 1835-36 (1836)
Topog Duty 1829-33 Quartermaster Duty 38-40, Chief QuarterEngr Duty 34-36
master under Scott 1847-48 (1848)
Topog Duty 1825-26 (1828)
(1862)
Topog Duty 1826-29 (1846)
Regt. Adjt. 1827-30 (1835)
Engr Duty 1834-35
Commissary Duty 1832-33, Quartermaster
Duty 1836-38, Chief Quartermaster under
Gen. Wool, 1846-47, Chief Quartermaster
Army in Mexico 1848, Chief Quartermaster
Pacific Division 1852-57 (1866)
Commissary Duty 1832-33 (1855)
Military Road 1827-28 (1830)
3rd System
Asst. to Chief Engineer, 1832-34 (1836)
3rd System

Topog Duty 1828-31
1826-29

Black Hawk
Mexico

452

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

(1829)
(1835)
Transfer Topog 1838-63 (1869)
(1827)
Topog 1838-54 (1854)
Judge Advocate Western Department 1830-31
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty Black Hawk War, Adjt.
Gen. Army of Texas 1836, Inspector Gen. for
Gen. Butler Mexico 1846, Paymaster Duty

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

236.

437

White

Artillery

236.

438

Dancy

Artillery

Florida

237.

439

Searight

Infantry

238.
239.

441
443

Herring
Clark

Artillery
Artillery

Black Hawk
Florida
Florida

240.

444

Ewing

Artillery

Florida

241.

445

Heintzelman

Infantry

Florida
Mexico

242.
243.

446
447

Brown
Tufts

Artillery
Artillery

244.
245.
246.

448
449
450

Pleasonton
Parks
Grayson

Artillery
Artillery

247.

451

Williamson

Artillery

248.
249.
250.

453
455
456

Archer
Berrien
Babbitt

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Engr Duty 1826-27,
Topog Duty 1832-36
Engr Duty 1828-29,
Topog Duty 1829-32,
Military Road 1835

Topog Duty 1828-31,
Topog Duty 1832-36
Topog Duty 1832-34
1826-32

Florida
Topog Duty 1827-30
1840-46
Florida
Mexico

Topog Duty 28-32

Mexico

1826-28
Mexico

453

Military Roads 1827
Topog Duty 1828-36

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
1849-55, Command Dept. of Texas (1861)
(1836)
Ordnance Duty 1831, Quartermaster Duty
1836 (1841)
Ordnance Duty 1829, Commissary Duty 1836,
Asst. Commissary Gen. Office 1838-41 (1845)
Ordnance Duty 1827, 1833-34 (1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1832-38, Quartermaster
Gen’s. Office 1846-55 (1861)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty Florida 1835-37, Superintendent Western Recruiting 1855-57 (1869)
(1834)
Ordnance Duty 1834-36, Commissary Duty
1838-39 (1840)
(1830)
U.S. Army Chaplain 1840-46 ((1846)
Commissary Duty 1838-46, Chief
Commissary under Scott in Mexico,
Commissary Duty 1848-61 (1861)
Ordnance Duty1835-38, Transferred
Ordnance 1838-49 (1849)
(1834)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1836-38, Transferred
Quartermaster Staff 1838-61 (1866)

Ser.

Name

251.
252.
253.
254.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
457
458
460
461

Colcock
Minor
Brooke
MaCrae

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

War
Service

255.

464

Eaton

Infantry

256.

470 (1827)

Sibley

Artillery

Mexico

257.
258.

471
472

Childe
Maynadier

Artillery
Artillery

Black Hawk

259.
260.
261.
262.
263.

473
474
475
479
482

Bradford
Bibb
Buford
Fetterman
Rains

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

Florida Mexico

264.

485

Stockton

Infantry

Mexico

265.
266.

491
494

Center
Hetzel

Infantry
Infantry

267.
268.
269.
270.

495
498
499
500

Motte
Simonton
Van Horne
Hood

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

1834

Engr Duty 1833-35

Florida

1830
1834-35

Quartermaster Duty 1832 (1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1830-31 (1833)
Military Road 1827-28 (1837)
Acting Chief Commissary Texas 1836-37,
Asst. Commissary Office 1840-41 (1865)
Commissary Duty 1836, 1838-46, Chief
Commissary of Subsistence under Gen. Talyor
1847-48, Chief Commissary Pacific 1851-55,
Commissary Duty N.Y. 1855-61 (1874)
Engr Duty 1829-36
Quartermaster Duty 1838-40 Chief
Quartermaster New Mexico 51-53 Asst.
Quartermaster Gen’s. Office 1857-61 (1864)
Engr Duty 1835
Ordnance Duty 1828-34 (1835)
Ordnance Duty 1828-33, 1836, Transfer
Ordnance 1838-61 (1871)
Engr duty 1829-32
Transfer Ordnance 1833-61
Ordnance Duty 1830-31 (1831)
Topog Duty 1828-29 (1831)
Topog Duty 1834-35 (1836)
Commissary Duty 1831-34 (1861)
Engr Duty 1835-36,
Topog Duty 1836
Topog Duty 1832-36
Topog Duty 1827-29,
Engr Duty 1834-35

Mexico
Florida
Florida Mexico
Engr Duty 1829-31,

454

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Quartermaster Duty 1832-35 (1836)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1835-38, Quartermaster
Gen. Office 1839-46, for Mexican War (1847)
Division Inspector Gen. Mexico 1848 (1856)
Commissary Duty 1832-39 (1842)
Commissary Duty 1832-39 (1857)
(1836)

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

271.
272.

502
503

Eaton
Westmore

Infantry
Infantry

Black Hawk
Florida

273.
274.

504
506

Greenough
Van Buren

Infantry
Infantry

275.
276.
277.
278.
279.

508 (1828)
509
510
511
512

Church
Tilghman
Mercer
Temple
Collins

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

280.
281.

515
516

Locke
Chase

Artillery
Artillery

282.
283.
284.

517
518
520

Lane
Palmer
Clarey

Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.

522
523
524
535
541 (1829)
542
543
544
545

Mather
Mitchell
Izard
Drayton
Mason
Lee
Harford
Izard
Barnes

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Infantry
Artillery

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty
Topog Duty 1831-36
Engr Duty 1836

Engr Duty 1834-36
Florida
Mexico
1828-78
Engr Duty 1833-35
1828-30
Black Hawk
Florida

Constructing
Barracks 1845-46
1829-31
Topog Duty 1829,
Engr Duty 1831-32,
1828-29
1828-29

Black Hawk
Florida
1829-35
Black Hawk
Florida

Mexico
Florida

1829-31
1852-55
1829-35
1829-30

455

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Chief Commissariat Black Hawk War (1837)
Commissary Duty 1834-35, Ordnance Duty in
Florida War (1839-42) (1846)
(1836)
Appt. Paymaster 1846-54 (1854)
(1837)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1834-35 (1835)
Ordnance Duty 1836-39 (1839)
Quartermaster Duty 1836-39, Quartermaster
Gen Office 1840 (1846)
Ordnance Duty 1831-33 (1836)
(1833)

Quartermaster Duty 1834-36 (1836)
Ordnance Duty 1834-35 (1835)
Constructing Barracks Quartermaster Duty 1838-39, Transfer
1841-42, 1844-45
Quartermaster Staff 1838-61 (1869)
Geol. Explor. 1835
(1836)
Commissary Duty 1832-33 (1839)
Topog Duty 1831-33 91836)
Topog Duty 1832-36 (1836)
(1829)
Engr Duty
(1861)
Topog Duty 1829-32 (1833)
(1837)
Instructor USMA 1833-36 (1836)

Ser.

Name

294.
295.
296.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
546
547
548

Buckingham
Bryce
Mackay

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

1830-31
1829-31

Topog Duty 1829-30

297.
298.

549
550

Hackley
Knowlton

Artillery
Artillery

Mexico

299.

551

Casey

Artillery

Florida

300.
301.

552.
553.

McKee
Johnston

Artillery
Artillery

Florida

302.

554

Kennedy

Artillery

Florida

1829-30

303.
304.
305.
306.
307.

555
557
559
560
562

McKnight
Burbank
Petigru
Hunt
Eastman

Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

Florida

1829-31
1836-39

Florida,
Florida,

1833-40

308.

563

Swords

Infantry

309.
310.

564
566

Cady
Blanchard

Infantry
Infantry

Topog Duty 1831-33,
Engr Duty 1835-36
1829-33
1830-31,
1832-44
1831-32

Engr Duty 48-49

Engr Duty 1833-36
Topog Duty 1834-36
Engr Duty 1833-34

Topog Duty 1831-33
Engr Duty 1832-33,
Superintend Barracks
Construction 1842-46

Mexico
Mexico

Engr Duty 1834-37
Internal Improvement
1837-38

456

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Transfer Topogs 1838-48
(1833)
Aide-de-Camp to Marshal Bugeaud Algeria
1845, sick leave 1849-61 (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1835, Commissary Duty
1836-39, Asst. Commissary-Gen. 1841-47,
Chief Commissariat under Gen. Taylor 184748, Commissary Duty 1849-56 (1856)
(1836) Killed with U.S. Volunteer 1847
Appt. Topog 1838-55, Transfer Cav. 1855-60,
Quartermaster Gen. U.S. Army 1860-61
Staff at H.Q. Eastern Dept. 1830-31,
Commissary Duty 1836-37 (1837)
(1832)
(1870)
Ordnance Duty 1833-35 (1835)
Paymaster 1855-61 (1879)
Bureau of Indian Affairs 1850-55, Asst.
Quartermaster Gen. Office 1857-58, 59-61
Quartermaster Duty 1835-42, Chief Quartermaster army of West 1846-47, Quartermaster
Gen. Offcie1847-50, Chief Quartermaster
Pacific 1857-61 (1869)
Superintendent General Recruiting 1857-59
(1840)

Ser.

Name

311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
567
575
576
577
578
580
587 (1830)

War
Service

Howe
Allen
Freeman
Davis
Bowdoin
Brice
Swift

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer

318.
319.
320.

USMA
Duty

Mexico
Mexico

1841-46

588
589
590

Basinger
Chandler
Vinton

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida
Cherokee

1831-33
1831-32

321.
322.
323.

591
593
594

Pendleton
Lee
Barry

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Creek
Creek

Topog Duty 1831-33

324.

595

Linnard

596
597
598

Poole
Drum
Prentiss

Florida
Mexico
Florida
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico

Topog Duty 1835-36

325.
326.
327.

Artillery
Topog
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

328.

599

Whitely

Artillery

Florida

329.
330.
331.
332.

600
601
606
608

Rose
Magruber
Hill
Leavenworth

Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Florida
Black Hawk

Cherokee

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Engr Duty 1830-33
Engr Duty 1834-38
Engr Duty 1834-36

(1838)
(1846)
(1837)
Quartermaster Duty 1832, 1836-38 (1845)
Staff Duty HQ. Eastern Dept. 1829-32 (1832)
Paymaster 1847-61 (1872)
France 1840-41, Command army Sappers,
Miners & Pontoniers 1847, Killed 1847
Killed 1835 Florida
(1835)
(1836)

3rd System, Internal
Improvements

Engr Duty 1833
1831-32

Topog Duty 1832-36
1830-32

Topog Duty 1834-37

457

(1833)
Appt. Topog 1838-55
Quartermaster Duty 1835-36 (1837)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1837-38, Topog 1838-51
(1851)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1839 in Florida (1839)
Quartermaster Duty 1846, (1847)
Commissary Duty 1831, Adjt. Gen. Office
1832-35, Asst. Adjt. Gen. Under Gen. Wool
Mexico 1846 (1848)
Ordnance Duty 1834-36, Transfer Ordnance
1838-61 (1875)
(1837)
Ordnance Duty 1836-37 (1861)
Quartermaster Duty 1838-49 (1849)
Quartermaster Duty 1835 (1836)

Ser.

Name

333.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
609

334.

611

Beall,

335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.
343.
344.
345.
346.

613
617
629 (1831)
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639

Ritner
Buchanan
Park
Allen
Prentiss
Lea
Peyton
Norton
Turner
Ridgely
Miller
Talcott

347.
348.
349.

640
641
642

Ammen
Humphreys
Emory

350.
351.
352.
353.

643
646
649
653

Chapman
Scott
Ogden
Alden

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Topog
Cavalry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

354.
355.

654
655

Stocken
Curtis

Infantry
Infantry

Clark

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry

War
Service

Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida

USMA
Duty

Black Hawk

1832-33
Florida Mexico
1831-33
1831-33
Florida
Florida
Mexico

1832-34
1831-33
1831-32
1831-39
1831-32

Florida
Mexico
1831-37
1832
Mexico

Mexico
Florida
Oregon

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Asst. Adjt. Gen. Black Hawk War 1832
(1833)
Regt. Staff 1833-37, Cav. School France
1840-42, Staff Paymaster 1844-61 (1861)
(1834)
Military Road 1840-41 Commissary Duty 1838-39 (1870)
3rd System
(1836)
(1834)
(1835)
Topog Duty 1831-34 (1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1838-39 (1839)
(1833)
(1836)
A/Judge Advocate 1843-47 (1859)
(1833)
Ordnance Duty 1836-38, Transfer Ordnance
1838-54 (1854)
Garrison Duty 1832-34 (1837)
Topog Duty 1834-35 Appt Topog 1838- 1879
Appt Topog 1838-55, Chief Topog & A/Asst.
Adjt. Gen. Kearny Expedition 1846-47, Cav.
And War Dept. Duties 1855-61 (1876)

1832-33
Staff HQ Eastern Department 1832-33 (1835)
Quartermaster Duty 1838-40, 1847 (1855)
Aide-de-Camp Gen. Scott 1840-42 (1853)

1833-40
1845-52
Engr Duty 1833-36

Mexico

458

(1836)
(1832) (Commanded Base of Operations at

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

356.
357.
358.
359.
360.

658
662 (1832)
663
664
665

Wilkinson
Ward
Smith
Ewell
Cass

Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

361.
362.
363.

666
668
671

Bailey
Sill
Keyes

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

364.
365.
366.
367.
368.

674
675
676
678
679

Wall
Macomb
Deas
Burnett
Simpson

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida Mexico

369.
370.

680
686

Brush
Sitgreaves

Artillery
Artillery

Creek Nation
Mexico

371.
372.
373.

688
690
693

Brown
Marcy
Dix

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico

374.
375.
376.
377.

695
698
701
707 (1833)

Bomford
Griffin
Swartwout
Smith

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer

USMA
Duty

Florida

Engineer
Duty

Topog Duty 1832-36
1835-36
1832-36
Topog Duty 1832
Engr Duty 1832-36
1834-57
Topog Duty 1832-35
1844-48
1832
Topog Duty 1834-36

Mexico
1833-34

Topog Duty 1834-36

Florida
Engr Duty 1832-36

Topog Duty 1835-36

Florida, Mexico
Florida
Mexico
1836-42
1833-34
1846-48

459

Engr Duty 1832-34

3rd System, Internal
Improvements

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Camargo Mexico 1847 as Col. U.S. Volunteer)
Quartermaster Duty 1834-35 (1835)
(1836)
(1836)
(1836)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1833 (1857)
(1835)
On Staff HQ Eastern Department 1833-37,
Mil. Sec. To Gen-in-Chief Scott 1860-61
Quartermaster Duty 1837-38, 1841-46
Transfer Topog 1838-61 (1882)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-47 (1849)
Ordnance Duty 1836 (1836)
Commissary Duty 1836-37, Transfer Topog
1838-63 (1880)
(1836)
Appt. Topog 1838-63, Asst. In Topog Bureau
1842-43 (1866)
Acting Paymaster (1833) (1836)
Dept. Paymaster & Inspect. Gen. 1859-61
Quartermaster Duty 1838-39, Paymaster duty
1845-46 (1849)
(1872)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Florida 1838-39 (1839)
Quartermaster Duty 1837-42 (1852)
Asst. To the Chief Engineer 1848-52 91852)

Ser.

Name

378.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
708

Barnard

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Mexico

1855-56

3rd System, Internal
Improvements
3rd System
Engr Duty 1833-36

(1881)

379.
380.
381.
382.
383.

709
710
711
713
715

Cullum
King
Smith
Harris
Bliss

Engineer
Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

384.
385.
386.
387.
388.

718
719
720
721
723

Miller
Hale
Mudge
Thomas
Schriver

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

389.

726

Shiras

Artillery

390.

728

Alvord

Infantry

Florida Mexico

1837-39

391.

731

Blake

Infantry

Mexico

1835-36

392.
393.
394.

734
737
738

McCrabb
Pegram
Myers

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Florida
Florida
Florida Mexico

1848-55

Florida Mexico

Florida Mexico
Florida
Florida

1834-38
1834-35
1834-40

1834-35
1834-45
1834-35
1839-43
Military Road 1840,
1853-54

Topog Duty 1834-35

460

(1874)
(1836)
Ordnance Duty 1836 (1836)
(1835)
Chief of Staff of Commanding Gen. 1840-41,
Asst. Adjt Gen Duty 1842-45, Chief of Staff
Gen. Taylor 1845-49, Private Sec. to the
President 1849-50, Adjt. Gen Western
Division 1852-53 (1853)
Commissary Duty 1836 (1850)
Ordnance Duty 1836 (1839)
Killed 1835
Aide-de-Camp Gen. Wool 1841-42 (1846)
Asst. In Adjt. Gen. Office 1835-41, HQ.
Eastern Department 1841-46 (1846)
Commissary Duty 1837-38, 1846-47, Asst. to
Comm.-Gen, Subsistence Bureau 1847-61
Chief of Staff of Lally’s Column 1847, Chief
Paymaster Dept. Oregon 1854-62(1880)
Asst. in Subsistence Dept. 1836-37, Adjt.
Gen. Office 1837-38, Transfer Topog 1838 ,
Topog Duty until Killed Mexico 1846
Quartermaster Duty 1837-39 (1839)
Aide-de-Camp Gen. Scott 1838-40 (1841)
Quartermaster Duty 1840-41, Chief Quartermaster of Army of Mexico 1848, of Dept. of
Florida 1849-51, Texas 1854-57 (1861)

Ser.

Name

395.
396.
397.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
739
743
747

398.
399.
400.
401.
402.
403.
404.
405.

750 (1834)
751
752
753
754
756
757
758

Fraser
Sanders

Engineer
Engineer
Loughborough Artillery
Morris
Artillery
Allen
Artillery
Kibby
Artillery
Stockton
Artillery
Lee
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico

Florida
Florida

Topog Duty 1835-36

406.
407.
408.
409.

759
761
762
763

Fuller
Chalmers
Henderson
Miller

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida

Topog Duty 1834-36

410.

764

Freeman

Artillery

Florida

411.
412.
413.
414.

765
766
769
770

Walbach
Cooper
Fry
Turner

Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Dragoons

Florida

Ringgold
Reid
Scott

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Florida Mexico
3rd System & II
3rd System & II
Engr Duty 1834-36
Engr Duty 1835-36
Topog Duty 1834-36

Florida

Topog Duty 1834-36

1840-41

Engr Duty 1835-36
Topog Duty 1834-36

Mexico
Mexico

461

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Appt. Paymaster 1846-64 (1864)
Aide-de-Camp Gen. Gaines 1837-45 (1845)
Acting Judge Advocate Gen. Eastern Dept.
1848-50 (1862)
(1856)
(1858)
(1836)
(1836)
(1836)
Quartermaster Duty 1835-37 (1839)
(1836)
Ordnance Duty 1837-48, Judge Advocate of
the Army 1849-62 (1862)
(1837)
In Ordnance Bureau 1836-37 (1838)
(1836)
Ordnance Duty 1837-38, Chief Quartermaster
Northern Frontier 1838, Aide-de-Camp Gen.
Macomb 1839-41, Quartermaster Duty 184570, In Charge of Clothing Bureau 1855-61
Aide-de-Camp Gen. Jesup 1837-38, Asst. in
Adjt. Gen. Office 1841-49, Chief of Staff
Gen. Scott’s HQ NY 1849-50, Asst. Adjt.
Gen. 1850-56 (1856)
Ordnance Duty 1837-53 (1853)
91837)
(1836) Re-Appt. Paymaster 1853-73 (1873)
Cav. School France 1839-41, District A/Asst.
Adjt. Gen. 1844-46, and for Army of the West

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421.

771
775
776
777
779
781
782

Simmons
Coburn
Infantry
Barbour
Smith
Ketchum
Britton

Infantry
Infantry

Florida Mexico

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Florida

422.

785

Montgomery

Infantry

423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.

786 (1835)
787
789
791
793
794
795
801

Morell
Bigelow
Whiting
Herbert
Roberts
Brooks
Morgan
Kendrick

Engineer
Engineer
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry

431.
432.

802
804

Stokes
Meade

433.
434.

805
806

Betts
Waggaman

Artillery
Artillery
Topog
Artillery
Artillery

435.
436.

807
815

Hanson
Prince

Infantry
Infantry

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Topog Duty 1834-36
Topog Duty 1834-36
1840-55

Topog Duty 1834-36

Florida
Florida
Mexico
Florida
Mexico

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico

3rd System & II
3rd System & II
Engr Duty 1835
Engr Duty 1835-36
1837-49
1836-39
1835-46
1857-80

Florida
Florida
Mexico
Florida
1837-41

1841-44
Florida

Coast Survey 1850-

462

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
1846-47 (1848)
(1862)
In Adjt. Gen. Office 1838-43 (1846)
(1837)
A/ Asst. Adjt Gen Florida 1842-43 (1846)
(1836) Re-Appt. 1840 at USMA (1856)
Quartermaster Duty 1839-45 (1870)
Commissary Duty 1840-41, Brigade Quartermaster Mexico 1848 (1850)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-48 Mexico and on
accounts 1848-61 (1874)
(1837)
(1846)
(1836) Re-Appt 1855 Cavalry (1871)
(1837)
(1877)
(1877)
Ordnance Duty 1838-53 91853)
Ordnance Duty 1848
Quartermaster Duty 1838-43 (1843)
Ordnance Duty 1836, Appt. Topog 1842-63
(1872)
Ordnance Duty 1837-39 (1839)
Commissary Duty 1842-45, Chief
Commissariat Gen. Taylor’s Army 1845-47,
Depot Commissary Duty 1847-61 (1861)
(1844)
Commissary Duty 1837-38, Paymaster Duty

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

437.
438.
439.
440.

817
821
822
828

Plummer
Thompson
McKissack
Eaton

Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry

Florida Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico

441.
442.

832
833

Smith
Patrick

Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Florida
Mexico

443.
444.
445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.

835
837
838
839
840
842 (1836)
843
844

Whipple
Wainwright
Roberts
Grier
Brent
Welcker
Mason
Leadbetter

Infantry
Infantry
Dragoons
Dragoons
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Artillery

451.
452.
453.
454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.

845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
856

Anderson
Meigs
Woodbury
Lewis
Bransford
Allen
Warner
Conkling
Donaldson

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

55

1855-62 (1879)
Quartermaster Duty 1841-47 (1861)
A/Inspector Gen. Wool’s Column 1847 (1855)
Quartermaster Duty 1840-49 (1849)
A/Judge Advocate Gen. Western Department
1849, in Adjt. Gen. Office 1849-51 (1856)
Aide-de-Camp Gen Worth 1845-46 (1861)
Quartermaster Duty 1847, Chief
Commissariat to Gen. Wool 1846-47, Asst. in
Commissariat Office 1848-49 (1850)
Quartermaster Duty 1840-45 (1847)
Transfer Ordnance 1838-66 (1866)
Topog Bureau 1852-53 (1870)
(1870)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-58 (1858)
Asst. to Chief Engineer 1844-48 (1848)
(1853)
Transferred to Engineers 1838-1857 (1857)

1839-43

Military Road 1837

1837-38
Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico

1840-41

Mexico

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida Mexico
Florida
Florida
Mexico

1838-40

463

3rd System & II
3rd System & II
Engr Duty 1836-39
3rd System & II
Engr Duty 1836-37
3rd System & II
Engr Duty 1836-37
Engr Duty 1836-37
Topog Duty 1836
Topog Duty 1836
Topog Duty 1836-38
Topog Duty 1836
Topog Duty 1836
1844-45

Asst. to Chief Engineer 1836 (1837)
Transfer to Engineers 1837 (1882)
Transfer to Engineers 1837 (1864)
(1838)
(1840)
Asst. Topog Engineer 1838-41 (1841)
Transfer to Topog 1838-49 (1849)
(1839)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-74 (1874)

Ser.

Name

460.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
857

O’Brien

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery

War
Service

461.
462.
463.
464.
465.

861
864
866
871
874

Sing
Greene
Hagner
Woodruff
Allen

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

466.
467.
468.
469.

877
884
891 (1837)
892

Lansing
Hammond
Benham
Gunnison

Artillery
Infantry
Engineer
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Florida

470.
471.

895
896

Bragg
Dyer

Artillery
Artillery

Florida Mexico
Florida
Mexico

472.
473.

897
898

Chapman
Mackall

Artillery
Artillery

474.
475.
476.
477.

899
901
902
904

Scammon
Vogdes
Williams
Woodbridge

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida Mexico
Florida
Mexico
Florida
Florida

478.
479.
480.

906
910
912

Townsend
Pratt
French

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

USMA
Duty

Florida
Mexico
Florida
Florida
1836-38
Florida
Mexico

1837-38
1837-49
1840-41

Florida
Mexico
Florida
Florida Mexico
Florida

464

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Quartermaster Camargo Base of Operations
1847-48, Quartermaster Duty 1848-50 (1850)
Quartermaster Duty 1837 (1837)
Topog Duty 1836
(1836)
Topog Duty 1836
Ordnance Duty 1836, 1838-81 (1881)
Transfer Topog 1838-78 (1878)
Command Depot of Recruits 1844-46,
Division Quartermaster Mexico 1847,
Quartermaster Duty 1848-78 (1878)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-51 (1851)
Paymaster Duty Mexico 1846-47 (1847)
3rd System & II
(1882)
Ordnance Duty 1837-38, Transfer Topog
1838-1853 (1853)
A/Asst. Inspector Gen. Western Division 1849
Ordnance Duty 1838-39, Transfer Ordnance
1838-74, Chief of Ordnance Taylor 1846-48
(1874)
Quartermaster Duty1846-48 Mexico (1859)
Division Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1846 Mexico,
Departmental Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1849-61 (1861)
Transfer Topog 1838-56 (1856)
(1881)
(1862)
Brigade Quartermaster 1847-48, Division
Commissary 1848 (1855)
In Adjt. Gen. Office 1846-51
Coast Survey 1845-46 Commissary Duty 1839
In Command Detachment of Sappers 1843,

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

481.
482.
483.

913
918
919

Taylor
Armstrong
Hooker

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

484.
485.
486.
487.
489.
490.

920
924
926
927
932
938

Harvie
Steptoe
Woods
McLane
Ridgley
Chilton

Infantry
Artillery
Infantry
Dragoons
Artillery
Dragoons

491.
492.
493.
494.
495.

941 (1838)
942
943
944
945

Wright
Beauregard
Trapier
Campbell
Scarritt

Artillery
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

496.
497.
498.
499.

946
947
949
951

Dearborn
Metcalf
Reeves
Blair

Ordnance
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery

500.
501.
502.
503.
504.

952
954
956
957
959

Ringgold
Wayne
Shover
Barry
Nichols

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

War
Service
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico
Florida
Mexico
Florida
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Topog Duty 1839

Division A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847 (1880)
(1853)
Quartermaster Duty 1847 (1847)
Division Asst. Adjt. Gen. Mexico 1847-48,
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Pacific Div. 1849-51 (1851)
(1841)
(1861)
Paymaster Dept of Pacific 1857-61 (1881)
Transfer Topogs 1838-43 (1843)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties Mexico 1846 (1846)
Asst. Quartermaster Duties 1846-47,
Paymaster Duties 1854-61 (1861)
Transferred to Engineers 1838 (1845)
(1861)
(1848)
(1845)
Chief Engineer in Florida War 1838-39 (1854)

1842-43
1841
1840-41
1842-43

Florida Mexico

Mexico
Mexico

1861

Florida
Mexico

1839-41

Florida
1840-50
1842-43

Florida Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1839-41
1841-46
1848-50

465

3rd System
3rd System & II
3rd System & II
3rd System
3rd System & II

Ordnance Duty 1838-53 (1853)
Ordnance Duty 1838-40 (1840)
(1851)
Ordnance Duty 1846-47, Division
Commissary 1847-48 Mexico , Commissary
Duty 1850-61 (1861)
Transferred Ordnance 1841-54 (1854)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-60 (1860)
Quartermaster Duty 1847 in Mexico (1850)
Division A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48 (1877)
Department and Brigade Asst. Adjt. Gen.

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

505.
506.
507.

961
962
963

Chase
Easton
McDowell

Artillery
Infantry
Artillery

Mexico
Florida
Mexico

508.
509.
510
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.

966
968
973
975
980
986 (1839)
987
988

Hardee
Granger
Arnold
Reynolds
McKinstry
Stevens
Butler
Halleck

Dragoons
Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico

516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.

989
990
991
992
993
994
995
1000
1001
1007
1010
1015

Gilmer
Smith
Culbertson
Thom
Callender
Burton
Haskin
Allen
Ricketts
Dawson
Barry
Canby

Engineer
Engineer
Artillery
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry

Mexico

USMA
Duty

1841-45
1856-60
1843-44

3rd System & II
1840-43
1839-40

Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1839-40
1839-40
1840

1843-46
1841-44

Mexico
Florida Mexico
Florida Mexico

Engineer
Duty

1841-42

466

3rd System & II
3rd System & II
3rd System & II

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
1846-47 Mexico, Asst. Adjt. Gen Duties
1848-66 (1869)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-49 (1849)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-81 (1881)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Gen. Wool’s Division
Mexico, A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties 1848-61
(1861)
(1873)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-47 (1853)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-55, 1858-61 (1861)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-48, 1848-61 (1861)
(1853)
(1843)
Chief of Staff Operations in CA 1848,
Secretary of State of CA, (1854)
(1861)
(1853)
(1841)
Topog Duty 1839-1883 (1883)
Ordnance Duty 1838-79
(1869)
Quartermaster Duty 1848-51 (1870)
(1846)
Regt. Quartermaster 1849-52
Regt. Quartermaster 1847-48
(1860)
Quartermaster Duty 1840-41, Brigade Asst.
Adjt. Gen. Mexico 1847-48, Asst. Adjt. Gen.
Pacific 1849-51, in Adjt. Gen. Office 1851-55,

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

528.
529.

1017 (1840) Hebert
1018
Kingsbury

Engineer
Ordnance

530.
531.
532.

1019
1020
1021

McNutt
Gilham
Sherman

Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico

533.
534.
535.
536.
537.
538.

1024
1025
1026
1027
1030
1038

Churchill
Van Vliet
McCown
Clarke
Martin
Winship

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Dragoons

Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico

539.
540.

1039
1047

Johnson
Steele

Infantry
Dragoons

Mexico
Mexico

541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.
547.
548.
549.

1050
1052
1057
1059 (1841)
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064

Wallen
Folsom
Jordan
Tower
Wright
Harrison
Stansbury
Whipple
Gorgas

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Artillery
Ordnance

Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

1841-42
Mexico

1841-44

1841
1841-52

Mexico
Mexico

1842-43
1842-44

Mexico

3rd System
3rd System & II
3rd System & II
Topog Duty

Mexico

467

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Fort Inspection Duty 1853-54
Asst. To Engineer Board 1840-41 (1845)
Chief Ordnance to Gen. Wool’s Column, In
Charge Point Isabel Ordnance 1846-47,
Arsenal Commander 1848-61 (1870)
Ordnance Duty and arsenal Command (1878)
(1846)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen Pacific Dept. 1849-50,
Commissary Duty 1850-53 (1853)
Quartermaster Duty 1847 (1847)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-51 (1881)
Regt. Quartermaster (1861)
(1866)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-61 (1861)
Brigade A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Mexico 1846-47
and of Eastern Department 1849-53, and
Western Department 1854-55 (1855)
Commissary Duty 1847 (1847)
Brigade A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48
Quartermaster Duty 1851-52 (1861)
Commissary Duty 1848 (1871)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-48 (1855)
Quartermaster Duty 1847-48 (1861)
(1883)
(1884)
(1854)
Ordnance Duty 1840-44 (1844)
Transfer Topog 1840-63 (1863)
Ordnance Duty 1840-61 (1861)

Ser.

Name

550.
551.
552.
553.
554.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1065
1066
1072
1073
1074

War
Service

Rodman
Howe
Love
Allen
Gareshé

Branch
&
Transfers
Ordnance
Artillery
Dragoons
Artillery
Artillery

555.
556.
557.
558.

1075
1077
1078
1079

Fremont
Jones
Fahnestock
Hammond

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Florida Mexico

559.
560.
561.
562.
563.

1080
1082
1083
1084
1085

Plummer
Hamilton
Totten
Reynolds
Garnett

Infantry
Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico
Florida Mexico

1844-45

Mexico

1860-61
1843-44
1852-54

564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.
574.
575.

1090
1093
1095
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1104
1105
1106
1111 (1842)

Buell
Flint
Calhoun
Jones
Bowman
Murray
Page
Nelson
Brooks
Kane
Gantt
Eustis

Infantry
Infantry
Dragoon
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Engineer

Florida Mexico
Florida

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

USMA
Duty

1843-46
1843-45

1846
1846-51

Mexico
Mexico

Engineer
Duty

Ordnance Duty 1840-71
(1882)
Regt. Quartermaster 1849-50 (1853)
(1879)
Engr Duty 1853
District A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48, Asst.
Adjt. Gen. Office 1852-53, 1855-62 (1862)
Quartermaster Duty 1846-49, 1852-54 (1854)
(1861)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48 (1850)
Coast Survey 1845
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen Duties 1843-45, 1846-48,
-46, 1848-50
A/Judge Advocate Gen. 1847-48 (1851)
Regt. Quartermaster 1848-52 (1862)
Regt. Quartermaster 1847 (1855)
Coast Survey 1850-55 (1870)
Regt. Quartermaster
(1861)

1845-52
Mexico
Florida Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1853-55

1847-49

468

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

3rd System & II

Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1848-61 (1864)
Departmental Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1846-51 (1882)
Meteorological Duty, 1843-44 (1858)
(1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1847-52 (1869)
Coast Survey 1845-46 (1855)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties 1847-60 (1860)
(1879)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48 (1864)
Quartermaster Duty 1848-52 (1853)
Regt. Quartermaster 1847 (1847)
(1849)

Ser.

Name

576.
577.
578.
579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1121
1122
1123

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Newton
Rains
Kurtz
Rosecrans
Laidley
Alexander
Smith
Benton
Stewart
Beckwith

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico

1843-46
1844-46

3rd System & II
3rd System & II
3rd System & II
3rd System & II

586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593.
594.
595.
596.

1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1132
1133
1139
1146
1147

Bowen
Smith
Pope
Stewart
Johnston
Hillhouse
Kilburn
Williams
Dana
Clark
Kirkham

Artillery
Topog
Topog
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

597.
598.

1149
1151

Sykes
Lay

Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico

599.

1157

McLean

Infantry

Mexico

1843-47
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1848-52
1844-46
1843-45

Mexico

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1843-44

1850-53

469

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

(1886)
Transfer Artillery 1843 (1856)
(1877)
(1854)
Ordnance Duty 1842-82 (1882)
3rd System & II
(1878)
3rd System
(1854)
(1879)
(1845)
Railroad Recon. 1853- ((1879)
55, Military Roads
1857-57
Department Commissariat 1851-55 (1858)
Coast Survey 1857-61 (1861)
(1886)
Commissary Duty 1846-47 (1879)
(1847)
Staff HQ Eastern Department 1844-45 (1845)
Commissary Duty 1853-82 (1882)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1853-66 (1866)
Quartermaster Duty 1848-55 (1855)
Regt. Quartermaster 1847-48 (1848)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1848-49, Quartermaster Duty
1849-70 (1870)
Division Commissary Mexico 1847-48 (1880)
Asst. Meteorological Bureau 1845-46, A/Asst.
Adjt. Gen. 1853-54 (1861)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1847-48, Quartermaster
Duty 1855-61 (1861)

Ser.

Name

600.
601.
602.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1158
1160
1164

McLaws
Baker
Longstreet

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

603.
604.
605.
606.
607.

1165
1167 (1843)
1168
1169
1170

Abert
Franklin
Deshon
Brereton
Grelaud

Infantry
Topog
Ordnance
Ordnance
Artillery

608.
609.

1171
1172

Raynolds
Quinby

Topog
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico

610.
611.
612.
613.

1173
1176
1177
1176

Ripley
Reynolds
Hardie
Clarke

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico

614.
615.
616.
617.

1180
1185
1187
1191

French
Holloway
Grant
Wood

Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

618.
619.

1192
1193

Hamilton
Infantry
Van Bokkelen Infantry

Mexico
Mexico

620.
621.
622.

1194
1198
1200

Crozet
Ingalls
McFerran

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Infantry
Rifles
Infantry

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1845-51

Mexico

1848-50
1848-51
1844-45

Mexico
1844-45
1849-55
1845-47

1845-46
1846-55
1844-46
Mexico, Florida 1848-51
1855-56
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
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Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1849-51 (1861)
(1851)
Regt. Adjt. 1847-49, Chief Commissariat
Texas 1849-51, Paymaster 1858-61 (1861)
Transfer Topog 1843-64
Topog Duty 1843-65
(1851)
(1858)
(1857)
(1884)
Regt. Quartermaster, Departmental A/Asst.
Adjt. Gen. 1850-52 (1852)
(1853)
(1857)
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1860-61 (1876)
Chief of Commissariat Utah 1857-60, Asst. in
Commissary Department 1860-61
Quartermaster Duty 1848-56 (1856)
Regt. Quartermaster 1852-53
Regt. Quartermaster 1847-48, 1849-53 91854)
Ordnance Duty 1848-50, Commissary Duty
1851-53 (1858)
Regt. Quartermaster 1848
Regt. Quartermaster 1848-50, Quartermaster
Duty 1853-61 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1849-52 (1855)
Quartermaster Duty 1848-58 (1883)
Department Chief Commissary 1850-51 and

Ser.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)

Name

Branch
&
Transfers

War
Service

623.
624.
625.
626.
627.

1206 (1844)
1209
1210
1212
1216

Peck
Frost
Eddy
Pleasonton
Buckner

Topog
Artillery
Artillery
Dragoons
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico

628.

1223

Hancock

Infantry

Mexico

629.
630.
631.
632.

1231
1232
1233
1234

633.
634.

1235
1236

Wood
Rhett

Topog
Ordnance

Mexico
Mexico

635.
636.
637.
638.
639
640
641.
642.

1237
1238
1241
1255
1262
1266
1267
1270

Stone
Porter
Coppée
Smith
Sackett
Clitz
Wood
Pitcher

Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

643.

1272 (1846) Stewart

Engineer

Whiting (1845)
Hunt
Hébert
Smith

Mexico
Mexico

Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1851-52, Regt. Quartermaster 1852-55 (1872)
1847-55
(1855)
Regt. Quartermaster 1846-51 (1853)
1846-50
Quartermaster Duty 1861-79 (1879)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties 1855-60 (1868)
1845-46
Regt. Quartermaster Duty 1847, Commissary
1848-50
Duty 1852-55 (1855)
Regt. Quartermaster 1848-49, Dept. Asst. Adjt.
Gen. 1855, Quartermaster Duty 1856-57, Chief
District Quartermaster 1859-61 (1886)
3rd System and II
(1861)
rd
1846-49
3 System and II
(1863)
Internal Improvements (1846)
1846-48
Topog Duty,
(1867)
1855-56
Lighthouse Engineer
Topog Duty 1845-46 Transfer Dragoons 1846 (1868)
Commissary Duty 1847-48, Quartermaster
Duty 1852-55, Paymaster Duty 1858-61
Ordnance Duty 1845-56 (1856)
1849-55
Dept. Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1856, 1857-60 (1863)
1848/50-55
(1855)
1849-52
(1861)
1850-55
(1885)
1848-55
(1885)
1855-56
(1882)
Regt. Quartermaster 1848-49, 181854-57,
Depot Commissary 1857-59 (1878)
1849-54
3rd System
(1886)
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Ser.

Name

644.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1273

McClellan

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Mexico

1848-50

Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Topog
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1855-57

3rd System,
Exploration, Surveys
3rd System and II
3rd System
Internal Improvements

645.
646.
647.
648.
649.
650.
651.
652.
653.

1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1282
1283
1285

Blunt
Foster
Hardcastle
Bryan
Derby
Reno
Hayes
Boynton
Sears

654.
655.
656.

1290
1292
1293

Seymour
Gilbert
Simpson

Artillery
Infantry
Artillery

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1850-53
1850-55

657.
658.
659.
660.
661.
662.
663.

1297
1300
1302
1303
1305
1308
1311

Rush
Chapman
Taylor
Sturgis
Oakes
Maury
Turnley

Artillery
Dragoons
Dragoons
Dragoons
Dragoons
Cavalry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1846-47
1855-56

664.
665.

1312
1315

Jones
Myers

Infantry
Infantry

Mexico
Mexico

1851-53

1849
1848-55

1847-52
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Transferred to Cavalry 1855, Member of
Delafield Commission 1856 (1857)
(1887)
(1874)
(1856)
Topog Duty 1846-61 (1861)
Topog Duty 1846-61 (1861)
Topog Duty 1853-54 Ordnance Duty 1846-62 (1862)
Commissary/Quartermaster Duty 1849-52 (1853)
(1856) Re-appted 1861-72 (1872)
Division Quartermaster/A/Adjt. Gen. Mexico
1847, Adjt. Gen. Office 1847-48 (1849)
(1876)
(1886)
Regt. Quartermaster 1848-55, Chief
Commissary Sioux Expedition 1855-56, Asst.
to Commissary-Gen. Officer 1856-59, Chief
Commissary of Pacific Dept. 1859-61 (1888)
(1854)
(1859)
Regt. Quartermaster 1852-54 (1858)
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen.1852-53 (1886)
Coast Survey 1853-54 Regt. Quartermaster 1847-49 (1879)
Depart. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1860-61 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1850, 1852,
Quartermaster Duty 1854-65 (1865)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1853-61 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-56, Quartermaster
Duty 1856-74 91874)

Ser.

Name

666.
667.
668.
669.
670.
671.
672.
673.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1325
1331 (1847)
1334
1335
1336
1337
1339
1341

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Wilcox
Symmes
McAllister
Hazzard
Van Buren
Chalpin
Mason
Dickerson

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery

Mexico

1852-57
1847-49

674.
675.
676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
681.
682.
683.

1343
1344
1345
1347
1348
1350
1354
1356
1357
1358

Tillinghast
Fry
Hill
Gibson
Burnside
Gibbon
Black
Moore
Neill
Burns

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infanrty
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

Mexcio
Mexico
Mexcio
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

684.
685.
686.
687.
688.

1359
1364
1368
1369 (1848)
1370

Abbott
Seward
Heth
Trowbridge
Donelson

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer

Mexico

689.

1371

Duane

Engineer

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Engineer
Duty

1849-50
1854-59
Military Roads 185657

1853-59
Coast Survey 1855-60

1854-59
1847
1853-57

Coast Survey 1851-59
1848-51
1852-53
1856-58
1852-54
1858-61
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
(1861)
Ordnance Duty 1850-61 (1861)
Transferred Ordnance 1848-87 (1887)
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1852-53
(1855)
(1869)
Regt. Quartermaster 1854-58
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1848-49, Regt.
Quartermaster 1852-56, Quartermaster Duty
1856-64 (1864)
Regt. Quartermaster 1856-1860
(1881)
Office of Coast Supervey 1855-60 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1858-61 (1883)
Mexican Boundary Comm. 1851-52 (1853)
Quartermaster USMA 1856-59 (1885)
Regt. Quartermaster 1850-55 (1887)
Quartermaster Duty 1859-72 (1872)
(1883)
Regt. Quartermaster 181856-58,
Quartermaster Duty 1858-89 (1889)
Regt. Quartermaster 1851-54 (1854)
Paymaster Duties 1861-65 (1876)
Regt. Quartermaster 1854055 (1861)
(1856)
(1859)

Coast Survey 1851-56
Railway Survey 185355
Survey Work
(1880)

Ser.

Name

690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
699.
700.
701.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1372
1373
1374
1375
1377
1378
1380
1384
1385
1387
1393
1394

Stevens
Williamson
Roys
Michler
Clark
Jones
Gill
Buford
Walbridge
Dodge
Jackson
Page

Branch
&
Transfers
Engineer
Topog
Engineer
Topog
Artillery
Cavalry
Artillery
Dragoons
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.
715.
716.

1395
1401
1402
1407 (1849)
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1417
1418
1419

McLean
Mechling
Barber
Gilmore
Parke
Benét
Haines
Duncan
Silvey
Du Barry
Perkins
Baird
Cogswell
Stockton
Platt

Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Artillery

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty
3rd System
Surveys 1848-61

1848-50
1849-51
Florida
Florida
1858-60
1857-58

Florida
1852-56

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida

1859-61
1852-53
1854-57
1853-54
1850-56
1853-59
1851-56
1852-56
1855-59
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

(1861)
(1882)
(1850)
Surveys 1848-61
(1881)
(1864)
Quartermaster Duty 1854-55 (1857)
Coast Survey 1860-61 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-58 (1863)
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1851-532 (1856)
(1882)
(1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1853-56, Quartermaster
Duty 1856-59 (1859)
Coast Survey 1860-61 (1864)
Quartermaster Duty 1851-52 (1855)
Quartermaster Duty 1852-53 (1853)
3rd System
Quartermaster USMA 1855-56 (1885)
Survey Duty
Topog Duty 1849-89 (1889)
Coast Survey 1854
Ordnance Duty 1849-83 (1883)
A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. 1853-55 (1883)
Railroad Exploration 1853-54 (1855)
(1875)
Exploration Duty 1853 Commissary Duty 1861-90 (1890)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties 1861-65 (1865)
(1888)
(1871)
(1857)
(1884)

Ser.

Name

717.
718.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1420
1424

McKeever
Saxton

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery

719.
720.
721.
722.
723.

1429
1431
1433
1436
1427

Withers
Robertson
Field
Johnson
Holabird

Infantry
Dragoons
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry

724.
725.

1438
1439

Williams
Washington

Infantry
Infantry

726.
727.
728.
729.
730.
731
732.
733.
734.
735.
736.
737.
738.
739.

1444
1450 (1850)
1451
1452
1455
1460
1461
1462
1465
1467
1472
1473
1480

Roy
Prime
Warren
Crispin
Wheelock
Magruder
Slemmer
Arnold
Mébane
Ransom
Bates
Holliday
MacFeely

1482

Cabell

Infantry
Engineer
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Dragoons
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Dragoons
Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Infantry

740.
741.

1494 (1851) Andrews
1495
Morton

Engineers
Engineer

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Florida
Florida

1851-55
1859-60

1856-61
1859-61

1855-56

1859-61
Florida

1851-55

Florida

1855-59

Florida

1851-54
1854-55

1854-55
1855-57
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Engineer
Duty

Railway and Coast
Survey 1853-59

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
(1888)
Professional Duty in Europe 1860-61 (1888)

Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1856-61 (1861)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1860-61 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1853-55 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-56 (1867)
Quartermaster Duty 1851-52, Regt.
Quartermaster 1852-58 (1883)
Commissary Duty 1853-56 (1861)
Dept. A/Asst. Adjt Gen. 1857, Regt.
Quartermaster 1860-61 (1861)
Coast Survey 1853-59 (1874)
3rd System
(1871)
Topog Duty 1850-63 (1882)
(1889)
(1862)
Regt. Quartermaster 1854-58 (1862)
(1868)
Military Road 1854-55 (1882)
(1854)
(1861)
District A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1854 (1869)
Regt. Quartermaster 1858-59 (1862)
Regt. Quartermaster 1856-61
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-58, Quartermaster
Duty 1858-61 (1861)
3rd System
(1855) Re-appointed for Civil War
rd
3 System and II
(1864)

Ser.

742.
743.
744.
745.
746.
747.
748.
749.
750.
751.
752.
753.
754.
755.
756.
757.
758.
759.
760.
761.
762.
763.
764.
765.
766.
767.
768.
769.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1496
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1506
1512
1515
1517
1519
1527
1536 (1852)
1537
1538
1539
1540
1541
1543
1554
1559
1565
1566
1567
1569
1570
1571
1575

Name

Balch
Welcker
Piper
Thompson
Huse
Garrard
Perry
Williams
Ransom
Norris
Kelton
Jones
Casey
Alexander
Mendell
Rose
Ives
Todd
Van Voast
Hartstuff
Swaine
McCook
Douglass
Myers
Williams
Kautz
Williams
Hawkins

Branch
&
Transfers
Ordnance
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Dragoons
Dragoons
Dragoons
Infantry
Dragoons
Engineer
Engineer
Topog
Topog
Ordnance
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

1852-53
Topog Duty 1856
1853-54
1854-57
1852-59
Topog Duty 1853-54
1852-57
1857-61

Florida

1857-59
1852-54
1854-59
1852-53
1859-63
1856

II
3rd System

1856-59

Topog Duty 1854-55

1858-61
1858-61
1860-61
Mexico
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Survey Duty 1852-56
Topog Duty 1852-61

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
Ordnance Duties 1851-65 (1865)
Ordnance Duties 1851-61 (1861)
(1887)
1869)
(1861)
(1866)
(1886)
(1881)
Quartermaster Duty 1860-61 (1874)
Regt. Quartermaster 1860 (1870)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-61 (1870)
(1889)
(1888)
(1858)
Topog Duty 1852-88 (1888)
(1856)
Transferred Topo 1853-61 (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1852-78 (1878)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-58 (1883)
Transfer Adjt. Gen. Staff 1861-74 (1874)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-60
(1880)
(1889)
Quartermaster Duty 1859-61 (1883)
(1870)
Quartermaster Duty 1858-59 (1889)
Dept. Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1860 (1863)
Regt. Quartermaster 1858-61 (1888)

Ser.

770.
771.
772.
773.
774.
775.
776.
777.
778.
779.
780.
781.
782.
783.
784.
785.
786.
787.
788.
789.
790.
791.
792.
793.
794.
795.
796.
797.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1576
1579 (1853)
1580
1581
1582
1583
1585
1586
1589
1590
1591
1594
1595
1601
1610
1611
1616
1631 (1854)
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1639
1640
1642
1645
1647

Name

Phillips
McPherson
Craighill
Sill
Boggs
Shunk
Schofield
Blunt
Vincent
Symonds
Bell
Terrill
Pelouze
Jenkins
McE. Dye
Davidson
Latimer
Lee
Abbot
Ruger
Howard
Treadwell
Turnbull
Bingham
Pegram
Stuart
Smead
Lee

Branch
&
Transfers
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Dragoons
Infantry
Engineer
Topog
Engineer
Ordnance
Ordnance
Topog
Artillery
Dragoons
Dragoons
Artillery
Artillery

War
Service

Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida

USMA
Duty
1861-62
1853-54
1859-62
1854-57
1853
1855-57
1855-56
1855-59
1859-61
1857-61
1855-56
1859-61

1857-61
1859-60
1857
1857-59
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Engineer
Duty

Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

(1864)
(1864)
(1889)
(1862)
Topog Duty 1853-54 Transfer Ordnance 1854-61 (1861)
(1867)
(1888)
(1888)
(1888)
(1865)
Commissary Duty 1858 (1884)
(1862)
Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duty 1858-59 (1878)
Transferred to Quartermaster 1861-65 (1865)
Regt. Quartermaster 1859-61 (1870)
Regt. Quartermaster 1858-61 (1861)
Topog Duty 1859-60 (1879)
3rd System and II
Asst. in Engineer Bureau 1859-61 (1861)
Rail Surveys
Asst. in Surveys Office 1857-61 (1888)
3rd System
(1855) Re-appt in Civil War (1886)
(1888)
Ordnance Duty 1854-79 (1879)
Topog Duty 1854-59 (1879)
Coast Survey 1856-57 Transferred Quartermaster 1861-86 (1886)
Europe 1858-60 (1861)
Regt. Quartermaster 1855-57 (1861)
Coast Survey 1859-61 (1862)
Regt. Quartermaster 1857-61 (1861)
3rd System and II
3rd System and II

Ser.

Name

798.
799.
800.
801
802.
803.
804.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1651
1656
1668
1677 (1855)
1678
1680
1681

Greble
Greene
Sawtelle
Comstock
Weitzel
Elliot
Wheeler

Branch
&
Transfers
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Artillery
Cavalry

805.
806.
807
808.
809.
810.
811.
812.
813.
814.
815.
816.
817.
818.
819
820.
821.
822.
823.
824

1683
1685
1689
1695
1698
1711 (1856)
1712
1713
1714
1716
1718
1721
1726
1727
1752
1754
1760 (1857)
1761
1762
1763

Breck
Childs
Webb
Ruggles
Thomas
Snyder
Houston
McAlester
Lee
Poe
Hascall
Bayard
Owens
Stivers
McMillan
Carrol
Palfrey
Meade
Alexander
Robert

Artillery
Artillery
Artillery
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Topog
Artillery
Cavalry
Cavalry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

1856-60

USMA Quartermaster 1859-60 (1861)
Coast Survey 1859-61 (1887)
Regt. Quartermaster 1857-61
3rd System
(1888)
3rd System
(1884)
3rd System 1857-61
Transferred to Engineers 1857-1889
Topog Duty 1858-59 On Staff of Commanding Gen. Pacific Dept.
1856-58, Transferred Topog 1857-63 (1884)
(1889)
(1861)
(1870)
Department A/Adjt. Gen. 1858 (1889)
Regt. Quartermaster 1858-60 (1872)
3rd System and II
(1861)
3rd system and II
(1889)
3rd System and II
(1869)
Ordnance Duty 1856-59 (1859)
Survey Duty 1856-61 (1888)
(1874)
(1862)
(1867)
Regt. Quartermaster 1860-61 (1864)
(1882)
USMA Quartermaster 1860-61 (1869)
3rd System
(1866)
3rd System
(1861)
3rd System 1861
(1861)
Exploration 1858-61
(1889)

1859-61
1859-61
1859-61
1860-61
1857-59
1857-61

1859-60
1856-57

1860-61
1861
1860-61
1858-61
1860-61
1857-59
1857-60
1857-58
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)

Ser.

825.
826.
827.
828.
829.
830.
831
832.
833.
834.
835.
836.
837.
838.
839.
840.
841.
842.
843.
844.
845.
846.
847.
848.
849.
850.

USMA
Number
(Grad Yr)
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1775
1786
1798 (1858)
1799
1800
1801
1802
1825 (1859)
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1834
1847 (1860)
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852

Name

Strong
Smith
Baylor
Putnam
Smith
Beach
Claflin
Paine
White
Dixon
Echols
Saunders
Merrill
Lockett
Collins
Reese
Wagner
Beckham
Wright
Carling
McFarland
Tardy
Porter
Bowen
Edson
Wilson

Branch
&
Transfers
Ordnance
Topog
Ordnance
Topog
Topog
Artillery
Dragoon
Engineer
Ordnance
Topog
Topog
Ordnance
Engineer
Engineer
Topog
Engineer
Topog
Topog
Ordnance
Artillery
Engineer
Engineer
Ordnance
Topog
Ordnance
Topog

War
Service

USMA
Duty

Engineer
Duty

Survey Duty
Exploration 1856-61
Survey Duty 1856-61
1858-59
1857-58
1859-60

1860-61
1859-61

3rd System

3rd System
3rd System
Explorations
3rd System
Topog Duty 1858-61
Survey Duty 1858-61

1859-60
3rd System
3rd System
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Other Staff Duty
(Year Resigned or Died)
(1863)
(1862)
(1882)
(1863)
(1861)
(1871)
(1867)
(1863)
Ordnance Duty 1858-61 (1861)
At Department Headquarters 1858-61 (1861)
At Department Headquarters 1858-61 (1861)
Ordnance Duty 1858-61 (1861)
(1888)
(1861)
(1861)
(1870)
(1862)
(1861)
Ordnance Duty 1858-61 (1861)
(1875)
(1888)
(1867)
Ordnance Duty 1860-73 (1873)
Topog Duty 1860-71 (1871)
Ordnance Duty 1860-70 (1870)
(1870)

APPENDIX E
West Graduates in the Civil War
List of graduates of the United States Military Academy in service on either side during any part of the Civil War and who were employed for any period of
time upon general staff duties with a staff bureau or with a military department or field army, or commanded a battalion or higher during the war. First Rows
give information of antebellum Academy Number, Name and initial Branch of service after graduation; War indicates if involved in antebellum operations
with U.S. Army or Volunteers; USMA indicates antebellum military academy or college teaching experience; Engr indicates antebellum military or civil
2
engineering experience; and Staff indicates antebellum military staff or public staff/management employment, as specified in Appendix D. or in references.
Civil War indicates highest rank achieved before final brevet ranks were issued in March 1865 (when many officers were elevated one or more brevet ranks
as reward for good service at war’s end), and highest appointments some time during the war. Codes are as follows: Engr = Engineer; Arty = Artillery; Inf =
Infantry; Cav = Cavalry; Ord = Ordnance; A = Army Service; C = Civilian Academic/Engineering/Staff equivalent service; V = State Volunteer
Military/War/or Staff equivalent service; Lt. = Lieutenant; Col. = Colonel; Brig. = Brigadier; Maj. = Major; Gen. = General; Topog = Topographical Engineer.
Ser.

USMA
#
10
11
33
44
62
71
89

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
2

Name

Branch

War

Totten
Gates
Thayer
Leonard
Loomis
Abert
De Russy

Engr
Arty
Engr
Arty
Arty
Engr
Engr

A
A
A
A
A
A

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty
A

Staff
Duty
A

A

A

A

A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A

Civil War
Brig. Gen U.S. Army (Chief Engineer) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Army (Sick Leave) 1861-63 (Fort Command) 1863-65
Col. U.S. Army (Sick Leave) 1861-63 Retired 1863
Storekeeper of Ordnance Retired Nov. 1861 – disability
Col. U.S. Army (Superintendent General Recruiting N.Y.) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Army (In Command Topog Corps) Retired Sept. 1861
Col. U.S. Army (Superintendent Pacific Coast Fortifications) 1861-65

George Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point N.Y. From its Establishment, in 1802,
to 1898 Volumes I, II, III(New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1891); Ellsworth Eliot, Jr., West Point in the Confederacy (New York: G.A.
Baker & Co., Inc., 1941); and Charles B. Hall, Military Records of General Officers of the Confederacy (New York: The Steck Company, 1898); and
Frederick Phisterer, Statistical Record of the Armies of the United States (New York: The Blue and the Grey Press, 1909).
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Ser.

Name

Branch

War

8.
9.
10.
11

USMA
#
92
94
96
102

USMA
Duty

Merchant
Munroe
De Russy
Ripley

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A

12
13.
14.
15.
16.

105
126
147
150
155

Thruston
Symington
Leslie
Chase
Bonneville

Arty
Ord
Engr
Engr
Arty

A

17.
18.

156
165

Cooper
Graham

Arty

A

19.
20.
21.
22.

169.
173.
175
177

Lee
McDonald
Eakin
Hitchcock

Arty
Inf
Arty
Arty

23.

180

Delafield

Engr

24.
25.
26.

185
198
207

Brown
Bache
Brewerton

Topog
Engr

27.

213

Dimick

Arty

A

A

28.
29.
30.
31.

216
235
240
241

Tyler
Bell
Butler
Tompkins,

Arty
Ord
Arty
Ord

A
A
A

A

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A
A
A

A
A
A

C
A
A
A
A

A
A

A

A
A

AC

A.

A

A

A
A

A

A
V
C
A

A.
A

A
C
A.
A.

AC
A
AC
A

481

Civil War
Col. U.S. Army (Command of Ft. Washington) 1861-63
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Sick Leave Jan. 1861 ) Died April 1861
Col. CSA (Fortifications Engineer Duties) 1861-64 (1864)
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief of Ordnance of US Army) 1861-63
(Inspector of Armament of Fortifications New England Coast) 1863-69
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Railroad Defense Duty) Resigned 1862
Col. U.S. Army (Ordnance, Alleghany Arsenal 1861-62, retired 45 yrs
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Paymaster N.Y.) 1861-65
Engineer Officer (rank unknown) CSA 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (State Superintendant Recruiting, Mustering,
Disbursing, and Barracks Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Adjutant and Inspector General of all CSA) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Superintendent Great Lake Survey, Lighthouse
and Habour Improvements 1864-65 (1865)
Officer (rank unknown) CSA (Depart. Commissary Officer) 1861-65
CSA 61-65 Col. CSA (Cavalry Regt Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army Volunteers (Survey Work) 1861-62
Maj. Gen U.S. Volunteers (Special Duty, Commissioner for the
Exchange of POWs) 1862-67
Brig. Gen U.S. Army (Staff Officer Organizing, Supplying, and
Ordnance, N.Y.) 1861-64 (Command Corps of Engineers) 1864-66
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Command of NY City) 1861-63
Col. U.S. Army (At Topog Bureau) 1861-62 (Ft. Engineer) 1864-65
Col. U.S. Army (Superintendent Baltimore and Hampton Roads
defenses) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Command Depot of Rebel Prisoners) 1861-64,
Governor of the Soldiers Home 1864-68
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division & District Commander) 1861-64
Maj. U.S. Army (Ordnance) resigned May 1861
Officer (rank unknown) CSA 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Depot Quartermaster N.Y.) 1861-63, Died 1863

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

32.
33.

USMA
#
242
257

Winder
Ramsay

Arty
Arty

A

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

261
266
287
293
294
299
301
302
309
310
311
316
322
326
327
333
342

Morris
Dimmock
Mansfield
Gwynn
Graham
Vinton,
Pickell
Trimble
Wright
Hunter
McCall
Morris
Abercrombie
Mordecai
Greene
Nauman
Thomas

Inf/Arty
Arty
Engr
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr
Arty
Arty
Inf

A
A
A
A
A

51.
52.

344
347

Andrews,
Smith

Inf
Inf

A
A

53.

348

Day

Inf

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

355
358
387
388
394

Crosman
Alexander
Miles
Backus
Bowman

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr

USMA
Duty
A.

Engr
Duty
A.

A

AC
A.
AC
A.
A.
AC
AC

A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A
A

C
A.
A.
A

Staff
Duty
A
A
A.
ACV
A
ACV
A.
A.
AC
AC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. CSA (District and Prison Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (In Charge Ordnance Bureau, Inspector of
Arsenals) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. (Command Baltimore Defenses, 8th Corps) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Ordnance Department, Chief Instructor) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) Killed 1862
Brig. Gen. CSA (Engineer) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Topog) retired Sept. 1861 with disability
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Quartermaster N.Y.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Defense of Washington) 1861-62
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig Gen. U.S. Army (Pacific Department Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-62
Lt. Col. U.S. Army Retired Sept. 1861, Disabled
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regimental and Depot Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army Resigned May 1861
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Command Artillery Newport News) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (In Charge Adjt. Gens. Office) 1861-63 (In
Charge of Organizing Colored Troops) 1863-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (California) Retired Feb. 1862, disability
Maj. U.S. Army (Department Mustering and Disbursing Officer, Asst.
Commissary of Musters Northern Dept.) 1862-65
Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Commander, Recruiting Services Command
Ft Hamilton, Military Commissions Offcier0 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Departmental Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (State Chief Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Commander) Killed 1862
Col. U.S. Army (Mustering & Disbursing Officer) 1861-62, died 1862
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Superintendant USMA, Engineer Boards) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

59.
60.
61.

USMA
#
396
399
403

Donelson
Huger
Thornton

Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

406
410
411
414
417
419
432

Anderson
Smith
Seawell
Street
Cross
Montgomery
Cram

Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Arty

A
A

69.
70.
71
72
73.
74
75.
76.
77.
78.

436
437
438
445
448
450
453
456
461
464

Johnston
White
Dancy
Heintzelman
Pleasonton
Grayson
Archer
Babbitt
MaCrae
Eaton

Inf
Arty
Arty
Inf
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

AV

79.
80.
81.

467
470
472

Casey
Sibley
Maynadier,

Inf
Arty
Arty

82.
83.
84.
85.

473
475
477
481

Bradford
Buford
Polk
Worthington

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty
A

Staff
Duty
V
A
A
A

A
C

A
A

A
AC

A

AC
AC
A
A
A
A

V
A
A

A
A
A

AV
CV
AC
A
CV
A
A
A
A

A

A

A

A

A
A

AC

C

V
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Civil War
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division and Department Commander) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander, Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Arsenal Commander) 1861-63 (Inspector of Contract
Arms and Ordnance), 1863-66
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Department Command and Staff) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) Died 1862
Col. U.S. Army (Chief Mustering Officer Pacific) 1861-65
Officer (Rank Unknown) CSA 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Chief Army and Depot Quartermaster) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Military District Command) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Gen. Wool, District Inspector Gen.,
Superintending Engineer) 1861-85
Gen. CSA (Department and army Command) Killed 1862
Col. CSA (District Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Officer (Rank Unknown) CSA (Inspector Gen. Florida) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Corps and District Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. Penn. Militia 1861-66
Maj. U.S. Army Resigned July 1861, died October 1861
Capt. CSA (non-active until 1864) wounded 1864
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Quartermaster Pacific) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Regt. Commander, Recruiting Duty) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief Purchasing Commissary for Armies in the
Field) 1861-64 (Commissary-General in Charge of Bureau) 1864-74
Bvt. Brig Gen. U.S. Army (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Bvt Col. U.S. Army (Principal Asst. Quartermaster-Gen.) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Army (EA. Asst. in Ordnance Bureau) 1861-63, 1864-67
(Inspector of Armories, Arsenals, Depots) 1863-64
Officer (rank unknown) CSA 1861-63, died 63
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division & District Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Army & Department Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Col. Ohio Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-63

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

86.
87.
88.

USMA
#
482
485
492

Rains
Stockton
Cooke

Inf
Inf
Inf

A
V
A

89.
90.
91.
92.

501
510
515
520

Lynde
Mercer
Locke
Clarey

Inf,
Arty
Arty
Inf

93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

530
535
538
542
545
546

Davis
Drayton
Wright
Lee
Barnes
Buckingham

Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr
Arty
Arty

99.

547

Bryce

Arty

100.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.

550
553
555
557
558
560
562

Knowlton
Johnston
McKnight
Burban
Hoffman
Hunt
Eastman

Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
inf
Arty
Inf

108.
109.

563
564

Swords
Cady

Inf

A
A

110.
111.

565
566

Davies
Blanchard

Inf
Inf

AV

A

USMA
Duty

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

AC

AC

C

A
A
A

V
AC
A

A
A
C

A
C
AC

AC
C
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
AC
A

A
AC
C

A
C

A

A
A

A

C

C
AC

A
A

C
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. CSA (Senior Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Col. Michigan Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Division and District Commander) 1861-64
(General Superintendent Recruiting Services of the Army) 1864-66
Maj. U.S. Army (Surrendered Ft Fillmore, N.M. 1861) 1861-66
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-64, Killed 1864
Maj. CSA (Chief Commissary of Georgia) 1861-64, Died 64
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Department Chief Quartermaster Duty) 1861-63,
(Asst. in Quartermaster Gen. Office) 1863-64
President CSA 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Commander) 1861-65
Col. Missouri Volunteers (regimental Commander ) 1861-62
Gen. CSA (Army Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Commissary & Adjt.-Gen. Ohio) 1861-62
(War Department) 1862-63
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (Asst. Adjt.-Gen. to Army of Potomac) 1861-62,
(Asst. in Office of Chief Engineer) 1862-65
Capt. U.S. Army Retired Oct. 1861
Gen. CSA (Army and Department Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps & Department Command) 1861-62
Col. U.S. Army (Regular Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Commissary Gen. of POWs) 1862-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Department Chief Paymaster) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (State Mustering and Disbursing Officer N.
England, Governor Cincinnati, Fort Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Chief Department Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (District Command, Acting Inspector Gen.
Department of Pacific) Retired 1864. disability
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade & District Command) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regimental Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

112
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128
129.
130.

USMA
#
568
580
584
591
593
599
600
601
602
608
609
611
612
615
617
622
633
640
641

War

Sibley
Brice
Holmes
Pendleton
Lee
Whitely
Rose
Magruber
Bledsoe
Leavenworth
Clark
Beall
Heyward
AleAander
Buchanan
Patten
Lea
Ammen
Humphreys

Inf
Inf
Inf
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Arty
Arty

131.
132.
133.
134.

642
643
647
648

Arty
Inf
Inf
inf

A
A

135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

650
652
655
656
660

Emory
Chapman
Mckean
van
Rensselaer
Northrop
Van Cleve
Curtis,
Williams
Whittlesby

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

V

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

A
A

Staff
Duty
AC

AC
A
AC
A

A
CV
A

C
C
C

V
A
A
A
A

A
C
AC
A

AC
C
AC

A
AC
A
A
A
C

AC
A
C

C
C
A
C

C
CV

CV
V
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Civil War
Col. U.S. Army (Regimental Command, Recruiting) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Department Paymaster) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Division & Department Commander) 1861-65
Artillery Commander (rank unknown) SA 1861-65
Civilian Employed by Topog Bureau 1861-69
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Command Arsenals) 1861-65
Col. NY Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62, died 1864
Maj. Gen. CSA (Army Wing & District Commander ) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Agent for Confederate Government) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander in West) 1862-63
Col. CSA (Artillery and Ordnance Duties) 1861-65
In CSA (record unknown) 1861-?
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Lt. Gov. Soldier’s Home) 1858-64
Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Command, Staff N.J.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (In West) 1861-63 (Staff Washington) 1863-65
Col. CSA (Field Engineer Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regt. And District Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Topog Officer, Army Chief of
Staff, Division and Corps Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, Spec, Duty) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (District Commands) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps & Department Inspector General)
1862-64
Officer (rank unknown) (Chief Commissary of all CSA) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental Commands) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (State Chief Inspector S.C.) 1861-65
Col. Ohio Volunteers (Departmental Asst. Quartermaster Gen. and
Chief Engineer, Brigade Commander) 1861-62

Ser.

Name

Branch

140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

USMA
#
664
667
671
675
679
684
686
687
689
690

War

Ewell
Cooke
Keyes
Macomb
Simpson
Pettes
Sitgreaves
Crittenden
Whiting
Marcy

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A
A
A
A

150.

695

Bomford

Inf

A

151.
152.
153.

696
703
708

Gatlin
Marshall
Barnard

Inf
Cav
Engr

A
V
A

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.

709
710
711
712
713
722
723

Cullum
King
Smith
Sidell
Harris
Davis
Schriver

Engr
Engr
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.

726
727
728
735
738
739

Shiras
Du Pont
Alvord
Wessel
Myers
Ringgold

Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

USMA
Duty
AC

Engr
Duty
C

A
A
C
AC

Staff
Duty

A
C
A

A
A

C
A

A

A

A
AC

AC

C
A

C
A
A

V
AC

A
A
A
A
A

A

A

A
C
A
A
A
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Civil War
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Regiment Commander) died Dec. 1861
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Corps Commander) 1861-64
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief Topog, Fortification Engr.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Department Chief Topog) 1861-65
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Engineer Batt. & Depot Commands) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Superintendant Recruiting, Inspector) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Corps and Department Commands) 1861-64
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Member Staff Board, Fort Command) 1861-64
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Staff) 1861-62 (Inspection
Duties) 1863-65
Col. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, Corps Chief of Staff,
Superintendant Recruiting, District Provost Marshall) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Commander) 1861-62
Maj. Gen. CSA (Brigade Command) 1861-63
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Chief Army Engineer, Chief Engineer
Defense of Washington) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Army Engr, Super USMA) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-63
Officer CSA (record unknown) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Department Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Chief Army Engineer) 1861-63
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Corps Chief of Staff, Army Inspector
Gen., Spec Duty War Dept.) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Asst. Comm. Gen. U.S.A.) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. Deleware Home Guard 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Oregon District Commander) 1862-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Battalion/Sub-District Command) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Quartermaster General CSA) 1861-63
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Paymaster Pacific Department) 1861-64

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.

USMA
#
740
747
753
754
757
759
760
763
766
767
769
771
772
774
775
779
781
785
786

Ruggles
Scott
Morris
Allen
Stockton
Fuller
Pope
Miller
Cooper
Paul
Fry
Simmons
Barnwell
Bryan
Coburn
Smith
Ketchum

A
A

Morell

Inf
Inf
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr

186.
187.
188.
189.

788
789
793
794

Martindale
Whiting
Roberts
Brooks

Cav
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A

190.

802

Stokes

Arty

A

191.
192.
193.
194.

804
808
812
814

Meade
Naglee
Griffin
Gaillard

Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
V

Montgomery

A
A

USMA
Duty

C

Engr
Duty

AC
AC
A
AC
C

A

Staff
Duty
A
C
CV

C
A

AC
A
V
A

A

V

C

A

AC

AC

A
A
AC

C
A
A

C
AC

V
A
A
A
A
VC
C

AC
A
C
C

A

V
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Civil War
Brig. Gen CSA (Division and depot Commander) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Army (In Command NYC 1861) Resigned disability 1862
Brig. Gen. Ind. State Volunteers April-July 1861
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Capt. CSA (record unknown)
Col. CSA (Chief Artillery N. Orleans and Vicksburg) 1861-65
Col. KY Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-Killed 1862
Maj. U.S. Army (Quartermaster at Washington) 1861-64
CSA war record unknown
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-63, Blinded
Maj. U.S. Army (District Chief Paymaster) 1861-65
Col. PA Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-Killed 1862
CSA war record unknown
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Volunteers (Asst. in Subsistence Departments) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Volunteer Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental Inspector General) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Quartermaster and Mustering Duty) 1861-63, 1865
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Chief of Staff organizing regiments NY)
1861 (Brigade Commander) 1862-64
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Cav. Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief of Corps Arty & Fort Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Fort Commander, Chief Mustering Officer,
Command Regimental Headquarters) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Artillery Division Commander, Department
Inspector Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division & District Commander) 1862-64
Col. CSA (Regimental Commander) 1861-85
Col. CSA (Regimental Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

195.
196.

USMA
#
815
816

Prince
Haupt

Inf
Inf

A

197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.

820
824
828
829
830
832
833

Forest
Wells
Eaton
Withers
Reeve
Smith
Patrick

Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
V
A
V
A
A
A

204.
205.
206.

834
837
838

Arden
Wainwright
Roberts

Inf
Inf
Cav

A
A

207.

839

Grier

Cav

A

208.
209
210.
211.
212.

841
844
845
846
847

McLeod
Leadbetter
Anderson
Meigs
Woodbury

Inf
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

213.
214.

855
856

De Witt
Donaldson

Arty
Arty

A

215.
216.
217.
218.
219.

859
863
865
866
868

Sherman
Lockwood
Phelps
Hagner
Tompkins

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
AV
A
A
A

USMA
Duty
C

Engr
Duty
A
C

Staff
Duty
A
C

A

C

A

A

AC

A
A

A
A

A

AC
AC
A
A

C
A
C
A
A

C
A

A

A
C

A
C

C
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division & District Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Chief of Construction and Transportation on
Military Railroads) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1861-62
CSA War Record Unknown
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. Paymaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Corps & Department Command) 1861-85
Col. U.S. Army (Chief Mustering Officer & Draft Commander) 1862-65
Col. CSA (Depot Quartermaster) 1862-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Inspector General of NY State, Brigade
Commander, Army Provost Marshal Gen.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp Governor NY) 1861-63
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Depot and Arsenal Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (A/Army Inspector Gen., Chief of Cavalry
Division and District Commander,) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (A/ Army Inspector Gen., State Chief Mustering
Officer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regimental Commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (Army Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (In Charge Coast Defenses and Iron Works) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Quartermaster Gen. U.S. Armies) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Engineer Brigade, Depot, District
Commander) 1861-64
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief Department and Corps
Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander 1861-62
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Inspector of Ordnance) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

220.
221.

USMA
#
871
874

USMA
Duty
A

Woodruff
Allen

Arty
Arty

A

Staff
Duty
A
A

222.
223.
224.
225.

876
885
887
891

Thomas
Stockton
Tilghman
Benham

Arty
Cav
Cav
Engr

A

C

226.
227.

895
896

Bragg
Dyer

Arty
Arty

A
A

228.
229
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.

898
899
900
901
902
903
906

Mackall
Scammon
Arnold
Vogdes
Williams
Jones
Townsend

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

235.
236.
237.
238.

908
909
910
911

Early
Bradford
Pratt
Hill

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

AV
A
A
A

239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

912
914
915
917
919
922
923

French
Sedgwick
Bates
Pemberton
Hooker
Rutledge
Elzey

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

V
A

Engr
Duty
A

C
A
A
A
A
AC

A

A
A
C

C
A
VC
A

A

A
V

A

C

A
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Civil War
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Asst. to Chief Engineer in Bureau) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental and Army Quartermaster)
1861-65
Maj. Gen. D.C. Militia 1861-65
Brig. Gen. MS State Militia 1862-63
Brig. Gen. CSA (Fort and Brigade Commander) 1861 - Killed 1863
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Engineer Brigade Commander,
Superintending Engineer of sieges, Command Pontoon Depot) 1861-65
Gen. CSA (Army Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Command Springfield Armoury) 1861-64
(Chief of Ordnance U.S. Army) 1864-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division Commander, Army Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade and District Commands) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Command) 1861-62
Col. U.S. Army (Fort Commander, Corps Staff Officer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade and Depart. Command) 1861-62
Col. CSA (Regimental Commander)
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief of Staff Gen. Scott, A/Adjt. Gen.
U.S. Army) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Division, Corps and Departmental Commands) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Paymaster Washington D.C.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Command Key West) 1861-62 (State Chief
Mustering Officer A/Asst. Provost Marshall) 1862-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S.Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-Killed 1864
Brig. Gen. Ohio Volunteers (State Recruiting) 1861
Lt. Gen. CSA (Army Commander) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. U.S.Volunteers (Army Command) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Artillery Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Brigade Command, Army Chief of Arty) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.

USMA
#
926
929
933
934
936
938

Woods
Todd
Wyse
Grandin
Walker
Chilton

Inf
Inf
Arty
Inf
Inf
Cav

A
A
A
A
A
A

252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.

942
943
950
951
954
957
958
959
962
963
965
966
968

Beauregard
Trapier
Board
Blair
Wayne
Barry
Haynes
Nichols
Easton
McDowell
Austine
Hardee
Granger

Engr
Engr
Arty
Arty
Arty
Aryy
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav
Inf

A
A
A

265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.

969
971
972
975
980
982
984
986
988

Ransom
Sibley
Johnson
Reynolds
McKinstry
Stevenson
Ruff
Stevens
Halleck

Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav
Engr
Engr

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
AV
A
A
A
A
A
A

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
V
A
A
A

A
A
A
C

A
A

AC

A
A

C
AC
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Civil War
Maj. U.S. Army (Paymaster Pacific) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (District Command) 1861-62
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Recruiting Duties Baltimore) 1861-62
Capt. U.S. Volunteers (Com. Of Subsistence) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Adjt. Gen. And Inspector Gen. Office, Staff Officer – Gen.
Lee’s HQ, Regimental Commander) 1861-65
Gen. CSA (Army and Departmental Commands) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division and District Commands) 1861-65
Col. KY Volunteers (Cavalry Regiment Commander) 1861-62
CSA (rank unknown) (Commissary Gen. of the CSA) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (State Inspector Gen. & Engineer) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Artillery ) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Artillery Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Asst. Adjt. Gen. Office) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief Army Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Department Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Mustering, Provost Duties Vermont) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Army and Departmental Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander, Superintendent
organizing Nashville Depot, District Commands) 1861-65
Col. Ohio Volunteers (Cavalry Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division and Corps Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (A/Inspector Gen. central PA) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-62
Maj. Gen. U.S. (Department Command, General in Chief and Chief of
Staff all U.S. Armies) 1861-63

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

274.
275.
276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.

USMA
#
989
992
993
994
995
998
999
1001
1002
1004
1007
1008

USMA
Duty
A

Gilmer
Thom
Callender
Burton
Haskin
Lawton
Judd
Ricketts
Ord
Hunt
Dawson
Gibson

Engr
Topog
Ord
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A
A

286.
287.
288.

1009
1011
1015

Paine
Wickliffe
Canby

Inf
Cav
Inf

A
A
A

VC

289.

1018

Kingsbury

Ord

A

A

290.
291.
292.

1019
1021
1025

McNutt
Sherman
Van Vliet

Ord
Arty
Arty

A
A
A

A
A
A

293.
294.

1026
1027

McCown
Clarke

Arty
Arty

A

295.
296.
297.

1028
1029
1030

Thomas
Ewell
Martin

Arty
Cav
Arty

A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A

Engr
Duty
A
A

Staff
Duty

A
A
A
C
A

A

A

A

A
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Civil War
Maj. Gen. CSA (Departmental Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Chief Department & Chief Army Topog) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Departmental Chief Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Army Artillery Inspector and Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (District Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Div. Commander, Quartermaster Gen. CSA) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (District Mustering Officer, Depot Command) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Division and Corps Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps & Department Command) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Artillery Battalion Command) 1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army, Col. Penn. Volunteers (Fort Commander, Volunteer
Brigade Command, Artillery Battalion Command, Inspector of
Artillery Department of the East) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division & District Command) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Command, Advisory Duty
War Department, Commander NYC, Mississippi Division
Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Chief of Army Ordnance, Inspector of Ordnance,
Built Rock Island Arsenal) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Departmental Chief Ordnance) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Army (Chief Army Quartermaster, Chief
Quartermaster New York) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. (Corps Chief of Artillery, Superintendent Recruiting and
State Provost Marshall) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army and Department Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade and District Command) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.

USMA
#
1033
1034
1039
1041
1042
1043
1044
1047
1049
1050
1051
1057
1059

Whiting
Hays
Johnson
Caldwell
Gardiner
Campbell
Lugenbeel
Steele
Shepherd
Wallen
Carpenter
Jorden
Tower

Inf
Arty
Inf
Inf
Cav
Cav
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

311.

1060

Wright

Engr

312.
313.

1062
1063

Stansbury
Whipple

Ord.
Topog

314.
315.
316.
317.
318.

1064
1065
1066
1069
1072

Gorgas
Rodman
Howe
Lyon
Love

Ord
Ord
Arty
Inf
Cav

319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.

1073
1074
1076
1077
1080
1081

Allen
Gareshé
Anderson
Jones
Plummer
Brannan

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Arty

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

C

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Staff
Duty

A
A
A

A

A
A

A

A
A
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Civil War
Col. Vt. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Command) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander) 1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army (State Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) Killed 1862
Maj. U.S. Army (Western Fort Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Rgiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (A/Asst. Adjt. Gen, Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Recruiting Service and Battalion Command) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (A/Asst. Adjt. Gen & Army Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (District Chief Engineer, Inspector of
Fortifications Mississippi) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Chief Engr., Brigade, Division,
and Corps Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Ordnance Duty) 1861-64
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Chief Army Topog Engineer, Division
Commander) 1861-killed 1864
Brig. Gen. CSA (Chief Ordnance Officer CSA) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Commander Waterton Arsenal) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Arty Brigade and depot Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/District Command) 1861
Maj. Gen. State Volunteers (District Chief of Staff, Camp of
Instruction Commander, Division Commander) 1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army (Fort Command) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief of Staff) 1861-killed 1862
Lt. Col. CSA (Division A/Asst. Adjt. Gen) 1861-65
(1861)
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (brigade Command) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Commander, Division

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

War

USMA
Duty

325.

1082

Hamilton

Inf

A

A

326.

1083

Totten

Arty

A

327.
328.
329.
320.
321.
322.

1084
1085
1087
1090
1092
1093

Reynolds
Garnett
Garnett
Buell
Sully
Flint

Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A
A
A
A

323.
324.
325.
326.

1094
1096
1097
1098

Beardsley
Richardson
Jones
Bowman

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A
A

327.
328.

1099
1101

Murray
Nelson

Inf
Inf

A
A

A
A

329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.

1104
1109
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116

Brooks
Buford
Eustis
Newton
Rains
Kurtz
Rosecrans
Laidley

Inf
Cav
Engr
Engr
Arty
Engr
Engr
Ord

A
A

A

337.

1117

Alexander

Engr

A

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty
A

A
A
A

A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A

A

A

A

C
A
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Civil War
Commander, Army Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Dept. Asst. Adjt. Gen., Division
Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. State Volunteers (Department Chief of Artillery and Asst.
Inspector Gen. and Chief of Ordnance, Division Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-killed 1863
Brig. Gen. CSA (Adjt-Gen.) 1861
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-killed 1863
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battalion and Depot Command, State Inspector
General, Department Chief Commissary) 1861-65
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (Inspector Gen. and Brigade Commander) 1861-64
Maj. U.S. Army (Fort and Regt. Command in West, Depart. Inspector
Gen. ) 1861-65
Officer CSA (no war record)
Maj. U.S. Army (State Superintendent Recruiting and Provost Marshal,
Corps Inspector Gen.) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-64
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (brigade Commander) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and District Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Ordnance Department) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. to Chief Engineer Washington) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army/Department Commander) 1861
Maj. U.S. Army (Inspector of Powder & Ordnance, Arsenal and
Armory Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Bridging/Landing Engineer, Engineer
Staff) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

338.
339.

USMA
#
1118
1121

USMA
Duty
A

Engr
Duty
A

Smith
Benton

Engr
Ord

A

340.
341.

1122
1123

Stewart
Beckwith

Arty
Arty

A

A

342.

1126

Smith

Topog

A

A

343.
344.
345.
346.

1127
1128
1132
1133

Pope
Stewart
Kilburn
Williams

Topog
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A

347.
348.
349.
350.
351.
352.
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.
359.
360.
361.
362.
363.
364.

1134
1138
1139
1142
1147
1149
1150
1151
1154
1157
1158
1161
1162
1165
1167
1171
1172
1173

Doubleday
Hill
Dana
McCalmont
Kirkham
Sykes
Anderson
Lay
Jordan
McLean
McLaws
Hayman
Van Dorn
Abert
Franklin
Raynolds
Quinby
Ripley

Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Topog
Topog
Topog
Arty
Arty

Staff
Duty
A

A

A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A

A
C
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
A
AC
A

A
A
A
A
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Maj. Gen. CSA (Division/State Militia Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. Chief of Ordnance, Chief Ordnance at
Washington) 1861-65
Maj. Gen CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Chief Departmental Commissariat & Provost
Marshal, Commander of Defenses New Orleans) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander, Chief Fortifications Engineer
Vicksburg, Chief Army Engineer) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Department Command) 1861-65
(1879)
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Departmental Commissary Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental Inspector and Adjt.
Gen., On Staff of Gen. in Chief) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Col. Penn. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861
Maj. U.S. Army (Chief Department Pacific) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Battalion Commander, State Inspector Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Superintendent State Recruiting Service) 1861-63
Lt. Col. CSA (District Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Commander, Corps Insp. Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Department Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Division Chief Topog) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Corps and Department Chief Topog) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Command) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. CSA (Coast Defense Engineer, Brigade Command) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

365.
366.

USMA
#
1174
1176

Peck
Reynolds

Arty
Arty

A

367.
368.
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
378.
379.

1177
1176
1180
1182
1183
1185
1187
1188
1192
1196
1198
1199
1200

Hardie
Clarke
French
Augur
Gardner
Holloway
Grant
Potter
Hamilton
Steele
Ingalls
Dent
McFerran

Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Rifles
Inf
Inf

380.

1201

Judaah

Inf

A

381.
382.
383.
384.
385.
386.
387.
388.
389.
390.
391.

1207
1210
1211
1212
1216
1223
1225
1231
1232
1233
1234

Whittlesey
Eddy
Thomas
Pleasonton
Buckner
Hancock
Hays
Whiting
Hunt
Hébert
Smith

Cav
Arty
Arty
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr
Engr
Engr
Topog

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty
C

AC

A
A

A
A

A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

C
A

C

A

C
A
A
AC
A

A

C
A
AV
A
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Civil War
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade and District Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Staff, Corps Commander)
1861-65
Col. U.S. Army (Staff Col. Army of Potomac, War Dept.) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief Army Commissariat) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (District and Division Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (brigade and District Command) 1861-65
Officer CSA Killed May 1861
Lt. Gen. U.S. Army (Army General-in-Chief) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Brigade Command, Corps Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and District Command) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, Staff of Gen. Grant) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Department Chief Quartermaster and Chief of
Staff) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander and army Inspector
General) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Cavalry Regiment Commander) 1861-63
Capt. U.S. Army (Department/Bureau Quartermaster Duty) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861- Killed July 1862
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Corps Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Gen CSA (Corps and Department Command)
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861- Killed 1864
Maj. Gen. CSA (Army Staff, Division Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Chief Department Engineer) 1861-63
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Chief Departmental Engineer, Corps
Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

392.
393.
394.
395.

USMA
#
1235
1236
1237
1238

Wood
Rhett
Stone
Porter

Topog
Ord
Ord
Arty

A
A
A
A

394.
395.
396.

1239
1245
1247

Carlisle
Andrews
Hatch

Arty
Arty
Inf

A
A
A

397.

1255

Smith

Inf

A

398.
399.

1257
1262

Davidson
Sackett

Cav
Cav

A
A

400.
401
402.

1263
1265
1266

Bee
Granger
Clitz

Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A

403.

1267

Wood

Inf

A

404.
405.

1268
1270

Russel
Pitcher

Inf
Inf

A
A

406.
407.
408.
409.
410.
411.
412.
413.

1272
1273
1274
1275
1279
1284
1286
1287

Stewart
McClellan
Blunt
Foster
Reno
Couch
Dutton
Brown

Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Ord
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty
A

Staff
Duty
A
A
A

A

A

A

A
A
A
A
A

A
AC
A
A
A

C

A

A
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties, Army Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (State Chief of Staff, Corps Command)
1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Command, Mustering Duty) 1863-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. Provost Marshal Gen. CA) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Dept. Chief Commissariat, Divsion
and District Commands) 1861-65
Gen. CSA (Army Chief of Staff, Division, Army and Department
Commands) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Inspec. Gen., In Charge of Inspec. Gen.
Office) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-killed 1861
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and District Command) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, USMA Cmdt. Of Cadets)
1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Asst. Inspec., Gen. District Provost arshall
Gen.) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Company Command – wounded) 1861-62
(State Commissary, Provost Marshal Duty) 1863-65
Maj. U.S. Army (District Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (General-in-Chief, Army Command) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Fort Construction) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade/Department Commands) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-killed 1862
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Command) 1861-65
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Col. CSA (District Chief of Artillery and Ordnance) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

414.
414.
415.

USMA
#
1288
1289
1290

Jackson
Magilton
Seymour

Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A

416.

1292

Gilbert

Inf

A

417.
418.
419.

1293
1296
1297

Simpson
Adams
Rush

Arty
Cav
Arty

A
A
A

420.

1303

Sturgis

Cav

A

421.

1304

Stoneman

Cav

A

422.

1305

Oakes

Cav

A

423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.
432.
433.

1306
1308
1309
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318

Smith
Maury
Palmer
Turnley
Jones
Gibbs
Gordon
Myers
Floyd-Jones
Wilkins
Whistler

Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf
Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

434.
435.
436.

1320
1322
1325

Davis
Stevenson
Wilcox

Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A

USMA
Duty
C

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A
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Civil War
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps and Army Command) 1861-killed 1863
Col. Penn. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander, Departmental Chief
of Staff and Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Departmental A/Inspec. Gen.,
Division Commander, State Chief Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Asst. to Commissary-General) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-killed 1864
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander, Asst. in Provost Marshal
General’s Bureau) 1861-64
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental Chief of Staff, Regiment
and District Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Cavalry, Corps
Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander, State Chief
Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Commander) 1861-62
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division and Department Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/District Commands) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Depot and District Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commnader) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade/District Commands) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army/Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Instructor USMA, Battalion Commander)
1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Inspector Gen. Staff) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Western Service) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

437.
438.
439.
440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
445.
446.
447.

USMA
#
1326
1329
1330
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339

Gardner
Maxey
Pickett
Hamilton
Woods
McAllister
Hazzard
Van Buren
Chaplin
Willcox
Mason

Inf
Inf
Inf
Arty
Arty
Ord
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A
A
A

448.
449.
450
451.

1341
1342
1343
1344

Dickerson
Beltzhoover
Tillinghast
Fry

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

A

452.
453.

1345
1347

Hill
Gibson

Arty
Arty

A
A

454.
455.
456.
457.
458.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464.

1348
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1360

Burnside
Gibbon
Best
Ayres
Griffin
Black
Hendershott
Moore
Neill
Burns
Viele

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
CV

A
A

A
A

A

C
A
A

A
A
A

A

A
A

A

A

A
A

A
A
C
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (
Col. Iowa Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Capt. U.S. Army (Chief Ordnance Department of Pacific) 1861-65
Col. Ind. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division/Departmental Chief of Staff)1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Asst. Adjt. Gen. Staff Washington) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Command, A/Asst. Provost
Marshal Gen. and Chief Mustering Officer California) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Departmental Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Departmental Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861- killed 1862
Col. U.S. Army (Depart/Army Chief of Staff, Division Commander,
Asst. in Adjt. Gen Office, Provost Marshal Gen. of the U.S.) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Artillery, Brigade Command)
1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army, Corps Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Col. Cal. Volunteers (Fort Command, Pacific) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (State Mustering/Asst. Provost Gen. Office) 1861-64
Capt. U.S. Army (District Quartermaster) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Command) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Dept./Army Chief Commissary) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (District Command, Military Governor,

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

War

465.
466.
467.
468.
469.

1363
1365
1367
1368
1369

Hunt
Plympton
Blake
Heth
Trowbridge

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr

A
A
A
A

470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479.
480.
481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
491.
492.
493.

1371.
1372
1373
1375
1377
1379
1382
1384
1387
1388
1393
1395
1396
1397
1398
1400
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410

Duane
Stevens
Williamson
Michler
Clark
Tidball
Rhett
Buford
Dodge
Tallmadge
Jackson
McLean
Miller
Ogle
Beall
Johns
Huston
Evans
Steuart
Howland
Gilmore
Parke
Benét
Haines

Engr
Engr
Engr
Topog
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav
Inf
Arty
Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav
Cav
Cav
Engr
Topog
Engr
Arty

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A

A

A

A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A

A

A

A

A
A

A
A
A

A

A
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Civil War
Superintendent of Ohio Drafts) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Regt./Fortifications Command) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Fort Command, Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Department Inspec. Gen. Chief of Conscription) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Civilian in charge of Engineer Agency , New York, supplying
fortifications material and superintending fortifications repairs 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Army/Department Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Army Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army/Department Chief Topog,) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief Topog) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861-wounded 1862
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Chief Corps Artillery) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Army Asst. Adjt. Gen. and Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Division Commander) 1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army (State Chief Mustering/Disbursing Officer) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District A/Asst. Adjt. Gen./Quartermaster) 1861-62
Maj. CSA (District Chief Quartermaster) 1861- captured 1862
Maj. U.S. Army (Department Adjt. Gen.) 1861-64
Lt. Col. Maryland Volunteers (State Cavalry Officer) 1861-62
Maj. New York Volunteers (Cavalry troop commander) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Adjt. Gen. and Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (at USMA/Ordnance Experiments Officer) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Department Chief Commissary) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

War

494.
495.
496.
497.
498.

USMA
#
1412
1413
1414
1415
1417

Silvey
Du Barry
Perkins
Baird
Cogswell

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Inf

A
A
A
A
A

499.
500.
501.
502.
503.

1419
1420
1421
1422
1424

Platt
McKeever
Lewis
Kellogg
Saxton

Arty
Arty
Inf
Arty
Arty

A
A
A
A
A

504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
511.
512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.

1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1427
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443

McLure
Hudson
Withers
Tevis
Robertson
Tidball
Field
Barton
Green
Johnson
Holabird
Williams
Washington
Frazer
Cummings
English
McArthur

Cav
Arty
Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

521.

1444

Roy

Inf

USMA
Duty
A
A
A
A
A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A
A

A

A
C

A

A

A

A

A
A
A
A
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Civil War
Capt. U.S. Army (State Mustering Offr. and Provost Marshal) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Departmental Chief Commissariat) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps Insp. Gen./Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander/Corps Provost
Marshal) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps Asst. Inspector Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army/Department Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander in West) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Department Chief Commissary) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Quartermaster, District
Commander, Military Governor Dept. of the South) 1861-65
Major U.S. Army ( Department Chief Paymaster) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Dept. Inspector Gen./Asst Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Brigade and District Commands) 1861-65
Col. Maryland Volunteers ( Regiment Command) 1861-64
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade and District Commands) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (District Asst. Quartermaster Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Departmental Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (State Chief Commissary of Subsistence) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Army Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade and Department Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (A/Asst. Provost Marshall Pacific) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Command/Department Comissary
of Musters) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Department Asst. Quarter master/Commissary

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.
529.
530.
531.
532.

1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457

Marshall
Reynolds
McIntosh
Prime
Warren
Crispin
Grover
Wyman
Wheelock
Culbertson
Mack

Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr
Topog
Ord
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

533.
534.

1460
1461

Magruder
Slemmer

Cav
Arty

535.

1462

Arnold

Arty

536.
537.
538.
539.
540.
541.
542.

1463
1464
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470

Flewellen
Walker
Long
Ransom
Carr
Carlin
Beckwith

Arty
Cav
Arty
Cav
Cav
Inf
Arty

543.
544.
545.
546.
547.

1471
1472
1473
1474
1475

Winder
Bates
Holliday
Marshall
Pearce

Arty
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf

War

USMA
Duty

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
A

A
A

A

A
A
A

A
A
A

A

A

A
A
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Civil War
Officer) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Gen. Pope) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Department Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-killed 1862
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief Engineer, Vicksburg) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief Engr/Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (In Charge Ordnance Agency New York) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/District Command) 1861-65
Col. Massachusetts Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-1862
Col. Massachusetts Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Capt. CSA (Battery Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Army Deputy Chief of Artillery, State A/Asst. Provost Marshal, Asst. Adjt. Gen. Office) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army 1861-62, CSA (Company Command) 1862-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (State A/Asst. Inspector Gen., brigade
Commander, Board President) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteer (Corps Inspec. Gen., Division Commander)
1861-65
Officer (rank unknown) CSA (State Superintendent Recruiting) 1862
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Depot Chief Commissary, Chief Commissariat
with Gen. Sherman Georgia 1864-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-62
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (State Asst. Adjt. Gen. Duties) 1861-65
Col. Vermont Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-62
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (State Commissary Officer) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

548.
549.
550.
551.
552.
553.

USMA
#
1476
1477
1478
1480
1481
1482

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Calhoun
Johnston
Bingham
MacFeely
Alley
Cabell

Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf

554.
555.

1483
1484

Wilson
Bankhead

Inf
Inf

556.
557.
558.
559.

1486
1487
1489
1492

Cole
Mouton
Corley
Follet

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

560.
561.

1493
1494

Stith
Andrews

Inf
Engr

A

AC

562.

1495

Morton

Engr

A

A

563.
564.
565.

1496
1497
1498

Balch
Welcker
Piper

Ordn
Ordn
Arty

A

566.
567.
568.

1499
1500
1501

Thompson
Huse
Garrard

Arty
Arty
Arty

569.
570

1502
1504

Helm
Gillem

Cav
Arty

Staff
Duty
CV

A
A

A

A
A
A

A
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Col. CSA (Artillery Defenses Charleston) 1861-62
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Officer CSA (record unknown)
Maj. U.S. Army (Army and Department Chief Commissariat) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District Mustering Duty) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. CSA (Army Chief Quartermaster, Brigade Commander)
1861-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Bvt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Asst. Inspec. Gen., Brigade
Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Army chief Commissary) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. Louisiana Volunteers (record unknown)
Col. CSA (Army Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Expedition Chief of Artillery, District Engineer,
Artillery Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (regiment Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (regiment Commander, Corps chief of
Staff, Commander Corps d’Afrique, Army Provost Marshal) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Engineer, Command of
Pioneer Brigade, Superintending Engineer for defenses, Asst. to Chief
Engineer) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Department Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Officer CSA (record unknown) 1861-65
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Brigade Asst. Adjt. Gen., Corps and Army
Chief of Artillery, Asst. Inspector of Artillery Washington) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (District and army Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Purchasing Agent Abroad) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Asst. Commissary Gen. Office,
Division Commander, In Charge Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Quartermaster, In Charge

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

571.

1506

Perry

Arty

572.
573.
574
575.

1507
1508
1509
1510

Moore
Edwards
Molinard
Maynadier

Cav
Arty
Arty
Arty

576.

1512

Williams

Cav

577.
578.
579.
580.
581.
582.

1513
1515
1516
1517
1518
1519

Mendenhall
Ransom
McRae
Norris
Chapin
Kelton

Arty
Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf

583.
584.

1520
1521

Morris
Curtiss

Inf
Inf

585.
586.
587.

1522
1523
1524

Patterson
Amory
Whipple

Inf
Inf
Inf

588.
589.
590.

1525
1526
1527

Hodges
Daniel
Jones

Inf
Inf
Cav

591.

1528

Bond

Inf

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A

A
A
A

C
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Siege Artillery, State Adj, Gen.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (In Charge of Clothing and Equipage in
Quartermaster Gen. Office) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Cav. Squadron Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Division Chief of artillery) 1861-63
Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, in Charge of Enrollment
Bureau in Provost Marshal Gen. Office Washington) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, Asst. in the Adjt.
Gen. Office Washington) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Asst. Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Cavalry Squadron Command) 1861-62
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Company/Installation Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Dept. Asst. Adjt. Gen., Asst. Adjt. Gen. To Gen.
Halleck in Washington) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-64
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Command, Army Asst. Inspec. Gen.
Mustering & Disbursing Officer in War Dept., District Ordnance Duty,
Battalion Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Paymaster Duties, Regiment Command) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment/Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department and Corps Asst. Adjt. Gen.
And Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Depot and Army Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA ( Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. in Quartermaster Gen. Office, Army Asst.
Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District Chief Quartermaster, Company Commander,
State Mustering/Disbursing Officer) 1861-64

Ser.

Name

Branch

592.
593.
594.
595.
596.

USMA
#
1531
1533
1534
1535
1536

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Shaaf
Tilford
Greene
Baker
Casey

Inf
Cav
Inf
Cav
Engr

A

A

597.

1538

Mendell

Topog

A

A

598.

1540

Ives

Topog

599.

1541

Todd

Ordn

600
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.

1542
1543
1544
1545
1549
1550
1552

Slocum
Van Voast
Stanley
Anderson
Hascall
Mullan
Cosby

Arty
Arty
Cav
Cav
Arty
Arty
Cav

A

607.
608.

1553
1554

Thomas
Hartstuff

Arty
Arty

A
A

609.
610.
611.
612.
613.
614.

1555
1556
1557
1559
1560
1561

Woods
Davis
Forney
Swaine
Rundell
Evans

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

615.

1562

O’Connell

Inf

Staff
Duty

A

A
A
CV
A

C
A
A

A

A

A
A
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Capt. CSA (District Commissary Quartermaster) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Cav. Squadron Commander) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army died June 1861
Brig. Gen. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. and Superintending Engineer of Defenses,
Departmental Engineer Staff Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Division Topog Engr, Engr Battalion
Commander, District Asst. Engr, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Colonel CSA (Department Chief Engineer, Aide-de-Camp to the
President)
Capt. U.S. Army (Department Chief Ordnance Officer, Arsenal
Commands) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Commander)
Maj. U.S. Army (District Provost Marshall) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/Corps Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861- Killed 1862
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Superintendant Wagon Road) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. CSA (Department/Corps Chief of Staff, Regiment
Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Staff, Division/Corps and
Department Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Officer CSA (war record unknown)
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division and District Commands) 1861-65
Col. Ohio Volunteers (Brigade and District Command) 1861-65
Officer CSA (no war record)
Col. Maryland Volunteers Department Provost Marshall and Asst.
Inspec. Gen., Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battalion Commands) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

616.
617.
618.

USMA
#
1564
1565
1566

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Fleming
McCook
Douglass

Inf
Inf
Inf

619.
620.

1567
1568

Myers
Stockton

Inf
Inf

621.

1569

Williams

Inf

622.

1570

Kautz

Inf

623.
624.
625.
626.
627.

1571
1572
1573
1574
1575

Williams
Kellogg
Crook
Bagby
Hawkins

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

628.
629.
630.

1576
1577
1579

Phillips
Bonneau
McPherson

Inf
Inf
Engr

A
A

A

631.
632.

1580
1581

Craighill
Sill

Engr
Ordn

A
A

A

633.
634.
635.
636.
637.
638.
639.

1582
1583
1584
1585
1586
1587
1589

Boggs
Shunk
Smith
Schofield
Blunt
Hight
Vincent

Ordn
Ordn
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav
Arty

A
A

A

Staff
Duty

A
A
A

A
A

A
A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A
A
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Capt. U.S. Army (District Mustering/Disbursing Officer) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and District Commands) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, State Chief
Mustering/Disbursing Officer) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. CSA (District Inspec. Gen., Arsenal Commander, Department
Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Artillery Battery Commander, Infantry
Regiment Commander, Corps Commissary of Musters) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Brigade and Inf. Division
Commands) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-63
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division/District Commands) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department/Corps/Army Chief
Commissariat, Inf. Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Command) 1861- killed 1864
Officer CSA (war record unknown)
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Engineer, Corps Commander)
1861 – killed 1864
Capt. U.S. Army (Corps Chief Engineer, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (State Asst. Adjt. Gen., Division
Commander) 1861- killed 1862
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Chief Engineer of Defenses) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Army/Department Chief Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division and District Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps/Depart./Army Command) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. Maine Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regt. Quartermaster, Army Asst. Adjt. Gen.,

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

War

640.
641.
642.

1590
1591
1591

Symonds
Bowen
Bell

Arty
Cav
Arty

643.

1594

Terrill

Arty

A

644.

1595

Pelouze

Arty

A

645.

1597

Livingston

Arty

646.

1598

Duryea

Arty

647.
648.

1599
1600

Chandler
Tyler

Arty
Arty

649.

1601

Jenkins

Arty

650.

1602

Sweitzer

651.
652.
653.
654.

1603
1604
1605
1606

White
Allston
Chamberlain
Edson

Arty
Cav
Inf
Cav

655.

1607

Wilson

Inf

656.

1608

Lowe

Cav

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
A
A

A

A

A
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Asst. in Adjt. Gen. Office in charge of Regular and Volunteer Army
organization, Mustering Out and Miscellaneous Business ) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (District Chief Commissary) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-63
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Battery and Depot Commander, Department
and Army Chief Commissariat Officer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Chief of Arty, Brigade
Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Division, Corps, Department Asst. Adjt.
Gen., Asst Adjt. Gen. Duties for War Departmernt) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps Chief of Arty, Arty Brigade
Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief of Arty, Provisional Brigade
Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Corps and Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Depot Quartermaster, Inf. Brigade
Commander, Army Arty Reserve Commander, Division Commander)
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Army Asst. Quartermaster, Depot and Department
Chief Quartermaster, Division Chief of Staff, District Chief of
Artillery) 1861-65
Col. N.Y. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp to Gen. McClellan, Cavalry
Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Ordnance Arsenal Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Cavalry Brigade Commander/Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-63
Lt. Col. Vermont Volunteers (Regiment Commander, Clerk at Provost
Marshal Gens. Bureau) 1861-64
Bvt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. for Defenses of
Washington, Army Commissary of Subsistence) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Cavalry Brigade Command, Fort Command,

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

657.
658.
659.
660.
661.
662.
663.
664.
665.
666.
667.
668.
669.
670.
671.
672.

1609
1610
1611
1612
1613
1615
1616
1617
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626

Chambliss
McE. Dye
Davidson
Sheridan
Webb
Otis
Latimer
Smith
Walker
Jones
Chambers
Hood
Smith
Hunter
Jones
Plummer

Cav
Inf
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

673.
674
675.
676.
677.
678.

1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632

McIntrye
Rich
Ross
Craig
Lee
Abbot

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr
Engr

679.

1633

Ruger

Engr

680.
681.
682.

1634
1635
1736

Howard
Treadwell
Turnbull

Ord
Ord
Topog

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A

A

A
C

C
A
A

A
A

A
A

A
A
A
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Department Asst. Provost Marshal/Chief Mustering Officer) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Camp/Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Fort Chief of Arty, Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Army (Army Commander) 1861-65
Col. Ill. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. Ohio Volunteers (Regiment/Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (garrison duty N.Y.) 1861-62
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Gen. CSA (Army Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
1st Lt, U.S. Army 1861 (Cashiered for Drunkenness 1861)
Col. CSA (Regiment/Fort Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, District Mustering Officer,
Division, Corps Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1862
Capt. CSA (Battery Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Capt. U.S. Army (Department and Depot Asst. Quartermaster) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Topog, Brigade
Commander, Commander of Siege Train and Siege Artillery) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division and Department Commands)
1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Command, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Department Chief Topog, Engr. Battalion
Commander, District and Army Chief Engineer) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

683.
684.
685.

USMA
#
1637
1638
1639

Deshler
Closson
Bingham

Arty
Arty
Arty

686.
687.
688.
689.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.

1640
1641
1642
1643
1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653

Pegram
Rogers
Stuart
Gracie
Smead
Morgan
Lee
Carr
Pender
Langdon
Greble
Villepigue
Smalley

Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav
Arty

699.
700.

1655
1656

Smead
Greene

Arty
Arty

701
702.
703.

1657
1658
1660

Weed
Townsend
Gordon

Arty
Arty
Arty

704.
705.
706.
707.

1661
1662
1665
1668

Long
Davis
Hancock
Sawtelle

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
C
A
A

A
A

A
A

A

A
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Brig. Gen. CSA (Chief Army Artillery) 1861- killed 1863
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief of Corps Artillery) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief Quartermaster, Inspector f the
Quartermaster Department) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861- killed 1865
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Cavalry Corps Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861- killed 1862
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief Commissariat) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-63
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861- killed 1863
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps chief of Artillery) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861- killed 1861
Brig. Gen. CSA (District Chief of Artillery and Engineers) 1861-82
Col. Vermont Volunteers (Regiment Commander, USMA Instructor,
District Asst. Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Corps Provost Marshall) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 186165
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861- killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion and Depot Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. (Cav. Regiment Command, Cav. Corps Chief Ordnance
and Commissary of Musters) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. Cal. Volunteers (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861- killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief Quartermaster, Army Asst.
Chief Quartermaster, Department Chief Quartermaster, In Charge of
Bridging and Steam Transportation Department of the Gulf) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.

USMA
#
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Mercer
Bliss
O’Connor
Mullins
Brotherton
Randal
McCleary

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

715.

1677

Comstock

Engr

A

A

716.

1678

Weitzel

Engr

A

A

717.
718.
719.

1680
1681
1682

Elliot
Wheeler
Gay

Engr
Engr
Cav

A

A
A

720.

1683

Breck

Arty

A

721.

1684

Cregg

Cav

722.
723.

1685
1686

Childs
Du Bois

Arty
Cav

724.

1687

Small

Arty

A

725.

1688

Nicholls

Arty

A

726.

1689

Webb

Arty

A

Staff
Duty

A

A

A
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Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Col. RI Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. Wis. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861- killed 1862
Lt. Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander in West) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861- killed 1864
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Command, Brigade A/Asst. Inspec.
Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief Engineer and Siege Engineer,
Department Asst. Inspc. Gen., Aide-de-Camp to Gen. Grant) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Department Chief Engineer,
Division and Corps Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Superintending Engineer Pacific Defenses) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Department and Army Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Cav. Regiment Commander, Inf. Regiment
Commander, Army Chief of Cav., Department Judge Advocate Gen.,
Army A/Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-85
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Division and Corps Asst. Adjt. Gen., Asst. in
Adjt. Gen. Office in Charge of Rolls, Returns, and Business Pertaining
to Enlisted Ranks, and Army Register) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Corps Commander, Chief of
Army Cav.) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Arsenal Commander, District Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Arty Regiment Commander, Department Chief
of Artillery and Cavalry and A/ Asst. Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division, Depot, Department and Army
Chief Commissary) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander, Department Superintendent of
Conscripts) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and army Asst. Chief of
Artillery and Inspec. Gen., Inf. Brigade and Division Commander,

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

727.

1690

Turner

Arty

728.
729.

1992
1693

Church
Colburn

Cav
Cav

730.

1694

Wheeler

Cav

731.
732.

1695
1696

Ruggles
Merrill

Inf
Cav

733.

1697

Torbert

Inf

734.

1698

Thomas

Inf

735.
736.
737.
738.

1699
1700
1701
1702

Hill
Hartz
Bennett
Averell

Inf
Inf
Inf
Cav

739.
740.
741.

1703
1704
1705

Bryan
Hazen
Freedley

Inf
Inf
Inf

742.

1706

Lazelle

Inf

743.

1707

Pease

Inf

744.
745.

1709
1711

Hill
Snyder

Inf
Engr

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A

A

A
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Army Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief Commissariat,
Department Chief of Staff, Commander of Siege Artillery, Inf.
Division Commander) 1861-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Department Asst. Adjt. Gen.)
1861-63
Capt. U.S. Army (Squadron Commander), Cashiered Out for
Drunkenness 1862
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Chief of Staff and Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. Missouri Volunteers (Cav. Brigade and District Commander, In
Charge West Division of Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Inf. Brigade Command, Cav. Division
Command, Department Chief of Cavalry) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Depot, Corps, Department Chief
Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (District Asst. Adjt.) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Asst. Quartermaster Duties) 1861-64
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment and District Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Division Asst. Adjt. Gen., Cav. Brigade and
Division Commander) 1861-65
Col. PA Volunteers (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Asst. to Commissary Gen. of Prisoners,
Regiment and Depot Commander) 1861-65
Col. NY Volunteers (Asst. to Commissary Gen. of Prisoners, Cav.
Brigade commander, District Provost Marshal) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander, In Charge Bureau of
Deserters, State Mustering/Disbursing Officer) 1861-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Division Chief Engineer) 1861

Ser.

Name

Branch

746.
747.
748.

USMA
#
1712
1713
1714

Houston
McAlester
Lee

Engr
Engr
Ord

749.
750.

1715
1716

De Hart
Poe

Arty
Topog

751.

1718

Hascall

Arty

752.

1719

Porter

Cav

753.
754.
755.

1720
1721
1722

Vinton
Bayard
Sullivan

Cav
Cav
Arty

756.

1723

Barriger

Arty

757.
758.

1724
1726

Lorain
Owens

Arty
Cav

759.
760.
761.
762.

1727
1728
1729
1730

Bailey
Shinn
Lyon
Bainbridge

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

763.
764.

1731
1732

Lomax
Lodor

Cav

765.

1733

Major

Cav

War

USMA
Duty
A

Engr
Duty
A
A

Staff
Duty

A

A
A

C
A

A
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Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps/Department Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps and department Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (District Ordnance Officer, Regiment Commander) 1861 –
killed 1862
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861 – killed 1862
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Chief Engineer, Inf. Division
Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Brigade Asst. Adjt. Gen.,
Quartermaster Duty 1861-63, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regt. Quartermaster, Brigade Asst. Adjt.
Gen., Army Asst. Commissary, Departmernt Chief Commissariat)
1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Brigade Command) 1861- killed 1865
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Depot, Corps, and Department Chief
Commissariat) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army and department Chief Commissariat)
1861-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (State Asst. Adjt. Gen., Cav. Regiment
Commander, Stats Asst. Provost Marshal, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Col. NY Volunteers (Division Chief of Artillery) 1861 – killed 1862
Capt. U.S. Army (Western Garrison Service) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Capt. U.S. Army (Arty Battery Commander, Department
Quartermaster and General Staff Officer) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (District Inspec. Gen., Division Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division Chief of Artillery, Corps Asst.
Inspec. Gen., Asst. in Office of Commissary Gen. of Prisoners, in
Provost Marshal Gen. Bureau) 1861-65
Col. CSA (District Engineer, Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

766.

USMA
#
1734

Gilman

Arty

767.
768.
769.

1735
1736
1738

Miller
Stivers
Forsyth

Arty
Inf
Inf

770.
771.
772.
773.

1739
1740
1741
1742

Walker
Jackson
Taylor
Ritter

Inf
Cav
Cav
Inf

774.
775.
776.

1743
1744
1745

Mizner
Armistead
Biggs

Cav
Inf
Inf

777.

1746

Gentry

Inf

778.
779.
780.
781.
782.

1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

Jackson
McLemore
Lord
Sanders
McMillan

Cav
Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf

783.
784.
785.
786.

1753
1754
1755
1756

Hughes
Carrol
Lee
Hildt

Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf

787.

1758

Enos

Cav

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A
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Civil War
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Department and Army Inspector of Artillery,
Ordnance Officer, Inspector of Susbsistence, and Chief Commissariat)
1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Brigade Artillery Adjutant) 1861-62
Capt. U.S. Army (battalion Commander) 1861-64
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (A/Army Inspec. Gen. and Provost
Marshal, Army Chief of Staff) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps/Department Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army Inspec. Gen., Brigade Commander) 186165
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (District Asst. Adjt. Gen. and Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Army and Department Chief Quartermaster,
in charge of Inspection Bureau of the Quartermaster Gen. Office)
1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. to Army Provost Marshal, Commissary of
Musters, Corps Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Cav. Division Command) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861- killed 1862
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861- killed 1863
Capt. U.S. Army (A/Asst. Adjt Gen. and Disbrsing officer in Provost
Marshal Office, Washington) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District Asst. Adjt. Gen. and Quartermaster) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion commander, State Superintendent
Recruiting) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (Depot, District, Department Chief

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

788.
789.

1759
1760

Cunningham
Palfrey

Inf
Engr

790.
791

1761
1762

Meade
Alexander

Engr
Engr

792.
793.

1763
1764

Robert
Strong

Engr
Ord

794.
795.

1765
1766

Smith
Baylor

Topog
Ord

A

796.
797.
798.

1767
1768
1769

Putnam
Smith
Kensel

Topog
Topog
Arty

A
A

799.
800.

1770
1771

Berry
Morgan

Cav
Arty

801.
802

1772
1773

Fish
Wildrick

Cav
Arty

803.

1774

Walker

Cav

804.
805.

1775
1776

Beach
Sinclair

Arty
Arty

806.

1777

Robinson

Arty

Staff
Duty

A

A

A
A

A

A
A
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Civil War
Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Asst. Adjt. Gen., Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Asst. District and Department Engineer for
fortifications and defenses) 1861-65
Capt. CSA (District Engineer/Ordnance Officer) 1861 – killed 1862
Brig. Gen. CSA (Army Chief Engineer and Signals Officer, Corps of
Artillery) 1861-65
Capt U.S. Army (Superintending Engineer for defenses) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department Chief of Staff and Ordnance,
Brigade Commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861- killed 1862
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Chief of Ordnance, Gen. Staff Officer
with Gen. Sherman) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Lt. Col. CSA (Army Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps and Department Chief of Artillery,
Corps Asst. Inspec Gen.) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief of Artillery, Corps Chief of
Staff) 1861-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Col. U.S. Volunteers (District Asst. Adjt. Gen., Regiment Commander)
1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Quartermaster Duty New Mexico, Regiment
Commander, Corps Chief of Cavalry, Camp/Department Commissary
of Musters and Cav. Inspec., Asst. in Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander, Corps Asst. Inspec. Gen.)
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (District Quartermaster, in Quartermaster Gen.
Office, Washington) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

807.
808.

USMA
#
1778
1779

Ferguson
Reno

Cav
Cav

809.

1780

Warner

Arty

810.
811.

1781
1782

Kimmel
Weeks

Cav
Arty

812.
813.
814.
815.
816.
817.
818.
819.

1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791

Cunningham
Mcneill
Claflin
Cone
Quattlebaum
Marmaduke
Holt
Conrad

Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

820.
821.

1792
1793

Conner
Ryan

Inf
Inf

822.
823.

1794
1795

Anderson
Farrand

Inf
Inf

824.
825
826.
827.
828.
829.
830.
831

1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803

Lee
Peck
Paine
White
Dixon
Echols
Saunders
Hallonquist

Inf
Inf
Engr
Ord
Topog
Topog
Ord
Arty

War

USMA
Duty

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
A
A
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Civil War
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander, Corps Chief of Staff,
Asst. in Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regimental Quartermaster, Army Inspec.
Of Artillery) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Division Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Corps Chief Quartermaster, Depot Quartermaster
and Command) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Col. Of Artillery) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander, District Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Department Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander, Corps A/Judge
Advocate and Commissary of Musters) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, State Asst. Inspec.) 1861-63
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division Asst. Adjt. Gen., Regiment
Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Brig. Gen. CSA (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, District Chief Mustering/
Disbursing Officer) 1861-65
Private U.S. Volunteers (Infantry soldier) 1863-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Capt. U.S. Army (Department Chief Engineer) 1861-63
Col. CSA (Fortifications Engineer, Cav. Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Capt. CSA (Fortifications Engineer) 1861- killed 1862
Col. CSA (Regiment Commander, District Chief Engineer) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Battalion Commander, Inspec. Gen. Duties) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

832.

USMA
#
1804

Tannatt

Arty

833.

1805

Miller

Arty

834.
835.
836.
837.
838.
839.

1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811

Ingraham
Napier
Williams
Brewer
Mckee
Van Dorn

Inf
Cav
Cav
Cav
Cav
Inf

840.
841.
842.

1812
1813
1815

Jackson
Harker
Frank

Cav
Inf
Inf

843.
844.

1816
1817

Cressey
Carey

Cav
Inf

845.

1818

Bell

Inf

846.
847.

1819
1820

Thomas
Nicodemus

Inf
Inf

848.
849.
850.
851

1821
1822
1823
1825

Gooding
Robinson
Bascom
Merrill

Inf
Inf
Inf
Engr

852.
853.
854.

1826
1827
1828

Lockett
Collins
Reese

Engr
Topog
Engr

War

USMA
Duty

A

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Asst. Inspec. of Artillery, Regiment and
Brigade Commands) 1861-64
Capt. U.S. Army (Regt. Quartermaster, Army Artillery Ordnance
Officer, Battery Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Inf. And Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Lt. Col. CSA (Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-camp Duties, District Disbursing
Officer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Commander Heavy Artillery Regiment) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, A/Asst. Adjt Gen.
Duties in NY) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Command in West) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Command, A/Department Chief
Quartermaster and Commissary of Musters) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Instructor USMA,
Commissary Duty and Depot Command) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Regiment Commander, Division Inspec. Gen) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Department A/Asst. Adjt. Gen., In Command
Signal Camp of Instruction, Signal Bureau, and Signal Corps) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1861 – killed 1862
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Department Asst, Engineer, Army Chief
Engineer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Fortifications Engineer) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Engr Staff Officer, Regiment Commander) 1861-kileld 1864
Capt. U.S. Army (Engr. Company Commander, Chief Army Engineer)

A
A
A
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Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

855.
866.

1829
1830

Wagner
Beckham

Topog
Topog

867.
868.

1831
1832

Wright
Bush

Ord
Inf

869
870.

1833
1834

Guenther
Carling

Arty
Arty

871.
872.

1835
1836

Hardin
Baker

Arty
Cav

873.

1837

Hall

Arty

874.
875.

1838
1839

Stone
Crilley

Inf
Inf

876.

1840

Anderson

Inf

877.
878.
879.
880.
881.
882.
883.

1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847

Stoughton
Carlton
Wheeler
Upham
Arnold
Worth
McFarland

Inf
Inf
Cav
Inf
Cav
Inf
Engr

884.
885.

1848
1849

Tardy
Porter

Engr
Ord

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A
A
A

A
A
A
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Civil War
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Army Staff Topog,) 1861 – killed 1862
Col. CSA (Ordnance Staff Officer, Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861killed 1864
Maj. CSA (Ordnance Arsenal Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, Asst. in Department
Provost Marshal Office) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. Army Artillery Reserve, District
Chief Quartermaster, Corps ad Depot Chief Quartermaster) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade and District Commands) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, Corps Asst. Adjt.
Gen.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division Chief of Arty, Brigade Commander)
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Command) 1861- killed 1862
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Depot Quartermaster, Chief
Quartermaster of Military Railroads in the West) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Commissary Officer and engineer duty in New
Mexico and Arizona) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-63
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Gen. CSA (Corps Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (battalion commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1861-62
Capt. U.S. Army (Superintending Engineer of Fortifications, Corps
Chief Engineer and Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Superintending Engineer Of Fortifications) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Chief of Siege Artillery and Ordnance,
Department and Army Chief of Ordnance, Aide-de-camp Gen. Grant)

Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

886.

1850

Bowen

Topog

887.
888.

1851
1852

Edson
Wilson

Ord
Topog

889.
890.
891.

1853
1854
1855

Sloan
Whittemore
Randol

Cav
Arty
Arty

890.

1856

Hook

Arty

891.
892.

1857
1858

McCreery
Wilson

Arty
Arty

893.
894.
895.

1859
1860
1861

Kellogg
Ramseur
Hopkins

Cav
Arty
Inf

896.
897.

1862
1863

Lynn
Foster

Inf
Inf

898.
899.
900.
901.

1864
1865
1866
1867

Pennington
Kerr
Powell
Smith

Arty
Cav
Inf
Inf

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

A

A
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Civil War
1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Army Asst. Topog Engineer, Corps Asst.
Adjt. Gen., District Chief of Staff, Judge Advocate of Special
Commission) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Army and Department Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Department and Army Chief Topog,
Aide-de-Camp Gen. McClellan, Army Inspec. Gen., In Charge of
Cavalry Bureau, Cav. Division and Corps Commands) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Ordnance Duties) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Commander, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Chief of Artillery, Artillery Brigade
Commander, Instructor USMA, Cav. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Expedition A/Asst. Adjt Gen., Company
Commander, Corps Chief of Artillery, District Ordnance and Inspec.
Officer) 1861-64
Capt. CSA (Ordnance Duties) 1861-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Battery Commander, Army Asst. Topog
Engineer, Superintending Engineer of Fortifications, Instructor USMA,
District Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Maj. Gen. CSA (Division Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Capt. U.S. Army (Instructor USMA, Department Inspec. of
Commissariat, Depot Commissary Officer) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Command, Ordnance Duties NY) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Division A/Asst. Adjt. Gen., Brigade Command,
District Inspec. Commissary) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Battery and Cav. Brigade Commander) 1861-65
CSA (war record unknown)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (State Mustering/Disbursing Officer, Provost Guard
Officer, Instructor USMA, Regiment Commander) 1861-65

Ser.

Name

Branch

902.

USMA
#
1868

Merritt

Cav

903.

1869

Martin

Inf

904.

1870

Burtwell

Cav

905.

1871

Jones

Inf

906.
907.
908.
909.

1872
1873
1874
1875

Lewis
Marsh
Gibbs
Bowman

Inf
Inf
Cav
Cav

910.

1876

Cushing

Inf

911.
912.

1877
1878

Huger
Hall

Inf
Inf

913.

1879

Andrews

Inf

914.
915.

1880
1881

Riley
Jordan

Inf
Inf

916.
917.
918.
919.
920.

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886

Sweet
Mishler
Hollister
Vanderbilt
Warner

Cav
Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp gen. Stoneman, Cav.
Brigade and Division Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (A/Asst. Adjt Gen. Duties, Aide-de-camp Gen.
McClellan, Company Commander, Asst. Adjt. Gen. In Discharge
Office, Asst. Adjt Gen. Of a Division of of Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Col. CSA (battery Commander, Corps Chief of Artillery, Inspec. of
Cavalry, Cavalry Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp, Regiment Commander) 1861killed 1863
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Recruiting Service) 1861- died 1862
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regiment commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Maj. CSA (Battery Commander, Inf. Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battalion Commander, Department A/Inspec. of
Cavalry, with Cavalry Bureau) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (aide-de-Camp, In Charge Signal Office Washington,
Army Chief Signal Officer, Instructor USMA, Department
Commissary Officer) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Corps Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Department A/Asst.
Adjt. Gen., Depot Commissary Officer, Aide-de-Camp Gen. Hooker,
Inf. Regiment Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Corps Commissary of
Musters, Aide-de-Camp Duties, Brigade Asst. Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Corps Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (Company Commander, Mustering/Disbursing
Duties) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Squadron Commander) 1861 – killed 1862
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Artillery Troop Command) 1861 – killed 1862
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Commander) 1861-64
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Aide-de-Camp) 1861-64
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
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Ser.

Name

Branch

Borland
Du Pont

Inf
Engr

923.

USMA
#
1887
1888
(1861)
1889

Cross

Engr

924.

1890

Babcock

Engr

925.

1891

Kingsbury

Ord

926.
927.
930.

1892
1893
1894

Ames
Hoxton
Buffington

Arty
Ord
Ord

931.

1895

Upton

Arty

932.

1896

Chambliss

Arty

933.
934.
935.

1897
1898
1899

Kirby
Rodgers
Benjamin

Arty
Arty
Arty

936.
937

1900
1901

Adair
Barlow

Cav
Arty

938.
939.
940.

1902
1903
1904

Hazlett
Patterson
Kilpatrick

Cav
Inf
Arty

941.

1905

Harwood

Arty

921.
922.

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Maj. CSA (details of service unknown)
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Arty regt. Adjt., District A/Asst. Adjt. Gen.,
Department Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Asst. Fortifications Engineer, Engineer
Battalion Command) 1861- killed 1863
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Asst. Fortifications Engineer, Engineer
Company Commander, Corps/District/Department Chief Engineer and
Inspec. Gen. Aide-de-Camp Gen. Grant) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp Gen. McDowell, regiment
Commander) 1861 – killed 1862
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Division Commander) 1861-65
Lt. Col. CSA (Army Chief of Artillery) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Commander, Division Asst. Adjt. Gen.)
1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Inf. And Cav. Division Commands)
1861-65
Brig. Gen. CSA (Battery Commander, Superintendent of Mining
Bureau, District Chief Engineer, Arsenal Commander) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Company/Battery Commands) 1861 – killed 1863
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Corps Chief of Artillery, Instructor USMA)
1861-65
1st Lt. (Deserted to British Columbia1861)
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Engineer Dutym Instructor
USMA, Engineer Company Commander, Corps Chief Engineer) 186165
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Capt. CSA (details of service unknown)
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Battery Commander, Cavalry
Regiment/Brigade/Division Commands) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Asst. in Topog Bureau,
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Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

942.

1906

Dresser

Arty

943.

1907

Leoser

Cav

944.
945.

1908
1909

Hasbrouck
Elderkin

Arty
Arty

946.

1910

Davies

Arty

947.
948.
949.
950.
951

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

Campbell
Watson
Williams
Henry
Smyser

Cav
Cav
Inf
Arty
Arty

952.

1916

Rawles

Arty

953.
954.
955.

1917
1918
1919

Gittings
Kent
Beaumont

Arty
Inf
Cav

956.
957.

1920
1921

Martin
Poland

Arty
Inf

958.

1922

Eastman

Inf

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Department Chief Topog Officer and Asst. Engineer, Instructor
USMA, Corps Asst. Engineer, Engineer Battalion Commander, Aidede-Camp Gen. Meade) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Engineer Duty, Corps
A/Ordnance Officer, Instructor USMA, Company Commander, Asst.
in Inspec. Gen. Office, Corps Inspec. Officer) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regt. Adjt., Regiment Commander, Inspector of
Cavalry) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA, Depot
Commissary Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Instructor USMA) 186165
CSA (rank unknown) (District Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861-63
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1861-63
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Brigade Commander) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Ordnance Depot Command)
1861-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army U.S. Army (Regt. Quartermaster, Battery
Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Corps Asst. Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Volunteers (Aide-de-Camp Gen. Sedgewick and Gen.
Halleck, District Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Regiment Commander, A/Division Inspec.
gen., Corps and Department Commissary of Musters, aide-de-Camp
Gen. Sickles, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Company Commander,
Instructor USMA) 1861-65
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Ser.

Name

Branch

959.

USMA
#
1923

Noble

Inf

960.

1924

Janes

Arty

961.
962.

1925
1926

Emory
McQueston

Inf
Cav

963.

1927

Solkalski

Cav

964.

1928

Rice

Inf

965.

1929

Rives

Inf

966.

1930

Gibson

Cav

967.
968.

1931
1932

Henry
Sturgeon

Cav
Inf

969.

O’Rorke

Engr

970.

1933
(1861)
1934

farquhar

Engr

971.

1935

Dutton

Engr

972.

1936

Derrick

Engr

973.

1937

Flagler

Ord

974.

1938

Bradford

Ord

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Instrictor USMA) 186165
Capt. U.S. Army (Troop Command, District Quartermaster and
Commissary Duty, aide-de-Camp Gen. Arnold, Instructor USMA)
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt., aide-de-Camp gen. Meade) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt., Brigade A/Asst. Adjt. Gen.) 1861 –
killed 1864
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Artillery Troop Command, Aide-de-Camp
Gen. Steele, Corps A/Asst. Adjt. Gen. and Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
Col. CSA (Company Commander, Aide-de-Camp Gen. Buckner)
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Gen. Manslfield, Gen. McClernand,
Gen. Dix) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Cav. Troop and Inf. Company Commander, Aidede-Camp Gen. McClellan) 1861-64
2nd Lt. U.S. Army (Deserted to CSA war record unknown) 1861
Capt. U.S. Army (Company commander, Department Chief
Commissary of Musters) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Fortifications Asst. Engineer, Department Asst.
Engineer, Inf. Regiment Commander) 1861 killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Army Asst. Engineer,
Corps and Department Chief Engineer, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Superintending Engineer of Fortifications,
Regiment Commander, Army and District Chief of Staff) 1861- killed
1864)
Lt. Col. CSA (District Asst. Adjt. Gen., regiment Commander) 186165
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Gen. McDowell, Army Chief
Ordnance Officer, Asst. at Ordnance Bureau) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Instructor USMA)
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Ser.

USMA
#

Name

Branch

975.

1939

Hill

Ord

976.

1940

Harris

Ord

977.

1941

Mordecai

Topog

978.
979.

1942
1943

Buel
Lyford

Cav
Cav

980.

1944

Cushing

Arty

981.

1945

Parsons

Arty

982.

1946

Edie

Cav

983.
984.
985.

1947
1948
1949

Babbit
Woodruff
Audenried

Arty
Arty
Cav

986.

1950

Adams

Inf

987.

1951

Hains

Arty

988.

1952

Parker

Cav

989.

1953

Farley

Arty

990.

1954

Campbell

Arty

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department Asst.
and Chief Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Corps Senior Ordnance
Officer, Department Chief Ordnance Officer) 1861-65
Maj. U.S. Army (Brigade A/Asst. Adjt. Gen., Instructor USMA,
Department and Army Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Department/Army Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Gen. McDowell, Ordnance Depot
Command, Department Chief of Ordnance, Asst in Ordnance Bureau)
1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp duty, Army Asst. Topog Engineer,
Battery Commander) 1861 – killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company and Battery Commands, Instructor
USMA) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Ordnance Depot Command, Staff of gen. Meade,
asst. in Ordnance Bureau) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Ordnance Depot Command) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1861- killed 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt, Brigade A/Asst.Adjt. Gen.,, Aide-deCamp Gen. Grant and Gen. Sherman) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Company Command, Instructor USMA, Ordnance
Duty NY) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Army Asst. Chief Topog
Engineer, Corps and Department Chief Topog Engineer) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Army Headquarters Staff Officer, Ordnance Depot
Command, Army Chief of Ordnance) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Ordnance Depot Command, District Ordnance
Officer) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, District Inspec. of
Artillery, Instructor USMA) 1861-65
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Ser.

Name

Branch

991.

USMA
#
1955

Noyes

Cav

992.

1956

Remington

Inf

993.

1957

Fuller

Arty

994.
995.
996.

1958
1959
1960

Dimick
Drouillard
Elbert

Inf
Inf
Cav

997.

1961

Brightly

Inf

998.

1962

Carter

Inf

999.

1963

Ferris

Inf

1000

1964

Watts

Cav

1001
1002
1003

Reynolds
Custer
MacKenzie

Cav
Cav
Engr

1004

1965
1966
1967
(1862)
1968

Gillespie

Engr

1005
1006

1969
1970

Burroughs
Suter

Engr
Engr

1007

1971

Smith

Engr

1008

1972

Mansfield

Engr

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Capt. U.S. Army (Squadron Command, Aide-de-Camp Duty, Corps
A/Asst. Inspec. Gen.) 1861-65
1st Lt. U.S. Army (Company Command, Regt. Adjt. 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Ordnance Officer of Army
Reserve Artillery) 1861-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt, Battery Command) 1861- killed 1863
Capt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Company Command) 8161 –
died 1863
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Instructor of Heavy
Artillery, Company and Regiment Commander) 1861 – killed 1864
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Company Command, Regt. Quartermaster,
Aide-de-Camp Duties, Superintendant of Recruiting) 1861-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regt. And Brigade Command, Regt.
Quartermaster, Corps Provost Marshal) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Battery Command, Corps Chief of
Artillery) 1861-65
Maj. CSA (Battalion Commander) 1861-65
Bvt. Maj. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Division Commander) 1861-65
Brig. Gen. U.S. Volunteers (Inf Brigade and Cav. Division Command)
1862-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Engineer Company Command, Army Chief
Engineer) 1862-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Department and army Asst. Engineer) 1861-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Engineer Company Command, Army Asst.
Engineer, Department Chief Engineer) 1862-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Corps Asst. Engineer, Instructor USMA,
Superintending Engineer of Fortifications) 1862-65
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Command, Superintending Engineer
of Fortifications) 1862-65
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Ser.

Name

Branch

1009

USMA
#
1973

Wharton

Engr

1010

1974

Chaffee

Ord

1011

1975

Schaff

Ord

1012
1013

1976
1977

Myers
Marye

Ord
Ord

1014

1978

Hamilton

Arty

1015

1979

Arnold

Arty

1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

McCrea
Lancaster
Egan
Bolles
Sanderson
Comly

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Cav

1022

1986

Bartlett

Arty

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

Wilson
Calef
McIntire
Murray
Rollins

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

1028
1029

1992
1993

Lord
James

Arty
Cav

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Col. U.S. Volunteers (Regiment Command, Superintending Engineer
of Fortifications and Railway Defenses) 1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Ordnance Depot Command, Arsenal Asst.
Ordnance Officer) 1862-65
Capt. U.S. Army (Aide-de-Camp Duties, Army Asst. Ordnance
Officer, Ordnance Depot Command) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Department Chief Ordnance Officer0 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Ordnance Depot Command, Arsenal Asst. Ordnance
Officer) 1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 186265
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Arsenal Asst. Ordnance
Officer, Department Chief Ordnance Officer) 1862-65
Bvt Maj. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Instructor USMA) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1862-65
2nd Lt U.S. Army (Recruiting Duties) 1862 – died 1863
2nd Lt U.S. Army (with 1st Artillery Regiment) 1862 – killed 1864
1st Lt U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt., Quartermaster Duty, Arsenal Asst.
Ordnance Officer) 1862-65
Bvt. Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (With 3rd Artillery, Aide-de-Camp
Duties, Corps Commissary of Musters, Brigade Commander) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Regt. Quartermaster) 1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander, Regt. Adjt.) 1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander) 1862 – died 1864
1st Lt U.S. Army (Instructor USMA, Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer)
1862-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Squandron Commander, Division Asst. Commissary
of Musters, Camp A/Ordnance Officer) 1862 – killed 1864
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Ser.

Name

Branch

Warner
Meigs

Arty
Engr

1032

USMA
#
1994
1995
(1863)
1996

Michie

Engr

1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
203

Rabb
Twining
King
Benyaurd
Howell
Holgate
McGinness

Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Ord

1040

204

McKee

Ord

1041

205

Phipps

Ord

1042

2006

Reilly

Ord

1043

2007

Field

Ord

1044
1045

2008
2009

Rockwell
Beebe

Ord
Ord

1046
1047
1048
1049
1050

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Ward
Counselman
Ramsay
Dodge
Butler

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

1030
1031

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1862-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Department Chief Engineer, Aide-de-Camp Gen.
Sheridan) 1863 – killed 1864
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Army Chief Engineer, Corps Inspec. Gen.)
1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Corps Asst. Engineer) 1863 – died 1863
Capt. U.S. Army (Department Chief Engineer) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (District and Corps Chief Engineer) 1863-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Engineer Company Commander) 1863-65
Bvt. Maj. U.S. Army (Engineer Company Commander) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Department Chief Engineer) 1863-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department
Chief of Ordnance) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department Chief
of Ordnance) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department Chief
of Ordnance) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department Chief
of Ordnance) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer, Department Chief
of Ordnance) 1863- died 1864
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1863-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Expedition Chief Ordnance Officer,
Department Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery and Inf. Company Commander) 1863-65
Lt. Col. U.S. Volunteers (Cav. Regiment Commander) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (with 2nd Artillery) 1863-65
Bvt. 1st Lt U.S. Army (Battery Command, Arsenal Asst. Ordnance
Officer, Asst. Inspec. and Constructor of Ordnance) 1863-65
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Ser.

USMA
#
2015
2016

Name

Branch

Catlin
Lester

Arty
Cav

Robbins
Sanno
Reid
Lydecker

Cav
Inf
Inf
Engr

1057

2017
2018
2019
2020
(1864)
2021

Burnham

Engr

1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063

2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

Stickney
Cuyler
MacKenzie
Ernst
Heap
Ludlow

Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr

1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074

2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038

Phillips
Jones
Cantwell
Damrell
Waterman
Allen
Allen
Bryant
Poland
Clarke
Andruss

Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Engr
Ord
Ord
Arty
Arty

1075
1076

2039
2040

Ennis
Elliot

Arty
Arty

1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Battery Commander) 1863-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Company Commander, Brigade A/Asst. Inspec.
Gen., Aide-de-Camp Duties) 1863-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Squadron Commander) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Regt. Adjt.) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Company Commander, Recruiting Duties) 1863-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Engineer Company Commander) 1864-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Department Asst. Engineer, In Charge of Depot
of Bridge-Trains and Equipage, District Chief Engineer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Army Asst. Engineer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Engineer Company Commander) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Department Asst. Engineer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Army Asst. Engineer, Instructor USMA) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (With Engineer Battalion) 1864-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Corps Chief Engineer, Asst. Engineer to Gen.
Sherman in Georgia) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (With Engineer Battalion) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Asst. Construction Engineer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Asst. Construction Engineer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Work on Torpedoes) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Prisoner of War) died 1864
1st Lt U.S. Army (Army Asst. Engineer with Gen. Sheridan) 1864-65
Bvt. Capt. U.S. Army (Department Asst. Engineer) 1864-65
2nd Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1864-65
2nd Lt U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Cav. Troop Commander) 1864-65
2nd Lt. U.S. Army (Section Commander, Asst. Ordnance Officer, Cav.
Company Commander) 1864-65
Bvt. 1st Lt U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
Bvt. 1st Lt U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
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Ser.

Name

Branch

1077
1078
1079
1080
1081

USMA
#
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Loucks
Maclay
Howell
Vose
Wheeler

Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty
Arty

1082

2046

Kinney

Arty

War

USMA
Duty

Engr
Duty

Staff
Duty

Civil War
1st Lt U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
2nd Lt. U.S. Army (Arsenal Asst. Ordnance Officer) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
1st Lt U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
2nd Lt. U.S. Army (Section Commander, Corps A/Asst. Adjt. Gen.)
1864-65
2nd Lt. U.S. Army (Section Commander) 1864-65
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